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Course Abstract 

Image-based modeling and rendering differs from traditional graphics in that both the geometry and 
appearance of the scene are derived from real photographs. Within certain limitations, the technique allows 
for shoner modeling times, faster rendering speeds, and unprecedented levels of photorealism. In this 
course we will explain and demonstrate a variety of ways of turning photographs into models and then back 
into renderings, including movie maps, panoramas, image warping, photogrammetry, light fields, and 3D 
scanning. The course will overview the relevant topics in computer vision, and show how these methods 
relate to image-based rendering techniques. We will show ways of applying the techniques to animation as 
well as to 3D navigation. An underlying theme will be how the various modeling techniques make tradeoffs 
between navigability, geometric accuracy, manipulability, ease of acquisition, and level of photorealism. 
We will illustrate the described techniques with results from recent research as well as from creative 
applications. 
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Course Schedule and Syllabus 
I. 08:30- 09:00, 30 minutes (Debevec) 

Introduction and Overview 
I. What is Image-based modeling and rendering (IBMR) 
2. The differences between Image-based modeling and rendering 

and traditional 3D graphics 
3. Why this is a promising area 
4. Some Examples 
5. The spectrum ofiBMR- from image indexing to 3D scanning 
6. Advantages and disadvantages 

2. 09:00 - I 0:00, 60 minutes (Gertler) 

Projective image warping 
I. Simple projective geometry, and the pin-hole camera model 
2. Image mosaicing and cylindrical panoramic viewing 
3. Talisman affine sprite warping 
4. Image caching techniques 

Break 

3. 10:15- II :20, 65 Minutes (McMillan) 

Warping images with depth 
I. Explanation of a depth map 
2. Ways to warp an image based on depth 
3. Panoramic image warping 
4. Turning images and depth into a navigable environment 
5. Advanced warping techniques and uncalibrated approaches 

4. II :20- 12:00,40 Minutes (Szeliski) 

Recovering Geometry I 
I. Why geometry is useful 
2. Computer Vision as Inverse Computer Graphics 
3. Notes camera calibration 
4. Computing depth maps with stereo and multi-baseline stereo 
5. Image correspondence techniques 
6. Structure from Motion 

Lunch 

5. 01:30-02:00, 30 Minutes (Debevec) 

Recovering Geometry II 
I. Interactive photogrammetric methods 
2. Structured Light and Laser Scanners 

6. 02:00- 03:00, 60 Minutes (Gonler) 

Lightfield representations 
I. The plenoptic function 
2. Reduction to 4D 
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3. Holograms and the ambiguity between geometry and photometry 
4. Light field rendering and the Lwnigraph 

- methods for input 
- methods for rendering 

5. Combining light fields with geometry 
-silhouette models (Lwnigraph) 
-view-dependent texture-mapping (Facade) 

Break 

7. 03:15-03:50,35 Minutes (Debevec) 

Applications ofiBMR in Art and Cinema 
I. Matte paintings vs. 3D Models in Movies 
2. The Aspen and San Francisco Movie Map projects (Lippman) 
3. "Displacements"- physically projecting images onto geometry 
4. Rouen Revisited (SIGGRAPH'96 art show), Like a Rolling Stone, 

The Campanile Movie, Tour into the Picture (SIGGRAPH '96, '97, '97 
Electronic Theater) 

8. 03:50- 04:40, 50 Minutes (Bregler) 

Applications of IBMR in human animation 
I. How IBMR generalizes from 3D navigation to kinematic domains 
2. Facial animation with image-based rendering 
3. Human figure animation with image-based modeling 

9. 04:40- 05:00, 20 Minutes (Everyone) 
Questions and Dialog 
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Paul Debevec 
Research Scientist 
University of California at Berkeley 
387 Soda Hall #1776 
Computer Science Division, UC Berkeley 
Berkeley, CA 94 720-1776 
(510) 642-9940 
(510) 642-5775 Fax 
debevec@cs.berkeley.edu 
http://www.cs.berkeley.edu/-debevec/ 

Presenters 

Paul Debevec earned degrees in Math and Computer Engineering at the University of Michigan in 1992 
and completed his Ph.D. at the University of California at Berkeley in 1996, where he is now a full-time 
researcher. His work in image-based modeling and rendering began in the summer of 1991 when he 
derived a realistic model of a 1980 Chevette from photographs for an animation project. Paul has 
collaborated on projects at Interval Research Corporation in Palo Alto that used a variety of image-based 
techniques for interactive applications; the piece "Rouen Revisited" showed at the SIGGRAPH'96 art show. 
His Ph.D. thesis under Professor Jitendra Malik and done with the collaboration ofC.J. Taylor presented an 
interactive method of modeling architectural scenes from sparse sets of photographs and for rendering these 
scenes realistically. He has co-authored papers in both computer vision and computer graphics, including 
several SIGGRAPH papers relating to the course topic. Paul has assisted in teaching Berkeley's 
introductory computer graphics class and has spoken at a variety of venues on image-based topics. 
Recently, Paul helped create an image-based model of the Berkeley campus for a short film shown at the 
SIGGRAPH'97 Electronic Theater. 

Steven J. Gortler 
Assistant Professor 
Harvard University 
Eng. Sci. Lab 41 0 
(617)495-3751 
(617)496-1066 
sjg@cs.harvard.edu 
http:/fhillbilly.eas.harvard.edu/-sjg/ 

Steven J. Gortler received a B.A. in 1989 in Computer Science and Applied Mathematics from Queen's 
College, CUNY in 1989 and his Ph.D. in 1995 from Princeton University. His thesis, "Wavelet Methods 
for Computer Graphics", explored both geometric modeling and realistic rendering applications of the 
wavelet transform. In this work he also developed a framework for understanding matrix solution methods 
used for radiosity. As a Postdoctoral Researcher in the Microsoft Graphics group, he performed research in 
representing and rendering scenes from dense photographic data and performing efficient image-based 
rendering with layered depth images. Steven is now an Assistant Professor at Harvard University, where he 
has taught several courses in computer graphics, including a course devoted to image-based rendering. 
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Massachusetts Institute ofTechnology 
545 Technology Square 
Cambridge, MA 02139 
Office phone: (617) 258-0381 
Fax: (617) 253-6652 
email: mcmillan@graphics.lcs.mit.edu 
http://graphics.lcs.mit.edu/-mcmillanl 

Leonard McMillan is an assistant professor of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science at the 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology. He received B.S. and M.S. degrees in Electrical Engineering from 
the Georgia Institute of Technology in 1983 and 1984, and his Ph.D. in computer science in 1997 from the 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. His experiences designing digital signal processing hardware 
have fueled his interest in making image-based rendering run at intemctive speeds. His plenoptic modeling 
work from SIGGRAPH'95 demonstmted how the optical Oow information derived from panommic images 
could be used to simulate a three-dimensional immersive environments. Leonard is currently exploring new 
algorithms and hardware designs for the accelemting image-based rendering methods. He currently teaches 
introductory computer graphics and computer architecture and lectures on a wide range of issues related to 
image-based rendering. 

Richard Szeliskl 
Senior Researcher 
Microsoft Corpomtion, Vision Technology Group 
One Microsoft Way 
Redmond, W A 98052-6399 
Office phone: (425) 936-4774 
Fax: ( 425) 936-0502 
email: szeliski@microsoft.com 
http://www.research.microsoft.com/researchlvision/szeliski/ 

Richard Szeliski is a Senior Researcher in the Vision Technology Group at Microsoft Research, where he is 
pursuing research in 3-D computer vision, video scene analysis, and image-based rendering. His current 
focus in on constructing photorealistic 3D scene models from multiple images and video, and on 
automatically parsing video for editing and retrieval applications. Dr. Szeliski received a B. Eng. degree in 
Honours Electrical Engineering from McGill University, Montreal, in 1979, a M. Appl. Sc. degree in 
Electrical Engineering from the University of British Columbia, Vancouver, in 1981, and a Ph. D. degree in 
Computer Science from Carnegie Mellon University, Pittsburgh, in 1988. He joined Microsoft Research in 
1995. Prior to Microsoft, he worked at Bell-Northern Research, Montreal, at Schlumberger Palo Alto 
Research, Palo Alto, at the Artificial Intelligence Center of SRI International, Menlo Park, and at the 
Cambridge Research Lab of Digital Equipment Corpomtion, Cambridge. Dr. Szeliski has published over 60 
research papers in computer vision, computer graphics, medical imaging, neural nets, and parallel 
numerical algorithms, as well as the book Bayesian Modeling of Uncertainty in Low-Level Vision. He is a 
member of the Association of Computing Machinery, the Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers, 
and Sigma Xi. He was an organizer of the first Workshop on Image-Based Modeling and Rendering, and is 
currently an Associate Editor of the IEEE Tmnsactions on Pattern Analysis and Machine Intelligence. 
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Christoph Breglcr 
University of California at Berkeley 
387 Soda Hall# 1776 
Computer Science Division, UC Berkeley 
Berkeley, CA 94720-1776 
(51 0) 642-9940 
(510) 642-5775 Fax 
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Chris Bregler received his undergraduate degree from University of Karlsruhe in Germany in 1993, and is 
now completing his Ph.D. in computer science at the Univeristy of California at Berkeley. Before coming 
to Berkeley he started the computer lipreading project in Professor Alex Waibel's group (University of 
Karlsruhe I Carnegie Mellon University), and continued working on machine learning, lip-tracking, and 
speechreading systems with Steve Omohundro and Yochai Konig atiCSI in Berkeley. At interval Research 
Corporation, together with Michele Covell and Malcolm Slaney, he created the Video Rewrite system that 
uses such analysis techniques and graphics techniques for image-based facial animation. As a completion to 
his thesis at U.C. Berkeley with adivisors Jitendra Malik and Jerry Feldman he is working on applying new 
visual motion tracking techniques to image-based animation of entire bodies. His publications range from 
papers, book chapters, and patents in the field of Computer Vision, Computer Graphics, Speech 
Recognition, Statistical Learning, and Neural Networks. 
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Introduction 
What is Image-Based Modeling and Rendering? 

Paul Debevec 
University of California at Berkeley 

A principal endeavor of computer graphics research has been the pursuit of photorealism. Early two
dimensional computer graphics gained a sense of depth by combining the simple algorithms for drawing 
lines with the mathematics of perspective projection. The wire frame look of such drawings fed a desire for 
a more solid appearance, which inspired the development of hidden surface removal algorithms. Shading 
algorithms allowed rendering surfaces with varying brightness levels as if they were being illuminated by 
sources of light, and shadow calculation techniques allowed objects to realistically cast shadows on each 
other. Techniques for representing and displaying curved surfaces expanded the variety of shapes that could 
be rendered, and we created modeling tools to help us generate complex models. Renderings that look as 
realistic as photographs have finally been achieved by using ray tracing and radiosity to simulate the 
myriad complex paths that light can take as it travels from its sources to the viewer. 

lbe evolution of tools for modeling and rendering scenes with photorealistic fidelity - much of it 
represented in the twenty-five years of the SIGGRAPH conference- is a monumental achievement that has 
had an inestimable influence on the visual medium. Nonetheless, the tools for creating complex models 
require a great deal of effort and skill to use, and the algorithms for rendering such images with accurate 
illumination remain computationally intensive and are still somewhat experimental. To wit: modeling is 
hard, and rendering is slow. As a result, achieving truly compelling photorealism is extremely difficult. 

Suppose, for example, that we wanted to generate a photorealistic image of the cathedral of Notre Dame in 
Paris. We could start by figuring out the dimensions of the cathedral, perhaps by borrowing the 
architectural plans from the most recent restoration project, or by conducting our own surveying. We would 
then build up the towers and the rose window, brick by brick and pane by pane, and assign appropriate 
reflectance properties to each surface. We could use L-systems to generate synthetic tnees in the adjacent 
garden, and we could specifY an appropriate distribution of incident light from the sky. We could then use a 
global illumination algorithm which, with a great deal of computation, would simulate how light would 
bounce around the scene to generate a rendered image of the cathedral. 

Alternately, we could simply visit the cathedral and take a picture of it. Taking the picture would not only 
require far less effort, but the picture would almost certainly be a far more convincing rendition of the 
scene - it is, by definition, photorealistic. But while a single photograph gives us an amazing amount of 
information about the scene's structure and appearance, it is a static frozen image. What we have lost is the 
ability to look in different directions, to move about in the scene, to collide with its surfaces, to change the 
light, to add objects, and to modifY the scene itself. If we had constructed the computer model, all of this 
would have been possible. 

Image-based modeling and rendering is about leveraging the ease with which photographs can be taken, the 
speed at which they can be displayed, and their amazing power to communicate, while at the same time 
transcending their limitations. The various forms of IBMR transcend the limitations by deriving some sort 
of representation of the scene from the photographs, and then using this representation to create renderings. 
The principal reason that image-based modeling and rendering is interesting is that these representations do 
not need to be as complete as traditional computer graphics models in order to transcend many of the 
limitations of photographs. To remove the restriction that it is impossible to look in different directions, we 
can take photographs of the scene looking in all directions, assemble the photographs into a panorama, and 
then allow the user to look around by displaying different sections of the panorama. To remove the 
restriction that one can't move about the scene, we can take many images of the scene from different 
locations, and then display the various images depending on where the user wants to go. To reduce the 
number of images necessary, we can derive geometric representations of the scene through image 
correspondence, interactive photogrammetry, or active sensing, and then render this geometry from the 
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desired viewpoint texture-mapped with the original photographs. As the techniques for deriving 
representations become more sophisticated, the fewer limitations there are. 
Image-Based Modeling and Rendering is a new field, but it has already produced degrees of interactivity 
and levels photorealism previously thought impossible. With its current level of interest, it promises to 
continue to amaze us in the years to come. Furthermore, IBMR has the potential to fundamentally change 
the way we understand computer graphics. By starting with the answer - photorealistic renderings in the 
form of photographs and video - and discovering what it takes to transform them into models and then back 
into renderings, we have no choice but to gain an understanding of every perceptually relevant aspect of 
image synthesis. 

A central goal of this course is to give a basic understanding of the variety of techniques that have been 
developed in image-based modeling and rendering. But the more important goal is to present the larger 
picture in which this variety of work can best be understood. To achieve this, an effort has been made to 
cover not just core material such as image warping and light fields, but to also present what lies near the 
frontier, such as movie maps, morphing, image-based human figure animation, and artistic applications. 
The result, I hope, will be a learning experience for all of us. 

Paul Debevec 
April 1998 
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SIGGRAPH 98 Course 15 Image-Based Modeling and Rendering 

Image-Based Modeling 

o Images are used to determine 

- Scene Geometry 

- Scene Appearance 

- Kinematic Properties 

- Reflectance Characterisics 

o Modeling scenes photorealistically is easier 
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Projective Image Warping 

As suggested by its name, image based rendering is concerned with creating new images from old 
ones. Recently there have been lots of descriptions of novel representations, such as light-fields, 
and the warping of depth images to produce 3d like parallax effects. But the basic idea of using 
old images to make new ones is quite old. In particular the use of texture mapping takes input 
image data (the texture), places it in some virtual 3d world, and views it (texture mapping) on the 
image plane. The original texture image is warped onto the new image plane using what is called 
a projective warp. 

In this section we will discuss a simple family of warps called projective warps. These warps 
do not use any sort of depth or optical How information. Warps that use depth and How will be 
discussed in detail later in the course. We will demonstrate two powerful ideas. First that if one 
views a planar object using two (or more) pin hole cameras, then those two images are related 
by a projective warp; ie. if we apply the warp to the first image, we obtain the second image. 
This result is at the core of texture mapping. In texture mapping, we use one image, the texture, 
to represent the photometric appearance of a (nearly) planar object, and this is viewed from an 
arbitrary viewpoint to create a second image. 

The second idea about projective warps we will demonstrate is that if one creates two (or 
more) images from a single center of projection (the camera only rotates, and changes its intrinsic 
properties, such as its zoom), then those two images are related by a projective warp. This result is 
at the core of environment mapping and panoramic images. If one takes a number of pictures from 
a single point of view, one can stitch this panorama of images together using a projective warp. 
From this data one can simulate a new view from the same center of projection by applying the 
projective warp. 

In this section we will discuss two types of applications and benefits of simple warps. These 
two types applications run through the core of most IBR work. First image warping lets us use 
photographs of real world scenes in an interactive graphics setting. Second, image warping is fast, 
and can allow us to render imagery faster than other techniques. 

First, simple image warping allows us to easily model complicated real world appearances that 
may be difficult to model manually. By using a photograph as a texture, one effectively captures 
real world photometric information, and places it in a virtual environment. Projective warps know 
nothing about the depths of objects in the world, and so they can be applied to real photographs 
without any sort of active scanning techniques or vision-type analysis. We discuss texture mapping 
and how it is a simple example of a projective image transform. We discuss environment maps and 
image panoramas which give a simple description of the world as seen looking out from a single 
point. These panoramas offer a simple way to photographically capture interesting real world 
environments in which to place a virtual user. 

The second benefit of simple warps is fast rendering. Image warping involves simple and 
regular computation. It can therefore be computed very efficiently, especially with the use of 
hardware. Texture mapping is useful, even if the texture is generated by a computer, and not 
from a photograph. This efficiency of image warping is used to render complicated appearance, 
(even synthetically modeled appearance) more quickly than if we were to use simpler rendering 
techniques, such as smoothly shaded polygon rendering. 

These simple types of warps can also be used to speed up the rendering of purely synthetic en
vironments. In typical virtual settings, as the user or object.~ move around, many parts of the image 



stay the same, or perhaps warp in simple ways. Various rendering systems have been designed to 
make use of this temporal coherence by essentially "reusing" various image regions. These system 
rely on similar types of image warps seen in texture mapping and environment mapping. In this 
section we will discuss these systems as well. 

Finally, to draw the connection between projective warping, and image based methods that 
use depth information, we will discuss the relationship between these warping methods and the 
warping methods that have motion or depth information associated with the pixels. 

Basics: Projective Maps 

A projective map is a mapping that maps from one image coordinate system (x;1 ,Yil) to another 
image coordinate system (Xi2,Yi2). It is computed multiplying the first coordinates by a 3 by 3 
matrix, and dividing out by r. 

Explicitly this can be written out as 

Xi2 -

Yi2 -

ffl3 ] [Xi! ] 
m6 Yil 

111<) I 

ffllXil + ffl2Yil + ffl3 

m?Xil + msYii + m9 

m<!X;I + msYil + m6 

ffl?Xil + ffl8Yil + ffl9 

Note that if we multiply the whole matrix by a scale factor, we will get the same transformation, 
and so there are really eight degrees of freedom specifying the map. In general during texture 
mapping, the mapping from texture coordinates to the new image is a projective transformation. 

There is a special simple subfamily of projective maps that come from matrices with a bottom 
row of 0, 0, I called affine maps. 

[ 

Xj2 ] [ m I ffl2 ffl3 ] [ Xi! ] 
y,~ = ~4 ~5 ~6 · Yi; 

Affine maps can translate, scale, skew, and rotate 2d images. A full projective map can do 
fancier things, like make parallel Jines converge to a point. This is necessary to get effects like 
foreshortening. Affine maps can be computed a bit quicker than projective maps, because no 
division is required. 

Basics: Pin hole cameras 

In graphics we take the three dimensional world, and project it down to a two dimensional image 
using a pin-hole camera model. This is described using matrix operations. 

Computer graphics practitioners like to have an image space z value after projection, in order 
to compute the visible surface, so they tend to use four by four matrices. During rendering, some 
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point in space (x8 ,y8 ,z8 ), perhaps some polygon vertex is mapped to "image coordinates" (x;,y;,z;) 
using the four by four matrix C. 

[ 

XjiVj l [ Xg l y,w, = C· Yg 
ZiiVi Zg 

IVj I 

The four by four matrix C = V · F · E can be considered a composition of three matrices. E is a 
Euclidian transform expressing a rotation and a translation 

F expresses the projection using a camera frustum projection. And V, a viewport transformation 
maps us to pixel coordinates. In order to extract the actual image coordinates, one needs to divide 
out the w; coordinate. 

Computer vision practitioners tend to describe real cameras, that don't keep around any z val
ues, and as such they tend to describe the imaging process as 

P =A· N · E is a 3 by 4 matrix, composed of the following parts. The position and orientation 
of the camera is determined by E. The canonical camera projection is described by 

[

1000] 
N= 0 I 0 0 

0 0 0 I 

And the intrinsic camera parameters arc defined by the three by three upper diagonal matrix matrix 

[

-fsx a lx] 
A= 0 -fsy ly 

0 0 I 

Where f is the focal length, sx, sy are horizontal and vertical pixel scales, lx, ly positions the focal 
center, and a allows for skewed, non-rectangular pixels. 

Texture Mapping 

In this section we briefly visit the topic of texture mapping and describe how it is an application of 
a projective mapping operation. 
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Texture mapping is a process where we place some interesting looking pattern onto a polygon 
in space. This pattern may be computer generated, hand drawn, or be a photograph. The pattern 
is represented as an image made up of pixels called texels. During the rendering process, these 
texels are conceptually mapped onto the polygon and then viewed through the pin hole camera and 
viewed on the screen. This can be expressed in matrices as [I] 

[ 

XjWj ] [ Xt ] 
Yi:: = P:lx4 · G4x3 · T3x3 · ~~ 

The 3 by 3 T matrix scales and translates and rotates the texture to put it on the two dimensional 
polygon; this is an affine 'map. The 4 by 3 matrix G takes the two dimensional polygon and puts it 
into 3d space. This is also an affine map. The 3 by 4 matrix P is the pin hoi~ projection that maps 
the 3d geometry onto the image plane. The concatenation of these three matrices is a three by three 
matrix M = P · G · T. This matrix represents the transformation from texture space to image space. 
Thus texture mapping is a projective map from texture space to image space using a 3 by 3 matrix 
M. 

In a real graphics language, such as openGL, one does not specify M directly. Pis specified by 
the camera commands. M is specified by the placement of the polygon in the world. T is specified 
by specifying texture coordinates (x, ,y1 ) at the three vertices of a triangle. 

The above mapping describes the map from texture to image. Typically, in a texture mapping 
implementation, we in fact use the inverse map, that maps from image domain to texture domain. 
For each image pixel location (x;,y;), we compute the mapped texture location, and then the proper 
color value is interpolated. 

Texture mapping can be implemented quite efficiently. During the rendering, as the renderer 
moves across a scan line, the matrix multiply can be evaluated incrementally with a few add oper
ations, and the division by the third coordinate. 

Two views of a planar object 

In this section we show how two views of a planar object, such as the facade of a building, are 
related by a projective map. If I take a picture of a facade, and wish to view it from a different 
position in space, I can create the new view by applying a projective map to the first image. 

Suppose one takes a picture of a planar object, and without loss of generality lets assume that 
the plane is defined by Zg = 0, then the image of the planar points in camera I are 

By dropping the third column of Pt, we can obtain a three by three matrix Mt that maps points on 
the planar object to the image plane. 

[ 

Xj} Wj} 

Yil Wit 

Wj} 
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Suppose the same plane is viewed from a second camera in a different location, apply the same 
reasoning to obtain 

Assuming theM matrices are invertible, we obtain 

[ 

Xj! Wj! ] 

YitWit 

Wjt 

Dividing both sides by w;:z gives us 

[ 

x;:zw;:z ] 
=MtMi 1

• y;:zw;:z 
W;:z 

Hence we see that one can map the view of a planar object from one camera to another camera, 
simply by multiplying the first image coordinates by a three by three matrix, and dividing through 
by r. 

Returning to our simple example, If I take a picture of a facade, and wish to view it from a 
different position in space, I can create the new view by applying a projective map to the first 
image. This can be thought of as essentially a texture mapping operation. One models the 3d 
geometry of the planar facade, one specifies that the texture should be mapped onto that plane, and 
then one views it from a some virtual camera. But the situation is slightly trickier. In simple texture 
mapping M = P · G · T, the T matrix representing the mapping of the texture onto the geometry, 
was assumed to be an affine map. This mapping was specified by specifying the (x1,y1 ) texture 
coordinates at 3 vertices of a triangle. This affine does not allow for perspective effects in the 
original texture. In our case here, the texture itself is a photograph with pin hole perspective. We 
really need the ability to specify a general projective transform forT. OpenGL allows us to do this 
in two different ways. The first way is to directly manipulate the so called texture matrix stack. 
The other way is to pass three texture coordinates (x1 • q,y, · q, q) per triangle vertex instead of two. 
This q essentially accounts for the divide of the mapping M:z, and so it should be set to w;:z 

Environment Mapping and Panoramas 

Another quite similar technique to texture mapping is environment mapping. The basic idea of en
vironment mapping is that as I look out into my environment from some single center of projection 
point, I can measure what is seen in each direction, and represent that in some appropriate data 
structure. This data structure organizes the data sampled at the various directions. Examples for 
the organizing data structures include cubes, spheres, and cylinders. 

Graphics systems have used environments maps as ways of simply representing the distant part 
of the world, either for direct viewing, or for approximate reflection computation. More recently, 
people have been interested in capturing environment maps photographically, and then using this 
data to place a user in a virtual version of a real world environment. 
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The types of projections that let us do texture mapping, also allow us to do environment map
ping. If I take a camera and move it back and forth, parallax occurs and certain objects can occlude 
one another. But when I take a camera and rotate it around its center of projection, this cannot 
occur. All I can sec in these cameras is what can be seen by the pencil of rays that meet at the 
center of projection. This suggests that there should be a way to map the pixels in one view to 
pixels in the other. This is in fact true, and can be achieved by a projective transformation. 

We can see this with an argument similar to the one used for planar objects 
Suppose one has a single camera, and without loss of generality, lets us place it at the origin, 

then the image of the scene points in camera I are 

[ 

Xi! WjJ ] [ R Q ] [ Xgl [ Xg ] 
YiJWiJ =A1·N· d I·~: =AJ·RJ· y8 

Wr! . I Zg 

where R1 is the 3 by 3 matrix describing the rotation of the first camera. Hence the mapping from 
world coordinates to camera I coordinates is described by a simple 3 by 3 matrix A 1 · R1 

If we have a second camera with the same center of projection, namely the origin, then the 
mapping from world to camera 2 coordinates is also described by a 3by3 matrix A2 · R2. As a 
result, one can map from image 2 coordinates to image I coordinates by multiplying by the 3by3 
matrix A1 R1R:Z 1 A2

1
, and dividing by the homogeneous coordinate. Hence we conclude two views 

of a scene from a single center of projection are related by a projective transfonnation. 

Image Mosaics 

Image mosaics and panoramic images are based on the idea that all images that share a center of 
projection can be easily warped to each other's coordinate systems. A user takes multiple pictures 
from a common point. These images are then warped into a common coorditate system. This 
represents a wide field of view, or perhaps a full surround view from this point. New planar images 
can be construced from this representation. 

Here we sketch the basic steps in creating a planar image mosaic. 
Step I: take multiple pictures from a single center of projection. If one wants to be very careful 

about this, one should use a tripod. As one spins the camera, one should check to see that there is 
no parallax (occlusion changes) occurring. If there is parallax, one must adjust the camera on the 
tripod so that it rotates about a different point. 

Step2: Pick a single image to the be the reference view. All of the other images will be mapped 
to this view. 

Step3: For each other image,/, determine the projective transform that maps I to the reference 
view coordinate system. This transform will make the overlapping parts of the two images align 
perfectly. There are a few ways this transform could be computed. If the user marks four corre
sponding points in the reference image, and in /, then one can directly solve for the appropriate 
matrix. Another method is to use numerical optimization to find the correct matrix [9). Essen
tially one solves for the matrix such that after warping, the region of the/, that overlaps with the 
reference image is as similar as possible. 

If an image does not contain significant overlapping data with the reference view, then we 
cannot directly compute the required projective transform. But this is not a problem. As long as I 
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has overlap with an image J, and we know the correct transformation from J to the reference view, 
then we can compute the transform from /'s coordinate system to J's, and compose that with the 
transform from J to the reference view. 

step4: Warp all images to the reference view's coordinate system. Resampling will be neces
sary since the warped sample locations will not generally lie on integer values. 

Panoramas 

There arc a few limitations to the image mosaicing approach outlined above. First it artificially 
picks a single view to be the reference coordinate system. Secondly a single image coordinate 
system can at best represent a 180 degree field of view. Thirdly, in a typical example, the images 
are gathered by rotating a camera around a single axis, and so there is really only one unknow 
degree of freedom specifying the relationship between any two images, not eight. 

To solve for the limited field of view, global data structures, such as a cylinder, sphere, or cube 
can be used to represent the view of the world from a single point. If one knows the intrinsic 
and extrinsic camera parameters for each image (ie. the P matrix), then one knows the mapping 
between pixels in the image, and rays in the world, and can easily map them onto the global data 
structure. If one does not know this information, then one must solve this information from the 
given views. Details of how to do this are described for example in [5) and [8]. In these algorithms, 
assumptions are made on the real degrees of freedom, such as that the camera does not change its 
intrinsic parameters as the pictures are taken, and that it may only be rotating about they axis. 

Image reuse for fast rendering 

Image warping techniques are used not only to capture "real" world environments, but also to 
speed up the rendering of synthetic scenes. During many rendering sequences, subsequent frames 
can be quite similar. As a user translates, distant objects don't appear to move at all. As a user 
rotates, distant objects move simply across the screen with almost no parallax effects. A number 
of rendering algorithms have been developed that take advantage of this coherence by reusing 
image regions over a series of frames. When a frame is generated, some parts of the scene are 
rendered simply by warping the associated pixels from the previous frame. Parts of the image 
where the visual changes are dramatic are rerendered directly from the geometry. There are a 
variety of issues in determining which scene elements to image warp, and which ones to redraw 
from geometry. There are also issues determining what is the best warp to use for the reused 
regions. 

Shade et al. [6) describe a system for accelerating walkthroughs of complex environments. In 
their system, the objects in the environment are organized into a spatial BSP tree. Each BSP tree 
leaf node contains an object, and the internal nodes hierarchically contain collections of objects. 
When the first frame of a sequence is rendered all of the objects are rendered from their geometry. 
Each of these images is stored as an "image cache". They also store image caches for the hierarchy 
of object collections corresponding to the internal BSP tree nodes. 

When the user moves, the BSP tree of the scene is traversed to rerender the scene. For each 
node, an error criteria is checked to see if the corresponding image cache can be reused. To reuse 
the image cache, it is used as a texture that is mapped on to a planar billboard in space. Their error 
metric approximates the discrepancy between the correct rerendered object and the appearance of 
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the texture mapped billboard. If the error of using the image cache is too high, then the object is 
rendered by recursively calling the algorithm on the BSP children of this node. When a BSP leafs 
fail the error measure, then the appropriate geometry is rerendered. In effect what happens is that 
nearby objects get rerenderd from the geometry almost at every frame. As we consider objects 
further away from the viewer, they get rerendered less often, and their billboards are just rendered 
as texture maps. At very far distances, large clusters of objects are rerendered as a single textured 
billboard. 

The Talisman rendering architecture [I 0] is a hardware rendering architecture based on the 
concept of image reuse. The hardware has a standard polygon renderer that renders each object 
into its own sprite. Another component of the hardware takes sprites, applies an arbitrary affine 
warp to it, and composites it onto the image screen. As a geometric objects move about a scene, 
its sprite can be affinely warped (ex. scaled and translated) to approximate the appearance of the 
proper motion. If the affine transform is a poor approximation to the proper appearance of the 
object, its sprite can be updated, by rerendering it in the rendering hardware component. 

In Talisman, these two hardware components, the renderer and the warper, are decoupled. The 
warper runs at frame rate, and must warp and composite each sprite per frame. The renderer up
dates sprites when requested, and does so as fast as it can. A controlling program decides which 
sprites are invalid in each frame must be rendered, typically, only a fraction of the sprites are up
dated in a frame. The controlling program also decides what is the best affine warp to use, and and 
passes that information onto the warping engine. Lengyel and Snyder [3] describe the systematic 
way in which such a program can decide on the best affine warp. They also perform a compari
son between using affine warps, and the full power of a projective transform. Their experiments 
find that the full projective transform does not add a significant advantage over affine transforms. 
Affine transforms arc much cheaper to implement, since they require no divide operations. 

Warping with depth 

In subsequent sections of this course, we will see uses of warping that usc depth and flow type in
formation. These warps are more general than the projective transforms discussed so far. Projective 

·warps can in effect only simulate the motion of planar geometry. This is a very poor approximation 
for nearby non planar objects. In this section we bridge the gap by briefly discussing these types 
of warps. 

In a real scene as a user's view translates, different objects appear to move at different speeds. 
Close by objects move quickly, while distant objects appear not to move at all. To achieve this type 
of effect by image warping, one must use a more complicated warp that has can achieve the proper 
optical flow. If one knows the intrinsic parameters of some virtual or real camera, and one knows 
the actual depth (z) values at each pixel, then warping to some new known view is straightforward. 
If the four by four matrix C1 describes the first camera, and C2, the desired view, we have 

[ ;:: ::: l = ci . [ ;zlsss] 
Zil Wj! 

Wj! 
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and so 

[ 

Xi2r l [ Xi! l y;2r = c2c-l . Yn 
Z;2r I Zil 

r I 

Like texture mapping, much of the computation of this warp can be done incrementally. As 
one moves across across a scanline of image I and warps the pixels, Xil is simply incremented and 
Yil remains the constant, and so most of the multiplies can be avoided. In contrast, Zil can change 
arbitrarily and so these multiplies must be performed per pixel. And like texture mapping, one 
must perform the divide per pixel. 

Computationally, there a big difference between these warps and projective warps. Projective 
warps are easily invertible, simply by using the inverse of the 3 by 3 matrix. Inverse warping is 
very useful. It allows us to warp each output pixel location to some position in the input image. 
One can then interpolate the color at that position. In the depth warp describe here, Zil can change 
arbitrarily. As a result, it is difficult to compute an inverse map that goes from i2 coordinates to 
iJ coordinates. This means that we can't simply interpolate image I pixel colors for each output 
pixel as done in texture mapping. There have been a variety of approaches taken to this problem 
include forward splatting type methods [7], micropolygon scan conversion methods[4], and more 
complicated inverse warping methods [2]. 

WrapUp 

Image based rendering is concerned with the use of using input images to create output images. 
The images are typically reused using some type of warp. Many image based method use simple 
warps that do not need any depth for How per pixel information. We have focused on one such 
family of warps, the projective warp. Projective warps are simple warps computed by multiplying 
with a 3 by 3 matrix and dividing by a third coordinate. 

Projective warps are fundamental to computer graphics, and are at the root of texture mapping 
and environment mapping. More recently, These techniques have been used to reuse photographs 
of real world scenery. In particular, simple warps are used to create and render from image mosaics 
and panoramas. 

Projective warps have been used recently in new rendering systems that try to reuse much 
of the imagery from frame to frame. These systems attempt to approximate the view of some 
of the objects by warping those pixels to the new view. Where it is determined that the warping 
approximation is too inaccurate, traditional rendering is used. These kinds of systems are important 
methods for enabling the interactive rendering of complicated environments. 

Given a z value stored at each pixel, one can compute where that point would be viewed in 
a second image. This can be used to drive a more complicated kind of image warping. People 
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are currently understanding how these kinds of warps can be used to allow us to virtually interact 
with real world captured images. These kinds of warps are also being investigated for image reuse 
rendering systems. 
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Video Mosaics for Virtual Environments 
Richard Szeliski, Microsoft Corporation 

By panning a camera over a scene and automatically compositing the video frames, 
this system creates large panoramic images of arbitrary shape and detail. Depth 
recovery from motion parallax also enables limited 3D rendering. 

The use of photographic imagery as part of the computer graphics creation process is a 
well established and popular technique. Still imagery can be used in a variety of ways, 
including the manipulation and compositing of photographs inside video paint systems, and 
the texture mapping of still photographs onto 3D graphical models to achieve photorealism. 
Although laborious, it is also possible to merge 3D computer graphics seamlessly with 
video imagery to produce dramatic special effects. As computer-based video becomes 
ubiquitous with the expansion of transmission, storage, and manipulation capabilities, it 
will offer a rich source of imagery for computer graphics applications. 

This article looks at one way to use video as a new source of high-resolution, 
photorealistic imagery for these applications. In its current broadcast-standard forms, video 
is a low-resolution medium that compares poorly with computer displays and scanned 
imagery. It also suffers, as do all input imaging devices, from a limited field of view. 
However, if you walked through an environment, such as a building interior, and filmed a 
video sequence of what you saw, you could subsequently register and composite the video 
images together into large mosaics of the scene. In this way, you can achieve an essentially 
unlimited resolution. Furthermore, since you can acquire the images using any optical 
technology (from microscopy to hand-held videocams to satellite photography), you can 
reconstruct any scene regardless of its range or scale. 

Video mosaics can be used in many different applications, including the creation of 
virtual reality environments, computer-game settings, and movie special effects. Such 
applications commonly use an environment map-that is, a 360-degrec spherical image of 
the environment-both to serve as a backdrop and to correctly generate reflections from 

shiny objects. 1 

In this article, I present algorithms that align images and composite scenes of increasing 
complexity-beginning with simple planar scenes and progressing to panoramic scenes 
and, finally, to scenes with depth variation. I begin with a review of basic imaging 
equations and conclude with some novel applications of the virtual environments created 
using the algorithms presented. 



Basic imaging equations 

The techniques developed here arc all based on the ability to align different pieces of a 
scene (tiles) into a larger picture of the scene (mosaic) and then to seamlessly blend the 
images together. In many ways, this resembles current image morphing techniques~ which 

use a combination of image warping 3 and image blending.4 To automatically construpt 
virtual environments, however, we must automatically derive the alignment (warping) 
transformations directly from the images, rather than relying on manual intervention. 

Before proceeding, we need to consider the geometric transformations that relate the 
images to the mosaic. To do this, we use homogeneous coordinates to represent points, that 
is, we denote 20 points in the image plane as (x, y, w). The corresponding Cartesian 
coordinates are (xlw, ylw).4 Similarly, 3D points with homogeneous coordinates (x, y, z, w) 
have Cartesian coordinates (x/w, ylw, z/w). 

Using homogeneous coordinates, we can describe the class of 20 planar projective 
transformations using matrix multiplication: 

[~] or u' Mu 

(I) 

The simplest transformations in this general class are pure translations, followed by 
translations and rotations (rigid transformations), plus scaling (similarity transformations), 
affine transformations, and full projective transformations. Figure I shows a square and 
possible rigid, affine, and projective deformations. Forms for the rigid and affine 
transformation matrix M are 
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with 3 and 6 degrees of freedom, respectively, while projective transformations have a 
general M matrix with 8 degrees of freedom. (Note that two M matrices are equivalent if 
they are scalar multiples of each other. We remove this redundancy by settingm8 = 1.) 



D 
Figure I. Square and rigid, affine, and projective transformations. 

The same hierarchy of transformations exists in 30, with rigid, similarity, affine, and 
full projective transformations having 6, 7, 12, and 15 degrees of freedom, respectively. 
The M matrices in this case are 4 x 4. Of particular interest are the rigid (Euclidean) 
transformation 

E [~ n 
(2) 

where R is a 3 x 3 orthonormal rotation matrix and t is a 30 translation vector, and the 3 x 
4 viewing matrix 

[V 0] 
0 
1 
0 

0 
0 

1/f !] 
(3) 

which projects 30 points through the origin onto a 20 projection plane a distance f along 
the z axis.4 

(Note that a more general camera model, where V is an upper triangular matrix, can 
also account for aspect ratio, an offset optical center, and skew. A real camera might also 
have optical distortions that do not follow the pinhole model.) 

The combined equations projecting a 30 world coordinate p = (x, y, z, w) onto a 20 
screen location u = (x', y', w') can thus be written as 

u VEp Pp 



where Pis a 3 x 4 camera matrix. This equation is valid even if the camera calibration 
parameters and/or the camera orientation are unknown. 

Planar image mosaics 

(4) 

The simplest possible set of images to mosaic are views of a planar scene such as a 
document, whiteboard, or flat desktop. Imagine a camera fixed directly over a desk. As you 
slide a document under the camera, different portions of the document become visible. Any 
two such pieces are related to each other by a translation and a rotation (that is, a 20 rigid 
transformation). 

Now imagine scanning a whiteboard with a hand-held video camera that you can move 
to any position. The class of transformations relating two pieces of the board, in this case, 
is the full family of 20 projective transformations. (Just imagine how a square or grid in 
one image can appear in another.) These transformations can be computed without any 
knowledge of the internal camera calibration parameters, such as focal length and optical 
center, or of the relative camera motion between frames. The fact that 20 projective 
transformations capture all such possible mappings (at least for an ideal pinhole camera) is 
a basic result of projective geometry (see sidebar). 

Given this knowledge, how do we compute the transformations relating the various 
scene pieces so that we can paste them together? A variety of techniques are possible, some 
more automated than others. For example, we could manually identify four or more 
corresponding points between the two views, which is enough information to solve for the 
eight unknowns in the 20 projective transformation. We could also iteratively adjust the 
relative positions of input images using either a blink comparator (alternating between the 
two images at a high rate) or transparency. Unfortunately, these kinds of manual 
approaches are too tedious to be useful for large compositing applications. 

Local image registration 

The approach used here directly minimizes the discrepancy in intensities between pairs 
of images after applying the recovered transformation. This has the advantages of not 
requiring any easily identifiable feature points and of being statistically optimal, that is, 
giving the maximum likelihood estimate once we are in the vicinity of the true solution. 
Let's rewrite our 20 transformations as 

x' = 
max + m1y + m2 
m6x + m7y + 1 ' 



y' 
m3x + m4y + ms 
m 6x + m7 y + 1 

Our technique minimizes the sum of the squared intensity errors 

E = L [I' (x', y')- I (x , y )]
2 

(5) 

(6) 

over all corresponding pairs of pixels i inside both images l(x, y) and J'(f' ,y'). (Pixels that 
are mapped outside image boundaries do not contribute.) Since (x' ,y') generally do not fall 
on integer pixel coordinates, we use bilinear interpolation of the intensities in /' to perform 
the resampling. 

To perform the minimization, we use the Levenberg-Marquardt iterative nonlinear 
minimization algorithm.5 This algorithm requires computation of the partial derivatives of 
e; with respect to the unknown motion parameters {m0 ... ~).These are straightforward to 

compute. For example, 

oe 
omo 

x oi' 
D ox'' ••• J 

y ( oi' oi') 
- D x' ox' + y' oy' 

(7) 

where D; is the denominator in Equation 5 and (81' /Jx' ,81' /Jy') is the image intensity 

gradient of I' at( x', y'). From these partial derivatives, the Levenberg-Marquardt 
algorithm computes an approximate Hessian matrix A and the weighted gradient vector b 
with components 

(8) 



and then updates the motion parameter estimate m by an amount .6.m = (A + ..ur 1 b, where 
A is a time-varying stabilization parameter.5 The advantage of using Levenberg-Marquardt 
over straightforward gradient descent is that it converges in fewer iterations. 

The complete registration algorithm thus consists of the following steps: 

I. For each pixel i at location (x;. y;), 

(a) compute its corresponding position in the other image ( x' , y') using 
Equation 5; 

(b) compute the error in intensity between the corresponding pixels 
e = I'(x', y') _ J(x , y ) (Equation 6) and the intensity gradient (81'/ 

8x',81'/Jy') using bilinear intensity interpolation on/'; 

(c) compute the partial derivative of e; with respect to the ml£ using 

oi' ox' oi' oy' ---+---ox' om~c oy' om~c 

as in Equation 7; 

(d) add the pixel's contribution to A and bas in Equation 8. 

2. Solve the system of equations (A+ Al).:lm = b arid update the motion estimate m(r+l) 
= m(r) + .:lm. 

3. Check that the error in Equation 6 has decreased; if not, increment A (as described in 
Press et al. 5) and compute a new .:lm. 

4. Continue iterating until the error is below a threshold or a fixed number of steps has 
been completed. 

The steps in this algorithm are similar to the operations performed when warping 
images,2•3 with.additional operations for correcting the current warping parameters based 
on local intensity error and its gradients. For more details on the exact implementation, see 

Szeliski and Coughlan.6 

Once we have found the best transformation M, we can blend the resampled image 
J' ( x' 

1 
y') together with the reference image J(x;.Y;). To reduce visible artifacts-that is, 

to hide the edges of the component images-we use a weighted average with pixels near 
the center of each image contributing more to the final composite. The weighting function 
is a simple bilinear function: 



w(.x', y') = w~(.x' )w~(y') 

(9) 

where w
1 

i a triangle (hat) function that goes to zero at both edges of the image. ln 

practice, this approach completely eliminates edge artifact ( ee Figure 2), although a 
low-frequency "mottling" might still remain if the individual tiles have different expo ure . 



Figure 2. Whiteboard image mosaic example: (a) mosaic with component locations shown 
as colored outlines, (b) complete color mosaic (the central square shows the size of one 
input tile). 

Global image registration 

Unfortunately, both gradient descent and Levenberg-Marquardt only find locally 
optimal solutions. If the motion between successive frames is large, we must use a different 
strategy to find the best registration. Two different techniques can be used to handle this 
problem. The first technique, which is commonly used in computer vision, is hierarchical 
matching, which first registers smaller, subsampled versions of the images where the 
apparent motion is smaller. Motion estimates from these smaller, coarser levels are then 
used to initialize motion estimates at finer levels, thereby avoiding the local minimum 

problem (see Szeliski and Coughtan6 for details). While this technique is not guaranteed to 
find the correct registration, it has proved empirically to work well when the initial 
misregistration is only a few pixels (the exact domain of convergence depends on the 
intensity pattern in the image). 

For larger displacements, you can use phase correlation.? This technique estimates the 
20 translation between a pair of images by taking 20 Fourier transforms of each image, 
computing the phase difference at each frequency, performing an inverse Fourier transform, 
and searching for a peak in the magnitude image. I have found this technique to work 
remarkably well in experiments, providing good initial guesses for image pairs that overlap 
by as little as 50 percent, even when there are moderate projective distortions (such as those 
that occur when using wide-angle lenses). The technique will not work if the interframe 
motion has large rotations or zooms, but this does not often occur in practice. 

Results 

To demonstrate the performance of the algorithm developed above, I digitized an image 
sequence with a camera panning over a whiteboard. Figure 2a shows the final mosaic of the 
whiteboard with the constituent images outlined in color. Figure 2b shows the final mosaic 
with the location of a single image shown as a white outline. This mosaic is I ,300 x 2,046 
pixels, based on compositing 39 NTSC (640 x 480) resolution images. 

To compute this mosaic, I developed an interactive image-manipulation tool that lets 
the user coarsely position successive frames relative to each other. The tool includes an 
automatic registration option that uses phase correlation to compute the initial rough 
placement of each image with respect to the previous one. The algorithm then refines the 
location of each image by minimizing Equation 6 using the current mosaic as /(x, y) and the 
input frame being adjusted as f(x', y'). The images in Figure 2 were automatically 
composited without user intervention by employing the middle frame (center of the image) 
as the base image (no deformation). As you can see, the technique works well on this 
example. 



Panoramic image mosaics 

To build a panoramic image mosaic or environment map,1 you can rotate a camera 
around its optical center. This resembles the action of panoramic still photographic cameras 
where the rotation of a camera on a tripod is mechanically coordinated with the film 

transport.8 In our case, however, we can mosaic multiple 20 images of arbitrary detail and 
resolution, and we need not know the camera motion. Examples of applications include 
constructing true scenic panoramas (say, of the view at the rim of Bryce Canyon) or limited 
virtual environments (a recreated meeting room or office as seen from one location). 

Images taken from the same viewpoint with a stationary optical center are related by 20 
projective transformations, just as in the planar scene case. (The sidebar presents a quick 
proof.) Because there is no motion parallax, you cannot see the relative depth of points in 
the scene as you rotate, so the images might as well be located on any plane. 

More formally, the 20 transformation denoted by M is related to the viewing matrices 
V and V' and the inter-view rotation R by 

M V'RV- 1 

(10) 

(see sidebar). For a calibrated camera, we only have to recover the three independent 
rotation parameters (or five parameters if the focal length f values are unknown) instead of 
the usual eight. 

How do we represent a panoramic scene com posited using these techniques? One 
approach is to divide the viewing sphere into several large, potentially overlapping regions 
and to represent each region with a plane onto which we paste the images.1 Figure 3 shows 
a mosaic of a bookshelf and cluttered desk composited onto a single plane (the highlighted 
central square forms the base relative to which all other images are registered). The images 
were obtained by tilting and panning a video camera mounted on a tripod, without taking 
any special steps to ensure that the rotation was around the true center of projection. As you 
can see, the complete scene is registered quite well. 



Figure 3. Panoramic image mosaic example (bookshelf and cluttered desk). These images 
were pasted onto a planar viewing surface. 

Another approach is to compute the relative position of each frame relative to some 
base frame and to periodically choose a new base frame for doing the alignment. (Note that 
the algebraic properties of the 2D projective transformation group-that is, the 
associativity of matrix multiplication-make it possible to always compute the 
transformation between any two frames. However, to represent arbitrary views (including 
90-degree rotations) requires replacing the condition m8 = 1 in Equation 1 with 

m
6 

2 + m
1 

2 + m 
8 

2 = 1.) We can then recompute an arbitrary view on the fly from 

all visible pieces, given a particular view direction R and zoom factor/. This is the 
approach used to composite the large wide-angle mosaic of Bryce Canyon shown in Figure 
4. 



Figure 4. A portion of the Bryce Canyon mosaic. Because of the large motions involved, a 
single plane cannot repre ent the whole mo aic. Instead, different tiles are elected as base 
images. 

A third approach is to use a cylindrical viewing urface to represent the image 

mo aic.9-12 In this approach, we map world coordinates p = (x, y, z, w) onto 20 cylindrical 
screen locations u = (B, v), BE (-?r, ?r] using 

tJ 

(11) 

Figure 5 shows a complete circular panorama of an office unrolled onto a cylindrical 
urface. To build this panorama, each image is flr t mapped into cylindrical coordinate 

(using a known focal length and as uming the camera was horizontal). Then, the complete 
equence i regi tered and compo ited using pure translations. The focal length of the 

camera can, if necessary, be recovered from image regi tered on a planar viewing urface. 
Figure 6 shows a similar panorama taken on the banks of the Charles River in Cambridge. 
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Figure 5. Circular panoramic image mosaic example (office interior). A total of 36 images 



are pasted onto a cylindrical viewing surface. 

Figure 6. Circular panoramic image mosaic example (exterior scene). A total of 29 images 
are pasted onto a cylindrical viewing surface. 

In addition to constructing large, single-resolution mosaics, we can also build mosaics 
with spatially varying amounts of resolution, for example, to zoom in on areas of interest. 
The modifications to the algorithm described so far are relatively straightforward and affect 
only the image-blending portion of it. As more images are added at varying resolutions, we 
can use the last image already registered as the new base image (since it is likely to be close 
in size to the new image). To create the new composite mosaic, we can use a generalization 

of the pyramidal parametrics used in texture mapping.13 

Projective depth recovery 

While mosaics of flat or panoramic scenes are useful for many virtual reality and office 
applications, such as scanning whiteboards or viewing outdoor panoramas, some 
applications need the depth associated with the scene to give the illusion of 30. Once the 
depth has been recovered, nearby views can be generated using view interpolation.14 Two 
possible approaches are to model the scene as piecewise-planar or to recover dense 30 
depth maps. 

The first approach assumes that the scene is piecewise-planar, as is the case with many 
constructed environments such as building exteriors and office interiors. The mosaicing 
technique developed above for planar images can then be applied to each of the planar 
regions in the image. The segmentation of each image into its planar components can be 
done either interactively (for example, by drawing the polygonal outline of each region to 
be registered) or automatically by associating each pixel with one of several global motion 
hypotheses. Once the independent planar pieces have been com posited, we could, in 
principle, recover the relative geometry of the various planes and the camera motion. 
However, rather than pursuing this approach here, we will develop the second, more 
general solution, which is to recover a full depth map. That is, we will infer the missing z 
component associated with each pixel in a given image sequence. 

When the camera motion is known, the problem of depth map recovery is called stereo 
reconstruction (or multi frame stereo if more than two views are used). This problem has 
been extensively studied in photogrammetry and computer vision.15 When the camera 



motion is unknown, we have the more difficult structure-from-motion problem. 15 This 
section presents a solution to the latter problem based on recovering projective depth. The 
solution is simple and robust, and fits in well with the methods already developed in this 
article. 

Formulation 

To formulate the projective structure-from-motion recovery problem, note that the 
coordinates corresponding to a pixel u with projective depth win some other frame can be 
written as 

u' V'Ep Mutwt 

(12) 

where V , E, R, and t are defined in Equations 2 and 3, and M and t are the computed 
planar projective motion matrix and the epipole, that is, where the center of projection 
appears in the other camera (see Equation 24 in the sidebar). To recover the parameters in 
M and t for each frame together with the depth values w (which are the same for all 

frames), we can use the same Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm as before.5 Once the 
projective depth values are recovered, they can be used directly in viewpoint interpolation 
(using new M and t matrices), or they can be converted to true Euclidean depth using at 
least four known depth measurements. 15 

In more detail, we write the projection equation as 

x' -

y' -

mox + m 1y + t 0w + m2 

m6x + m7y + t2w + 1 ' 
m3x + m4y + t1 w + ms 

m6x + m7y + t2w + 1 

(13) 

witht =(to, t 1 , t 2). Wecomputethepartialderivativesofx', y', ande;withrespect 

to them,_ and 110 (which we concatenate into the motion vector m) as before in Equation 7. 
Similarly, we compute the partials of x' andy' with respect to wi. That is, 

ox' 
OW 

oy' 
ow 



where D; is the denominator in Equation 13. 

To estimate the unknown parameters, we alternate iterations of the 
Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm over the motion parameters {m0, ... , t2 ) and the depth 

(14) 

parameters {w;L using the partial derivatives defined above to compute the approximate 

Hessian matrices A and the weighted error vectors b as in Equation 8. 

In the current implementation of this technique, the total number of parameters being 
estimated is decreased by using a tensor-product spline to represent the depth map and only 

recovering the depth estimates at the spline control vertices.6 (The complete depth map is 
computed by interpolation.) 

Results 

Figure 7 shows an example of using the projective depth recovery algorithm. The image 
sequence was taken by moving the camera up and over a table with stacks of papers (Figure 
7a). The resulting depth map is shown in Figure 7b as intensity-coded range values. Figure 
7c shows the original color image texture mapped onto the surface seen from a side 
viewpoint that is not part of the original sequence (an example of view extrapolation). 
Figure 7d shows a set of grid lines overlaid on the recovered surface to better judge its 
shape. The shape is recovered reasonably well in areas where there is sufficient texture to 
give depth cues (uniforrn intensity areas give none), and the extrapolated views look 
reasonable. 



Figure 7. Depth recovery example-table with stacks of papers: (a) input image, (b) 
intensity-coded depth map (dark is farther back), (c) texture-mapped surface seen from a 
novel viewpoint, and (d) gridded surface. 

Figure Sa shows results from another sequence-an· outdoor scene of some trees. 
Again, the geometry of the scene is recovered reasonably well, as indicated in the depth 
map in Figure 8b. 

Figure 8. Depth recovery example-outdoor scene with trees: (a) input image, (b) 
intensity-coded depth map (dark is farther back). 



Applications 

Given automated techniques for building 2D and 3D scenes from video sequences, 
what can we do with these models? This section describes several potential applications of 
video mosaics, including whiteboard and document scanning, environment and backdrop 
acquisition for special effects and video games, supermarket shopping at home, interactive 
walkthroughs of historical buildings, and live telepresence applications. 

The most straightforward application of image mosaics is scanning whiteboards or 
blackboards as an aid to videoconferencing or as an easy way to capture ideas. Scanning 
can produce images of much greater resolution than single wide-angle lens shots. The 
techniques developed in this article can be used with any video camera attached to a 
computer. In specialized situations, for example, in classrooms, a computer-controlled 
camera could do the scanning, removing the need for automatic registration of the images. 
In general, combinations of image mosaicing and superresolution can be used to produce 
photographic stills of extremely high resolution.9· 16 

Document scanning is another obvious application of this technology. Hand-held 
scanners currently perform this function quite well. However, because they are based on 
linear CCDs, they are subject to "skewing" problems in each strip of the scanned image, 
which must be corrected manually. Using 2D video images as input removes some of these 
problems. A final global skew may still be needed to make the document square, but this 
can be performed automatically by detecting document edges or internal horizontal and 
vertical edges (for example, column borders). 

The ability to mosaic video frames in real time opens up additional possibilities, such 
as using the camera as a "paintbrush" to generate large composite scenes interactively. The 
combination of such mosaics with live video streams produces interesting effects, where 
the newest frames appear to be "live," while older frames (presumably in other areas of the 
composite image) appear to be "frozen" in time. 

A potential mass-market application is home shopping access to complete stores, such 
as your local supermarket. This has the advantage of a familiar look and organization, and 
lets you plan your next shopping trip. The images of the aisles--with their current contents 
-can be digitized by rolling a video camera through the store. More detailed geometric 

models of individual items can be acquired by a video-based 3D model-building process.10 

In the future, these models will be available directly from the manufacturer. The shopper 
can then stroll down the aisles, pick out individual items, and look at their ingredients and 
prices. 

Panoramic mosaics (environment maps) can enhance special effects used in movies, for 
example, computing illumination maps and reflections or filling in backgrounds. Such 
panoramas could also serve as backdrops for video games. A collection of such panoramas 
could be used in a limited form of virtual reality, such as showing the views inside different 



rooms in a museum or historic building. 11 A museum scenario might include the ability to 
look at individual 30 objects such as sculptures and to bring up related information in a 
hypertext system. 

Building true 3D models of buildings, perhaps using piecewise-planar representations, 
opens up many more possibilities. For example, interactive 30 walkthroughs of your home, 
built by walking a video camera through the rooms and processing the image sequences, 
could be used for selling your house (an extension of existing still-image based systems) or 
for remodeling or renovations. However, building complete models of room interiors, 

including furniture, requires true 30 model reconstruction techniques (see Szeliski10 for 
some recent results). 

You can also create walk- or fly-throughs of general outdoor 30 scenes. Example 
applications include flight and driving simulators, and virtual travel (teletourism). Such 30 
scene models can have extremely high complexity and require solutions to problems in 
representing the images, employing partial 30 models, and switching between different 
levels of resolution. 

The ultimate in virtual reality systems is dynamic virtual reality (sometimes called 
te/epresence), which composites video from multiple sources in real time to create the 
illusion of being in a dynamic (and perhaps reactive) 30 environment. An example 
application might be to view a 30 version of a concert or sporting event with control over 
the camera shots, even seeing the event from a player's point of view. Other examples 
might be to participate or consult in a surgery from a remote location (telemedicine) or to 
participate remotely in a virtual classroom. Bui.lding such dynamic 30 models at frame 
rates is beyond the processing power of today's high-performance superscalar workstations, 
but it could be achieved using a collection of such machines or special-purpose stereo 
hardware. 

Discussion 

Video mosaics provide a powerful new way of creating the detailed environments 
needed for virtual reality applications. By quickly registering multiple images together, it is 
possible to create scenes of extremely high resolution and simultaneously recover partial 
30 geometric information. The approach used here-namely, direct minimization of 
intensity differences between warped images--has a number of advantages over more 
traditional techniques, which are based on tracking features from frame to frame.15 The 
techniques here produce dense estimates of shape. They work in highly textured areas 
where features may not be reliably observed, and they make statistically optimal use of all 
the information. In addition, the depth map recovery algorithm, described in the section 
"Projective depth recovery," makes it possible to perform view interpolation directly on 
real-world scenes, rather than just on synthetically generated graphics. 

While the techniques described in this article have worked well in the scenes in which I 
have tried them, I remain cautious about their general applicability. Intensity-based 



techniques are sensitive to image intensity variation, such as those caused by video camera 
gain control and vignetting (darkening of the corners at wide lens apertures). Working with 
band-pass filtered images and proper image blending can remove many of these problems. 
Registration techniques are also sensitive to geometric distortions (deviations from the 
pinhole model) in the optics, so careful calibration is necessary for optimal accuracy (the 
results reported here were obtained with uncalibrated cameras). Other potential sources of 
error include limited depth of field and imperfect alignment of rotational axes in panoramic 
scene com positing. 

The depth extraction techniques rely on the presence of texture in the image. Even in 
areas of sufficient texture, the registration/matching algorithm can still compute erroneous 
depth estimates, for example, due to repetitive texture patterns or occlusions. Where texture 
is absent, interpolation must be used, and this can also lead to erroneous depth estimates. 

Conclusion 

The techniques presented here automatically register video frames into 2D and partial 
3D scene models. Truly realistic virtual environments will require 3D object models as 
well as environment maps. The automatic construction of such models directly from video 
is the subject of ongoing investigations. 10 

The creation of realistic high-resolution scenes from video imagery opens up many new 
applications. Ultimately, as processing speeds and reconstruction algorithms improve 
further, video mosaics and related techniques will enable an even more exciting range of 
interactive computer graphics, telepresence, and virtual reality applications. 
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2D projective transformations 

Planar scene views are related by projective transformations. This is true in the most 
general case--that is, for any 30-to-20 mapping 



U= Pp 

(i) 

where p = (x, y, z, w) is a 3D world coordinate, u = (x' ,y', w') is the 2D screen location, and 
P is the 3 x 4 camera matrix defined in Equation 4. 

Since P is of rank 3, we have 

p = M * u + sm 

(ii) 

where M* = pT(ppTy 1 is the pscudoinvrsc of P and m is in the null space of P, that is, Pm 
= 0. The equation of a plane in world coordinates can be written as 

ax + by + c z = d or n · p = 0 

(iii) 

from which we can conclude that 

(iv) 

and hence 

~ 

p Mu 

(v) 

From any other viewpoint, we have 



u' P'Mu Mu 

(vi) 

which is a 2D planar projective transformation. 

In the absence of prior information about the camera location, we can assume that the 
world coordinate system coincides with the first camera position, that is, E = I and 

p = V = [ V 0 ], and therefore M* = v- 1 and m = (0, 0, 0, I )Tin Equations ii 

through v. An image point u then corresponds to a world coordinate p of the form 

p = [V~
1

u] 

(vii) 

where w is the unknown fourth coordinate of p (called projective depth), which determines 
how far the point is from the origin. 

For panoramic image mosaics, we can rotate the point p around the camera optical 
center to obtain 

p' 

with a corresponding screen coordinate 

u' = V'RV- 1 u = Mu 

(viii) 

(ix) 

Thus, the mapping between the two screen coordinate systems can be described by a 2D 
projective transformation. 

For projective depth recovery, each image pointu corresponds to a 3D point p with an 
unknown projective depth was given in Equation vii. In some other frame, whose relative 
orientation to the first frame is denoted byE, we have 



u' V'Ep - V'RV- 1 u +wV't - Mu + wt 

(x) 

Thus, the motion between the two frames can be described by our familiar 2D planar 
projective motion, plus an amount of motion proportional to the projective depth along the 
direction t (which is called the epipole). 
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ABSTRACT 
lmag~-bascd rendering is a powerful new approach for generating 
rcal-ume photorca1istic computer graphics. It can provide convinc
ing animations without an explicit geometric representation. We usc 
the "plcnoptic function" of Adelson and Bergen to provide a concise 
problem statement for image-based rendering paradigms, such as 
morphing and view interpolation. The plenoptic function is a param
eteri7.cd function for describing everything that is visible from a 
given point in space. We present an image-based rendering system 
based on sampling, reconstructing, and rcsampling the plenoptic 
function. In addition, we introduce a novel visible surface algorithm 
and a geomelric invariant for cylindrical projections that is equiva
lent to the epipolar constraint defined for planar projections. 

CR Descriptors: 1.3.3 (Computer Graphics(: Picture/Image Gen
eration- display algorithms, viewing algorithms; 1.3.7 (Computer 
Graphics): Three-Dimensional Graphics and Realism- hidden line/ 
suiface umoval; 1.4.3 (Image Processing): Enhancement- regis
tration; 1.4.7 (Image Processing): Feature Measurement
projections; 1.4.8 (Image Processing]: Scene Analysis. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
In recent years there has been increased interest, within the computer 
graphics community, in image-based rendering systems. These sys
tems arc fundamentally different from traditional geometry-based 
rendering systems. In image-based systems the underlying data rep
resentation (i.e model) is composed of a set of photometric 
observations, whereas geometry-based systems use either mathe
matical descriptions of the boundary regions separating scene 
elements (8-rep) or discretely sampled space functions (volumcuic). 

The evolution of image-based rendering systems can be 1.raccd 
through at least three different research fields. In photogrummctry the 
initial problems of camera calibration, two-dimensional image reg
istration, and photometries have progressed toward the determina
tion of three-dimensional models. Likewise, in computer vision, 
problems such as robot navigation, image discrimination, and image 
understanding have naturnlly led in the same direction. In computer 
graphics, the progression toward image-based rendering systems 
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was initially motivated by the desire to increase the visual realism of 
the approximate geometric descriptions by mapping images onto 
their surface (texture mapping) (7], [ 12]. Next, images were used to 
approximate global illumination effects (environment mapping) (5), 
and, most recently, we have seen systems where the images them
selves constitute the significant aspects ofthescene's description [8). 

Another reason for considering image-based rendering systems 
in computer graphics is that acquisition of realistic surface models is 
a difficult problem. While geometry-based rendering technology has 
made significant strides towards achieving photorealism, creating 
accurate models is still nearly asdifficultas it was ten years ago. Tech
nological advances in three-dimensional scanning provide some 
promise in model building. However. they also verify our worst sus
picions- the geometry of the real-world is exceedingly complex. 
Ironically, the primary subjective measure of image quality used by 
proponents of geometric rendering systems is the degree with which 
the resulting images arc indistinguishable from photographs. 

One liability of image-based rendering systems is the lack of a 
consistent framework within which to judge the validity of the 
results. Fundamentally, this arises from the absence of a clear prob
lem definition. Geometry-based rendering, on the other hand, has a 
solid foundation; it uses analytic and projective geometry to describe 
the world's shape and physics to describe the world's surface prop
enies and the light's interaction with those surfaces. 

This paper presents a consistent framework for the evaluation 
of image-based rendering systems, and gives a concise problem def
inition. We then evaluate previous image-based rendering methods 
within this new framework. Finally. we present our own image-based 
rendering methodology and results from our prototype implementa
tion. 

2. THE PLENOPTIC FUNCTION 
Adelson and Bergen (I) assigned the name p/enoptic function (from 
the latin root p/enus, meaning complete or full. and optic pertaining 
l? vision) to the pencil of rays visible from any point in space. at any 
Ume. and over any range of wavelengths. They used this function to 
develop a taxonomy for evaluating models of low-level vision. The 
plenoptic function describes all of the radiant energy that can be per
cci ved from the point of view of the observer rather than the point of 
view of the source. They postulate 

" ... all th~ basic visual measurements can be considered 
to characterize local change along one or two di~nsions 
of a single function that d~scrib~s tM structure of the 
information in th~ light impinging on an observer." 

Adelson and Bergen funher fonnalizcd this functional description by 
provtdtng a parameter space over which the plenoptic function is 
valid, as shown in Figure I. Imagine an idealized eye which we arc 
frectopl~atanypointinspace(V.r Vy Vz). Fromtherewecanselcct 
any of the vtewable rays by choosing an azimuth and elevation angle 
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(9.$) as well as a band of wavelengths,)... which we wish to consider. 

(V,, V~ V,) 

FIGURE I. The plenoptic function describes all of the 
image information visible from a particular viewing 
position. 

In the case of a dynamic scene, we can additionally choose the time, 
1, nt which we wish to evaluate the function. This results in the fol
lowing fonn for the plcnoptic function: 

p = P(9, ¢,A., V_,. VY' V,. I) (I) 

In computer graphics tcnninology, the plcnoptic function 
describes the set of all possible environment maps for a given scene. 
For the purposes of visualization, one can consider the plenoptic 
function as a scene representation. In order to generate a view from 
a given point in a particular direction we would need to merely plug 
in appropriate values for(V.., Vy V,) and select from a range of(O.~J 
for some constant 1. 

We define a complete sample ofthe plcnoptic function as a full 
spherical map for a given viewpoint nnd Lime value, and an incom
plete sample as some solid angle subset of this spherical map. 

Within this framework we can state the following problem def
inition for image-based rendering. Given a set of discrete samples 
(complete or incomplete) from the p/enoptic function, the goal of 
image-based rendering is to generalt a continuous representation of 
that function. This problem statement provides for many avenues of 
exploration, such as how to optimally select sample points and how 
to best reconstruct a continuous function from these samples. 

3. PREVIOUS WORK 

3.1 Movie-Maps 
The Movie-Map system by Lippman [17] is one of the earliest 
attempLSat constructing an image-based rendering system. In Movie
Maps, incomplete plenoptic samples are stored on interactive video 
laser disks. They arc accessed randomly, primarily by a change in 
viewpoint; however, the system can also accommodate panning, t~lt
ing, or lOOming about a fixed viewing position. We can charnctenzc 
Lippman's plenoptic reconstruction technique as a nearest-neighbor 
interpolation because, when given a set of input parameters (V » Vy 
Vz• e.$. t), the Movie-Map system can select the nearest partial sam
ple. The Movie-Map form of image-based rendering can also be 
interpreted ns a lable-based evaluation of the plenoptic functio_n. This 
interpretation reHccts the database structure common to most tmage
based systems. 

3.2 Image Marphing 
Image morphing is a very popular image-based rendering technique 
14],[28]. Generally, morphing is considered to occur between two 
images. We can think of these images as endpoints alo~g some path 
through time and/or space. In this interpretation, morphmg becomes 
a method for rcconstnJcting partial samples of the continuous ple
noptic function a1ong this path. In addition to photometric data. 
morphing uses additional information describing the image How 
field. This information is usually hand crafted by an animator. At fir.;t 

glance, this 1ypc of augmentation might seem to place it ?utsidc of 
the plenoptic function'sdomnin. However, several authors tn the field 
of computer vision have shown that this type of image flow infor
mation is equivalent to changes in the local intensity due to 
infinitesimal penurbations of the plenoptic function's independent 
variables [20],[ 13 ]. This local derivative behavior can be related to 
the intensity gradient via applications of the chain rule. In fact, mor
phing makes an even stronger assumption that the flow infonnation 
is constant along the entire path, thus amounting to a locally linear 
approximation. Also, a blending function is often used to c_o~~i~e 
both reference images after being panially flowed from thc1r 1mUal 
configurations to a given point on the path. This blending function 
is usually some linear combination of the two images based on what 
percentage of the path's length has been traversed. Thus, morphing 
is a plenoptic rcconsuuction method which interpolates betwcc~ 
samples and uses local derivative information to construct approxt· 
mations. 

3.3 VIew Interpolation 
Chen's and Williams' (8) view interpolation employs incomplete 
plenoptie samples and image How fields to reconstruct nrbi~ 
viewpoints with some constraints on gaze angle. The reconstrucuon 
process uses information about the local neighborhood of a sample. 
Chen and Williams point out and suggest a solution for one of the key 
problems of image-based rendering- determining the visible sur
faces. Chen and Williams chose to presort the quadtree compressed 
How-field in a back-to-front order according to its (geometric) z~ 
value. This approach works we11 when all of the partial sample 
images share a common gaze direction, and the sy_nthesized view
points are restricted to stay within 90 degrees of this gaze angle. 

An image How field alone allows for many ambiguous visibility 
solutions, unless we restrict ourselves to How fields that do not fold, 
such as rubber-sheet local spline warps or thin-plate global spline 
warps. This problem must be considered in any gencrnl-pu_rposc 
image-based rendering system, and ideally, itshou_ld be don~ wtthout 
transporting the image into the geomeuic-rendenng dommn. 

Eslablishing flow fields for a view interpolation system can al~o 
be problematic. Chen and Williams used pre-rendered synthetic 
images to determine How fields from the 7.-values. In general, accu
rate flow field infonnation between two samples can only be eslab
lishcd for points that are mutually visible to both samples. This points 
out a shortcoming in the usc of panial samples, because reference 
images seldom have a 100% overlap. . . 

Like morphing, view interpolation uses photomctnc mfonna
tion as well as local derivative information in its reconstruction pro
cess. This locally linear approximation is nicely exploited to 
approximate perspective depth effects, and Chen and ~illi~s s~ow 
it to be correct for lateral motions relative to the gaze dirccuon. V1ew 
interpolation, however, adds a nonlinearity by allowing the visibility 
process to determine the blending function between reference frames 
in a closest-take-all (a.k.a. winner-take-all) fashion. 

3.4 Laveau and Feugeras 
Laveau and Faugeras [151 have taken advantage of the fact that the 
epipolar geometries between images resuict the image How field in 
such a way that it can be parameterized by a sin~le dispari~y val~e 
and a fundamental matrix which represents the eptpolar relauonship. 
They also provide n two-dimensional raytrncing-like solution to the 
visibility problem which does not require an underlying geometric 
description. Their method does, however, require establishing cor
respondences for each image point along the ray's path. The Lavcau 
and Faugeras system also uses partial plenoptic samples, and results 
are shown only for overlapping regions between views. 

Laveau and Faugeras also discuss the combination of informa
tion from several views but primarily in terms of resolving visibility. 
By relating the reference views and the desired views by the homog
enous transformations between their projections, Laveau and 
Faugeras can compute exact perspective depth solutions. The recon-
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struction process again takes advantage of both image data and local 
derivative information to reconstruct the plcnoptic function. 

3.5 Regan and Pose 
Regan and Pose (23) describe a hybrid system in which plcnoptic 
samples arc generated on the fly by a geometry-based rendering sys
tem at available rendering rates, while interactive rendering is 
provided by the image-based subsystem. At any instant, a user inter
acts with a single plcnoptic sample. This nllows the user to make 
unconstrained changes in the gaze angle about the sample point. 
Regan and Pose also discuss locaJ reconstruction approximations due 
to changes in the viewing position. These approximations amount to 
treating the objects in the scene as being placed at infinity, resulting 
in a loss ofthc kinetic depth effect. These panial updates can be com
bined with the approximation vaJues. 

4. PLENOPTIC MODELING 
We claim that all image-based rendering approaches can be cast 

as attempts to reconstruct the plenoptic function from a sample set 
of that function. We believe that there are significant insights to be 
gleaned from this chamcterization. In this section, we propose our 
prototype system in light of this plenoptic function framework. 

We call our image-based rendering approach Plenoptic Model
ing. Like other image-based rendering systems, the scene description 
is given by a series of reference images. These reference images arc 
subsequently warped and combined to form representations of the 
scene from arbitrary viewpoints. The warping function is defined by 
image flow field infonnation that can either be supplied as an input 
or derived from the reference images. 

Our discussion of the plenoptic modeling image-based render
ing system is broken down into four sections. First, we discuss the 
representation of the plenoptic samples. Next, we discuss their acqui
sition. The third section covers the determination of image flow 
fields, if required. And, finally, we describe how to rcconsuuct the 
plenoptic function from these sample images. 

4.1 Plenoptic Sample Representation 
The most natural surface for projecting a complete plenoptic sample 
is a unit sphere centered about the viewing position. One difficulty 
of spherical projections, however, is the lack of a representation that 
is suitable for storage on a computer. This is particularly difficult if 
n uniform (i.e. equal area) discrete sampling is required. This diffi
culty is reHected in the various distonions which arise in planar 
projections of world maps in cartography. Those uniform mappings 
which do exist arc generally ill-suited for systematic access as a data 
structure. Furthermore, those which do map to a plane with consistent 
neighborhood relationships are generally quite distorted and, there
fore, non-uniform. 

A set of six planar projections in the form of a cube has been sug
gested by Greene [ 10] as an efficient representation for environment 
maps. While this representation can be easily stored and accessed by 
a computer, it provides significant problems relating to acquisition, 
alignment., and registration when used with real, non-computer-gen· 
ernted images. The orthogonal orientation of the cube faces requires 
precise camera positioning. The wide, 90 degree field-of-view of 
each face requires expensive lens systems to avoid optical distortion. 
Also, the planar mapping docs not represent a unifonn sampling, but 
instead, is considerably oversamplcd in the edges and comers. How
ever, the greatest difficulty of a cube-oriented planar projection set 
is describing the behavior of the image flow fields across the bound
aries between faces and at comers. This is not an issue when the six 
planar projections are used solely as an environment map. but it adds 
a considerable overhead when it is used for image analysis. 

We have chosen to use a cylindrical projection as the plenoptic 
sample representation. One advantage of a cylinder is that it can be 
easily unrolled into a simple planar map. The surface is without 
boundaries in the azimuth direction, which simplifies correspon
dence searches required to establish image flow fields. One shan-

coming of a projection on a finite cylindrical surface is the boundary 
conditions introduced at the top and bottom. We have chosen not to 
employ end caps on our projections, which has the problem of lim
iting the vertical field of view within the environment. 

4.2 Acquiring Cylindrical Projections 
A significant advantage of a cylindrical projection is the simplicity 
of acquisition. The only acquisition equipment required is a video 
camera and a uipod ~apablc of continuous panning. Ideally, the cam
era's panning motion would be around the exactopticaJ ccnterofthe 
camera. In practice, in a scene where all objects arc rclruively far from 
the Lripod's rotational center, a slight misalignment offset can be 
tolerated. 

Any two planar perspective projections of a scene which shnre 
a common viewpoint arc related by a two-dimensional homogenous 
transform: 

[~L [::: ::: :~1 [.1 
~ 831 832 83;J ~ 
>'=~ Y=~ w w 

(2) 

where x andy represent the pixel coordinates of an image /, and x' 
andy' are their corresponding coordinates in a second image/'. This 
well known result has been reported by several authors (12),(28), 
[22]. The images resulting from typical camera motions, such as pan, 
lilt, roll, and zoom. can all be related in this fashion. When creating 
a cylindrical projection. we will only need to consider panning cam
era motions. For convenience we define the camera's local 
coordinate system such that the panning takes place entirely in thex
z plane. 

In order to reproject an individual image into a cylindrical pro
jection, we must first determine a model for the camera's projection 
or, equivalently, the appropriate homogenous transforms. Many dif
ferent techniques have been developed forinfening the homogenous 
transfonnalion between images sharing common centers of projec
tion. The most common technique [ 12] involves establishing four 
corresponding points across each image pair. The resulting trans
fonns provide a mapping of pixels from the planar projection of the 
first image to the planar projection of the second. Several images 
could be composited in this fashion by first determining the transfonn 
which maps the Nth image to image N-1. These transforms can be 
catenated to fonn a mapping of each image to the plane of the first. 
This approach, in effect, avoids direct determination of an entire cam
era model by performing all mappings between different instances of 
the same camera. Other techniques for deriving these homogeneous 
transformations without specific point correspondences have also 
been described 122), (25). 

The set of homogenous transfonns,/1;. can be decomposed into 
two pans which will allow for arbitrary reprojeclions in a manner 
similar to [II]. These two pans include an intrinsic transform, S, 
which is determined entirely by camera propc::nies, and an extrinsic 
transform, R;, which is determined by the rotation around the cam
era's center of projection: 

(3) 
This decomposition dccouples the projection and rotational compo
nents of the homogeneous transform. By an appropriate choice of 
coordinate syslCms and by limiting the camera's motion to panning, 
the exlrinsic transform component is constrained to a function of a 
single parameter rotation matrix describing the pan. 

RY = [c~9 ~ si~OJ 
-sin9 0 case 

(4) 
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Since the intrinsic component's properties arc invariant overall of the 
images, the decomposition problem can be broken into two parts: the 
determination of the extrinsic rotation component, Ri, followed by 
the determination of an intrinsic projection component, S. The fil3t 

step in our method dctcnnincs estimates for the extrinsic paruting 
angle between each image pair of the panning sequence. This is 
accomplished by using a linear approximation to an infinitesimal 
rotation by the nnt,le e. This linear approximation results from s~b
stituting I + 0(9 ) for the cosine terms and e + 0(93) for the Sine 
terms of the rotation matrix. This infinitesimal perturbation has been 
shown by ( 14) to reduce to the following approximate equations: 

9(x-C ) 2 

X = X -/9- f X + 0(92) 
(5) 

j = y 9 (x- Cx)f (y- C,J + 0(92) 

where/is the apparent focal length of the camera measured in pixels, 
and (C~ C,.) is the pixel coordinate of the intersection of the optical 
axis with the image plane. (Cxo C.,.) is initiaJly estimated to be at the 
center pixel of the image plane. A beuerestimate for( C.., CyJ is found 
during the intrinsic matrix solution. 

These equations show that smaJI panning rotations can be 
approximated by translations for pixels near the image's center. We 
require that some part of each image in the sequence must be visible 
in the successive image, and that some pan of the final image must 
be visible in the first image of the sequence. The first stage of the 
cylindrical rcgistrntion process attempts to register the image set by 
computing the optimal translation in x which maximizes the nonnal
i:r.cd correlation within a region about the center third of the screen. 
This is first computed at a pixel resolution, then refined on a 0.1 sub
pixel grid, usingacatmuli-Rom interpolation spline to compute sub
pixel intensities. Once these translations, I;, arc computed, Newton's 
method is used to convert them to estimates of rotation angles and the 
focal length, using the fo11owing equation: 

2n- i atan( j) = 0 (6) 
I= I 

where N is the number of images comprising the sequence. This usu
ally converges in as few as five iterations. depending on the original 
estimate forf This first phase determines an estimate for the relative 
rotational angles between each of the images (our extrinsic param
eters) and the initial focal length estimate measured in pixels (one of 
the intrinsic pammeters). 

The second stage of the registration process dctennines the S, 
or structurnl matrix, which describes various camera propenies such 
as the tilt and roll angles which arc assumed to remain constant over 
the group of images. The following model is used: 

s = nxn,P 
where Pis the projection matrix: 

p J~ :=~~ 
l~ o r1 

(7) 

(8) 

and (C_.. c,J is the estimatedcenterofthe viewplaneas described pre
viously, CJ is a skew parameter representing the deviation of the 
sampling grid from a rectilinear grid, p determines the sampling 
grid's aspect rutio, andfis the focal length in pixels as determined 
from the first alignment stage. 

The remaining terms, ll,. and n,, describe the combined effects 
of camera orientation and deviations of the viewplane's orientation 
from perpendicular to the optical axis. Ideally, the viewplane would 
be normal to the optical axis, but manufacturing tolerances allow 
these numbers to vary slightly [27]. 

[

I 0 0 l 
nx = 0 c~srox -sinrox 

0 Stn(l)X COS(l)x 

(9) 

oz = [:~::: ~:~:: ~l 
0 0 J 

(10) 

In addition, the Wz tcnn is indistinguishable from the camem's roll 
angle and, thus, represents both the image sensor's and the camera's 
rotation. Likewise, ro.f' is combined with an implicit parameter,$. that 
rcpresenls lhe relative aih of the camera's optical axis out of the pan
ning plane. If 41 is zero, the images arc all tangent to a cylinder and 
for a non:r.ero $the projections are tangent to a cone. 

This gives six unknown parameters, (Cxo Cy CJ. p, roxo rot), to be 
determined in the second stage of the registration process. Notice 
that, when combined with the 9i andfparametcrs determined in lhc 
first stage. we have a total of eight parameters for each image, which 
is consistent with the number of free parameters in a general homo
geneous matrix. 

The suucturnl matrix, S. is determined by minimi7Jng the fol
lowing error function: 

'"' where 1;.1 and I; represent the center third of the pixels from images 
i-1 and i respectively. Using Powell's multivarinble minimization 
method [23) with the following initial values for our six parameters, 

C = image width C = image height 
X 2 y 2 (12) 

o = 0 p = I "'x = 0 "'z = 0 

the solution typically converges in about six iterations. At this point 
we will have a new estimate for (C .. , Cy) which can be fed back into 
stage one, and the entire process can be repeated. 

The registration process results in a single camera mOOcl, S(C ... cr o. p, w.,.. r.»z.,f), and a set of the relative rotations. ej. between each 
o 1he sampled images. Using these parameters, we can compose 
mapping functions from any image in the sequence to any other 
image as follows: 

t 1 = s-t R R R ... R SI'J (13) 
y,_, y,_l Y,.J Y1 

We can also rcproject images onto arbitrary surfaces by modifying 
S. Since each image pixel determines the equation of a ray from the 
center-of-projection, the rcprojcclion process merely involves inter
secting these rays with the projection manifold. 

4.3 Determining Image Flow Fields 
Given two or more cylindrical projections from different positions 
within a static scene, we can determine the relative positions of cen
ters-of-projection and establish geometric constraints across all 
potential reprojcctions. These positions can only be computed to a 
scale factor. An intuitive argument for this is that from a set of images 
alone, one cannot determine if the observer is looking at a model or 
a full-sized scene. This implies that nt least one measurement is 
required to establish a scale factor. The measurement may be taken 
either between features that arc mutually visible within images, or the 
distance between the acquired image's camera positions can be used. 
Both techniques have been used with little difference in rcsuhs. 

To establish the relative relationships between any pair of cylin
drical projections, the user specifics a set of corresponding points that 
arc visible from both views. These points can be treated as rays in 
space with the following form: 
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[cos(~8 -8)l 
D,(8, v) = sin(~8 -8) (14) 

k,( c •. - v) 
'k/8. v) 

where La = (AX' A Az) islheunknownpositionofthecylindcr's 
center of projection,~ is the rotational offset which aligns the angu
lar orientation of the cylinders to a common frn.mc, k0 is a scale factor 
which determines the vertical field-of-view, nnd C is the scnnlinc 
where the center of projection would project onto J'tc scene (i.e. the 
line of zero elevation, like the equator of a spherical map). 

A pair of ticpoints, one from each image. establishes a pair of 
rnys which ideally intersect at the point in space identified by the tie
point. In general, however, these rays are skewed. Therefore, we use 
the point that is simultaneously closest to both rays as nn estimate of 
the point's position, p, as dctcnnincd by the following derivation. 

Ra-kb 
,D(8,, v., 81>' vt) = -

2
- (15) 

where (8•, v,) and (811 v~ are the tiepoint coordinates on cylin
ders A and B respectively. The two points, R

8 
and Rb, are given by 

where 

= 

s = 

11., = C,+ tDJ8,, v,.> 

xb = Cb + sDb(8b' vt) 

Dct(C,- Cr. Dr!-81>' vt), D,(88 , v,.> x Dr/-81>' vt)] 

ID,(88, v,.>xDb(8 11 vt)l 2 

Det[Cb- C., D,(8,, v,.>, DJ8,, v,.> x Dr!-81>' vt)] 

IDJ8,, v .> x Drt811 vt)l 2 

(16) 

(17) 

This allows us to pose the problem of finding a cylinder's position 
as a minimization problem. For each pair of cylinders we have two 
setsorsix unknowns, ((A..,AyA,.~ •• k.,C .. ), (B..,ByB,.~b.kb, C,.b)(.ln 
general, we have good estimates for the k and Cv tcnns, since these 
values are found by the rcgistrntion phase. The position of the cyl~ 
indcrs is detennincd by minimizing the distance between t.hese 
skewed rays. We also choose to assign a penalty for shrinking the ver
tical height of the cylinder in order to bring points closer together. 
This penalty could be eliminated by accepting either the/cor Cv val
ues given by the registration. 

We have tested Lhis approach using from 12 to 500 tiepoints. and 
have found that it converges to a solution in as few as ten iterations 
ofPowell's method. Since no correlation step is required, this process 
is considerably faster than the minimization step required to deter· 
mine the structural matrix, S. 

The use of a cylindrical projection introduces significant geo
metric constraints on where a point viewed in one projection might 
appear in a second. We can capitalize on these restrictions when we 
wish to automatically identify corresponding points across cylinders. 
While an initial set or I 00 to 500 tiepoints might be established by 
hand, this process is far too tedious to establish a mapping for the 
entire cylinder. Next, we present a geometric constraint for cylindri
cal projections that determines the possible positions of a point gi vcn 
its position in some other cylinder. This constraint plays the same role 
that the epipolar geometries (18(, (9(, used in the computer vision 
community fordcplh-from-stereo computations, play for planar pro
jections. 

First, we will present an intuitive argument for the existence of 
such an invarianL Consider yourself at the center of a cylindrical pro
jection. Every point on lhe cylinder around you corresponds to a ray 
in space as given by the cylindrical epipolar geometry equation. 
When one of the rays is observed from a second cylinder, its path 
projects to a curve which appears to begin at the point corresponding 
to the origin of the first cylinder, and it is constrained to pass through 

the point's image on the second cylinder. 
This same argument could obviously have been made for a pln

narprojection. And. since two points arc identified (the virtual image · 
of the camera in the second projection along with the corresponding 
point) and, because a planar projection preserve lines. a unique, so 
called epipolar line is defined. This is the basis for an cpipolar geom
etry, which identifies pairs of lines in two planar projections such that 
if a point falls upon one line in the first image, it is constrained to fall 
on the corresponding tine in the second image. The existence of this 
invariant reduces the search for corresponding points from an O(N2) 
problem to O(N). 

Cylindrical projections, however, do not preserve lines. In gen
eral, lines map to quadratic parametric curves on the surface of acyl
inder. Surprisingly, we can completely specify the form of the curve 
with no more information than was needed in the planar case. 

The paths of these curves arc uniquely determined sinusoids. 
This cylindrical epipolar geomeuy is established by the following 
equalion. 

v(8) (18) 

where 

(19) 

This formula gives a concise expression for the curve fanned by 
the projection of a ray across the surface of a cylinder, where the ray 
is specified by its position on some other cylinder. 

This cylindrical epipolar relationship can be used to establish 
image How fields using standard computer vision methods. We have 
used correlation methods (9), a simulated annealing-like relaxation 
method (3(, and the method or diiTerences (20( to compute stereo dis
parities between cylinder pairs. Each method has its strengths and 
weaknesses. We refer the reader to the references for funher details. 

4.4 Plenoptlc Function Reconstruction 
Our image-based rendering system tnkes as input cylindrically pro
jected panoramic reference images along with scalar disparity 
images relating each cylinder pair. This information is used to auto
matically· gencrnte image warps that map reference images to 
arbitrary cylindrical or planar views that arc capable of describing 
both occlusion and perspective effects. 

L 
_}. .. ,e + ~ 

' ' 
8~=----1~ v ) ,_ ... 

FIGURE 2. Diagram showing lhe transfer of lhe known 
disparity values between cylinders A and 8 to a new 
viewing position V. 

We begin with a description of cylindrical-to-cylindrical map
pings. Each angular disparity value, a, of the disparity images, can 
be readily converted into an image Dow vector field, 
(8 +a, v(8 +a)) using the epipolar relation given by Equation 18 
for each position on the cylinder, (B. v). We can transfer disparity val
ues from the known cylindrical pair to a new cylindrical projection 
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in an arbitrary position, as in Figure 2, using the following equations. 

a= (8,- V,)cos($A-8) + (By-Vy)sin($A-8) 

b = (By-Ay)cos($A-8)- (B,-A,)sin($A-8) 

c = (Vy-Aylcos($A-8)- (V,-A,)sin($A-8) 

col ( ~(8, v)) = a + bcol ( a(8, v)) 
c 

(20) 

By precomputing (cos($1-8), sin($1-8)) for each column of 
the cylindrical reference image and stonng cot (a.) in plncc of the 
disparity image, this transfer operation can be computed at interac
tive speeds. 

Typically, once the disparity images have been trnnsfcrred to 
their target, the cylindrical projection would be rcprojcctcd as a pla
nar image for viewing. This rcprojcction can be combined with the 
disparity transfer to given single image warp that performs both oper
ations. To accomplish this, a new intcnncdiatc quantity, S, called the 
generalized angular disparity is defined as follows: 

d = (B,-A,)cos($A-8) + (By-Aylsin($A-8) 

I 
5(8, v) = ,..,--,---:-7::=-~ 

d+ bcol (a(8, v)) 

(21) 

This scalar function is the cylindrical equivalent to the classical ste
reo disparity. Finally, a composite image warp from a given reference 
image to any arbitrary planar projection can be defined as 

where 

t. D A(8, v) + k,li(8, v) 

. x(
8, v) = n · D A(8, v) + knli(8, v) 

)'(8, v) = 

t = I' X 0 

5 = Ox D 

n;;;; ox~ 

5 · D A(8, v) + k,li(8, v) 

n · D A(8, v) + kno(8, v) 

k, = t- (C,-17) 

k, = 5· (l::,-V) 

kn = n- (C,-17) 

(22) 

(23) 

and the vectors p, 0, D nnd t> are defined by the desired view as shown 
in Figure 3. 

FIGURE 3. The center-of-projection, p, a vector to the 
origin, 11, and two spanning vectors (o and 1>) uniquely 
determine the planar projection. 

In !he case where 0(8, v) = consuml, !he image warp defined by 
Equation 22, reduces to a simple reprojection of the cylindrica1 image 
lo a desired planar view. The perturbation inlroduccd by allowing 
0(9, v) to vary over the image a1lows arbitrary shape and occlusions 
to be represented. 

Polentially, bolh !he cylinder lnlnsfer and image warping 
approaches are many-to-one mappings. For this reason we must con
sider visibility. The following simple a1gorithm can be used to deter
mine an enumeration of the cylindrical mesh which guarantees a 
pmpcr back-lo-fronl ordering, (See Appendix). We pmjccl !he 
desired viewing position onto the reference cylinder being warped 
and partition the cylinder into four toroidal sheets. The sheet bound
aries are defined by the 9 and v coordinates of two points, as shown 
in Figure 4. One point is defined by the intersection of the cylinder 

with the vector from the origin through the eye's position. The other 
is the intersection with the vector from the eye through the origin. 

FIGURE 4. A back-to-rront ordering or the image How Held 
can be established by projecting the eye's position onto the 
cylinder's surface and dividing it into four toroidal sheets. 

Next, we enumerate each sheet such that the projected image of 
the desired viewpoint is the last point drawn. This simple partitioning 
and enumeration provides a back-to-front ordering for usc by a paint
er's style rendering algorithm. This hidden-surface algorithm is a 
generalization of Anderson's (2] visible line algorithm to arbitrary 
projected grid surfaces. Additional deutils can he found in (21 ]. 

At this point. the plenoptic samples can be warped to their new 
position according to the image How field. In general, these new pixel 
positions lie on an irregular grid, thus requiring some son of rccon
SlrUClion and resampling. We usc a forward-mapping (28) recon
struction approach in the spirit of(27] in our prototype. This involves 
computing the projected kernel's size based on the current disparity 
value and the derivatives along the epipolar curves . 

While !he visibility melhod properly handles mesh folds, we 
still must consider the tears (or excessive stretching) produced by the 
exposure of previously occluded image regions. In view interpola
tion (8] a simple "distinguished color'' heuristic is used based on the 
screen space projection of the neighboring pixel on the same scan
line. This approach approximates stretching for small regions of 
occlusion, where the occluder still abuts the occluded region. And, 
for large exposed occluded regions, it tends to interpolate between 
the boundaries of the occluded region. These exposure events can be 
handled more robustly by combining, on a pixel-by-pixel basis, the 
results of multiple image warps according to the smallest-sized 
reconstruction kernel. 

5. RESULTS 
We collected a series of images using a video camcorder on a leveled 
tripod in the front yard of one of the author's home. Accumtcleveling 
is not strictly necessary for the method to work. When the data were 
collected, no attempt was made to pan the camera at a unifonn angu
lar velocity. The autofocus and autoiris features of the camem were 
disabled, in order to maintain a constant focal length during the col
lection process. The frnmes were then digitized at a rate of 
npproximmely 5 frames per second 10 a resolution of320by 240 pix
els. An example of three sequential frames arc shown below. 

lmmedimely afler !he collection of !he first dala set, !he process 
was repeated at a second point approximately 60 inches from the first 
The two image sequences were lhen separately registered using the 
methods described in Section 4.2. The images were reprojected onto 
!he surface of n cylinder wilh a resolution of3600 by 300 pixels. The 
results arc shown in Figures Sa and 5b. The operating room scene, 
in Figure 5c, was also constructed using these same methods. 

Nexl, lheepipolargeomelry was compulcd by specifying 12 tie
points on lhe front of the house. Additional tiepoints were gradually 
added to establish an initial disparity image for use by the simulated 
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FIGURE 5. Cylindrical images a and bare panoramic vie"·s separated by approximately 60 inches. Image cis a panoramic view of 
an operating room. In image d. se"·eral epipolar curves are superimposed onto cylindrical image a. 

annealing and method of differences stereo-correspondence rou
tines. As these ticpoints were added, we also refined the cpipolar 
geomeuy and cylinder position estimates. The change in cylinder 
position, however. was very slight In Figure 5d. we show a cylin
drical image with several epipolarcurves superimposed. Notice how 
the curves aJI intersect at the alternate camera's vinual image and 
vanishing point 

Alier the disparity images are computed. they can be interac
tively warped to new viewing positions. The following four images 
show various reconstructions. When used intemctively, the warped 
images provide a convincing kinetic depth effect. 

6. CONCLUSIONS 
The plenoptic function provides a consistent framework for image
based rendering systems. The various image-based methods, such as 
morphing and view imerpolation, arc characterized by the different 
ways they implement the three key steps of sampling. reconstructing, 
and resampling the plenoptic function. 

We have described our approach to each of these steps. Our 
method for sampling the plcnoptic function can be done with equip
ment that is commonly available, and it results in cylindrical samples 
about a point All the necessary parameters are automatically esti
mated from a sequence of images resuhing from panning a video 
camera through a full circle. 

Reconstructing the function from these samples requires esti
mating the optic flow of points when the view point is translated. 
Though this problem can be very difficult, as evidenced by thiny 
years of computer vision and photogrammetry research, i1 is greatly 
simplified when the samples are relatively close together. This is 
because there is liulc change in the image between samples (which 
makes the estimation easier), and because the viewer is never far from 

a sample (which makes accurate estimation less imp.mant). 
Rcsampling the plenoptic function and rcconsuucting a planar 

projection are the key steps fordisplay of images from arbitral)' view
points. Our methods allow efficient de1ermina1ion of visibility and 
real-time display of visually rich environments on conventional 
workstalions withoul spt..-cial purpose graphics acceleration. 

The plcnoptic approach to modeling and display will provide 
robusl and high-fidelity models ofenvironmems based entirely on a 
setofreference projections. The degree of realism will bedetem1ined 
by the resolution of the reference image..; rmher than the number of 
primitives ust.-d in dc.o;cribing the scene. Finally, the difficulty of pro
ducing realistic models of real environments will be greatly reduced 
by replacing geometry with images. 
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APPENDIX 
We will show how occlusion compatible mappings can be deter
mined on local spherical frames embedded within a global cancsian 
frame, W. The projected visibility algorithm for cylindrical surfaces 
given in the paper can be derived by reducing it to this sphcricaJ case. 

First, consider an isolated topological multiplicity on the pro· 
jective mapping from Si to Sj, as shown below 

z 

Theorem I: In lhe generic case, points of a topological multi
plicity induced by a mapping from S; to Sp and lhe two frame origins 
arc coplanar. 

Proof: The JXJints of lhe topological multiplicity arc colinear 
with the origin of Si since lhcy share angular coordinates. A second 
line segment connects the local frame origins, Si and Sj. In general, 
these two lines arc distinct and thus they define a plane in three space. 

Thus, a single affine transformation, A, of W can accomplish the 
following results. 

• Translate Si to the origin 
• RotateS· to lie on the x-axis 
• Rotate t~e line along the multiplicity into the xy-planc 
• Scale the system so that s1 has the coordinate ( 1,0,0). 

With this transformation we can consider the multiplicity entirely 
within the xy-planc, as shown in the following figure. 

Theorem 2: If cos0 1 > cos02 and (OJ, 0 2, a) e [0, n( then a<b. 
Proof" The length of sides a and b can be computed in terms of 

the angles 9 1,92 and a using the law of sines as follows. 
a I b I 

sin91 = sin(a-9.) sin91 = sin{a-01) 

a sinacot01 - cos a 
b = sinacot01 - cosa 

if cos91 > cos01then cot91 > cot91 , thus a< b 

Thus, an occlusion compatible mapping. can be determined by 
enumerating the topological mesh defined on A 5 1 in an order of 
increasing cosO, while allowing Inter mesh facets to overwrite pre· 
vious ones. This mapping is occlusion compatible since. by Theorem 
2. greater range values will always proceed lesser values at all mul
tiplicities. Notice, that this mapping procedure only considers the 
changes in the local frame's world coordinates, and makes no usc of 
the range information itself. 

S1 s1 
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Abstract 
For declldes, nnimntcd cartoons nnd movie specinl effects hnve fnctored 
the rendering of a scene into layers that nrc updated independently and 
composed in the finn] display. We apply layer factorization to mll·time 
computer graphics. The layers allow targeting of resources, whether the 
ink and palnt nrtists of cartoons or the grnphics pipeline as described here, 
to those pans of the scene that nrc most importD.nt. 

To take advanto.ge of frame·to·frumc coherence, we gcncrnli7.c layer 
fnctorization to apply to both dynamic geometric objects and terms of the 
shading model, introduce new ways to trndc off fidclily for resource usc in 
individu.nl layers, and show how to compute warps that reuse renderings 
for multiple frmnes. We describe qunntitics, called flducials, that measure 
the fidelity of approximations to the original image. Layer update rutes, 
spntial resolution, and olhcr quality pmumcteJS nrc detennincd by geomet
ric, photometric, visibility, and sampling fiducials weighted by the con
tent author's preferences. We also compare the fidelity of various types of 
reuse wnrps nnd demonstrutc the suitability of the nflinc wnrp. 

Using TnlisiJUlll, a hardware architecture with nn efficient layer 
primitive, the work presented here dnunntically improves the geometric 
complexity and shading quality of scenes rendered in real-time. 

CR Categories and Subject Descriptors: 1.3.3 (Computer Grnphics): 
Picturcflmngc Gcncmtion: 1.3.7 (Computer Grnphics): Thrce-l)jmensional 
Grnphics nnd Realism. 

Additional Keyword.lli: sprite, affine transformation, image campo
siting, image-based rendering, Talisman 

1 Introduction 
The layered pipeline separates or factors the scene into layers that 
represent the appearance of an object (e.g., a space ship separate from 
the star field background) or n specinllighting effect (e.g., a shadow, 
reflection, highlight. CJ~t.plosion, or lens flare.) Each layer produces a 
20-image strenm as well as n stream of 20 transformations that place 
the image on the display. We use spritl! to refer to a layer's image 
(with alpha channel) and transformation together. 

The layered pipeline decouples rendering of layers from their dis
play. Specifically, the sprite transformation may be updated more 
frequently than the sprite image. Rendering (using 3D CG) updates 
the sprite image only when needed. Sprite transforming and campo
siting [Poncr84] occur at display rates. The sprite transformation 
scales low-resolution sprites up to the display resolution, and trans
forms sprites rendered earlier to approximate their Inter nppenrance. 
In other words, the sprite transformation interpolates rendered image 
streams to display resolution in both space and time. 

Layered rendering has several cdvanLD.ges for real-time CG. First. 
layered rendering better exploits coherence by separating fast-moving 
foreground objects from slowly changing background layers. Second, 
layered rendering more optimally targets rendering resources by al
lowing less imponant layers to be dcgmdcd to conserve resources for 
more imponant layers. Finally, layered rendering naturally intcgrntes 
20 elements such as overlaid video, offline rendered sprites, or hand
animated chnrnctcrs into 3D scenes. 

As an architectural feature, dccoupling rendering from campo
siting is advantngeous. Compositing is 20 rather than 3D, requires no 
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Figure 1: TRADITIONAL PIPELlNI-: processes the entire scene 
datnbase to produce each output image. The quality parameters for 
texture and geometry (such as level-of-detail) may be set independ
ently for each object in the scene. However, the sampling resolutions 
in time (frame rate) and space (image resolution and compression) 
are the same for all objects in the scene. 

Figure l: LAYERED PIPELJI'.'E partitions the scene into independ
ent layers. A single layer's pipeline (hlgblighted at top) Is similar to 
the traditional pipeline. By adjusting each layer's quality controls., 
the content author targets rendering resources to perceptually Impor
tant parts of the scene. Slowly changing or unimportant layers are 
updated at lower frame rates, at lower resolution, and with higher 
compression. 

z-buffer, no lighting compuLD.tions, no polygon edge antialinsing. and 
must handle few sprites (which are analogous to texture-mapped 
polygons) relative to the number of polygons in the rendered geome
try. This simplicity allows compositing hardware to be made with 
pixel lill rates much higher than 30 rendering hardware. Our investi
gation dcmonslnltes that the saving in 3D rendering justifies the extra 
hardware expense of a compositor. 

The layered pipeline augments the set of traditional rendering 
quality pnnunctcrs such as geometric level-of-dctnil and shading 
model (e.g., flat-, Gouruud·, or Phong-shaded), with the temporal and 
spatial resolution pammetcrs of each layer. The regulator adjusts the 
quality parameters in order to achieve optimnl quality within fixed 
rendering resources. The regulator dynamically measures both the 
costs of changing the quality pnrnmeters - how much more or less of 
the rendering budget they will consume - and the benefits - how 
much improvement or loss in fidelity will occur. 

The specific contributions of this paper include CJit.tending the 
generality of factoring. While some authors have considered factor
ing over static geometric objects ( Regan94, Mnciel95, Shade96, 
Schaufler96nb), we consider dynamic situations and factoring over 
shading expressions (Section 2). We describe how to render using the 
layered pipeline (Section 3). We investigate different types of sprite 
transformations and show why an affine transformation is n good 
choice (Section 4). We discuss low-compuLD.tion measures of image 
fidelity, which we call fuJucials, and identify several classes of fidu· 
cials (Section 5). We cdd the spatial and temporal resolution of layers 
as regulation parameters and propose a simple regulator that balances 
them to optimize image fidelity (Section 6). FinaJiy, we demonstrate 
that the ideas presented here enhance performance of the Talisman 
architecture by factors of 3-10, by using interpalmed triplc-frnming or 
by regulating the heterogeneous update of sprite images (Section 7). 
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movement is allowed before changes in the 
projected geometry exceed a given toler
ance. (Chcn93, Chcn9S) show how to take 
ndvantage of coherence between viewpoints 
to produce nearly constant cost per frame 
walkthroughs of static environments. 
I McMillan95) rc-projects images to pro
duce on arbitrary view. 

Figure 3: INDEPEI"-l>EZ\1 UPDATE depends on cboice or factoring. Tbc len and middle figures 
show bow factoring the geometry Into two 5t'parat.e layers allows each layer to be reused. The 
right figure sbows a less effective partition. 

Our use of tempornl coherence is most 
similar to (Rcgan94}, who observed that 
not all objects need updating nl the display 

1.1 The Layered Pipeline and Talisman 
The Talisman reference hardware architecture was designed to sup
port lhe lnyered pipeline (see [Torborg96[ for dolnils.) Rendering 
occurs within one 32x32 chunk at a time, so that z-buffer and frag
ment information for antialiasing can be stored on-chip. The resulting 
sprites with alpha channel are compressed and written to sprite mem
ory. In parallel with 30 rendering, for every frame. the compositor 
applies 1111 affine warp to each of 1111 ordered set of sprites uncom
pressed from sprite memory and compositc.ot the sprites just ahead of 
the video refresh, eliminating the need for a frnmc buffer. Sprite 
composition is limited to the "over" operator (Porter84). 

Although our experiments assume the Talisman reference archi· 
tccture, the ideas can be usefully applied to traditional architectures. 
Layer composition can be emulated with rendering hardware that 
suppons texture mapping with trnnsparcncy by dedicating some of the 
pixel-fill rote of the renderer for sprite composition. This may be a 
good sacrifice if sprite rendering is polygon limited rather than pixel 
fill limited. Clc:rrly though, Talisman is a superior layered pipeline in 
that sprite composition is "for free" (i.e., sacrifices few rendering 
resources) and very high speed (because of sprite compression and the 
simplicity of sprite composition in relation to rendcring).1 

1.2 Previous Work 
To avoid visibility sorting of layers, altcmntive architectures usc what 
arc essentially sprites with z information per pixel (Molnar92, 
Regan94, Mark97). Such systems are more costly in computation, 
bandwidth, and storage requirements since z must be stored and 
transmitted to a more complicated compositor. Z information is also 
difficult to interpolate and compress. We observe that z information 
per pixel is greatly redundant when used solely to determine a layer
ing order. But such an ordering is necessary to ensure an antialinsed 
rcsult.1 Our approach of factoring into layers allows warping per 
coherent object. It also avoids problems with uncovering of depth
shadowed information. Of course, sprites could store multiple z lay
ers per pixel, a prohibitively costly approach for hardware, but one 
near to ours in spirit. Such a scheme stores all the layers within each 
pixel, ruther than alllhe pixels for each layer.3 

(Funkhouser931 adjusts rendering parnmetcrs to extract the best 
quality. We add sprite resolution and update rate to the set of regu
lated parnmetcrs and make photometric measurements rather than 
relying on a priori assignment of benefit to sampling rate. (Maciel95] 
takes a similar approach but usc fiducials and impostor representa
tions optimized for walkthroughs of static scenes. 

Taking advantage of t.empornl coherence has been an ongoing 
lheme in computer grnphics [Hubschman81. Shelley82). 
[ Hofmann891 presents techniques for measuring how much cnmcra 

1 In a prototype implementntion of Tnlisman •. the compositor is planned to 
run at 320M pixels/second compllred to 40Mps for the n::ndcm-. 
1 Penetrating z-sprites will have a point-54Jilpled and thus oliascd bound
ary where visibility switches. 
3 Post-wnrping of unfactored z-imnges also fails to address the case of 
independently moving objects. 

rntc. Rather than fnctoring globally across 
object sets requiring a common update rate, our scheme factors over 
geometric objects and shading model terms, and accounts for relative 
motion between dynamic objects. 

[Shadc96] and (Schaufler96ab] use image cnches and texture
mapped quadrilatcruls to warp the image. This is conceptually similar 
to our work, but docs not include the factoring across shading or the 
idea of rea.l-timc regulation of quality parnmetcn. We harness sim
pler image transformations (affine rnther lhan perspective) to achieve 
greater fidelity (Section 4.2). Our work o.lso treats dynamic geometry. 

Shading expressions (Cook84, HllJUllhan90) have been studied 
extensively. [Dorsey951 factors shading expressions by light source 
and linearly combines the resulting images in the fino.l display. 
(Gucntcr95l caches intenncdiale results. (Mcier961 uses image proc
essing techniques to factor shadow and highlight regions into separate 
layers which arc then re-rendercd using painterly techniques and fi
nally composited. The novel aspects of our technique arc the inde
pendent quality parnmetcrs for each layer and warp of cached t.cnns. 

2 Factoring 
The guiding principle of our approach is to factor into separate layers 
clements that require different spatial or temporal sampling rates. 
This section discusses guidelines for manually factoring across ge
ometry and shading, visibility sorting of layers, and annotating models 
with layer information. 

2.1 Factoring Geometry 
Geometry factoring should consider the following properties of ob
jects and their motions: 
I. 

2. 

3. 

2.2 

Rt!lariv~ v~locizy - A sprite that contains two objects moving 
away from each other must be updated more frequently th1111 two 
sprites each containing a single object (FigW'C 3). Relative ve~ 
locity also applies to shading. 
Peraprual di.Jtincmus - Background elements require fewer 
samples in space and time than foreground elements, and so 
must be separated into layers to allow indcpcndenl control of the 
quality parnmetcrs. 
Rorio of cl~ar In "roucMd" pix~ls - Aggregating many objects 
into a single layer typically wastes sprite area where no geome
try projects. Finer decompositions arc often tighter. Reducing 
wasted sprite space saves rendering resources especially in a 
chunked architecture where some chunks can be eliminated, and 
makes better usc of the compositor, whose maximum speed lim
its the a.vcroge depth complexity of sprites over the display. 

Visibility Sorting 
Visibility soning of dynamic layer geometry can be automated. We 
have implemented a preliminary algorithm for which we provide a 
sketch here. A full discussion along with experimental results is in 
progress [Snyder97). 

To determine visibility order for layers containing moving ge
ometry, we construct an incrementally changing kd·&rcc based on a set 
of constant directions. A convex polyhedron bounds each layer's 
geometry, for which we can incrementally compute bounding extents 



Figure 4: FACTORED SHADING F~PRESSJON separates 
shadow, dlfTuse, and specular terms. In this ex.ample, the shadow 
and specular sprites are both computed at 15% (50% in x andy) or 
tht display ruolution. The shadow sprite modulates the color. The 
specular sprite add!i to the output without changing alpha. 

in each direction. The kd-tree quickly determines the set of objects 
that can possibly occlude a given object. based on these extents. Us
ing this query, the visibility son computes nn incremental topological 
son on the strongly connected components (which represent occlusion 
cycles) or the occlusion graph. Strongly connected components must 
be temporarily aggregated in the same layer. since 11 priority ordering 
does not exist." 

2.3 Factoring Shading 
Shading mDy also be factored into separate layers. Figure 4 shows 11 
typic11l multipass example, in which a shadow layer modulates the 
fully illuminated scene. and a reflection layer adds a reflection (in this 
case the reflection is the specular reflection from a light.) Figure 5 
shows a schcmDtic view of the steps needed to create the multipass 
image. The shadow layer is generntcd from a depth map rendered 
from the point of view of a light. The reflection l11yer is genernted 
from a texture mup produced by a separate rendering with a reflected 
camern. The layers shown in the figure represent post-modulation 
images using the same camera. With traditional architectures, the 
three layers arc combined in the rmme buffer using pixel blend op
erations supported by the 3D hardware, as described in (Segal92). 

Shadows and reflections may instead be separated into layers o.s 
shown in Figure 6, so that the blend takes place in the compositor 
rather than the renderer. We call these slwde sprites in reference to 
shade trees (Cook84). To take ndvantage of temporal coherence, 
highlights from rast moving lights, reflections of fast moving reflected 
geometry, and nnimated texture maps should be in separate layers and 
rendered at higher rmme rates than the receiving geometry. To take 
advantage of spatial coherence, biUI'T'Y highlights, reflections, or shad
ows should be in scparntc layers and given rewer pixel samples. 

For reflections, the correctness of using the compositor is evident 
because the reflection term is simply added to the rest of the shading. 
More generally, any terms of the !hading expression that are com
bined with'+' or 'over' may be split into separate layers. 'A+ B' can 
be computed using • A over 8 • and setting A's alpha channel to zero. 

The separation of shadows is slightly more difficult. The shad
owing term multiplies each pan or the shading expression that de
pends on a given light source. Many such terms can be added ror 

4 At least, an ordering does not ex.ist with respect to hulls fonned by the 
set of bounding directions, which is a more conservative test than with the 
original bounding polyhedra. Note thnt visibility order for aggrt:gated 
layers is computed simply by rendering into the same hardware z-buffer. 

Jt~igure 5: MULTIPASS REI\'DERJNG combines the results or severol 
rendering passes to produce effects such as shadows and rcfiections. 
With a traditional archih:cture, the rendering passes are combined 
using blending operations in the 3D renderr:r (multiplication ror 
shadow modulation and addition ror adding renections.) 

Figure 6: SHADE SPRITES are combined in the final composition 
phase to produce the multipass rendering. F.acb shading tenn may 
have different resolutions in space and time. 

multiple shadowing light sources. We describe an approximation to 
multip1icative blending using the 'over' composition operator in nn 
appendix. 

Consider a simple example of a shading model with two textures 
and a shadow, S(N · L)('fa + 11 ), where Sis the shadowing term, N is 

the normal to the light, L is the light direction, and T1 and T1 arc tex
ture lookups. This shading model can be factored into three layers: S, 
(N · L)'J., and(N · L)11 , which arc compositcd to produce the final 

image. The ract that this expression can be reordered and partial re
sults cachCd is well known (Gucntcr95). What we observe here is that 
each of these ractors may be given dirfcrent sampling resolutions in 
space and time, and interpolated to display resolutions. 

As an aside, we believe shade sprites will be useful in authoring. 
When modifying the geometry and animation of a single primitive. the 
artist would like to see the current object in the context of the fully 
rendered and animated scene. By pre-rendering the layers that are not 
currently being manipulated, the bulk of the rendering resources may 
be applied tO the current layer. The layers in rront or the CUJTent layer 
may be made partially transparent (using a per-sprite alpha multiplier) 
to allow better manipulation in occluded environments. By using 
separate layers for each texture shading term, the anist can manipu
late the texture-blending ractors interactively at the full frame rate. 

2.4 Model Annotation 
The ftrSt step of model annotation is to break the scene into "pans" 
such as the base level joints in a hierarchical animated figure. The 
pans are containers for all of the standard CG elements such as poly
gon meshes, textures, materials, etc., required to render nn image of 
the part. A pan is the smallest renderable unit. 

The second step is to group the pans into lnym according to the 
guidelines described above. The distinction is made between pans 
and layers to allow for reuse of the parts, ror example in both a 
sh11dow map layer and 11 shadow receiver layer. 

The final step is to tag the layers with resource-usc preferences 
relative to other layers in the scene. The preferences arc relative so 
that tota1 resource consumption can change when, for example, other 
applications arc started (as discussed in Section 6). 



3 Image Rendering 
This section discusses how a layer's sprite image is created (i.e., ren
dered). Once created, the image can be wnrpcd in subsequent frnmes 
to approximate its underlying motion, until the approximation error 
grows too large. Although the discussion refers to the ToJisman refer
ence architecture with its 20 affine image warp. the ideas work for 
other warps as well. 

3.1 Characteristic Bounding Polyhedron 
The motion of the original geometry is uucked using a cluJractuisiic 
bounding polyh~dron, usually conlD.ining o small number of venices 

(Figure 7). For rigidly 
moving objects, the 
vcnices of the charnc-
tcristic polyhedron, 
called characteristic 

30 Shape points, nre transformed 
Screen Coordinates using the original ge-

Figure 7: CHARACTERISTIC BOUND
ING POLYHEDRON matches the shape 
or the geometry but bas rewer vertlas. 

ometry's time-varying 
transform. Nonrigidly 
deforming geometry can 
be trD.ckcd similarly by 

defining trajectories for each of the characteristic points. To group 
rigid bodies, we combine the charnctcristic bounding polyhedra, or 
calculate a single bounding polyhedron for the whole. 

3.2 Sprite Extents 
For a particular frame, there is no 
reason to render off.screcn pans of 
the image. But in order to increase 
sprite reuse, it is often advantageous 
to expand the sprite image to include 
some off·screcn nrc:a. 

Figure Sa shows how clipping a 
sprite to the screen (solid box) pre
vents its Inter reuse because parts of 
the clipped image later become 
visible. In Figure Bb, the sprite 
ex<cnt (dashed box) has been en
larged to include regions that Inter Figure 8: SPRITE EXTEI'ITS 
become visible. The extm area to enlarge the display extent to 
include depends on such factors as reuse sprites wbose geometry 
the screen velocity of the sprite lies partially off·screen. 
(which suggests both where and how much the extents should be 
cnJarged) and its expected durntion of reuse. 

3.3 Sprite Rendering Transformation 
When creating a sprite image, we must consider a new transform in 
the pipeline in addition to the modeling, viewing, and projection 
trnnsfonns: a 20 affine transform that mnps the sprite to the screen. 

If T is the concatenation of the modeling, viewing, nod projection 
matrices, a screen pointp'is obtained from a modeling p::tintp, by p'= 
Tp. For the sprite transformation, p' =A~ where A is nn affine trans· 
fonn and q is a point in sprite coordinates. To get the proper mapping 
of geometry to the display, the inverse 20 affine transform is ap· 
pcnded to the projection matrix, so that q = A·' T p results in the same 
screen point p'=A q =AA'1 Tp = Tp (Figure 9). The choice of matrix 
A determines how tightly the sprite fits the projected object. A tighter 
fit wastes fewer samples as discussed in Section 2. 

To choose the affine tmnsform thnt gives the tightest fit. we first 
project the vertices of the characteristic bounding polyhedron to the 
screen, clipping to the expanded sprite extent. Then. using discrete 
directions (from 2·30, depending on the desired tightness), we calcu
late 20 bounding slabs (Kay86]. AltcmalCiy, the slab directions may 

SpriteS 

Jo~lgure 9: SPRJTE RE:\'DERING TRANSFORMATION maps the 30 
shape into the sprite image. Affine trunsform 8 does not make the 
best use or image samples, while A fits the projected sbape ligbtJy. 

be chosen by embedding preferred axes in the original model, and 
trnnsfonning the axes to screen space. 

Using the bounding slabs, we find the bounding rectangle with 
the smallest nrc:a (Figure 10). The origin nnd edges of the rectangle 
determine the affine matrix. Initially, we searched for the smnllcst 
area parnllclogram, but found the resulting affine transfonnation had 
too much anisotropy. 
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Figure 10: BOUNDING SLABS &rt! obtained by laking the extremal 
values or the dot product or eacb slab direction with the characteris
tic points. A ligbt·fltling Initial affine trunsrorm can be calculated by 
laking the minimum area rectangle or parallelogram that uses the 
slab directions. 

3.4 Spatial Resolution 
The choice of nffine matrix A also determines how much the sprite is 
11Ulgnified on the display. Rendering using a sampling density less 
than the display's is useful for less important objects or for intcntionaJ 
blurring (Figure 11 ). The default is to usc the same sampling density 
as the screen, by using the length in pixels of each side of the parnl
lelogrnm from Section 3.3. See Figure 24 for on example of different 
sampling resolutions per sprite. · 

For a linear motion blur effect. the sprite sampling along one of 
the axes may be reduced to blur along that axis. The sprite rendering 
trnnsfonnation should align one of the coordinate axes to the object's 
velocity vector by setting the bounding slab directions to the velocity 
vector and its perpendicular. ,..........,...., 

Flsure 11: SPATIAL or the display 
resolution. The sampUng density or lbe top sprite is the same as the 
screen. The middle sprite uses fewer samples than lbe screen, trudiOB 
orr pixel flU for blur. The bottom sprite aligns to the velocity vector 
and uses fewer samples along one climenslon for a motion blur dTecL 



4 Image Warps 
To reuse a rendered sprite image in subsequent frames, an image wnrp 
is used to approximate lhe actual motion of the object. We use the 
projected vertices of 
the bounding polyhe
dron (the charnctcris
tic points) to tmck the 
object's motion, as 
shown in Figure 12. 

To reuse images 
where objects nrc in 
transition from off-
screen to on-screen, 
and to prevent lnrgc 
distortions (i.e., ill
conditioning of the 
rcsuhing systems of 
cq,uations), the chnr
actcnsuc bounding 
polyhedron is clipped 
to the viewing frus

30 Shape 

rJJ T, 

Frame o Frame 1 

Figun: ll: MATCHING CIIARACTERIS· 
TIC POII\'TS on the JD shape ore projected 
to the screen to find a transform A that best 
matches the original points (white) to the 
points in the new frame (black). 

tum, which may be enlarged from the display's as discussed in Sec
tion 3.2. The clipped points are added to the set of chnrncteristic 
points (Figure 13) nnd used to determine nn approximating sprite 
transformation as described below. 

\ ·-··-··-

I 

Figure 13: CLIPPED CIIARACTERIS· 
TIC POLYIIKDRON adds corresponding 
points introduced by cUpping the charac
teristic polyhedron at the last-rendered 
and current rnunes. 

4. 1 Affine Warp 
A 20 affine transform is 
represented by n 2x3 
matrix, where the right 
column is trnnslation and 
the left 2x2 is the rota
tion, scale, and skew. 

A =[a b '•] 
c d lr 

Let P be lhe time-varying 
set of projected and 
clipped bounding poly· 

hedron vertices, ignoring the z values and adding a row of I 's to ac
count for the translation 

P=[~: ... ;;::] 
where n is the number of points (at least 3 for the nfllne transform). 

Let P be the matrix of characteristic points at the initial time and P be 
the matrix at lhe desired time 1. We solve for the best least-squnrcs 
transfonn that matches the two sets of image-space points [Xie95]. 

In an o.ffine tnmsfonn, the x andy dimensions arc decoupled and 

so may be solved independently. To solve Afo = P at time 1 for the 
best A, in the least-squares sense, we use nonnaJ equations: 

APP' = PP' 
A= pfoT(fof>Tf 

The normal-equations technique works well in practice, as long as the 
projected points are reasonably distributed. Adding the clipped char

acteristic points ensures that ppr is not ronk deficient. Much of the 
right hand side may be collected into a single vector K that may be re
used for subsequent frames. 

K=P'(W( 
A=PK 

To calculate K requires the accumulation nnd inverse of a symmetric 
3x3 matrix. 

4.2 Comparison of Warps 
Clearly, other types of image wnrps can be used in place of the o.ffine 
described above. In order to compare alternative image warps, we ran 
a series of experiments to 

1. measure update rate as a function of maximum geometric 
error for various warps, and 

2. measure perceptual quality as a function of update rate for 
various warps. 

Each series involved the animation of a moving rigid body and/or 
moving camera to sec how well image wnrping appro:timatcs 30 
motion. We tried sevcrul types of rigid bodies, including nearly pia· 
nar and non-planar e.umples. We aJso tried many animated trajecto
ries for each body including trnnslations with fixed camera, trnnsla
tions accompanied by rotation of the body aJong various axes with 
various rotntion rates, and head turning animations with fixed objects. 

The types of 20 image warps considered were 
I. pure trnnslation, 
2. translation with isotropic scale, 
3. translation with independent scale in x andy, 
4. general affine, and 
5. general perspective. 

The funda.mcntnl simulation routine computes an animation given a 
geometric error threshold, attempting to minimize the number of ren
derings by approximating with nn image warp of a particular type. A 
pseudo-code version is shown in Figure 14. 

~(error-threshold, warp-typo, animation) 
{ 

lor cadl frame in animation 
compute screen position of characteristic points at current time 
compute transform (of warp-aypa) which best maps old 
cached positions to now positions 

compute maximum error for any characteristic point 
if error exceeds threshold 

re·render and cache cu"ont positions of characteristic points 
else 

display sprite with computed transfonnation 
end if 

endfor 
return total number of re-rendorings 

Figure 14: EXPERIML'I PSEUDOCODE shows 5tcps used to com
pute update rates or various warps. 

Ideally, we would like to compute approximations of each type 
that minimize the maximum error over aH characteristic points, since 
this is the regulation metric. This is a difficult problem computD.tion
ally, especially since the wnrping trnnsfonna.tion happens at display 
rates for every layer in the animation. Minimizing the sum of squares 
of the error is much more tractable, yielding a simple linear system as 
we have already discussed. As a compromise, we simulated both 
kinds of error minimization: sum-of-squares and maximum error 
using an optimization method for L- norms that itcrntively applies the 
sum-of-square minimization, as described in [Gi1181, pp. 96-98]. 

Further complicating matters, minimizing the error for perspec
tive transformations is easier when done in homogeneous space rnther 
than 20 space, again since the latter yields an 8x8 linear system 
rather than a difficult nonlinear optimization problem. We therefore 
included sum-of-square and maximum error methods for the ftrst four 
(non-perspective) transformation types. 

For perspective, we included sum-of-square minimi7.ation in ho
mogeneous space (yielding 11 linear system as described above), 
maximum error in homogeneous space (using the technique of 
{GillS I]), and sum-of-square minimization in nonhomogeneous space 
(post-perspective divide), using gradient descent' The starting point 

' Minimization of the: maximum nonhomogeneous error seemed wholly 
imprncticnl for rut-time implcment.ntion. 
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Figure JS: FLAT TEAPOT update-ratelerror relations for the vari· 
ous warps show a surprisingly small difference between the affine 
and tbe perspective for a nearly flat object • 

for the gradient descent was lhc sum-of-squares-error-minimizing 
affine tnmsformalion. 

We also included a perspective transfonnation derived using the 
method of [Shade96), in which objec1S are replaced by a quadrilateml 
placed perpcndiculnr to the view direction ond through the center of 
the object's bounding box. Our derivation projects the chnrncteristic 
points onto this quadrilatcrul, bounds the projected points with a rec
tangle, and projects the corners of the rectangle to the screen. The 
perspective transformation that maps the old comers of the rectangle 
to their current locations is selected as the approximation. In yet 
another version, Shade's method is used as a stnning point and then 
refined using grndient descent in nonhomogeneous space with the 
sum-of-square error metric. 

Representative results of the first series of experiments llf'C shown 
in Figure IS and Figme 16. In both figures, the experiment involved a 
rotating nnd trnnslating teapot which is scaled nearly flat6 in Figure 15 
and unsealed in Figure 16. Error thresholds runging from 1/8 pixel to 
64 pixels were used for each warp type/error minimization method, 
assuming an image size of 1 024x 1024, and the resulting rate of rc· 
rendering measured via the simulation process described above. The 
meanings of the curve n11me keywords ore ns follows: 

keyword WllllJtypc and minimization method 
trn translation, sum-of-square 
trni translation, max 
so translation with xy scale, sum-of-SQuare 
soi translation with X'J _scale, max 
aff affine, sum-of-square 
affi affine, max 
per perspective, homoRencous, sum-of-SQuare 
peri perspective, homogeneous, max 
per2 perspective, nonhomoRencous, sum-of-sauarc 
pers perspective, method of Shade 
pers2 pers, followed by RTUdient descent 

In the case of the flat teapot (Figure 15), note that the error/update 
curves cluster into groups - trnnslation, trnnslntion with separate 
scale, Shade, affine, and perspective, in order of merit. Shade's 
method is significantly outperformed by affine. Note also that the 

6 The teapot, a roughly sphcricnl object, wns scaled nlong irs axis of bilat
crnl symmetry to 5% of its previous size. 
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Figure 16: REGULAR TEAPOT update-rate/error relations sbow 
that amne and perspective ore nearly indistinguishable. 

sum-of-square error minimization is not much different than maxi
mum error minimization for any of the warp types. The difference 
between perspective and affine is much less than one might expect in 
this case, given that perspective exnclly matches motions of a per
fectly flat object. Figure 16 (regular teapot) is similar, except that the 
clusters are translation, translation with separnte scale, nnd all other 
warp types. In this case, perspective yields virtually no advnntage 
over affine, and in fact is slightly worse towards the high-error/low 
update rotc end of the curves for the homogeneous space rnctrics 
(per and peri).' This is because the homogeneous metric weights 
the errors unevenly over the set of characteristic points. The method 
of Shade is slightly worse than affine in this case. 

Since geometric error is a rather indirect measure of the percep
tual quality of the warp types, the second series of experiments at
tempted to compare the perceptual quality of the set of warps given an 
update rate (i.e., an equal consumption of rendering resources). We 
used binary search to invcn the relation between error threshold and 
update rate for each warp type, and then recorded the same animation, 
at the same update rate', for various image warp approximations. 
Although subjective, the results confirm the merit of the affine trnns
fortru~.tion over less general trnnsfonnations and the lnck of improve
ment with the more general perspective transformation in typical 
scenarios. 

4.3 Color Warp 
Images can be "warped" to match photometry changes as well as 
geometry changes. For example, Talisman provides a per-sprite color 
multiplier that cnn be used to match photometry changes. To solve 
for this multiplier, we augment each characteristic point with a nor
mal so that shading results can be computed (see Section 5.2). The 
color multiplier is selected using a simple least·squnres technique that 
best matches the original color vnlues of the shaded characteristic 
points to the new color values. 

7 In the second series of experiments, the anima.tions that used the homo
geneous-we:igbted metric to determine on approximating perspective 
tnmsfomuuion looked visibly worse than those that used the simple affine 
tnmsfomuuion. 
s The update rate is the fraction of fmmcs n::-rendered; this balances the 
totnl consumption of rendering resources over the whole animation. 



5 Fiducials 
Fiducials measure the fidelity of the approximation techniques. Our 
fiducials are of four types. Geometric fiducinls measure error in the 
screen-projected positions of the geometry. Photometric fiducinls 
measure error in lighting and shading. Sampling fiducials measure 
the degree of distortion of the image samples. Visibility fiducia.ls 
measure potential visibility nrtifacts. 

We use conservative measurements where possible. but arc will
ing to use heuristic measurements if efficient nnd effective. Any com
putntion expended on WllTping or measuring approximation quality 
can always be redirected to improve 3D renderings, so the cost of 
computing warps nnd fiducials must be kept smnll relative to the cost 
of rendering. 

5.1 Geometric Fiducials 

Let P be a set of chaructcristic 
points from an initial rendering, let 
P be the set of points at the current 
time, and Jet W be the warp com
puted to best match P to P. The 
geometric fiducial is defined as 

F,,.. = mFIP,- wi!l 

Figun: 17: GEOMETRIC 
FIDUCIAL measures maXI· 
mum polntw~ distance be
tween the warped original nnd 
current characteristic points. 

5.2 Photometric Fiducials 
We use two approaches to approximately measure photometric errors. 
The first uses characteristic points augmented with normals as de
scribed in Section 4.3 to point sample the lighting. Let i: be the col
ors that result from sampling the lighting at the characteristic points at 
the initial time, and C be 
the sampled colors at the 
current time. Let W c be 
the color warp used to best 

match C to C 9• Then the 
shading photometric fidu
cial is defined to be the 
maximum pointwise dis· 
tance from the matched 
color to the current color. 

Fwneo Framo 1 

F _ = rn;u!c,- wei:,~ 

Figure 18: POINT.SAMPLED PHO· 
TO!\IETRIC FIDUCIAL samples lhe 
shading at the initial and current 
characteristic points with nonnals. 

Another approach is to abandon color warping nnd simply meas
ure the change in photometry from the initial time to the current. 
Many measures of photometric ch:mge can be devised. Ours measures 
the change in the appnrent position of the light. Let i be the position 
of the light at the initial time and L be its position at the current time 
(accounting for relative motion of the object and light). For light 
sources far away from the illuminated object. we can measure the 
angular change from i. to 1. with respect to the object. and the change 
in distance to a n:presentati'o'e object "center''. For diffuse shading, 

the angular change essentially a, 
measures how much the object's 
terminator moves around the object, 
and the change in distance measures . 
the increase or decrease in bright-
ness. Light sources close to the 
object nrc best handled with a sim
ple Euclidean norm. For specular 
shading, changes in the eye point 
can also be measured. 

Figure 19: LIGHT SOURCE 
PHOTOMETRIC FIDUCIAL 
measures llgbting change by 
the relative motion or Ugbl 

9 Note thnt in rut:hitectures without color wlllping CD.pability, We is the 
identity tnmsfonn and we simply measure the maximum shading differ
ence O\'CT 411 the charucteristic points. 

5.3 Sampling Flducials 
Snmp1ing fiducials measure distortion of the samples in the image 
approximation. In Figw-c 20, both the geometric and photometric 
fiducials indicate high fidelity, but the image is blurry. The magni
tudes of the singular val
ues of the Jacobian of the 
imngc mapping function 
measure the greatest mag
nification and minification 
and the ratio measures the 
nuuimum anisotropy10

• 

The affine wnrp has a o o o 
spatially in'o'nriant Jaco- Figure 20: SAMPLING FIDUCIAL 
bian gi\'en by the left 2x2 measures how the samples or a sprite are 
pan of the 2x3 matrix, for stretched or comprcssM. 

which the two singular values are easily calculated (Biinn96). For 
tmnsforms with spatially varying Jacobians, such as the pcrspccti'o'c 
wnrp, the singular 'o'alues vnry over the image. In this case, bounds on 
the singular values over the input domain can be computed. 

5.4 Visibility Fiducials 
Visibility fiducials measure potential visibility nrtifncts by trncking 
back-facing to front·facing transitions in the characteristic geometry 
(the simplified geometry makes these calculations tractable). and 
testing if the edges of clipped sprites become visible. 

6 Regulation 
A more complete treatment of regulation issues and directions may be 
found in (Horvitz96). Our prototype regulator uses a simple cost
benefit scheduler nnd fiducial lhrcsholds. The fiducial lhreshold pro
vides a cutoff below which no attempt to re-render the layer is made 
(i.e .. the image warp approximation is used). The regulator considers 
each frame separately, and performs the following steps: 

I. Compute warp from previous rendering. 
2. Usc fiducials to estimate benefit of each warped layer. 
3. Estimate rendering cost of each layer. 
4. Sort layers according to benefit/cost. 
5. Usc fiducial thresholds to choose which layers to re-rcndcr. 
6. Adjust par:unetcrs of chosen layers to fit within budget. 
7. Render layers in order, stopping when nil resources are used. 
For a "budget-filling" regulntor, the fiducial threshold is set to be 

small, on the order of a 1/1000 of the typical maximum error. All of 
the rendering resources arc used in the attempt to make the scene as 
good as possible. For a "threshold" regulator, the threshold is raised 
to the maximum error that the user is willing to tolerate. This allows 
rendering resources to be used for other tasks. 

Cost estimation (step 3) is based on a polygon budget, and meas
ures the fraction of this budget consumed by the number of polygons 
in the layer's geometry. Pnrnmetcr adjustments (step 6) are made to 
the sprite's spatial resolution using a budgeted total sprite size. This 
accounts for the rate at which the 3D rendering hardware can rustcri1.c 
pixcls. 11 Sprites that bave been selected for rc-rcndcring (step 5) are 
allocated part of this total budget in proportion to their desired area 
divided by the total desired area of the selected scl. To dampen nuc
tuations in the regulation parameters which are perceptible when 
large, pnrnmetcr changes are clamped to be no more than ±10% of 
their previous value at the time of last rc-rendcring. Note that factor
ing into many low-cost sprites allows smoother regulation. 

10 The filtering CD.pabilities of the hardware limit tm amount of minifica
tion nnd nnisotropy that can be handled before perceptible artifacts arise. 
11 A globa1 avcrugc depth-complexity estiiOD.te is used to reduce the 
budget to account for rnsteri7.ation of hidden geometry. Note th.o.t the 
depth complexity of factored geometry in a single layer is lower than 
would be the case for frurne·buffer renderings of the entire scene. 



7 Results 
For the results presented here. we assume we hnve nn engine that will 
composite all of the sprite layers with minimal impact on the render
ing resources (as in the Tnlisman architecture.) We track the number 
of polygons and the amount of pixel fiJI used for rendering, but disre
gard compositing. 

Both of the sequences described below arc intended to represent 
typical content. For scenes with n moving camera, the typic.nl 
speedup is 3-5 times what the standard grnphics pipeline is capable of 
producing. 

7. 1 Canyon Flyby 
This 250-frnme sequence (Figure 25) used 10 sprite layers. We inter
polated using affine wnrps nnd regulated the update rotc with n geo
metric fiducial threshold of 4 pixels. Each sprite layer was rc
rcndcred only when the geometric threshold was exceeded. The fidu
cial threshold of 4 pixels mny seem large, but is acceptable for this 
sequence since the ships nre well separated from the rest of the world. 

The avcrngc update rate was 19%, ond the cost-weighted overage 
(based on polygon 
count) was 32%. 
About a lhird of lhe 
toui'I polygons were 
rendered per frame. 

In the canyon 
flyby scene, the entire 
background was 
placed in one sprite. 
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poor layering deci
sion that yields a high 
updnte rntc for the 
landscape sprite. In 
contrast, the sky is 
rendered just once 

Figure 21: CANYON FLVBV AVERAGE 
UPDATE RATE ror eacb sprite ls the 
number or times eacb sprite was rendered 
divided by the nu.mber or rnunc:s in the: se
quence, 250 

and then positioned with a new affine transformation e.nch f rome, and 
parts of lhe ships are updated relatively infrequen~y (5·30%). 

7.2 Bsmysrd 
The barnyard sequence (Figure 26) was chosen as on exnmple in 
which a cnmero moves through a stntic scenc11

. This is a diflicuh 
case, because the eye is sensitive to relative motion between stntic 
objects. Approximation errors in sequences in which objects already 
have relative motion nrc far less perceptible (e.g., the ships in the 
canyon flyby above.) Even with this difficult case. our interpOlation 
technique is dramatically better than triple framing. 

The scene is factored into 119 standard layers, 2 shadow map 
layers, and 2 shndow modulation layers. The contiguous landscape 
geometry was split into sepanue sprites. As an authoring pre-process, 
the geometry along the split boundaries was expanded to n.llow for 
small separution of the wmped sprites (the "seam" artifact.) This is 
similnr to the expansion of the geometry along the split used by 
[Shndc96). More work is needed for automatic determination of the 
geometric expansion and better blending along the split boundaries. 

The resourcc·use grnph in Figure 22 shows t.hrcc: types of regula
tion. Simple triple framing, in which a frame is rendered and then 

11 In the longer film from which the barnyard sequence is taken, many of 
the shoLs have fixed camerns. In these shol.s, only the main characters 
need to be updated, so the performance gain is cx.tn::mely high. This is 
similar to the time-honored technique of saving the :t-buffer for fixed 
camera shots. 

held for three frnmcs. requires the most resources. Interpolated triple
framing requires the same amount of rendering resources, but inter
polates through lime using the warp described in Section 4.1 - the 
sprites are still rendered in lock-step but track the underlying charac
teristic geometry between renderings. The rest of the curves show 
threshold regulation with increasing geometric error threshold, from 
0.1-0.8 pixels - the sprites are updated hctcrogenccusly when the 
geometric error threshold is exceeded. The graph is nonnalizcd to the 
resource use of triple-framing. 
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Figure 12: BARNYARD RESOURCE USE shows polygon counts WI a 
15·rrome moving average. Pixel nn resource usc is analogous. The 
top line ls lbe triplc-rramc: rendering. The lines below use thn:shold· 
regulation with increasing geometric thn:sbold. As expttkd, as the 
pixel error tolerance goes up, the resource use goes down. 

In the resulting animations, the most drnmntic improvement in 
quality comes when the interpolation is turned on. The rest of the 
animations arc nearly indistinguishable and use n fraction of the re
sources by rendering only those sprites whose geometric error exceeds 
lhe threshold. 

Figure 23 shows the average pixel error for the snme sequences 
shown in Figure 22. Each of the threshold-regulation sequences uses 
nn error threshold smaller than the maximum error observed when 
uiple-framing. Note that threshold-regulation is not the typical case 
and is shown here simply to demonstrate the performance advantage 
over the traditional graphics pipeline. Typically, all of the rendering 
resources arc used to make the picture as good as possible. 
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Jo1gure 13: BARNYARD PIXEL ERROR lhows average sprite pixel 
error per rrame. Note that the trlplc-rr&IIIC error ls a saw-tooth that 
starts at 0, jumps to 'h. and then Jumps to run error nlue. Tbe other 
cones oscillate bclow the given geometric threshold value. 



8 Conclusions and Future Work 
30 scenes should be factored into layers, with each layer having the 
proper sampling rntcs in both space and time to exploit the cohcrc:nce 
of its underlying geometry and shading. By regulating rendering 
parameters using feedback from geometric, photometric, visibility, 
and snmpling fiducials, rendering resources nrc applied where most 
bencficinl. When not re-rendercd, image wlll"ping suffices to ap
proximate 30 motion of coherently factored layers. An affine warp 
provides a simple but effective interpolation primitive. These ideas 
yield 3-10 times improvement in rendering pcrfonnancc with the 
Talisman nrchitccturc with minor artifacts; greater pcrfonmmce can 
be controllably obtained with further sacrifices in fidelity. 

Perceptual discontinuities may occur when a sprite's image is up
dated. Approximation with image warps captures the in-plane rolD· 
lion. scale. and translation of nn object, but not the out-of-plane rota
tion. The sprite image updates are sometimes perceived as a "click
ing" or "popping" discontinuity. As the demand for higher quality 30 
grnphics increases display refresh rates, such artifacts will wnne even 
nt large factors of rendering amplification. More work is needed on 
the "scam" artifact (handling the boundaries of contiguous geometry 
placed in separate sprites.) Better modeling of lhe perceptual effects 
of regulation parameters is another area of future work I Horvitz97]. 

Factoring of shading terms is currentJy done using a fixed shading 
model that targets only the addition and over operations provided by 
hardware. Compilation of programmable shaders into layerable terms 
is an important extension. Many shading expressions, such as the 
shadow multiplication described in the appendix, can only be ap
proximated with the over operator. We are interested in extending the 
system to target a fuller set of the image compositing opcrutions. 
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Appendix: Shadow Sprites 
For a fast-moving shadow on a slow-moving receiver, we update only the 
fast-moving shadow and usc the compositor to compute: the shadow 
modulation. Since lhe compositor supports only 'over', we use lhe fol
lowing approximation. 

Let B=(pn,p] be the receiver, where 8 is the color and fJ is the cov

erage. Let A=[aA.a] be the desired shadow sprite, where A is lhe color 

and a is lhe covcmge. The compositor computes 

AoverD=[aA+(l-a),8B. a+(l-ajp ]. 

Let 1 be the shadow modulation obtained by scan-convening the ge
ometry of the background while looking up values in the shadow map of 
the fast moving object. where 0 means fully in shadow and 1 means fully 
illuminated. 

The desired result is C'={s,8B.PI- By letting A=)O,(I-s),8), we 

get C'=AoverD, or C'=(s,8B+(l-s)(l-,8),8B.,8+(1-s)(l-PIPI which is 
close to the correct answer. Where there is no shadow, s is I nnd we get 
the correct answer or [pn,p ]. Where coverage is complete, fJ is I and 

we get the: correct answer of [sB,I]. The problem lies in regions of 

shadow and partial covernge. 
Ideally, the shadow modulation needs a color multiply operotor ••• 

defined by s~fJB,fil=(sfJB,,8). This is n per-pixel Venion of the Porter

Duff 'darken' operator. Note: that this operator is not associative, and so 
requires the saving of panial results when used in a nes1ed expression. 
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Figure 24: CHJCKEN CROSSING sequence used 80 layers, some of which are shown separately (len 
and bottom) and displayed in the final frame with colored boundaries (middle). The sprite sizes reflect 
their actual rendered resolutions relative to the final fl'IUDe. The rest or the sprites (not shown sepa
rately) were rendered at 40-50% or their display resolution. Since the chicken wing ronm an occlusion 
cycle with the tailgate, the two were placed in a single sprite (bottom). 

Figure 25: CANYON FLYBY used 10 layers with a geometric 
fiducial threshold of 4 pixels. The average sprite update rate 
was 19% with little Joss or ndeUty. 

Figure 26: BARNYARD was factored into 119 geometry layers, 
2 shadow map layers, and 2 shadow modulation layers. Thresh· 
old regulation for various geometric Dduclal thresholds is com
pared In Figures 22 and 23. 



Image-Based Rendering using Image-Warping
Motivation and Background 

Leonard McMillan 
LCS Computer Graphics Group 
MIT 

The field of three-dimensional computer graphics has long focused on the problem 
of synthesizing images from geometric models. These geometric models, in combination with 
surface descriptions characterizing the renective properties of each element, represent the 
scene that is to be rendered. Computationally, the classical computer-graphics image synthesis 
process is a simulation problem in which light's interactions with the supplied scene 
description are computed. 

Conventional computer VJSton considers the opposite problem of generating 
geometric models from images. In addition to images, computer-vision systems depend on 
accurate camera models and estimates of a camera's position and orientation in order to 
synthesize the desired geometric models. Often a simplified surface renectance model is 
assumed as part of the computer vision algorithm. 

The efforts of computer graphics and computer vision are generally perceived as 
complementary because the results of one field can frequently serve as an input to the other. 
Computer graphics often looks to the field of computer vision for the generation of complex 
geometric models, whereas computer vision relics on computer graphics for viewing results. 
Three-dimensional geometry has been the fundamental interface between the fields of 
computer vision and computer graphics since their inception. Only recently has this interface 
come under question. To a large extent the field of image-based rendering suggests an 
alternative interface between the image analysis of computer vision and the image synthesis 
of computer graphics. In this course I will describe one class of methods for synthesizing 
images, comparable lo those produced by conventional three-dimensional computer graphics 
methods, directly from other images without an explicit three-dimensional geometric 
representation. 

Another motivation for the development of image-based rendering techniques is that, 
while geometry-based rendering technology has made significant strides towards achieving 
photorealism, the process of creating accurate models is still nearly as difficult today as it was 
twenty-live years ago. Technological advances in three-dimensional scanning methods 
provide some promise for simplifying the process of model building. However, these 
automated model acquisition methods also verify our worst suspicions-the geometry of the 
real world is exceedingly complex. Ironically, one of the primary subjective measures of 
image quality used in geometry-based computer graphics is the degree to which a rendered 
image is indistinguishable from a photograph. Consider, though, the advantages of using 
photographs (images) as the underlying scene representation. Photographs, unlike geometric 
models, are both plentiful and easily acquired, and. needless to say photorealistic. Images are 
capable of representing both the geometric complexity and photometric realism of a scene in a 
way that is currently beyond our modeling capabilities. 

Throughout the three-dimensional computer graphics community, researchers, users, 
and hardware developers alike, have realized the significant advantages of incorporating 



images, in the form of texture maps, into traditional three-dimensional models. Texture maps 
arc commonly used to add fine surface property variations as well as to substitute for small
scale geometric details. Texture mapping can rightfully be viewed as the precursor to image
based computer graphics methods. In fact, the image-based approach that I present can be 
viewed as an extension of texture-mapping algorithms commonly used today. However, 
unlike a purely image-based approach, an underlying three-dimensional model still plays a 
crucial role with traditional texture maps. 

In order to define an image-based computer graphics method, we need a principled 
process for transforming a finite set of known images, which I will henceforth refer to as 
reference images, into new images as they would be seen from arbitrary viewpoints. I will call 
these synthcsi1.cd images, desired images. Techniques for deriving new images based on a 
series of reference images or drawings arc not new. A skilled architect, artist, draftsman, or 
illustrator can, with relative case, generate accurate new renderings of an object based on 
surprisingly few reference images. These reference images arc frequently illustrations made 
from certain cardinal views, but it is not uncommon for them to be actual photographs of the 
desired scene taken from a different viewpoint. One characterization of image-based 
rendering is to emulate the finely honed skills of these artisans by using computational 
powers. 

While image-based computer graphics has come many centuries after the discovery 
of perspective illustration techniques by artists, its history is still nearly as long as that of 
geometry-based computer graphics. Progress in the field of image-based computer graphics 
can be traced through at least three different scientific disciplines. In photogrammctry the 
problems of distortion correction, image registration, and photometries have progressed 
toward the synthesis of desired images through the composition of reference images. 
Likewise, in computer vision, problems such as navigation, discrimination, and image 
understanding have naturally led in the same direction. In computer graphics, as discussed 
previously, the progression toward image-based rendering systems was initially motivated by 
the desire to increase the visual realism of the approximate geometric descriptions. Most 
recently, methods have been introduced in which the images alone constitute the overall scene 
description. The remainder of this introduction discusses previous works in image-based 
computer graphics and their relationship to the image-warping approach that I will present. 

In recent years, images have supplemented the image generation process in several 
different capacities. Images have been used to represent approximations of the geometric 
contents of a scene. Collections of images have been employed as databases from which 
views of a desired environment arc queried. And, most recently, images have been employed 
as full-fledged scene models from which desired views arc synthesized. In this section, I will 
give an overview of the previous work in image-based computer graphics partitioned along 
these three lines. 

Images, mapped onto simplified geometry, arc often used as an approximate 
representation of visual environments. Texture mapping is perhaps the most obvious example 
of this use. Another more subtle approximation involves the assumption that all, or most, of 
the geometric content of a scene is located so far away from the viewer that its actual shape is 
inconsequential. Much of the pioneering work in texture mapping is attributable to the classic 
work of Catrnull, Blinn, and Newell. The flexibility of image textures as three-dimensional 
computer graphics primitives has since been extended to include small perturbations in 
surface orientation (bump maps) [Blinn761 and approximations to global illumination 
(environment and shadow mapping) [Blinn761 [Greene86] (Scga192). Recent developments in 
texture mapping have concentrated on the usc of visually rich textures mapped onto very 
approximate geometric descriptions (Shade96) (Aliaga96][Schaufler96). 

Texture mapping techniques rely on mapping functions to specify the relationship of 
the texture's image-space coordinates to their corresponding position on a three-dimensional 



model. A comprehensive discussion of lhcsc mapping techniques was undertaken in 
[Hcckbcn86]. In practice the specification of this mapping is both difficult and time 
consuming, and often requires considerable human intervention. As a result, the most 
commonly used mapping methods arc restricted to very simple geometric descriptions, such 
as polygonal facets, spheres and cylinders. 

During lhe rendering process, these texture-to-model mapping functions undergo 
another mapping associated wilh lhc perspective-projection process. This second mapping is 
from the lhrec-dimcnsional space of the scene's representation to lhe coordinate space of the 
desired image. In actual rendering systems, one or bolh of these mapping processes occurs in 
lhe opposite or inverse order. For instance, when ray tracing, lhe mapping of lhe desired 
image's coordinates to lhe three-dimensional coordinates in lhe space of the visible object 
occurs first. Then, lhe mapping from the three-dimensional object's coordinates to lhe 
texture's image-space coordinates is found. Likewise, in z-buffering based methods, lhe 
mapping from the image-space coordinate to texture's image-space occurs during the 
rastcrization process. These inverse methods are known to be subject to aliasing and 
reconstruction anifacts. Many techniques, including mip-maps [Williams83] and summed
area tables [Crow84] [Giassner86[, have been suggested to address these problems. 

Another fundamental limitation of texture maps is lhat lhcy rely solely on lhe 
geometry of lhc underlying three-dimensional model to specify lhe object's shape. The 
precise representation of three-dimensional shape using primitives suitable for lhe traditional 
approach to computer graphics is, in itself, a difficult problem lhat has long been an active 
topic in computer graphics research. When lhe difficulties of representing three-dimensional 
shape arc combined with the issues of associating a texture coordinate to each point on the 
surface (not to mention the difficulties of acquiring suitable textures in lhe first place), lhe 
problem becomes even more difficult. It is conceivable lhat, given a series of photographs, a 
three-dimensional computer model could be assembled. And, from !hose same photographs, 
various figures might be identified, cropped, and lhe perspective distortions removed so lhat a 
texture might be extracted. Then, using traditional three-dimensional computer graphics 
methods, renderings of any desired image could be computed. While lhe process outlined is 
credible, it is bolh tedious and prone to errors. The image-based approach to computer 
graphics described in !his thesis attempts to sidestep many of these intermediate steps by 
defining mapping functions from lhe image-space of one or more reference images directly" to 
lhc image-space of a desired image. 

A new class of scene approximation results when an image is mapped onto the set of 
points at infinity. The mapping is accomplished in exactly lhc same way lhat texture maps arc 
applied to spheres, since each point on a sphere can be directly associated wilh another point 
located an infinite distance from the sphere's center. This observation is also lhe basis of 
environment maps. However, environment maps are observed indirectly ac; either rcncclions 
within other objects or as representations of a scene's illumination environment. When such 
an image mapping is intended for direct viewing, a new type of scene representation results. 
An image-based. computer graphics system of this type, called QuickTimeVR [Chen95), has 
been developed by Apple Computer. In QuickTimcVR, lhe underlying scene is represented by 
a set of cylindrical images. The system is able to synthesize new planar views in response to a 
user's input by warping one of lhesc cylindrical images. This is accomplished at highly 
interactive rates (greater lhan 20 frames per second) and is done entirely in software. The 
system adapts bolh lhc resolution and reconstruction filter quality based on lhc rate of the 
interaction. QuickTimcVR must be credited wilh exposing to a wide audience lhe vast 
potential of image-based computer graphics. The QuickTimcVR system is a reprojcction 
method. It is only capable of describing image variations due to changes in viewing 
orientation. Translations of the viewing position can only be approximated by selecting lhe 
cylindrical image whose center-of-projection is closest to lhc current viewing position. 



The panoramic representation afforded by the cylindrical image description provides 
many practical advantages. It immerses the user within the visual environment, and it 
eliminates the need to consider the viewing angle when determining which reference image is 
closest to a desired view. However, several normal photographs arc required to create a single 
cylindrical projection. These images must be properly registered and then rcprojcctcd to 
construct the cylindrical reference image. QuickTimcVR's image-based approach has 
significant similarity to the approach described here. Its rendering process is a special case of 
the cylinder-to-plane warping equation in the case where all image points arc computed as if 
they were an infinite distance from the observer. 

The movie-map system by Lippman (LippmanSOJ was one of the earliest attempts at 
constructing a purely image-based computer graphics system. In a movie-map, many 
thousands of reference images were stored on interactive video laser disks. These images 
could be accessed randomly, according to the current viewpoint of the user. The system could 
also accommodate simple panning, tilting, or zooming about these fixed viewing positions. 
The movie-map approach to image-based computer graphics can also be interpreted as a 
table-based approach, where the rendering process is replaced by a database query into a vast 
set of reference images. This database-like structure is common to other image-based 
computer graphics systems. Movie-maps were unable to reconstruct all possible desired 
views. Even with the vast storage capacities currently available on media such as laser disks, 
and the rapid development of even higher capacity storage media, the space of all possible 
desired images appears so large that any purely database-oriented approach will continue to 
be impractical in the near future. Also, the very subtle differences between images observed 
from nearby points under similar viewing conditions bring into question the overall efficiency 
of this approach. The image-based rendering approach described here could be viewed as a 
reasonable compression method for movie maps. 

Lcvoy and Hanrahan (Lcvoy96] have developed another database approach to 
image-based computer graphics in which the underlying modeling primitives arc rays rather 
than images. A key innovation of this technique, called Iight-field rendering, is the 
recognition that all of the rays that pass through a slab of empty space enclosed between two 
planes can be described using only four parameters rather than the five dimensions required 
for the typical specifications of a ray. They also describe an efficient technique for generating 
the ray parameters needed to construct any arbitrary view. The subset of rays originating from 
a single point on a light field's entrance plane can be considered as an image corresponding to 
what would have been seen at that point. The entire two-parameter family of images 
originating from points on the entrance plane can be considered as a set of reference images. 
During the rendering process, the three-dimensional entrance and exit planes are projected 
onto the desired viewing plane. The final image is constructed by determining the image
space coordinates of the two points visible at a specified pixel coordinate one coordinate from 
the projected image of the entrance plane and the second from the image of the exiting plane). 
The desired ray can be looked up in the light field's database of rays using these four 
parameter values. Image generation using light fields is inherently a database query process, 
much like the movie map image-based process. The storage requirements for a Iightfield's 
database of rays can be very large. Lcvoy and Hanrahan discuss a lossy method for 
compressing light fields that attempts to minimize some of the redundancy in the Iight-field 
representation. 

The lumigraph (Gortlcr96] is another ray-database query algorithm closely related to 
the Iight-field. It also uses a four-dimensional parameterization of the rays passing through a 
pair of planes with fixed orientations. The primary differences in the two algorithms arc the 
acquisition methods used and the final reconstruction process. The lumigraph, unlike the light 
field, considers the geometry of the underlying models when reconstructing desired views. 
This geometric information is derived from image segmentations based on the silhouettes of 
image features. The preparation of the ray database represented in a lumigraph requires 
considerable preprocessing when compared to the light field. This is a result of the arbitrary 



camera poses that arc used to construct the database or visible rays. In a Iightfield, though, the 
rcrerencc images arc acquired by scanning a camera along a plane using a motion platrorm. 
The lumigraph reconstruction process involves projecting each of the reference images as 
they would have appeared when mapped onto the exit plane. The exit plane is then viewed 
through an aperture on the entrance plane surrounding the center-or-projection or the 
rercrencc image. When both the image or the aperture on the entrance plane and the rercrence 
image on the exit plane arc projected as they would be seen rrom the desired view, the region 
or the rerercncc image visible through the aperture can be drawn into the desired image. The 
process is repeated ror each rercrencc image. The lumigraph's approach to image-based three
dimensional graphics uses geomeuic inrormation to control the blending or the image 
rragments visible through these apertures. Like the Iightfield, the lumigraph is a data intensive 
rendering process. 

The image-warping approach to IBR discussed here attempts to reconstruct desired 
views based on rar less inrormation. First, the rererencc image nearest the desired view is used 
to compute as much or the desired view as possible. Regions or the desired image that cannot 
be reconstructed based on the original rererence image arc subsequently filled in rrom other 
rererencc images. The warping approach to IBR can also be considered as a compression 
method ror both light fields and lumigraphs. Considering the projective constraints induced by 
small variations in the viewing configuration reduces redundancy or the database 
representation. Thus, an image point, along with its associated mapping runction, can be used 
to represent rays in many different images rrom which the same point is visible. 

Many other computer graphics methods have been developed where images serve as 
the underlying representation. These methods handle the geomeuic relationships between 
image points very differently. In the case or image morphing, the appearance or a dynamic 
geometry is orten a desired erreet. Another method, known as view interpolation relies on an 
approximation to a true projective treatment in order to compute the mapping from reference 
images to desired images. Also, additional geomeuic inrorrnation is required to determine 
correct visibility. A third method, proposed by Laveau and Faugeras, is based on an entirely 
projective approach to image synthesis. However, they have chosen to make a rar more 
restrictive set of assumptions in their model, which allows for an ambiguous Euclidean 
interpretation. 

Image morphing is a popular image-based computer graphics technique [Beier92], 
[Sietz96], [Wolberg90]. Generally, morphing describes a series or images representing a 
transition between two reference images. These reference images can be considered as 
endpoints along some path through time and/or space. An interpolation process is used to 
reconstruct intermediate images along the path's trajectory. Image morphing techniques have 
been used to approximate dynamic changes in camera pose (Sietz96], dynamic changes in 
scene geometry [Wolbcrg90], and combinations or these effects. In addition to rcrcrencc 
images, the morphing process requires that some number or points in each rercrence be 
associated with corresponding points in the other. This association of points between images 
is called a correspondence. This extra inrormation is usually hand crartcd by an animator. 

Most imagc-morphing techniques make the assumption that the transition between 
these corresponding points occurs at a constant rate along the entire path, thus amounting to a 
linear approximation. Also, a graduated blending runction is orten used to combine the 
rercrencc images arter they arc mapped rrom their initial configuration to the desired point on 
the path. This blending runction is usually some linear combination or the two images based 
on what percentage or the path's length has been traversed. The flexibility or image-morphing 
methods, combined with the fluidity and realism or the image transitions generated, have 
made a dramatic impact on the field or computer graphics, especially when considering how 
recently they have been developed. A subset or image morphing, called view morphing, is a 
special case or image-based computer graphics. In view morphing the scene geometry is 
fixed, and the pose or the desired views lies on a locus connecting the centers-or-projection or 



lhc reference images. Wilh the notable exception of lhc work done by Seitz, general image 
morphing makes no aucmpt to constrain lhc trajectory of lhis locus, lhc characteristics of lhc 
viewing configurations, or the shapes of the objects represented in the reference images. In 
lhis thesis, I will propose image-mapping functions lhat will allow desired images to be 
specified from any viewing point, including those off lhc locus. Furthermore, lhcsc mapping 
functions, like lhosc of Sictz, arc subject to .constraints lhat arc consistent with prescribed 
viewing conditions and lhc static Euclidean shape of lhc objects represented in lhc reference 
images. 

Chen and Williams [Chcn93) have presented a view interpolation method for lhrec
dimcnsional computer graphics. It uses several reference images along wilh image 
correspondence information to reconstruct desired views. Dense correspondence between the 
pixels in reference images is established by a geometry-based rendering preprocess. During 
lhc reconstruction process, linear interpolation between corresponding points is used to map 
lhc reference images to lhc desired viewpoints, as in image morphing. In general, lhis 
interpolation scheme gives a reasonable approximation to an exact rcprojection as long as lhc 
change in viewing position is slight. Indeed, as lhc authors point out, in some viewing 
configurations lhis interpolation is exact. Chen and Williams acknowledge, and provide a 
solution for, one of lhc key problems of image-based rendering-visible surface 
determination. Chen and Williams preson a quadtrcc-comprcssed flow-field in a back-to-front 
order according to lhc scene's dcplh values. This approach works only when all of lhc partial 
sample images share a common gaze direction and lhc synthesized viewpoints arc restricted to 
stay within 90 degrees of lhis gaze angle. The underlying problem is lhat correspondence 
information alone (i.e., without dcplh values) still allows for many ambiguous visibility 
solutions unless we restrict ourselves to special flow fields that cannot fold (such as rubber
sheet local spline warps or lhin-platc global spline warps). 

Establishing lhc dense correspondence information required for a view interpolation 
system can also be problematic. Using pre-rendered synthetic images, Chen and Williams 
were able to determine lhe association of points by using lhe deplh values stored in a z-buffcr. 
In lhc absence of a geometric model, lhey suggest lhat approximate correspondence 
information can be established for all points using correlation methods. The image-based 
approach to lhrec-dimensional computer graphics described in lhis research has a great deal in 
common wilh lhc view interpolation method. For instance, bolh methods require dense 
correspondence information in order to generate lhe desired image, and bolh methods define 
image-space to image-space mapping functions. In lhc case of view interpolation, lhc 
correspondence information is established on a pairwise basis between reference images. As a 
result lhc storage requirements for lhe correspondence data associating N reference images is 
O(N). My approach is able to decouple lhc correspondence information from lhe difference in 
viewing geometries. This allows a single flow field to be associated wilh each image, 
requiring only O(N) storage. Furthermore, lhc approach to visibility used in my method docs 
not rely on any auxiliary geometric information, such as the presorted image regions based on 
the z.-valucs, used in view interpolation. 

Lavcau's and Faugeras' [Lavcau94) image-based computer-graphics system takes 
advantage of many recent results from computer vision. They consider how a particular 
projective geometric structure called cpipolar geometry can be used to constrain lhc potential 
reprojections of a reference image. They explain how a fundamental matrix can describe lhc 
projective shape of a scene wilh scalar values defined at each image point. They also provide 
a two-dimensional ray-tracing-like solution to lhe visibility problem lhat does not require an 
underlying geometric description. Yet, it might require several images to assure an 
unambiguous visibility solution. Lavcau and Faugcras also discuss combining information 
from several views, !hough primarily for lhc purpose of resolving visibility as mentioned 
before. By relating lhc reference views and lhc desired views by lhc homogenous 
transformations between !heir projections, Lavcau and Faugeras can compute exact 
perspective depth solutions. However, lhe solutions generated using Laveau and Faugeras' 



techniques do not reflect an unambiguous Euclidean environment. Their solution is consistent 
with an entire family of affine coordinate frames. They have pointed out elsewhere 
(Faugcraus92b) that when additional constraints arc applied, such as the addition of more 
reference images and the requirement that a fixed camera model be used for all references 
images, then a unique Euclidean solution can be assured. 

The methods described by Lavcau and Faugcras arc very similar to the image-based 
approach to computer graphics described here. The major difference in my approach is that I 
a'Sume that more information is available than simply the cpipolar geometries between 
reference images. Other significant differences arc that the forward-mapping approach 
described here has fewer restrictions on the desired viewing position, and I provide a simpler 
solution to the visibility problem. 

The delineation between computer graphics and computer vision has always been at 
the point of a geometric description. In IBR we tend to draw the lines somewhat differently. 
Rather than beginning the image synthesis task with a geometric description, we begin with 
images. In this overview I presented a summary of the various image-based rendering 
methods frequently used today. 

Images have already begun to take on increasingly significant roles in the field of 
computer graphics. They have been successfully used to enhance the apparent visual 
complexity of relatively simple geometric screen descriptions. The discussion of previous 
work showed how the role of images has progressed from approximations, to databases, to 
actual scene descriptions. 

In this course I will present an approach to three-dimensional computer graphics in 
which the underlying scene representation is composed of a set of reference images. I will 
present algorithms that describe the mapping of image-space points in these reference images 
to their image-space coordinates in any desired image. All information concerning the three
dimensional shape of the objects seen in the reference images will be represented implicitly 
using a scalar value that is defined for each point on the reference image plane. This value can 
be established using point correspondences between reference images. I will also present an 
approach for computing this mapping from image-space to image-space with correct 
visibility, independent of the scene's geometry. 
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In this report, I present a complete image-based rendering system. This includes the derivation of 

a mapping function from first principles, an algorithm for determining the visibility of these mapped points 

in the resulting image, and a method for reconstructing a continuous image from these mapped points. I 

refer to this type of mapping function as image warping, because it processes the clements of an image 

according to their image coordinates and produces outputs that arc image coordinates in the resulting image. 

In addition to the coordinates of the reference image additional information is required for each 

pixel. This information is related to the distance of the object seen at a _particular pixel from the image 

plane. There arc many different measures that can be used to describe this distance. Distance can he 

specified as range values describing the Euclidean distance from the visible object to image's center-of

projection. If the viewing or image plane is known and the coordinate system is chosen so that the normal of 

this plane lies a unit distance along the z-axis, then this distance information is called depth or the pixel's z

value. However, there arc many other reasonable choices for representing this same distance. For instance 

distance values can he described indirectly by to the relative motion of image points induced by a change in 

the camera's position, this distance representation is frequently called optical flow, and it is inversely 

related to the point's range. Disparity and projective-depth arc two more representations of distance for 

which a warping equation can be developed. The choice of a distance metric often depends on knowing 

some additional information about how the image was formed (ex. knowledge of the image plane), but in 

some applications knowledge of this relationship will he unnecessary to perform the desired image warp. 

Rather than selecting a particular distance measure, and deriving the warping function based on it, I will 

instead develop a notion of depth that leads to the simplest expression for the desired warping function. 

The warping function developed here will not be a one-to-one mapping. In those places where 

multiple points map to the same result a method to resolve which of the candidate points is visible is 

required. I will describe a simple method for determining these visible regions. This method will not rely 

on any geometric information from the scene, but only on the change in pose between the reference and 

viewing positions. 

Finally, since an image will usually be represented as two-dimensional array of discrete samples, 

reconstruction methods arc developed so that the transfonncd discrete points of the reference image can be 

used to estimate the appearance of the desired continuous image. I will suggest two methods for this 

reconstruction. 

1. From Images to Rays 

A perspective image describes a collection of rays from a given viewing position. Relative to this 

position any particular ray is uniquely determined by two angles. While the usc of two angles sufficiently 



describes the full range and dimension of the set of rays, it is not a very convenient representation for 

analysis or computation. Here I will consider an alternative parameterization of rays based on a general 

planar-pinhole camera model. This is the same planar-pinhole camera model that is commonly used in 

traditional three-dimensional computer graphics and computer vision. 

The planar-pinhole camera is an idealized device for describing the rays that pass through a single 

point in space, called the center-of-projection, and arc contained within some solid angle defined by a 

bounded planar section, called the image plane. This solid angle is well defined as long as the center-of

projection does not lie on the extended image plane. As the bounds of the image plane arc extended 

indefinitely, the solid angle approaches 21t stcradians, exactly half of the visual sphere. 

Consider the rays emanating from the origin of a three-dimensional system with basis vectors 

(i,},k). Suppose also, that a second two-dimensional coordinate system is defined in the image plane, 

allowing each point on it to be identified by an image coordinate, (u, v), where u and v nrc scalar multiples 

of the two basis vectors, (s,i), defined in the image plane. Points on this image-plane can be given 

coordinates that arc specified relative to this coordinate system. These points, along with their assigned 

coordinates, arc referred to as image-space points. Without loss of generality, we can assume that the 

origin of image space lies at one of the comers of the bounded image plane. The following figure depicts 

these coordinate systems: 

.j 

Figure 1: Mapping image-space poin11o rays 

Each image-space point can be placed into one-to-one correspondence with a ray that originates 

from the Euclidean-space origin. This mapping function from image-space coordinates to rays can be 

described with a linear system: 



Equation 1: Mapping from image coordinates to coordinates in three-space 

where the coordinate of the image-space point is specified by the coordinate ( u, v) , and the resulting 

vector J represents the corresponding ray's direction. The entries of the mapping matrix, P , can be easily 

understood by considering each column as a vector, a, b, and c in the same coordinate system as J. 
This relationship is shown in Figure 2, where a and b arc images of the s and i basis vectors in the 

(i,} ,k) coordinate system, and c is a vector from the ray origin to the origin of the image plane. Thus, 

while this parameterization is general, it still has a reasonable physical interpretation. 
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Figure 2: Relationship of the image-space basis vectors to the ray origin 

The mapping function from image coordinates to rays is not uniquely defined. Any scalar multiple 

of the P matrix will also yield an equivalent set of image-space point-to-ray correspondences. This 

independence of scale is a consequence of the fact that the space of possible directions from any point in a 

three-dimensional space can be described using only two parameters (i.e., two angles). Thus, any 

representation of rays that uses unconstrained three-dimensional vectors will allow for multiple 

representations of the same ray. 

2. A Warping Equation for Synthesizing Projections of a Scene 

Equipped with only the simple planar-pinhole-camera model described in the previous section, an 

image-warping equation, which remaps those rays visible from a given viewpoint to any arbitrary viewing 

position, can be derived. As before, I will refer to the source image, or domain, of the warp as the reference 

image, and the resulting image, after the mapping is applied, as the desired image. For the moment, I will 

assume that both the pinhole-camera parameters of the desired and reference views arc known. In addition, 

I will also assume that a single scalar value, called generalized disparity or projecrive depth, is known for 



all points or the rcrcrcncc image. The precise nature or this quantity will be discussed in more detail later in 

this section. For the moment it is surficicnt to say that this quantity can be determined rrom a set or 

correspondences specified between images. 

Consider the implications or the same point, X ' being sighted along rays rrom two diiTcrent . . 
centers-or-projection, c, and c2' specified relative to their pinhole camera models. The rollowing 

diagram illustrates this configuration. 

X 

Figure 3: A point in three-dimensional space as seen from two pinhole cameras 

The image coordinate, x1, in the first image determines a ray via the pinhole camera mapping 

J, = P1x1 with an origin or C1 • Likewise, the image coordinate, x2 , in the second image determines a 

ray, d2 = P2x2, with origin C2. The coordinate or the point X can, thcrerore, be expressed using either 

or the rollowing: 

x = t, + r,P,x, = t, + 12P2x2 

Equation 2: Specification of a 30 point in terms of pinhole-camera parameters 

where r, and 12 arc the unknown scaling ractors ror the vector rrom the origin to the viewing plane which 

make it coincident with the point X. This expression can be reorganized to give 

Equation 3: Transformation of a ray in one camera to its corresponding ray in another 

The I crt-hand side or this expression is now a ray, as is the second term on the right hand side. Ir 

we relax our definition or equivalence to mean "equal down to some non-1.ero scale ractor" (which is 

consistent with the notion that rays having the same direction are equivalent regardless or the length or the 

three-space vector specirying this direction), then the X ractor can be eliminated. I will usc the symbol, 



=, to represent this equivalence relationship. Alternatively, we could take advantage of the propeny that 

both P 1 and P2 arc defined independent of scale, to absorb the scalar quantity, }{,, into the matrix P 2 • 

Substituting the generalized disparity term li(x) for t gives 

P2 x2 = li(x,J(t,- t,)+ P1x1 

Equation 4: Simplified planar ray·to·ray mapping 

The name, generalized disparity, comes from the notion of stereo disparity. In the normal depth

from-stereo case, the cameras arc assumed to have a particular geometric configuration. Both image planes 

arc required to have the same pinhole-camera model. The vector connecting the centers-of-projection must 

be parallel to both image planes. And, the coordinate system is selected so that the i basis vector of the 

camera space is parallel to the s basis vector of the image planes, as shown below. 
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Figure 4: The depth-from-stereo camera configuration 

This configuration can be accomplished either by accurate alignments of the cameras or by a post

processing rectification (using rc-projection see Equation 13) of the acquired data. Under these conditions 

the planar ray-to-ray mapping equation simplifies to 

Equation 5: 

Multiplying both sides by the inverse of the pixel-to-ray mapping gives 



Equation 6: 

The alignment constraint on lhe camera-space and image-space basis vectors (lhal the i basis 

veclOr or lhe camera space is parallel to lhe s basis vector) implies !hat a unil step in image space produces 

a unit step in camera space. This is equivalent to 

P, ·[: 

p,z '"] •. ~ ·[: q,z '"] Pn Pn so qzz q2J 

Pn P33 q2J q33 

Equation 7: 

Arter multiplying through and reorganizing terms we getlhe rollowing: 

Equation 8: 

Thus, when camera geometries satisry lhe deplh-rrom-stereo requirement, !he image-space 

coordinates or corresponding points differ only along a single dimension in lhe images. The size or !his 

change is proportional to bolh lhe dislBnce between the centers-or-projection, which is often called lhe 

stereo baseline, and lhe generalized disparity quantity, which has units or pixels per unitlenglh. Thererore, 

generalized disparity, O(.X) , is equivalent to stereo disparity, u 2 - u,, when normalized by dividing 

lhrough by lhe length or lhe baseline. 

_ u2 -u1 
li,,....(x)=c -c 

l.l 2x 

Equation 9: 

The lerm, projective depth, is sometimes used inslead or generali1.cd disparity. This name is 

somewhat misleading since it increases in value ror points closer to lhe center-or-projection. Generalized 

disparity, li(.X1), is inversely related to deplh by a constant scale ractor, and to range by a scale ractor !hat 

varies from point to point on the viewing plane. 

Let us consider rurlher lhe generalized-disparity term, O(.X1). We can construct lhe rollowing 

diagram or Equation 4 in lhe plane containing lhe lhrcc points C1 , C2 , and a visible point X . 



Figure 5: A point as seen from two images 

Using similar triangles it can be shown that 

Solving for generalized disparity gives !he following expression: 

Thus, !he generalized disparity depends only on !he distance fTOm !he center-of-projection to !he position on 

!he image plane where !he point is observed and !he range value of !he actual point. The image-space 

coordinate in !he second image of !he actual point can be found using !he following transformation: 

Equation 10: Planar image-warping equation 



Since the generalized-disparity tenn, B(x1). is independent of both the desired center-of-projection, C2 , 

and the desired pinhole viewing parameters, P2 , Equation 10 can also be used to determine the image

space coordinate of the observed point on any other viewing plane. This is accomplished by simply 

substituting the desired center-of-projection and pinhole-camera model into Equation 10. 

Figure 6: A third view of the point X 

Figure 6 illustrates how the planar warping equation (Equation 10) can be used to synthesize 

arbitrary views. The third viewing position, c3. need not be in the same plane as c, . c2 and X . Figure 

6 also depicts how generalized disparity is an invariant fraction of the baseline vector. This fraction of the 

baseline vector applies to all potential views, and therefore, it can be used to align corresponding rays of a 

given reference image to their direction in any desired image. In addition, the resulting projection will be 

consistent to a fixed three-dimensional point. Generalized disparity is a scalar quantity that detennines how 

a translation of the center-of-projection affects the coordinates of points in image space. The remaining 

matrix quantity, P;'P1, detennines how changes in the pinhole-camera model, independent of translation, 

affect the coordinates of points in image space. A further explanation of this last claim will be presented in 

the next section. 

The warping equation can be used to synthesize arbitrary views of a given reference image via the 

following procedure. Given a reference image, the matrix describing its planar-pinhole projection model, 

P1 , its center-of-projection, C1 , a generalized-disparity value, O(x1), for each pixel, and the center-of

projection of the desired image, C1 , and its projection model, the mapping of the reference image to a 

desired image can be computed. Using the vectors described in the generali1.cd pinhole-camera model, the 

warping equation can be rewritten as 



where a. is an arbitrary scale factor. This matrix sum can be rewritten as shown below: 

Multiplying both sides by the determinant of P 2 and substituting for its inverse gives Lhe following 4 x 3 

matrix equation: 

Equation 11: 4 x 3 matrix lonmulation of warping equation 

This results in the following rational expressions for computing the rcprojcction of pixel coordinates from a 

reference image to the coordinates of a desired image: 

Since Lhc centers-of-projection and Lhe planar-pinhole camera models for Lhe reference and desired 

images arc fixed for a given mapping, Lhc warping equation simplifies to a pair of constant-coefficient linear 

rational expressions of the form 

u2 = 

v, 

r(u,. v,. O(u1 , v 1 )) 

t(u1 ,v1 ,0(u,.v1 )) 

s(u,. v1 ,o(u1 , v1 )) 

t(u,. v,.o(u,. v,)) 

Equation 12: Warping equation as rational expressions 



The mapping of a point in the reference image to its corresponding point in the desired image can 

be computed using nine adds, eleven multiplies, and one inverse calculation. When points of the reference 

image arc processed sequentially, the number of adds is reduced to six, and the number of multiplies is 

reduced to live. Additional tests for a positive denominator, t(u I' V pO(Up v 1)), and a valid range of the 

numerator can avoid two multiplies and the inverse calculation. This operation is the equivalent of screen~ 

space clipping in traditional three-dimensional computer graphics. 

3- Relation to Previous Results 

Many other researchers (Szeliski96( (Faugeras92) have described similar warping equations. In 

most of these applications the image-space coordinates of the points X", and x2 were given, and the 

projective depth, ll(x), was the quantity to be solved for. When this equation is used for image warping, 

coordinates of image points in the desired view, .X2 , arc computed from points in the reference image, X1 , 

and their projective depths. 

This warping equation is also closely related to several other well-known results from computer 

graphics, image-warping, and projective geometry. Consider the situation where the reference image and 

the desired view share a common center-of-projection. In this case the planar-warping equation simplifies 

to 

Equation 13: Image reprojection 

This illustrates the well known result that images defined on planar viewing surfaces sharing a common 

center-of-projection arc related by a projective transformntion or planar homography. 

Figure 7: Reprojection of an image with the same center-of-projection 



This projective transformation is merely the composition of the reference image's viewing matrix 

with the inverse of the desired image's viewing matrix, H,,.proj«J = P;'P1 • This is indicative of the fact 

that, ignoring the clipping that occurs at the boundaries of the view plane, a change of viewing surface docs 

not change the set of rays visible from the center-of-projection. It only changes their spatial distribution on 

the viewing surface. I will refer to mappings of this son as rcprojections. 

A second well known result from the fields of computer graphics and projective geometry is that 

all images of a common planar surface seen in planar projection arc also related by a projective transform as 

long as the plane docs not project to a line. This result is the underlying basis for the texture mapping of 

images onto planar surfaces. It allows for the rasterization of textured planar primitives in screen space 

using a rational linear expression (an alternate formulation for a projective transform). The figure below 

illustrates the projection of a planar region onto several viewing planes and the resulting image. 

Figure 8: A planar region seen from multiple viewpoints 

The mapping function that describes the possible views of a three-dimensional planar surface can be 

derived as a special case of Equation 10 by the following progression. The equation of a plane in the 

coordinate system having the reference image's ccnter·of.projection as its origin is given by 

Equation 14: Equation of a plane 

where the scalars A, 8, C, and D arc four parameters defining the plane, and x, y, and z arc the coordinates 

of a point in space. These three-space coordinates can be re-cxprcsscd in terms of image coordinates by 

using a planar-pinhole model image-to-ray mapping function as follows: 



where t(u, v) is a multiple of lhc distance from lhc center-of-projection to the viewing plane for the ray. 

Dividing both sides by the scalar quantities appearing on opposite sides gives 

The inverse of t(u, v) is equivalent to the generalized-disparity tcnn discussed in Equation 3. When the 

generalized-disparity value from above is substituted into the warping equation (Equation 10), the following 

expression results: 

Equation 15: Mapping of a common plane seen at two centers-of-projection 

The planar homography, H plaM = P;'ll C1 - Cd:il' it 1JJ +I JP1, is a projective mapping 

of the reference-image points on the plane to their coordinates in the desired image. When the reference 

and desired images share a common center-of-projection, the projective mapping reduces to the 

rcprojcction given in Equation 13 as expected. 

The image plane of a reference image is but a plane in three-dimensional space. Therefore, iiS 

image in any reprojcction is related by a projective mapping. The equation of the three-dimensional image 

plane of a given pinhole-camera model is given by 

Substitution into Equation 15, gives 

which simplifies to 

Equation 16: Projection of the reference image plane in the desired image 



Notice that the projective mapping, H ''"'Ptn"' = lO 0 P;' tC, - C2 JJ+ P;' P,, describes the 

projection of the reference image's viewing plane in the desired image. 

4. Resolving visibility 

The mapping function described by the planar image warping equation (Equation I 0) is not one-to

one. The locus of potential points in three-space, X (t), that project to the same image coordinate, 

X = ( u, v) , is described by the center-of-projection and a planar pinhole-camera model using the 

following equation: 

X(t)=C+tPX 

Equation 17: 

The parameter 1 identifies specific three-dimensional points that project to a given image-space 

coordinate. A policy of selecting the smallest of all positive 1 values for a given screen-space point can be 

used to determine visibility for opaque objects. This candidate 1 value is analogous to the z values stored in 

a z-buffer [Catmull74[, or the ray-length maintained by a ray-casting algorithm [Appc168[. While the 1 

parameter is an essential clement of the reprojection process, (via its relationship to o(:X, )) it is, 

surprisingly, not required to establish the visibility of a warped image. 

In this section, an algorithm is presented for computing the visible surface at each image-space 

point of a desired image as it is being derived from a reference image via a warping equation. This is 

accomplished by establishing a warping order that guarantees a correct visibility solution. This ordering is 

established independently of the image contents. Only the centers-of-projection of the desired and 

reference images, as well as the pinhole-camera model for the reference image are needed. 

In order to simplify the following discussion, the reference image is assumed to be stored as a two

dimensional array whose entries represent unifonnly spaced image samples. This simplification is not 

strictly necessary for the algorithm to operate correctly, but it allows for a concise statement of the 

algorithm, and it is representative of many typical applications. 

The approach of this visibility algorithm is to specify an ordering, or enumeration, of points from 

the reference image which guarantees that any scene element that is hidden by some other scene element in 

the desired image will always be drawn prior to its eventual occludcr. This type of ordering is commonly 

called back:to-front. It is well known that a simple painter's algorithm [Rogers85[ can be used to display 

any collection of scene elements with correct visibility when a back-to-front ordering can be established. 

Given the reference image's center-of-projection, C1 , and ray-mapping function, P1, and the 

desired center-of-projection, C2 , the projection of C2 onto the reference image is first computed as 

follows: 



[:: ]= P;'(C,- C,) 

Equation 18: 

An example of this projection is illustrated in Figure 9. 

Reference Image's 
Center-of-projection 

Desired 
Center-of-projection 

Figure 9: A desired center-of-projection projected onto the reference image 

The image coordinate of t2 on the reference image is given by e = ('j., '';1.,). It will fall into 

one of nine regions relative to the reference image shown below: 
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Figure 10: Figure of nine regions 

Next, the reference image is subdivided into sheets that can be processed independently. Any set 

or onhogonal image-space basis vectors can be used to partition each sheet, but it is simplest to choose a 

coordinate basis aligned with the image's sampling grid. The reference image is partitioned into I, 2, or 4 

sheets depending on the image-space coordinates of the projected point, e. When e projects within the 

domain of the reference image, the image is divided into four sections separated along the row and column 

of e. 

(u"*" vmt>) (u-.v.,. 

Sheet 1 Sheet 2 

Sheet 3 
e 

Sheet4 

(u,... v,.J (u,.., v~ 

Figure 11: A desired center-of-projection that divides the reference image into 4 sheets 

When only one coordinate of e falls within the reference image, (i.e .. when e falls into regions B, 

D, F, and H) the image is subdivided into two sheets whose boundary is determined by either the row or 

column of the one coordinate that lies within the domain. 
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Figure 12: A desired center-of-projection that divides the reference image into 2 sheets 

If neither component of e falls within the reference image's domain, (when e projects into 

regions A, C, H or J) then the entire image is treated as a single sheet. 

(u,.,, vmJn) (u~. vmJn) 

Sheet 1 
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Figure 13: A desired center-of-projection that divides the reference image into 1 sheet 

Once the reference image's domain is subdivided according to the projected position of the desired 

center-of-projection, the warping order for each sheet can be determined as follows. The sign of the e, 
component from Equation 18 determines the enumeration direction. When e, is non-negative the warping 

order of each sheet progresses toward the point e. otherwise the warping progresses away from e. as 

shown in the figure below. The case where e, is zero indicates that the desired viewing position has no 

proper projection onto the reference image, because the vector C1 - C2 is parallel to the reference image's 

viewing plane. In this case, only one sheet will be enumerated, and the warping order progresses in the 

direction determined by the quadrant indicated by the signs of the remaining two vector components, e, 

and ey. 



e, negative e, non-negative 

Figure 14: Enumeration direction 

During the warp, each radial line originating from the projected image of the desired center-of

projection can be traversed independently. Alternatively, the warp can progress along either rows or 

columns of the sheets so long as the image of the desired center-of-projection, e. is drawn at the 

appropriate time (i.e., p is drawn first when e, is negative, and last otherwise), allowing either a row major 

or column major traversal. The advantage of the latter approach is that it allows the reference image's 

traversal to take maximum advantage of the access coherence of most memory systems. 

The entire visibility algorithm involves three simple steps. First, the three-dimensional coordinate 

of the desired ccntcr~of·projcction, C1 , is projected on the reference image's viewing plane. Second, the 

image-plane is divided into sheets determined by the image-space coordinate of the projected center-of

projection, e . and whose boundaries arc aligned with the image-space coordinate axes 1• Computing this 

coordinate involves a projective normalization. Finally, the sign of the planar normalizing element of the 

projective coordinate determines the traversal of the reference imagc2
. 

The algorithm presented here is similar to Anderson's algorithm for bivariate functions 

[Anderson82). The difference is that his visibility algorithm was defined for a difTerent class of surfaces 

(i.e., a height field, or Monge patch, rather than a projective surface), and his algorithm enumerates the 

facets in a front-to-baek occlusion order. Anderson's choice of a front-to-back order requires that some 

representation of the grid perimeter be maintained to aid in deciding what parts or edges of subsequent 

facets need to be rendered. Representing this perimeter requires auxiliary storage and extra clipping 

computations. This list must then be queried before each new facet's edge is displayed, and the display 

must be updated if any pan of the facet is visible. In contrast, a back-t<>-front ordering requires no 

additional storage because the proper occlusion is handled by the drawing order using the painter's 

algorithm. 

' Along the rows and columns of a discretely sampled image array 

2 This is often called the homogeneous element of the projective coordinate. 



5. Reconstruction Issues 

The planar-warping equation describes a mapping of the image-space points on a reference 

viewing plane to image-space points on a desired viewing plane. The underlying assumption is that both the 

reference and desired images arc continuous over their domains. This is not generally the case for typical 

images. Usually, images arc represented by a two-dimensional array of discrete samples. There arc many 

subtle implications of warping sampled images rather than continuous ones. While the warping equation 

can easily be applied to the discrete coordinates of a sampled image, the likelihood that any sample will 

map exactly onto a sampling-grid point of the desired image is negligible. In addition to warping to 

locations off the sampling grid, the points of a reference image will also distribute unevenly over the desired 

image. The desired image must then be synthesized from this irregular distribution of sampled and 

rcprojected image points. 

The process of mapping a sampled image from one image-space to another is called image 

resampling. Conceptually, image rcsampling constructs a continuous representation of a reference image 

which is then mapped onto the desired viewing plane using the warping function and resampled to form the 

final discrete image. When the three-dimensional points represented in the reference image lie on a 

common plane, as shown in Figure 8, and the scene contents arc appropriately band limited, reconstructing 

a continuous representation is a straightforward application of signal processing theory [Wolberg90]. The 

same situation occurs when three-dimensional points arc constrained to lie along the same rays of different 

viewing planes, as when rcprojecting an arbitrary set of points from the same center-of-projection as shown 

in Figure 7. The ideal continuous reconstruction of these surfaces is the summation of two-dimensional sine 

functions centered at each sample-grid point and scaled by the sample's intensity. Since the sine function 

has an infinite extent, local polynomial approximations arc often used instead [Mitchcll88]. However, when 

the three-dimensional points visible in an image arc not constrained to lie in a plane or share a center-of

projection, the reconstruction of a continuous reference image representation is more involved. 

Three-dimensional surfaces can be built up from discrete sub-surfaces, called surface patches. 

The composite of a group of surface patches can represent the reconstruction of a three-dimensional point 

set. One measure of the continuity of a composite set of surface patches, called derivative continuity, is the 

number of matching terms in the Taylor series expansions at abutting surface patches. When only the first 

terms of the composite surfaces' Taylor series expansions match along their common boundaries, the 

surface patches will have the same three-dimensional coordinate values along their abutting regions, and the 

overall surface has c" continuity. When both the first and second terms of the expansion agree, the tangent 

spaces of the abutting surfaces coincide, and the composite surface will have C1 continuity. 

One approach to reconstructing a continuous function from a sampled reference image is to 

consider each sample as specifying a surface patch. The basis for these surface patch definitions is typically 

polynomial. However, this is not a requirement for defining a continuous reconstruction. All that is 



necessary is that the basis functions arc sufficiently differentiable. For instance, a sine or a Gaussian basis 

are both valid representations of surface patchcs3. 

I will next describe two different methods for constructing a continuous representation of a 

reference image for usc in image warping based on C' continuity models that usc different surface patch 

bases. Recent work by Mark [Mark97] has extended these methods to include a model in which C' and C 1 

continuity alternates throughout the domain. His approach requires a local estimate of the tangent space at 

each sample point. This requirement can be easily satisfied when the reference images are synthesized 

using traditional computer graphics techniques, but it is more difficult for acquired reference images. 

However, there is some promise in this area. It appears that many shape-from-shading [Horn89] and 

photometric-ratio-based correspondence methods [Wolff94] can be adapted to estimate a surface normal at 

each image-space point. 

Warp and reconstruction 
using sphertcal Gaussian 

basis runcllons 

Original 60 x 60 
phcallmago 

Figure 15: A Gaussian cloud representation of image-space points 

The first reconstruction approach uses a spherical Gaussian basis function to represent each sample 

point. It assumes that every visible point in a reference image represents a three-dimensional spherical 

cloud density located somewhere along the ray determined by the image point. In three-dimensions this 

radius could be determined by considering the solid angle represented at each sample point and the distance 

of the cloud's center from the image's center-of-projection. A two-dimensional equivalent of this radius 

calculation can, however, be computed directly from the warping equation. 

The image-space Gaussian reconstruction method described here is a straightforward adaptation of 

Hcckbcn's Elliptical Weighted Average (EWA) filter [Heckbert89], but it is used in a forward-mapping 

algorithm, similar in spirit to the Splatting algorithm described by Westover [Westover91 ]. The support of 

3 The use of a sine or Gaussian basis is somewhat complicated by their inlinite extents. 



the Gaussian reconstruction function is determined by computing the change in shape of differential circular 

regions surrounding each sample as they undergo the image warp. One useful measure of the change in 

shape is provided by the Jacobian determinant of the mapping function. The Jacobian determinant is a 

direct measure of the local change in area induced by a transformation. However, changes in differential 

area arc not necessarily a good indication of the changes in differential shape'. The additional assumptions 

required to address this discrepancy will be discussed shortly. The Jacobian mauix of the planar-warping 

function given in Equation 12 is 

w11 ( "'l!U+Wn +w,Ji:(u,v))-w8 ( w11u+w11 +w145(u,v)) l 
( w11u+ wnv+w 11 + M.',a( u, v ))1 

w11 ( w11u+wu +w,li( u,v))-wp ( w11u+wy+wuli( u,v)) 

( w11u+w11v+w11 +w~&(u,v))1 

Equation 19: Jacobian of the warping equation 

The determinant of the Jacobian mauix simplifies to 

where 

i3(u', v') 

i3(u, v) 

det(H) + li(u, v) dct(G) 

t(u, v,li(u, v)) 3 

Equation 20: Jacobian determinant of the warping equation 
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Equation 21: Camera-model matrix, H, and the structure matrix, G 

The H component of the Jacobian determinant represents the change in projected area of an infinitesimal 

region of the reference image due entirely to the changes in the pinhole-camera model since H = P;' P1 

and det(Jacobian(HX)) = det(H)/1( u, v,0)3
. The G component represents the change in projected 

area due to the three-dimensional structure of the observed image point. This can be seen by letting H = I , 
which indicates no change in the pinhole camera model between the reference and desired image. This 

gives ·:;(- ··,· = ' , , indicating that the change in projected area is independent of the point's 
u.v (l+li(u,v)w,) 

coordinate on the image plane, but instead it depends entirely on the generalized disparity value at that 

• For instance, consider the mapping cj>: { x = lOu, y = 0./v) with ~:~::: = Determinanf; ;J] = I. The 

Jacobian determinant indicates that the differential area surrounding any sample remains constant; yet the 
mapping introduces considerable stretching along the u dimension and shrinking in the v dimension. 



point. Since the matrices H and G are constant for a given pair of reference and desired views, they need 

only be calculated once per warp. 

If we make the assumption that the warping function is well represented by a local linear 

approximation centered at each sample in the reference image with a constant generalized disparity value, 

then the Jacobian matrix can also be used to estimate the change in shape of a rotationally symmetric 

reconslruction kernel as follows. An infinitesimal circular region with a radius of dr is described by the 

expression 

Equation 22: 

When that region undergoes an arbitrary mapping, c!l:(u, v) ~ (u', v'), the best linear approximation to 

the differential mapping is given by the Jacobian matrix 

Equation 23: 

By substituting Equation 23 into Equation 22, the mapping of the differential circular region can be 

determined as follows: 

dr 2 = (du' dv'}r' )T r'[du'] 
dv' 

Equation 24: 

which expands to the following conic expression: 

dr 2 ( ·2 ·1 )d •2 2( . . . . )d 'd ' ( ·2 ·2 )d •2 Ju + h2 u - JuJu+ Jnh2 u v + Ju +liz v 

(jllj22- j,2j21)
2 

Equation 25: 

This equation describes an ellipse if the Jacobian determinant is positive. Therefore, any circular region 

centered about a reference image sample will project as an ellipse in the desired image. This property can 

be used to rcconslruct a continuous representation of the reference image prior to resampling. The spatial 

domain response of any rotationally symmetric filter, such as a Gaussian, can be computed at a sample point 

in the desired image by evaluating Equation 25 at that point to determine the radius value in the undistorted 

filter's kernel. The rcsampling process can be optimi7.cd by first computing the extents of the ellipse in the 

desired image space. In terms of the Jacobian these extents are given by the following expressions: 



Equation 26: 

Another approach to reconstructing a continuous representation of the reference image attempts to 

fit a bilinear surface patch between any four neighboring grid samples. This representation also has r:!' 
continuity, but it uses a polynomial basis. First, the individual sample points of the reference image arc 

mapped to the desire image's coordinate system. These warped points will generally not correspond to 

sample grid positions. The connectivity of the eight-connected neighborhood of each reference sample

point is maintained after the warp. This can be managed by maintaining a buffer of two scan lines while 

enumerating the reference image in a visibility compatible order. The warped sample points stored in these 

two buffers can be considered a single strip of patches at the completion of each scan line. A standard 

polygonal rastcrizcr can be used to scan convcn each patch in the strip. Therefore, this technique can easily 

take advantage of specialized rastcrization hardware if it is available. Once a strip is rasteri7.cd, one of the 

scanlinc buffers becomes available for storing the mapped values of the next scan line. 

Shown below is an example of the same warp using each of the two reconstruction methods 

discussed. 

Figure 16: Example image warp using different reconstruction methods 

6. Occlusion and Exposure Errors 

The image warp can only correctly reprojcct those scene points visible in the reference image. In 

some cases, even the visibility of a point docs not guarantee its proper reconstruction. These arc not 



weaknesses of either the image-warping or visibility methods described; they arc, instead, inherent 

limitations of an image-based representation. 

The major visual artifacts resulting from these limitations can be classified as one of two cases, 

exposure errors or occlusion errors. Exposure errors occur when a background region that should have 

been occluded is visible in a desired image because of the absence of some foreground clement from the 

reference image. On the other hand, occlusion errors occur in a desired image when an interpolation error in 

the reconstruction process introduces a false foreground clement that covers background regions visible in 

the actual scene. The choice of reconstruction methods plays a significant role in either amplifying or 

reducing these errors. However, a reduction in one class of artifact often causes an increase in the other. 

Many exposures and occlusions arc correct. For instance, when a viewpoint moves toward a 

foreground object the projection of the object will enlarge in the field-of-view such that it covers adjacent 

background points. As the viewpoint moves even closer to the foreground objec~ more of the background is 

occluded. 

Exposure errors and occlusion errors take place either when the underlying assumptions of the 

reconstruction method arc violated, or when there is insufficient infonnation in the image to properly 

reconstruct the correct surface. These two error sources arc closely related. The role of reconstruction 

kernel is to interpolate the missing gaps between samples. Often the information needed to correctly fill a 

missing image region is unavailable from the reference image. 

Exposure errors arc the subtler visual artifact. The region uncovered by a legitimate exposure 

lends itself to interpretation as a shadow produced by a light source placed at the reference image's center

of-projection. This is particularly noticeable when the exposure occurs along object boundaries. An 

exposure error occurs when a ray in the desired image passes through this shadow region, allowing some 

background clement to be erroneously seen. Both exposure errors and actual exposures arc illustrated 

below. 



Reference 
Image 

Figure 17: Exposures at occluding boundaries 

The actual scene points that are visible from the reference image arc shown darkened. The shaded n:gion 

indicates when: an exposure occurs in the desired image. The solid dividing line through the exposure 

n:gion indicates the boundary between an actual exposure to the right and an exposure error to the left. 

However, without external information the difference between valid and invalid exposures cannot be 

resolved. 

Exposure errors arc most likely to occur at object silhouettes. They occur on smooth surfaces as 

well as along sharp depth discontinuities. This situation is depicted in Figure 18. Exposure errors occur 

immediately adjacent to those image points whose ray lies in the observed object's tangent plane. 

Therefore, as an observer moves to sec around an object boundary, she should generally expect to sec mon: 

of the object rather than any component of the background. 
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Figure 18: Exposure error on a smooth surface boundary 

Merely changing the basis function used in the reconstruction of the reference image can eliminate 

exposure errors, but it introduces occlusion errors. Consider the example shown in Figure 19 when a 

polynomial basis, instead of the Gaussian cloud model, is used to approximate the underlying surface. 

Reference 
Image 

Error 

Figure 19: Occlusion errors introduced by polynomial reconstruction 

The lighter shaded area indicates the extent of an occlusion error, whereas the darker shaded area represents 

an actual occlusion. The surface seen along the occlusion error corresponds to an extension of Lhc 

foreground object's tangent plane. This surface will always enclose the actual surface. However, it is 

unlikely that any part of this extension will actually represent a point in the environment. The occlusion 



error will usually hide valid exposures. Furthermore, since occlusion errors arc not adjacent to an actual 

occlusion, they appear more unnatural than exposure errors. 

The continuity of the polynomial interpolation basis causes an excessive estimation of the number 

of points in the scene. The polynomial interpolation model reconstructs images that arc indistinguishable 

from a model that assumes that all of the points beyond each ray's observed point arc occupied. Such a 

model will not miss any actual scene points, but it will erroneously include scene points that do not exist. 

The polynomial reconstruction method will, therefore, introduce a disproportionate number of occlusion 

errors. This can greatly hinder the usefulness of such a model. 

In contrast. the Gaussian reconstruction mclhod represents a vacuous estimate of a scene's 

contents. It assumes that the visible image point is the only scene point located along the ray's extent. 

Therefore, a Gaussian reconstruction basis will. correctly represent all empty regions of an environment, 

while missing all scene points that arc not visible in the reference image. It is, therefore, conservative in its 

estimate of the occupied volume of space, whereas the polynomial reconstruction makes a conservative 

estimate of the space's emptiness. Exposure errors should be expected when the Gaussian reconstruction 

model is used. 

The visibility algorithm generally handles valid occlusions. One exception is the case when a 

scene point from outside the viewing frustum comes into view as a result of the change in the center-of

projection. This situation results in an invisible occluder error. A simple example of this case is shown in 

Figure 20. This problem is a direct result of the limited field-of-view available to a planar-pinhole camera. 

The usc of panoramic pinhole-camera models can remedy this problem. 

View 
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Figure 20: An external exposure error 

The two reconstruction methods discussed previously represent two extreme assumptions 

concerning the structure of space. The usc of either of these extreme positions introduces artifacts in the 



final rendering. A more accurate reconstruction should combine clements of both methods. However, this 

might require additional information beyond that which is deducible from the reference image alone. This 

is an interesting area for future research. 

7. Summary 

This rcpon has presented a complete example of an image-based method for synthesizing 

computer graphics. Special mapping functions, called image warps, were derived that enabled arbitrary 

views of a scene to be generated. This underlying scene was represented by a reference image that was 

augmented by a scalar value defined at each point, called generalized disparity. An algorithm was also 

presented to resolve the visibility of the mapped reference points at each coordinate in the desired image. 

Two methods were presented for reconstructing continuous representations of the warped reference image 

from these warped points. 
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A fundamental problem in computer graphics is the determination of the visible subset 
of surface elements within a scene given the desired viewpoint. Often. the most appro
priate method for computing visibility is dependent on the form and properties of the 
scene's description. For example, If the geometry of a scene is described by a collection of 
opaque convex planar regions (i.e. triangles), then a simple depth buffer can be used to 
determine the correct visibility. However, If the scene is described as a level-set of some 
implicit function (i.e. ellipsoid), then a ray-casting algorithm might be best. 

This paper presents a visibility solution for a specific type of scene description, called a 
perspective-projected surface. Surfaces of this type are commonplace, since they describe 
nearly all physically-based image-formation processes. The visibility algorithm works 
by establishing a particular drawing order In which the last surface written at each pixel 
corresponds to the visible surface at that point. The drawing process can then proceed 
without intermediate tests or auxiliary storage. In this respect it is similar to the classic 
painter's visibility algorithm [Rogers85]. The unique aspect of this proposed technique is 
that the drawing order is established independent of any information relating to the 
scene's geometry, including the depth information. Thus, I claim that, for an important 
class of scene descriptions, there exists an algorithm for computing correct visibility 
solutions that requires no information about the geometric contents of the scene. 

1.1 Background 

Sutherland and Sproull [Sutherland74] first realized that the task of determining visibil
ity can be reduced to a sorting problem. In their classic taxonomy of hidden-surface algo
rithms, they showed that all of the previously known visibility algorithms can be 
distinguished entirely by the permutations over which each of the three-dimensions are 
traversed while sorting. Moreover, if the scene primitives are placed into a common 
canonical frame (where x andy correspond to the coordinate system of the desired out
put image). then it can easily be shown that only one of the three sorts (the one in z) actu
ally determines visibility, while the remaining two sorts merely provide algorithmic 
optimizations. 

In essence, the visibility problem can be considered parallel sorting where separate lists 
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are maintained for various regions of the output image. The geometric properties of 
scene elements are used to both define these list regions, as well as to simplify their man
agement. If one is willing to tolerate sampling artifacts, then these list regions can be 
defined to the smallest resolvable image element (a.k.a. pixel), making the region defini
tion independent of the geometry of the scene's elements. You need only to add to Suth
erland and Sproull's original analysis the distinction between forward-mapping (i.e. for 
each primitive, figure out which image regions are effected) and inverse-mapping (i.e. 
for each screen region, figure out what scene primitives belong in the list) to include all 
of the known visibility approaches to date 1. 

1.2 Incremental Sorting 

An obvious way of simplifying a sorting problem is to retain the list elements in some 
naturally ordered data structure. For example, many volumetric rendering techniques 
compute visibility by exploiting the ordering imposed by the underlying representation. 
This class of techniques, which I will call incremental sorting, begins with an initially 
sorted list that undergoes either a global or a local perturbation. In the case of a global 
perturbation, knowledge of the initial ordering is exploited to simplify the subsequent 
sorting process. For example, consider the initial ordered list shown in the following fig
ure. 

a. Original Ordered List before perturbation by x2 - 18x + 81 

I 3 I 5 1 s I n 1 12 14 11 21 
.& 

Pivot position for merge stage as determined 
by the extrema of the global perturbation (x = 9) 

b. List after global perturbation 

I 36 I 16 I 1 4 9 25 64 144 

Once a global perturbation is applied, the resulting list can be partitioned into sub-lists 
that are separated by the extrema of the perturbation function. In the regions that lie 
between the extrema, the perturbing function is either monotonically increasing or 
decreasing. Since the initial sorted list is analogous to the number line, we can generate a 

I. In the intervening time since Sutherland and Sproull"s original insight, the theoretical algorithm commu
nity has more finely honed the distinctions between various sorting problems. In today's language, visibility 
would more accurately be considered as an order statistic calculation problem rather than a pure sorting 
problem (assuming that all surfaces considered arc opaque; once multiple levels of transparency arc 
allowed, then computing visibility reverts back to a pure sorting problem). The distinction between comput
ing an order statistic problem and the pure sorting problem is that the final output is composed of only one 
list clement. Typically, we are only interested in the single scene clement Lhat is visible for a given screen 
region, rather than a list of all the scene clements that project onto the region. The relevance of this distinc
tion is that the order-statistic problem is known to require fewer operations, O(n), than the general sorting 
problem, O(n log n). Thus, we can expect the cost of computing visibility to be linear in the number of scene 
primitives. 

Introduction 2 
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final sorted list by combining these sub-lists using a list merging algorithm similar to the 
one used by merge sort. This approach requires fewer operations than a general resort
ing after the perturbation. For example, consider the global perturbation defined by the 
mapping function x! -lBx + 81. This function has a single minimum at the point x = 9. 
For values of x less than 9 the function decreases monotonically as x Increases, while for 
greater values it Increases monotonically. The two sub-lists can be merged into a single 
sorted list In linear time as shown below. Likewise, the minimum value in the list can be 
determined In constant time by comparing the first values In each sub-list. 

First Sub-list (Reversed) I 
'-----' 

1 

Second Sub-list 

Resulting Sorted Ust 1 

4 9 

4 9 

16 36 

25 64 144 

16 25 36 64 144 

The visibility algorithm derived In this paper bears a close resemblance to the incremen
tal sorting algorithm just described. It begins with a scene representation that can be con
sidered as an Initial sorting. Any subsequent reprojections of the scene act as global 
perturbations with easily established extrema. These extrema partition the representa
tion Into sub-parts whose relative ordering Is unaffected by the perturbation. These sub
parts can then be merged into a final result exhibiting a correct visibility solution. In 
addition, special attributes of the representation, the global perturbation, and the re-pro
jection process, allow the merging to be accomplished without referencing the actual list 
values. 

This paper is organized as follows. First, an algorithm is given for computing the correct 
visibility of a perspective-projected image as it undergoes arbitrary reprojections. Both 
the original and Its reprojections are assumed to be planar. Next, a proof is given for the 
correctness of this algorithm. Initially, the proof is shown for spherical projections. 
Finally, the proof for the spherical case Is mapped to the planar case. 

2.0 Visibility of Projected Surfaces 

A perspective-projected surface Is distinguished by an origin, a projection manifold, and 
a scalar range function. This origin, e, which is often called the center of projection, can be 
considered as the origin of the set of all rays 1 that form the projection. It Is convenient to 
consider the projection manifold, P, as a parameterized surface defined over a space 
with one less dimension than that of the manifold Itself. For the sake of discussion, only 
three-dimensional manifolds with a parameterization over two-dimensions will be con
sidered. Thus, every point of the manifold, P(u, v) , defines a specific ray whose origin Is 

I. More concisely a "pencif' of rays. 

Visibility of Projected Surfaces 3 
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given by, e, the center of projection 1. The range function, R(u, v) , specifies a length for 
each ray and is defined over the same parameter space as the projection manifold. There
fore, a perspective-projected surface is itself a parameterized manifold defined over u 
and vas shown below. 

S(u, v) . R( ) P(u, v) - e 
= e + u, v /P(u, v) - el 

We will consider the problem of re-projecting a perspective-projected surface. This 
means that, given an initial perspective-projected surface, we would like to generate a 
consistent new surface with a different origin and/ or projection manifold. One difficulty 
of the re-projection arises from the fact that only a single range value is defined for each 
ray. However, the re-projection process allows for any number of points from the initial 
surface to fall along a ray. We resolve this ambiguity by defining the notion of visibility. 
Visibility dictates that the appropriate choice for selecting one from a number of surface 
points that map to the same ray is to choose the closest one to the desired projection's 
origin. If we consider the surface to be composed of an opaque material, then visibility 
corresponds to the natural visual phenomenon of occlusion where far away surfaces 
along a given ray are hidden by closer surfaces. 

One might ask, why should we restrict ourselves to such limited surface representations 
in the first place? The primary motivation for this choice is that nearly all natural image 
formation processes directly record perspective-projected surfaces. This includes photo
graphic images, video images, and the images processed by our visual systems. The goal 
of re-projecting images is to generate alternate views which correspond to different view 
positions. 

2.1 Algorithm for determining correct visibility 

Next, an algorithm for re-projecting planar perspective-projected surfaces is given 
[McMillan95b]. First, several quantities will be defined in order to describe the algo
rithm. The original perspective-projected surface is defined by an initial center of projec
tion, e0 , and a planar projection matrix, P 0 . It is useful to consider the columns ofthe 
projection matrix as the independent vectors P0 = [t-

0 
~0 llJ. We can then consider P0 

as a ray-generating function over the parametric domain, { ( u, v) I u, v E r 0, I] } • where 
the vector b0 is from the center of projection to the parametric origin (i.e. 
(u, v) = (0, 0)) of the planar-projection manifold, and, the remaining two vectors, t-0 
and ~0 , span the plane over the parametric domain. These relationships are depicted in 

I. We disallow the case where the center of projection lies on the projection manifold. 

Visibility of Projected Surfaces 4 
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the figure shown below. 
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Projection 
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Projection 

Manifold 

We define the projection of a point, x, by two functions <!>1(ep P,, x) and p1(ep x), where 
the parametric mapping function <I> 1 determines the parameter space coordinate of the 
ray passing from the center of projection to the point x, and the range function, p 1, gives 
the distance along this ray to x. 

An algorithm for determining the correct visibility of a planar-projected surface when re
projected to an alternate viewpoint, e1 , Is given as follows: 

I ) Find the projection of the desired viewpoint, e1 , on the surface to be reprojected 
<l>o(eo, Po, e,). 

2) Partition the manifold Into one. two, or four sheets within the parametric domain, 
according to the lsoparametric lines given by <1>0(e0, P0, e1) . 

3) Enumerate each partition along sequentiallsoparametrlc lines toward the positive 
parametric Image of the point, e1 , while re-projecting onto the new domain <1> 1 • 

The visibility of the projected surface is determined by the combination of the partition
Ing and enumeration steps. Essentially these steps establish a visibility-compatible 
ordering. By this we mean any set of points that map to the same parametric coordinate 
in the desired view will be ordered such that the last point reprojected will be the one 
closest to the new center of projection. This ordering Is established without any reference 
to the range values of the surface. Therefore, If the re-projection stage of the third step 
can also be accomplished without explicit reference to the range function, as in 
[McMillan95aj and [McMillan95c]. the projected scene's visibility can be established 
without any depth Information. 

Next, several examples are given to illustrate the various enumeration directions used 
by the algorithm. In order to simplify the case analysis, the two parametric directions are 
treated independently. The following figure demonstrates the six different ways that the 
desired viewpoint can project onto the re-projected surface considering only the u 
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parameter. 
Case 1 

0 1 
~I 

eo 
<l>0 (eiJ, Po. e1) < 0 
and R(e0. ej) > 0 

Case4 
0 
f--u 

e, 

1 
~I 

<l>u(eo. Po. ej) < 0 
and R(eQ. e'1) < 0 

Case2 
0 

0::;; <l>0 (eo. Po. e1)::;; I 
and R(e0• e1J > 0 

CaseS 
0 

0::;; <l>0 (e0, P0, eJl::;; I 
and R(e0. e'1) < o. 

Case3 
0 
f--u 

eo 
<l>u(eo. Po. e1J >I 
and R(eo. e1J > 0 

Case& 
0 
f--u 

<l>0 (e0, P0, e'1) > I 
and R(e0• e'1) < 0 

According to the algorithm's third step, the order of projection for the original surface is 
toward the positive parametric Image of the desired center of projection. For the first 
three cases, this order is shown in the following figure. where the image of the desired 
center of projection is shown as a darkened circle. 

0·,-------,1 0 1 1 0 .------, .. .. 
f--------1 .. 
--t .. .. 

Case1 Case2 Case3 

Case 2 illustrates the case where the projection manifold is partitioned into multiple 
sheets. The only ordering constraint between sheets is that the sheet containing the 
image of the desired center-of-projection be rendered last. Since the center-of-projec
tion's image can be made part of either ofthe two sheets, the sheet ordering is in fact 
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arbitrary. 

In cases 4 through 6 the projected image of the desired center of projection is considered 
to be a negative image since the ray originating from the initial center of projection and 
passing through the desired one does not intersect the projection manifold. In these cases 
a point at infinity is treated as the desired center's positive image. The partitioning pro
cess will be the same as the positive image case; however, the enumeration order will be 
reversed as shown below. 

or=====+~, 
®1-----•1 

Case4 

0 

" 

Case 5 

1 ol+=====l, .. 
• .. ~----i® 

• • 
Case& 

Once again, Case 5 divides the surface into multiple sheets which can be projected in an 
arbitrary order as long as the sheet containing the negative image of the desired view is 
projected first. 

When both parameters of the projection manifold are considered, eighteen different enu
meration cases arise. These cases can be considered in two groups. 

0 1 0 1 0 1 v-order 
0 

easel 

1 

0 

Case 2 

1 

0 

Case 1 

1 

u-order easel CaseZ Case 1 

The first group, shown above, gives the painting order for all the cases where the ray 
from the initial surface's center of projection to the desired center of projection intersects 
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the projection manifold with a positive range value. In these cases the sheets are enumer
ated toward the image of the desired center. Multiple sheets are again introduced when 
the desired point falls within the unit square of the surface's parameter space. We define 
the dominate parameter as the one that enumerates lsoparametric lines of the other 
parameter. Since the enumeration of the re-projection can be considered as two nested 
loops over the points on the surface. the dominate parameter is the one enumerated in 
the outer loop. Both the sheet ordering and the choice of the dominate enumeration 
parameter are arbitrary, under the same conditions given for the one-parameter case. 

The second group of enumeration cases arises when the desired center of projection 
projects as a negative image onto the surface's projection manifold. These nine cases are 
shown below. 

0 n 0 n 0 n v-order 
0 

Case& 

m 

0 

cases .. 
• • 

.. 
m 

0 

Case4 

m 

u-order case& Case5 case4 

The projected surface's points are mapped along lsoparametric curves that are progres
sively farther away from the projected image of the desired viewpoint, toward the posi
tive Image at infinity. Multiple sheets arise as before, and their relative re-projection 
order is independent under the conditions given previously. 

In review, the algorithm described claims to compute the correct visibility for the per
spective-projected surface that arises from there-projection of another perspective-pro
jected surface. This Is done by establishing an enumeration, or painting. order which is 
based solely on the relative positions of the two centers of projection and the projection 
manifold ofthe original surface, and this order Is independent of the surface's range 
function. 
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3.0 Proof of Algorithm's Correctness 

In order to prove the claims of the visibility algorithm discussed, we will generalize the 
planar-projection manifold to a spherical manifold. This allows for a single parameter
ization that encompasses all rays originating from the surface's center of projection. This 
generalization has two benefits. First, there will always be a positive image of the desired 
new center, thus halving the number of enumeration cases. Second, since the projected 
image of the desired center of projection will always fall within the parametric domain, 
the remaining nine cases are all collapsed into one. 

Once the algorithm is shown to be correct for the spherical case, the result will be trans
ferred back to the case of planar-projective surfaces. Then, an overview of how the algo
rithm can be extended to other projection manifolds Is given. 

3.1 Definitions 

As stated previously, a perspective-projected surface is defined by a central point and a 
single-valued range function over some bundle of rays emanating from that point. The 
bundle of rays is defined over the parameter space of a projection manifold, and the cen
tral point is called the center of projection. For any perspective-projected surface it Is use
ful to consider the equivalent surface that arises when the ray bundle is mapped onto a 
spherical manifold with the same center of projection. Within such a framework all the 
possible rays can be described by a single parameter space. 

In this derivation we consider sets of local spherical coordinate frames, {51, S2, ... , Sn} 
that are embedded within a global cartesian coordinate system, W. 

z 

.... ___ _ 
~--..... 

··--c:::.. _ 
--.... ~ 

__ .... :. -· . 

~ .•... ... 
----····· 

This analysis assumes the existence of a set of points, called a scene, that are defined over 
the global coordinate frame, W: and independent of any local frame, 51. We also assume 
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that all possible perspective projections are consistent with this scene In terms of both 
visibility and the positions of the surface points within W For each spherical frame there 
exists a mapping of these scene points from W Into the local coordinate system S1• 

by 

p1 (x, y, z) 

P(x, y, z) = 91(x, y, z) 

ell 1(x,y, z) 

While the mapping of points from W to S1 Is one-to-one, It Is not generally a single-val
ued range-function when parameterized In 9 and ell· Therefore, we are interested In a 
subset of this mapping where only a single value of p 1 Is defined for each unique pair of 
e and ell. Such mappings are known as topological meshes. An example of one such 
unique mapping Is defined by 

by 

and 

r1 (x, y, z) 

V1(x, y, z) = 91 (x, y, z) 

ell1(x,y, z) 

This particular mapping will be called the occlusion compatible mapping, and It is consis
tent with a proper visibility solution as defined In previous sections. 

Next, we will consider both general mappings and occlusion compatible mappings 1 

between pairs of spherical frames. For example, 

- 3 3 
PJ (Pp 91, ell1) 

PJ;:Rs ~ Rs by P(pp 91, ell) = 91(Pp er ell 1) I ) 

ell1CPp 9P ell;l 

and 

- 3 3 
r/Pr 9P ell 1) 

VJ;:Rs ~ Rs by v1;(Pr 9p ell) = 9/Pp ep ell 1l I ) 

ell1CPp 9p ell 1l 

where 

I. Two different types of occlusion compatible mappings between spherical frames could be defined: those 
where the domain, S;, is a general mapping, or those where the domain is occlusion compatible. Since the 
latter is a proper subset of the former only the general case is considered in this definition. However, later we 
will deal primarily with the case where the domain is also an occlusion compatible mapping. 
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The following figure depicts the relationships between these mappings. 

3 E P, 3 P, R3 

'JrYW~r. 
3 3 

Mv ~;;;; Rs Mv <;;; Rs 
j j l I 

It has been claimed elsewhere [McMillan95c] that general two-dimensional mappings 
between spherical frames can be determined without an explicit representation of the 
range Information, p(x) or r(x). as shown below: 

P·J,("'·.R2s ~ R2s = [6J(6p $p oJ(6p $,) )] where £ "' ~ oj (6,, $;) = -u, (6;' $)). 
' 1 $/6P $p o1(6p $1)) 

Unlike range Information, the generalized disparity term, o(x). can be determined 
directly from observable image features, such as optical flow [Prazdny83] or point corre
spondences [Laveau94]. 

These two-dimensional mapping functions,PJi(x), may result In several points from the 
domain mapping to a single point in the range. Such range points will be referred to as 
topological multiplicities of the mapping. The specific claim of this report Is that an occlu
sion compatible mapping can also be established independent of range Information. 

The conversion of a general projective mapping to an occlusion compatible one involves 
an inherently non-linear selection process. In our definitions. this selection was made on 
the basis of range information. I will show that the same result can be determined via an 
appropriately-ordered enumeration over the parameter space of the domain's spherical 
frame. assuming that It is topologically consistent. While this assumption limits the gen
erality of this approach, It Is valid for the important case of those occlusion compatible 
mappings within the domain. 

Domain: 51 

Proof of Algorithm's Correctness 

Range: s1 

Projective Mappings 

Topologically. Consistent 
Mapptngs 

II 
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This class contains, as a subset, all perspective-projected surfaces. In a later section, I will 
discuss the potential for extending these results to a wider class of surface descriptions 
that allow for non-topologically consistent surfaces. 

3.2 Derivation 

Several important relationships exist between projective mappings. Embedded spherical 
frames. like those just defined, will be used to represent all aspects of a projective sur
face. The origin of the spherical frame will serve as the center of projection while the unit 
sphere will be used as the projection manifold. The initial projected surface is repre
sented by the 51 frame while the desired re-projection is represented by SJ" 

In general, all possible re-projections, P11 , of points falling along a given ray, (a,., ljl x) , of 
51 are constrained to lie within a plane that is defined by the line segment, 1, connecting 
the initial and desired centers of projection. and the ray itself. There are two exceptions 
to this observation. On a spherical projection manifold there exists one ray in the direc
tion of the line segment, 1. This ray, (a+' ljl +) , which is called the positive epipole, is the vir
tual image of the desired center of projection on the original surface. A second ray, called 
the negative epipole (a .• ljl.) lies in the opposite direction. It corresponds to the vanishing 
point for all rays originating from ~ in the direction of 51 when seen in projection. Points 
along either of the epipolar rays are constrained to lie on a line which has 1 as a segment. 
This line is also common to all of those constraint planes induced by the re-projection of 
other rays. For this reason these constraint planes will henceforth be called epipolar 
planes1• The images of these epipolar planes correspond to the lines of longitude for a 
sphere with the epipoles as poles. These relationships are shown in the following figure. 

Next, consider an isolated topological multiplicity on the projective mapping from 51 to 

I. It is common in the computer vision literature to call the intersections of the epipoiar planes with the pro
jection manifold epipolar curves. Likewise, the images of the epipolar rays on the projection manifold arc 
often called an epipolar points. 
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SJ, as shown below: 

z 

Theorem 1. Generi_ca/Jy, the points of a topological multiplicity induced by a mapping from S; 
to S)' PJI(x) , and the two centers of projection lie in a plane. 

Proof: The points of the topological multiplicity are colinear with the origin of~ since 
they share the same parametric coordinates. A second line segment connects the local 
frame origins, Si and SJ. In general, these lines are distinct and, since they share a 
common point, they must be coplanar. 

Notice that this plane of the multiplicity also corresponds to an epipolar plane. From 
Theorem I we can conclude that any multiplicity induced by a projective re-mapping 
takes place within an epipolar plane that is common to all of those rays whose surface 
positions take part in the multiple mapping. Thus, all interactions between surface 
points, when viewed from the desired center of projection, are constrained to occur 
within epipolar planes. 

Having established the importance of these epipolar rays and planes, it is convenient to 
re-orient the local spherical frames so that the epipolar planes fall upon isoparametric 
curves. This can be accomplished with a global change of coordinate systems describable 
by a transformation, A, of W. The single affine transform, A. can be constructed to 
achieve all of the following results: 

o Translate S1 to the origin 
o Rotate s1 to lie on the x -axis 
o Rotate tile epipolar plane of the multiplicity into the xy-plane with a rota
tion about the x-axis 

o Scale the system so that s1 has the coordinate (1,0,0). 

With this transformation we can consider the multiplicity entirely within the xy-plane, as 
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shown In the following figure. 

Theorem 2. If cos9 1 > cos92 and 0 <a" 92, a< 1t then a< b. 

Proof: The length of sides a and b can be computed In terms of the angles 91, 92, and a 
using the law of sines as follows. 

Thus, 

a = 

a I b I = = sln9 1 sin (a-9 1) sln92 sin (a-92) 

a = and b= 

sln92 
sinacos9 1 - cosasln9 1 

b = -:----::,-__;:_-..,....-,;:
slnacosa2- cosasin92 

I 
a= 

slnacot91 - cosa 
b = -:------::---

sinacot92- cos a 

Note that the denominators In the expressions of a and b must be strictly positive, 
since their lengths are positive over the range of angles defined. Furthermore, the 
ratio of a to b can be expressed as: 

a sinacot92- cos a 

b = slnacot9 1 - cos a 

The given relationship 
cos9 1 > cos92, 

Implies 
cot9 1 > cot92, (since cos a and cotS are monotonically decreasing) 

slnacot9 1 > slnacot92, (sin a is always positive over the interval) 
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sino:cota 1 - cos a> sinacota2- cos a, (subtraction from both sides) 

sinacota2- cos a 
I > . a (since both sides are strictly positive) 

smacot 1 - cosa 

a 
Therefore. b <I and a< b. For angles a 1 and a2 within the interval ]0,7t] the rela-
tionship casal > cosa2 also implies that al > a2 0 

Next, consider all of the surface points of V1 whose rays fall along a common epipolar 
plane. If, during the re-projection from S1 to s1. each point is processed in order of 
decreasing a then, by Theorem 2, when a multiplicity occurs along a given ray defined 
on s1. the most recently processed point will always have a closer range value than any 
point erocessed previously. We can, therefore, compute an occlusion compatible map
ping. VJI(x). by mapping in order of decreasing a and allowing later surface points to 
overwrite previous ones. Notice that this mapping procedure only considers the posi
tions of the initial and desired centers of projection, and makes no use of the range infor
mation itself. 

Since all surface interactions are constrained to take place within a single epipolar plane, 
we can compute all such planes independently. We then arrive at an algorithm for com
puting an entire occlusion-compatible surface from the re-projection of any other topo
logically consistent projective surface. The resulting surface will also be topologically 
equivalent to a sphere since only a single surface element is retained along each ray. The 
resulting re-projection order Is depicted in the figure shown below. 

3.3 Mapping to a planar manifold 

Next, consider the implications of this result to a planar-projected surface. The bundle of 
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rays described by a center of projection and a planar projection manifold are a subset of 
those rays given by a spherical manifold with the same center. 

The solid angle of this bundle can never be more than 27t, and this maximum occurs 
only when the projection plane is unbounded. We can, therefore, map any planar-pro
jected surface onto a subset of a spherical-domain with a re-parameterization of the 
plane. Once the planar-projected surface is so mapped, the re-projection to a desired cen
ter of projection can proceed along epipolar planes in order of decreasing e from the 
negative epipole towards the positive epipole as described previously. The resulting 
spherical mapping can then be re-parameterized to match the desired planar projection 
manifold. 

We can also consider this series of steps in its entirety. In the figures shown below, the 
initial surface of projection is shown overlaying the equivalent spherical projection sur
face. The enumeration direction implied by the change in center of projection is also 
overlaid on both surfaces. The enumeration direction vector field shown on the planar 
surface is a projection of the field seen on the sphere. Notice that the field lines which 
correspond to epipolar planes map onto lines in their planar image. This is to be 
expected since the intersection of any two planes in the generic case is a line. 

In the following images the enumeration direction fields are shown without the underly
ing spherical map. Isoparametric lines of the planar domain are also shown for each of 
the planar projection manifolds. 

Consider the relationship of these images to the visibility algorithm given in Section 2. In 
the first step of the algorithm, the projection of the desired viewpoint onto the initial 
image is computed. By definition, this projection lies upon one of the two epipoiar rays. 
Observe that these points are singularities of the vector field. In retrospect, the positive-
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ness and negativeness of the epipolar rays are established by the index number of the 
singularity. Also, observe that the epipolar rays' images may or may not fall within the 
parametric domain of the planar image. Nonetheless, all images of the epipolar planes 
either converge to the image of the positive epipolar ray or diverge from the negative 
epipolar ray's image. It can easily be shown that there are only three possible configura
tions of the epipolar rays in relation to the planar projection manifold. The infinite plane 
of projection is intersected by either the positive or the negative epipolar ray, or it is par
allel to both. Therefore, the set of epipolar planes. whose spherical images correspond to 
the longitudinal lines of the sphere. will, on a planar manifold, map to directed lines that 
either all converge, all diverge, or are parallel as determined by the projected image of 
the epipolar rays (see figure below). 

Initially, we will consider only the two cases where one of the epipolar images intersects 
the projection manifold. 

The second step of the visibility algorithm divides the manifold along isoparametric 
lines that are defined by the coordinates of the epipolar ray's image. If the projected epi
polar ray's coordinates falls within the parametric domain of the planar image, this par
titioning step divides the plane into four regions. When the epipolar planes' images 
converge or diverge, there exists exactly two epipolar planes that coincide with isopara
metric lines. These planes define boundaries across which the vector field defined by the 
projected epipolar planes changes sign in slope. 

du>O du<O 
dv<O dv<O 

"'""~IITT.,-7'!""":ll""""""'2'"1 

du >0 
dv > 0 

du < 0 
dv> 0 

If we consider the subdivision of the manifold to be based on the change of sign in the 
slope of the epipolar plane images when mapped into the parametric coordinate system. 
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then the various cases of the visibility algorithm become obvious. If one coordinate of 
the epipolar ray's image onto the plane falls outside of the parametric domain, then the 
region is divided into two subregions. If both coordinates fall outside of the parametric 
domain, then the entire region has a single common slope direction. This last condition 
corresponds to the single sheet case of the algorithm. 

The final step in mapping the spherical-projection-manifold's visibility proof to a planar
projection-manifold is determining the order of enumeration. It is clear that points on 
the planar surface can be reprojected in the order implied by the projected flow lines (i.e. 
the image's of the spherical epipolar planes). and the result would be consistent with the 
spherical re-projection. This result would correspond to mapping the original planar 
projected-image onto a spherical-projected image with the same center-of-projection, 
then re-projecting the result onto a new spherical frame. While this approach works, it is 
inconvenient since it involves extra mapping steps. These extra steps can be avoided if 
the enumeration order is specified in the parametric space of the original projection man
ifold, as is done in the visibility algorithm presented. Next we show that the combination 
of the partitioning and enumeration steps specified by the proposed visibility algorithm 
are equivalent to mapping along the epipolar planes of the spherical-projected surface. 

In the spherical-projection case each longitudinal line corresponding to an epipolar 
plane was considered independently. In the planar case it is necessary to consider all epi
polar planes simultaneously. In the following figure a single sheet is shown with two 
directed isoparametric lines superimposed. 

Notice the following properties of these directed isoparametric lines. Each lines' direc
tion is consistent with the spherical flow field's projection onto the corresponding para
metric axis. This direction is the same for all isoparametric lines within a given sheet 
since both components of the flow field's slope have a constant sign. A given isopara
metric line will cross the projected image of each epipolar plane exactly once. If a series 
of these isoparametric lines are enumerated in the direction of the flow field's transverse 
component, then the overall image of the spherical-projected flow field is preserved. 
Furthermore, the relative ordering of the two parameters is arbitrary. 
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By Theorem I. topological multiplicities are constrained to occur only within epipolar 
planes. The projected-spherical flow field is the image of these epipolar planes. If a series 
of isoparametric lines are mapped in the order determined by the sheet's slope compo
nent in the transverse direction to the isoparametric lines, then each point along the epi
polar plane will be re-projected in order of decreasing 6. This relative ordering is 
independent of the u or v parameter choice. Theorem 2 proves that such an ordering is 
occlusion compatible. Therefore. the resulting planar enumeration is equivalent to map
ping the planar-projected surface onto a spherical manifold and performing the re-pro
jection there. Thus. the planar algorithm given is also occlusion compatible. 

The various partitioning and enumeration cases of the planar visibility algorithm all 
arise from the structure induced on the infinite planar manifold by the parameterization. 
The choice of the parametric domain determines both the subdivision boundaries as well 
as the number of sheets. The enumeration direction relative to the epipolar ray's image is 
determined by whether that image is of the positive or negative epipolar ray. The com
plementary epipole's image appears at infinity. Thus, the enumeration order of any pro
jective surface, which is topologically equivalent to some spherical region, is always 
from the negative epipole toward the positive one. 

Now. consider the case where the projection plane is parallel to the epipolar ray. Since 
the projected image of all the epipolar rays onto the planar manifold are parallel, it can 
be considered a special case of there-projection where the entire infinite plane consists of 
a single sheet. The parameterization still determines the enumeration order along !so
parametric lines based on the slope of the flow field induced by the image of the spheri
cal frames' lines of longitude. Even though both of the epipolar rays project to infinity on 
the planar manifold, the direction from the negative to the positive epipolar ray's image 
is still well defined since all of the epipolar plane images are parallel. The visibility algo
rithm will handle this correctly if interaction toward epipolar rays at infinity is handled 
consistently. 

4.0 Discussion and Conclusions 

Special cases of the visibility algorithm presented in this paper have been discovered 
previously by Anderson [Anderson82] and Adelson and Hodges [Adelson93a]. Ander
son's original hidden-line algorithm handled the special case where the initial surface 
was defined in an euclidean space rather than a projective one. This corresponds to set
ting the initial center of projection at infinity. This proves to be a useful representation for 
bivariate functions of the sort that Anderson was interested in displaying. It is also nota
ble that Anderson's algorithm enumerates the surface in an order opposite of the pre
sented algorithm. This requires a buffer to be maintained where the minimum and 
maximum extents ofthe projected surface are stored. Anderson's painting rule, which 
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requires that a surface never backtrack upon itself (I.e. it can never overwrite a surface 
point which has already been written) Is essentially the inverse of maintaining only the 
last surface written at each point on the desired re-projection. Anderson's enumeration 
order has the advantage that it never generates points that are subsequently overwritten. 
This makes a lot of sense when considering that his algorithm was developed for use in 
line plotter applications where, unlike a modern computer graphics display, once ink is 
drawn on the paper it cannot be overwritten with satisfactory results. This reduction in 
the number of writes, however, comes at the cost of maintaining the auxiliary data struc
ture to represent the surface boundaries' extents. Depending on the Implementation, the 
representation of the boundary buffer can itself introduce problems. If the extents of the 
boundaries are represented only along a discrete set of isoparametric lines, then quanti
zation artifacts will be Introduced that can create numerical precision problems for 
future comparisons. If the boundary curves are represented explicitly as line segments, 
then the storage requirement are potentially very large. 

Adelson and Hodges proposed a method for generating stereo pairs from a single planar 
projective image by re-projecting the right eye's Image from the left eye's image. The 
algorithm they describe is equivalent to the special case of the given visibility algorithm 
where the eplpolar ray Is both parallel to the view plane and it is oriented along an !so
parametric line of the planar projection. This unique geometry allows for the right eye's 
image to be generated by enumerating andre-projecting the left eye's image along all 
scan lines from left to right. 

The given visibility algorithm can also be extended to other projection manifolds, using 
the same procedure of mapping the problem from the original projection manifold to a 
spherical manifold, re-projecting it, and then mapping it back onto the original surface. 
The following figure shows this progression with a cylindrical projection manifold. 

'\\~l'Ll?:_<:~ ~\~~\\\\: ·~ ~~~~.~-
~~~:.x-·~ 
~·-.... ..... ~;~.....,..1. 

~=§;~::~F;tt· 
~JI\~~ 

Once again the longitudinal lines of the spherical projection correspond to the projected 
images of the eplpolar planes that are induced by a change in center of projection In the 
direction of the eplpolar ray. Images of these epipolar planes can be mapped onto a 
cylindrical projection manifold that shares the same center of projection. The cylindrical 
projected surface can then be reprojected along these lines of longitude in an order pro
gressing from the negative to the positive eplpolar rays. The resulting enumeration 
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would be equivalent to the spherical re-projection which has been proven to be occlusion 
compatible. 

Using the simple methodology outlined above, visibility algorithms can be established 
for any projection manifold that Is topologically equivalent to a sphere (i.e. its range 
function is strictly single valued). While this Is the case for all projected surfaces, it does 
not obviously extend to more general surface representations. This leads to many inter
esting avenues for future exploration. Consider this: It is a simple matter to represent 
arbitrary objects in a projective space by arbitrarily choosing some center of projection 
for them (for example the object's geometric center or the object's center of mass). The 
resulting representation is essentially the same as the projective mapping, P1: R!v ~ R~ . 

I 

defined in Section 3. If the proposed visibility algorithm could be simply extended to 
properly handle surfaces of this type, the resulting algorithm would be truly general 
purpose. 
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Image-Based Rendering 
Using Image Warping 

Leonard McMillan 
LCS Computer Graphics Group 
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Conventional 3-D Graphics 

V'Simulation 

Computer Vision 

V'Analysis 



The Image-Based Approach 

O"'Transformation 

A image is a subset of the rays seen from o given point 
-this ·spoce• of rays occupies two dimensions 

The Plenoptic Function 

V'The set of rays seen from all points ... 

p= P(9,cp,x,y,z,;\ .. t) 

2 



Image-based rendering is about 

... reconstructing the plenoptic function 
from a set o.{ •. ~_silinpl~.,taken from it. 

' ~ \1'§~,· 
v"Ignoring time';"ctr\dl~eiecting a 

discrete set of wavelengths, yields a 
5 dimensional plenoptic function 

Where to begin? 

v"Pinhole camera model 

• Defines a mapping from 
image points to rays / 
in space 

P~J 

From Rays to Points 

O"Simple Derivation 
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Correspondence 

Planar Warping Equation 

Resulting Warping Function 

'II' A perturbed planar warp ... 
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Special Case 

t/ A simple Planar warp 

Warping in Action 

t/A 3D Warp 

Visibility 
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Partition Reference Image 

~Project the d~redcenter·of·projection onto the 
r-eference image 

Enumeration 

tl' Drawing toward the projected point guarantees an 

tl'~:::=::n:~~~NJ.I: 
a painter' .s algorithm 

tl Indepe11dent of the · -
.scene's contents 

tl Easily generalized to -~ 
other viewing surfaces . _ 

tl No auxiliary information 
required 

Reconstruction 

tl Typical images~ discrete, not continuous 
tl' An image can be formed by different geometries 

eJ::~ ·-··-
·~~·I,., ' ~·! ''\'\\ ' c. .. \\ I 11 

\,// 
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Gaussian Cloud Model 

t.' R:epresents samples as 
Gaussian cloud densities 

tl' Excessive exposure 
errors 

Bilinear Patch Model 

tl' Fits a bilinear patch 
through grid points in 
reference image 

tl Excessive occlusion 
errors 

Comparision of Models 

tl' Gaussian-Cloud Model tl' Bilinear-Patch Model 

' • Excessive occlusion etTOr"'S 

• RlHterizction HIW 
• Difficult to navigate 
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Problems with Planar Cameras 

® ~ I "In.;s;ble occluder problem 

0 I tl' 5 intrinsic parameters 
' I 

' 1 t/ Non-uniform sampling of 
' , 

1 
solid angle 

' 0 I.__ . /oal.l1 .. 
' ' I 

~·0= 

Panoramic Cameras 

''" 
.~-; .I·-

tl' Warping equation can be easily adopted 

tl' Visibility algorithm works 

tl' Nonlinear mapping functions 

Examples 

"Cylindrical camera 
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Redundant Structure 

Comparing Approaches 

..-Geometry Based 
• Forward Mapping (Graphics Pipeline) 
• Inverse Mapping (Ray tracing) 

..-rmage based 
• Greater spatial coherence 
• Lower depth complexity 

Image-Based Pipeline 

--
._ .... _-___;~ 

I S ·-·tf8 ......... P,..U.. 
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Image-Based Ray Tracing 

~InversF?.f ~ 

~·····~ n-• t, •I\ 
li!M.1r lnt.rpol.tkJn ,t•u(l-t)+bt 

H.atrnonk: lnb!rpot.tiott x • a(b)+l{t;) 

Algorithm Properties 

~Search is confined to a line 
~First intersection is closest point 
~Incremental line drawing (DDA) 

~Reconstruction occurs in reference 
image 

Ap_plications of IBR 

ofiBR combined with traditional methods 
of Decouples rendering from tracking 
ti'Latency compensation 



Conclusions 

V'New representation for 3D graphics 
• easy to acquire 
• allows efficient rendering 
• scalable performance 

- depends on number of pixels in desired image 
rather than the. number of geometric 
primitives 

• amenable to HW acceleration 
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Computer Vision 

Computer Vision is the inverse of 

Computer Graphics: 

• computer graphics: 

- given a 3D model, render it 

• computer vision 

- given some· images, create a 3D model 

This talk will describes some techniques for 
recovering 3D geometry from images. 

Richard Szeliski, Image-Based Modeling and Rendering 2 



Motivation 

• model building for virtual reality, animation, 

and CAD is slow and tedious 

• animators and designers want 
photo-realistic (texture-mapped) models 

• video input, display, and processing 
hardware becoming ubiquitous (multimedia) 

• computer vision algorithms becoming more 

mature and reliable 
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Applications 

• recover camera location to superimpose 
graphics on image 

• extract texture-maps from real world 

• create a 3-D model object or world model, 
without extensive interactive modeling 
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Outline 

• camera calibration 

• pose estimation (view correlation) 

• triangulation 

• structure from motion 

• feature matching (correlation) 

• stereo matching (dense shape estimates) 

• volumes (octrees) from silhouettes 

• surface curves from profiles 

• inverse texture mapping 

• applications 
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Camera calibration 

• determine camera internal (focal length) 
and external (pose) parameters, either 
separately or simultaneously, from known 
3D points 

• forward projection equations 

Xc X 
Yc [ R J3x3 

y +t 
Zc z 

u u f 0 Uc Xc 
v v 0 f Vc Yc 
1 w 0 0 1 Zc 

(~c,Yc,Zc) 
: 
! 

f uO 

u 
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Camera matrix calibration 

• directly estimate 11 unknowns in 3 x 4 
matrix projecting 30 ~ 20 

u 
v 
1 

moo mo 1 mo2 mo3 
m1o m11 m12 m13 
m2o ffi21 ffi22 1 

• solve set of linear equations 

X 
y 
z 
1 

uiCm2oXi + m21Yi + m22Zi + 1) = 

mooXi + mo1Yi + mo2Zi + mo3 

viCm2oXi + m21Yi + m22Zi + 1) = 

m1oXi + m11Yi + m12Zi + m13 
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Camera matrix calibration (con't) 

Advantages: 

• very simple to formulate and solve 

Disadvantages: 

• doesn't compute internal parameters 

• more unknowns than true degrees of 
freedom 

• need a separate camera matrix for each new 
view 
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Pose estimation 

• once the internal camera parameters are 
known, can compute camera pose (position 
and orientation) from known markers 

• application: superimpose 3D graphics onto 
video 

possible solution techniques: 

• use standard calibration code [Tsa87] 

• use view correlation [Bog91] 

• use through the lens camera control 
[GW92] 

• other techniques from computer vision 
textbooks 
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Triangulation (Stereo) 

• given some points in correspondence across 
two or more images (taken from calibrated 

cameras), {(uj,vj)}, compute the 30 
location X 

Method I: intersect viewing rays in 30 

• minimize 

arg m:4n ~ rll~n IICj + sjVj- Xll 2 

J 

where X is the unknown 30 point, Cj is the 
optical center of camera j, Vj is the 
viewing ray corresponding to pixel ( uj, vj), 

and sj is unknown distance along Vj. 

• advantage: geometrically intuitive 
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Triangulation ( con't) 

Method II: solve linear equations in X 

u ·(m(j) X+ m(j)y + m(j) Z + 1)-
J 20 21 22 -

m(j) X+ m(j)y + m(j) Z + m(j) 
00 01 02 03 

v ·(m(j) X+ m(j)y + m(j) Z + 1)-
J 20 21 22 -

m(j) X+ m(j)y + m(j) Z + m(j) 
10 11 12 13 

• advantage: very simple 

Method III: non-linear minimization 

• minimize L-j(uj- uj)2 + (vj- vj) 2 where 

m(j) X+ m(j)y + m(j) Z + m(j) 
~ 00 01 02 03 u· 1 

mWx+mWY+mWz+1 
m(j) X+ m(j)y + m(j) Z + m(j) 

~ 10 11 12 13 v· 1 
mWx+mWY+mWz+1 

• advantage: most accurate (image plane 
error) 
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Structure from motion 

• given many points in correspondence across 

several images, {(uij' vij)}, simultaneously 
compute the 3D location Xi and camera (or 
motion) parameters Mj 

• two main variants: calibrated, and 
uncalibrated (sometimes associated with 
Euclidean and projective reconstructions) 

• long history of research algorithms 
[LH81, TK92, WHA93, SK94, BTZ96] 
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Structure from motion ( con't) 

• simple iterative algorithm used for face 
reconstruction [p+gs] assuming rougly 

known geometry and pose 

• assume (uc, vc) = (0, 0), but f is unknown 

r~ . xi+ t:J? 
S . J J 

Uij = J 
1 + rJjrj. xi 
r~. xi+ t~ 

Vij = S · J J 
J 1 + rJjrj . xi 

where TJj = 1/tj is the inverse distance to 
object, and sj = fj/tj is a world-pixel scale 
factor 

• advantage: works well for narrow fields of 
view when f and tj are hard to estimate 
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Structure from motion (con't) 

• bring denominator over to l.h.s. 

u· · + u· ·?l·(r~ ·X·+ t~)- s ·(r:l? ·X·+ t:l?) 0 '/,) '/,). 1) J '/, '/, J J '/, J 

v· · + v· ·?l·(r~ ·X·+ e)- s ·(r~ ·X·+ t~) 0 '/,) '/,)'1) J '/, '/, J J '/, J 

• iteratively solve for 

1. Sj 

2. xi 
3. Rj 

4. tj and t} 
5. TJj 

• all equations are linear, except for Rj, which 
is linearized by using a small angle 

(instantaneous velocity) approximation 

R'· ~ 
J 

1 -Wz Wy 

Wz 1 -Wx 

-Wy Wx 1 
R· J 
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Structure from motion (example} 

• automatically track points in video 

sequence, validate consistant matches, and 

build 3D structure from point tracks 

[BTZ96] 

• uses both points and lines for reconstruction 

• final ouput is texture-mapped model 
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Structure from motion: limitations 

• very difficult to reliably estimate structure 
and motion unless: 

large (x or y) rotation or 
- large field of view and depth variation 

• camera calibration important for Euclidean 
reconstructions 

• need good feature trackers 

• postprocessing: what to do with the 
resulting 3-D points? 
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Feature matching (correlation) 

• find corresponding points in image video 
sequence 

• one simple technique: find two patches with 
minimal summed squared error [Ana89] 

x+w y+w 

Eij(u,v) = L L [Il(k+u,l+v)-Io(k,l)] 2 

k=x-wl=y-w 

where (u,v) is displacement 

• can speed up computation using Fourier 
transforms 
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Feature matching (optic flow) 

• need sub-pixel precision to get best 
registration 

• solution: Taylor series expansion of image 
function [LK81] 

E(u + 8u) L[I1 (x') + V !1 (x') · 8u- Io(x)] 2 

(x) 

:LCei + gi · 8u) 2 

where x' = x + u, ei = !1 (x') - Io(x), 
gi = V I1(x') 

• solve 2 x 2 system 

Lgigf 8u =- :Leigi 
t t 

• use a coarse-to-fine pyramid to speed up 
search [BAHH92] 

• related to Brightness Constancy Equation 
[HS81] 

lxu + Iyv - It = 0 
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Stereo: epipolar geometry 

• for any pixel in one image, can find a 
corresponding epipolar line in any other 
1m age 

- simply connect the projection of the 
camera center Cj and viewing ray Vj 

/~ 
/X 

• for two images (or collection of images with 
collinear centers of projection), can find 
corresponding epipolar lines 

• family of epipolar lines is the projection of 
the pencil of planes passing through the 
centers of projection 

• rectification: warping the input images 
(perspective transformation) so that 
epipolar lines are horizontal [Fau93, p. 188] 
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Stereo: extracting dense depth 

• apply feature matching criterion at all pixel 
simultaneously 

• search only over epipolar lines (many fewer 
candidate positions) 

• can also match features such as lines 

• recovered depth map can be used for view 
interpolation [CW93, 5096] 

• weakness: can only match in textured 
areas; what to do when part is occluded in 
other image(s)? 
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Stereo matching: limitations 

• too many errors 

• problems at and near occlusions 

• incorrect color extraction 

• no partial occupancy in (mixed) border 
pixels 

• solution: simultaneously recover disparities, 

colors, and opacities 
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Generalized disparity space 

Projective mapping (co/lineation) of 3-D 
space 

(x, y, d, 1) rv Mo(X, Y, Z, 1) 

Homography: 

Virtual camera 
Input image k 

• virtual camera can be one of the inputs, or 
at arbitrary location (e.g., oo) 

• disparity spacing can be uniform or 
projective (e.g., 1/Z) 
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Generalized disparity space ( con't) 

Collect all K (warped) images into "stack" in 

disparity space: 

d 

• variance across k for a given pixel (x, y, d) ::::} 
confidence in match 

• true multi-image matching (space sweep 
[Col96]) 
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Local evidence aggregation 

1. warp all input images to all disparities 

2. compute (J..£, a) at each (x, y, d) 

3. accumulate evidence through (possibly 
non-linear) smoothing and/or diffusion 

4. pick clear winner in each column 

Problems: 

• misses some partially occluded surfaces 

• makes errors in partially occluded areas 

• no modeling of translucent (mixed) border 
pixels 
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Iterative re-projection 

"Stack of acetates" model [SG98] 

r\-----n "stack of 
acetates" 

Virtual camera 
Synthesized image k 

• warp each layer back into input image 

• composite back-to-front using over 
operator [PD84] 

f/\b=f+(l-aj)b, 

f and b are premultiplied colors, a 1 is 
opacity 
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Iterative re-projection (con't) 

• composite (re-synthesize) image: 

dmin 

1\. ck(u,v,d) 
d=dmax 

ck( u, v, dmax) 1\ .. : 1\ ck( u, v, dmin) 

• visibility map for each disparity 

Vk(u, v, d) (1- ak(u, v, d)) 
dmax 

II c1- a.kcu, v, d')), 
d'=d 

dmax 

ck(u, v) = 2: ck(u, v, d)Vk(u, v, d). 
d=dmin 

• re-compute (J.L, a) from visible colors 

• find new winners and iterate 
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Layered Stereo 

• generalize stack of acetates model to use 
(fewer) oriented planes [BSA98] 

• compute out-of-plane residual depth 
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Volumes from silhouettes 

• extract binary silhouette of object 
photographed against known background 

• each silhouette + camera center defines 
conic region of space which must enclose 

object 

• intersection of cones gives bounding volume 

• use octree representation of volume for 
efficiency [Sze93] 
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Volumes from silhouettes 

Advantages: 

• simple to implement, fairly robust 

• fast execution 

• complete (closed) surface 

Disadvantages: 

• only produces line hull 

• limited resolution 

• sensitive to classification (thresholding) 

' 
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Surface curves from profiles 

• extract and link edges in each image 

• match edges across image sequence 

,.-

1\ 
~ ~ ''( ,_ --::-- --ft, ••. , ........... ~ . . " ....... , . 

• infer 3-D location from 2 or more matched 
edges: 

- for stationary edge (surface marking, 
sharp crease), use regular triangulation 

-for smooth self-occluding profile (limb), 
use 3 or more edges, fit circular arc 

[SW94] 
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Surface curves from profiles 

Advantages: 

• correct estimates at occluding contours 

• good for smoothly curved objects 

• provides intrinsic surface estimates, 

piecewise continuous surface mesh 

• works on interior surface markings 

Disadvantages: 

• fails in highly textured regions 

• fails in textureless interior areas 

• incomplete surface (not closed) 
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Inverse texture mapp1ng (photometry) 

• recover color distribution over shape 

• undo shading effects: 

- diffuse illumination 
- single source Lambertian 

• weight contribution by surface normal 

• smooth (and sharpen) results 
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Application: 3D face model building 

• take several photos of a face from different 

views 

• identify key points (eye and mouth corners, 

nose tip, ... ) in each image 

• recover camera position and coarse 
geometry using structure from motion 

• add more correspondences, refine geometry, 
and interpolate to the rest of the mesh 

(scattered data interpolation) 

• recover texture map (cylindrical 

coordinates) 

• refine shape estimates using stereo 

• animate by morphing between expressions 
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Applications 

• industrial applications 

-CAD/CAM 

- "3D Fax": collaborative design 
- architecture 

- biomedical (surgery, prostheses) 

-special effects (FX), virtual studio 
- fashion & clothing 

• consumer applications: 

- 3D world building (travel, home sales, 
home page, ... ) 

- 3D model construction (art, hobby, .. ) 

- 3D avatar construction (heads) 
- "3D videophone" 
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To find out more 

• general references on computer vision: 

[8882, Hor86, Fau93, Nal93] 

• recent survey of (some) 30 modeling 
techniques [Sze97] 

• Computer Vision Home Page: 
http:/ jwww.cs.cmu .edu/afsjcs/ 

project/ cil/ftP/htm 1/vision. html 

• Workshop on Image-Based Modeling and 
Rendering: 

http: I I g ra phics.sta nford .edujworkshopsjibr98/ 
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Abstl'nct. \Vc propose a new approach to the correspondence prob
lem that makes use of non-parametric local transforms as the basis for 
correlation. Non-parametric local transforms rely on the relat.i\'e order
ing of local intensity \'alucs. and not on the intensity \'a.lues themseh·es. 
Correlation using such transforms can tolerate a significant number of 
outliers. This can result. in imprm·ed performance near object hound aries 
when cornparetl with COII\'Cntional methods such as normalized correla
tion. \Vc introduce two non-parametric local transforms: the rou/..· trous
for·m, which measures local intensity, and the censru lrcmsform. which 
summarizes local image structure. \\'e descrihe some properties of these 
transforms) and demonstrate their utility on both synthetic and real 
data. 

1 Introduction 

The correspondence problem is a fundamental problem in VISion, as it. forms 
the basis for stereo depth computation and most optical flow algorithms. Given 
two images of the same scene, a pixel in one image corresponds to a pixel in 
the other if both pixels arc projections along lines of sight of the same physical 
scene element.. If t.he two images are temporally consecutive, then computing 
correspondence determines motion. If the two images are spatially separated but 
simultaneous, then computing correspondence determines st.ereo depth. A rea
based approaches to the correspondence problem [4] find a dense solution~ usually 
by relying on some kind of statistical correlation bet.ween local intensity regions. 

In this paper we propose a new area-based approach t.o the correspondence 
problem. based on non-parametric local transforms followed by correlation. \Ve 
begin by motivating our approach, t.hen show how non-parametric local trans~ 
forms can be used t.o determine correspondence. In section :J we introduce t.he 
ran!· and ccnslls transforms, and describe their propert.ies. \Ve give empirical 
evidence of t.he performance of our methods in section ~t, using both natural and 
synthetic images. Finally~ in section 5 we survey related work and discuss some 
planned extensions. 

2 Non-parametric local transforms 

Our approach to the correspondence problem is first. to apply a local transform 
to the image, and then to use correlat.ion. In this respect, our work is similar 



to t.hat. of Nishihara [12] and Seitz [1•1. 1]. Nishihara's transform is the sign bit. 
of the image after convolution with a Laplacian, while Seitz's transform is t.he 
direct.ion of t.he inl.ensit.y gradient. 

1\·lost. approaches to the correspondence problen1 have difficull.y near discon
tinuities iu disparity~ which occur at the boundaries of objects. Near such a 
houndary! the pixels in a local region represent. sceue elements from two distinct 
instensity populat.ions. Some of the pixels come from the object~ and some from 
ot.her parts of the scene. As a result, the local pixel distribut.ion will in general 
be multimodal near a boundary. This poses a problem for many correspondence 
algorithms 1 such as normalized correlation [6). 

Correspondence algorithms are usually based on standard statistical meth
ods, '"·hich are best suited to a single populat.ion. Parametric measures, such 
as the mean or variance, do not. behave well in the presence or dist.inct. sub
populations) each with its own coherent. parameters. This problem, which we 
will refer to as factionalism, is a major issue in computer vision! and has been 
addressed with a variety of methods, including robust. statistics [:l, :~), MarkO\' 
ll.andom Fields [5] and regularization [l:l]. 

The fundamental idea behind our approach is to define a local image trans
form that. tolerates fact.ionalism. Correspondence can be computed by trans
forming bot.h images and then using correlat.ion. For this approach to succeed, 
the transform must. result in significant local variation within a given image; in 
addition) it must. give similar results near corresponding points between t.he two 
images. (J\ .. farr and Nishihara {10) refer to these two properties as scn.<;ifivity and 
stability.) Finally, t.o handle stereo imagery, the transform should he invariant. 
under changes in image gain and bias. 

Our approach relies on local transforms based on non-parametric measures 
that are designed to tolerale fact.ionalism. Non-parametric statistics (9) is dis
tinguished by the usc of ordering informat.ion among data, rather than the data 
values themselves. Non-parametric local transforms) which we introduced in [15], 
are local image transformations that. rely on the relat.h·e ordering of inlensities1 

and not. on the intensity values themselves. 

3 The rank transform and the census transform 

\Ve next. describe two non-parametric local transforms. The first, called the rank 
transform, is a non-parametric measure of local intensity. The second! called the 
cerrsw; transform, is a non-parametric summary of local spatial structure. 

Let. P be a pixel, /(P) its intensit.y (usually an 8-bit integer), and N(P) the 
set of pixels in some square neighborhood of diameter d surrounding P. All non
paramelric transforms depend upon the comparative intensities of P versus the 
pixels in the neighborhood N(P). The transforms we will discuss only depend 
on the sign of the comparison. Define ~(P, P') to be I if /(P') < /(P) and 0 
otherwise. The non-parametric local transforms depend solely on the set. of pixel 



comparisons. which is the set. of ordered pairs 

.:=(P) = U (P'.W'. P')). 
I" EN(!') 

They differ in terms of their exact. reliauce on :=. 
The first, uou-paramet.ric local transform is called t.he rani.; lransform. and is 

defined as the number of pixels in t.he local region whose intensit.y is less than 
the intensity of t.he center pixel. Formally. t.he rank transform R( P) is 

R(P) =II{ P' E N(P) I/(P') < /(P) )II. 

Note that. R( P) is not. an intensity at. all! but. rather an integer in the range 
{0! ... , tl~- I). This distinguishes the i-ank t.ransfonn from ot.ht~r at.t.empt.s to 
use non-parametric measures such as median filters. mode filters or rank filters 
(T). To compute correspoudence, we have used L1 correlation (minimizing t.he 
sum of absolute values of differences) on the rank-transformed images. 

The second non-parametric transform is named the census transform. RT(P) 
maps the local neighborhood surrounding a pixel P t.o a bit. string representing 
t.he set of neighboring pixels whose int.ensit.y is less t.han t.hat. of!'. Let. N( P) = 
P$ D, where EB is t.he :..tinkowski sum and Dis a set. of displacemenl,s, and let. 
0 denote concatenation. The census transform can then he specified, 

/I.T(/') = ® ~(P. P + [i,j]). 
1' .iJe o 

Two pixels of census 1.ransformed images are compared for similarity using the 
llnmming distance! i.e. the number of bits that. differ in the two bit sl.riugs. 
To compute correspondence~ we have minimized the Hamming distance after 
applying the census transform. 

These local transforms rely solely upon t.he set of comparisons :=, aud are 
therefore invariant. under changes in gain or bias. The tolerance of these trans
forms for fact.ionalism also results from t.heir reliance upon E. If a minorit.y of 
pixels in a local neighborhood has a very different. int.ensit,y dist.ribut.ion t.han 
the majority, only comparisons iuvolviug a member of the minorit.y are affected. 
Such pixels do not. make a contribution proportional to their intensity, but pro
portional to their number. This limited dependence on the minori1.y~s intensity 
values is a major distinction bet. ween our approach and parametric measures. 

To illustrate the manner in which these transforms tolerate factionalism, 
consider a three-by-three region of an image whose intensities are 

127 127 129 
1~6 128 129 
127 131 A 

for some value 0 :5 A < 256. Consider the effect on various parametric and non
parametric measures~ computed at the center of this region! as A varies over its 
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Fig. I. Comparison or rank (oL normalized (6) and SSD (+)correlation on Aschwan· 
den data-set with saiL-and-pepper noise 

256 possible values. The mean3 of this region varies from 114 to 1412! while the 
variance ranges from 2 t.o 182:t These parametric measures exhibit. continuous 
variation over a su bst.antial range as .4 changes. 

Non-paramet.ric transforms are more stable, however. All the elements of 5 
except one will remain fixed as A changes. 5 will be 

I I 0 
I 0 
I 0 a 

where a is I if A < 128, and otherwise 0. The census t.ransform simply results in 
the bits of:= in some canonical ordering. such as {I, I, 0, I, 0. I, 0, a). The rank 
transform will give 5 if A< 128, and otherwise 4. 

This comparison shows t.he tolerance that. non-parametric measures have for 
factionalism. A minority of pixels can have a \'cry different value, but the effect. 
on the rank and census transforms is limited by the size of the minority. 

4 Empirical results 

\Ve have implemented these non-parametric local transforms, and have explored 
their behavior on both real and synthetic imagery. The motivation for our ap· 
proach was to obtain better results near the edges of objects. \Ve have obtained 
comparative results on synthetic data which show t.hat our methods can out.· 
perform normalized correlation. 

In [1], Aschwanden and Guggenbiihl have described the performance of a 
number of area-based stereo algorithms under several different noise models. 



Figure I compares correlat.iou with the rank transform against t.wo st.andard 
stereo algorithms! namely normalized correlat.ion and smn of square<! difl'ercnces 
(SSD) correlation. Performance is measured as function of template radius. as 
described in [1]. 

Fig. 2. Right and left random·dot. st.ereograms 

Fig. 3. Disparities from normalized correlation 1 rank and census transforms 

Another way to compare correlat.ion methods is with random dot imagery. 
Figure 2 shows a random dot stereogram of a square rtoat.ing in front. of a Hat. 
surface! on which there is a vertical intensity edge. The images are noise-free, 
hut. the intensities differ by fixed gain and bias. 

Figure a shows the disparities comput.ed from normalized correlation and 
from correlation with the rank and census transforms. There should ouly be 2 
disparities in t.his scene: one for the background surface (which is at. disparity 
0), and one for Lhe foreground square (which is at. disparity 104). Notice the 
co1nparat.ively poor performance of norn~<tlized correlation near the edges, where 
it. introduces spurious disparities. The performance of our approach can be seen 
by counting the pixels wit.h incorrect. disparities. as shown below. 

Algorithm Incorrect mat.ches 
Normalized 1:185 
Rank transform 609 
Census transform 40i 



On this example. the non-paranJCt.ric local transforms appear to exhibit bet.ter 
performa11ce t.han normalized correlntion. 

The best evidence in favor of the non-parametric local transforms is their 
performance 011 real images. \Ve have used the rank t.ransfor111 and the census 
t.ransform on a number of different images to obtain stereo depth. Depth maps 
are shown with lighter shades indicating larger disparities and thus nearer scene 
elements. All the depth maps shown were generated with the same parameters 
(a transform radius of 7 pixels~ ami a correlation radius of 4 pixels). 

Figure 4 shows a heam-spliu.er image of a puppet (Elmo from the television 
show •:sesame Street~·). The depth results of the 11011-1>arametric local t-ransforms 
are shown in figure 5. Figure 6 shows an image from a tree sequence4 captured 
by moving a camera along a rail 1 and the depth results from the transforms. 

5 Related work and planned extensions 

The algorit.hms we describe are related to non-parametric measures of associ
ation. such as Spearman's correlation coefficient. r·, or 1\enda!Fs T. These are 
measures of association of paired data that. are based upon comparisons. How
ever, such measures are very expensive to comput,e, and do not. capt.ure the 
spatial structure of images. 

Probably the most. similar approach to ours is t.he work based on robust statis
tics [2 1 ll. :{]. Robust. st.at.ist.ics differs from our approach in that they en1phasize 
reducing the influence of outliers. Implicit. in this work is t.he assumption that. 
outliers are dist.ribut,ed randomly. However! at. the edges of objects. factionalism 
produces out.liers with consist,ent distributions. Our approach tolerates out.liers 
with consistent distributions, and does not allow pixels from a. small faction to 
contribute in a manner proport.ional to t.heir intensity. 

One limitation of the non-parametric transforms we have described is that. 
the amount of information they associate wit.h a pixel is not very large. \Ve hope 
to address this shortcoming by combining a number of different non-parametric 
transforms into a vector of measures associated '':it.h a pixel. Ultimately, we 
would like to avoid the correlat.ion phase altogether and simply match pixels 
according t.o a set. of semi-independent. measures, in a manner similar to that 
proposed by 1\ass [8]. 

Another limitation of our approach is that. the local measures rely heavily 
upon the intensity of the center pixel. This has not. been an issue in practice, 
but. we propose to address it by doing comparisons from a local median intensit.y 
instead of /( P). An additional idea we intend to pursue is to generalize ~~ 
which currently uses the sign of the intensity differences. \Ve plan to explore 
using higher-order differences, as well as the informat.ion contained in the total 
ordering of the local pixel intensities. 

\Ve are also interested in efficient. algorithms for implementing such trans
forms. [15] describes a number of fast. algorithms for computing the rank trans-

-4 The tree imager.'· appears courtes.\' of Harlyn Baker and Boh Bolles 



form based on dynamic programming. \Ve havf~ recently implemented au approx
imation of t.he census t.rausform on a Suu workst.at.ion, which produces st.ereo 
depth with :N disparities on 6ll0 by ~tiO images at. 1-~ frames per second. 
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Abstract 

This paper fonnulates and solves a new variant of the stereo correspondence problem: simultane

ously recovering the disparities, true colors, and opacities of visible surface elements. This problem 

arises in newer applications of stereo reconstruction, such as view interpolation and the layering 

of real imagery with synthetic graphics for special effects and virtual studio applications. While 

this problem is intrinsically more difficult than traditional stereo correspondence, where only the 

disparities are being recovered, it provides a principled way of dealing with commonly occurring 

problems such as occlusions and the handling of mixed (foreground/background) pixels near depth 

discontinuities. It also provides a novel means for separating foreground and background objects 

(matting), without the use of a special blue screen. We fonnulate the problem as the recovery of 

colors and opacities in a generalized 3-D (x, y, d) disparity space, and solve the problem using a 

combination of initial evidence aggregation followed by iterative energy minimization. 

keywords: Stereo matching, multiple-view geometry, 3D reconstruction, 3D representations, 

vision in multi-media. 



1 Introduction 

Stereo matching has long been one of the central research problems in computer vision. Early 

work was motivated by the desire to recover depth maps and shape models for robotics and object 

recognition applications. More recently, depth maps obtained from stereo have been painted with 

texture maps extracted from input images in order to create realistic 3-D scenes and environments 

for virtual reality and virtual studio applications [MB95, SK95, K+96, s+96]. Unfortunately, the 

quality and resolution of most stereo algorithms falls quite short of that demanded by these new 

applications, where even isolated errors in the depth map become readily visible when composited 

with synthetic graphical elements. 

One of the most common errors made by most stereo algorithms is a systematic "fattening" 

of depth layers· near occlusion boundaries. Algorithms based on variable window sizes [K094] 

or iterative evidence aggregation [SS96] can in many instances mitigate such errors. Another 

common problem is that disparities are only estimated to the nearest pixel, which is typically not 

sufficiently accurate for tasks such as view interpolation. Different techniques have been developed 

for computing sub-pixel estimates, such as using a finer set of disparity hypotheses or finding the 

the analytic minimum of the local error surface [TH86, MSK89]. 

Unfortunately, for challenging applications such as z-keying (the insertion of graphics between 

different depth layers in video) [PW94, K+96, s+96], even this is not good enough. Pixels lying near 

or on occlusion boundaries will typically be mixed, i.e., they will contain blends of both foreground 

and background colors. When such pixels are composited with other images or graphical elements, 

objectionable "halos" or "color bleeding" may be visible. 

The computer graphics and special effects industries faced a similar problem when extracting 

foreground objects using blue screen techniques [SB96]. A variety of techniques were developed 

for this mailing problem, all of which model mixed pixels as combinations of foreground and 

background colors (the latter of which is usually assumed to be known). Practitioners in these 

fields quickly discovered that it is insufficient to merely label pixels as foreground and background: 

it is necessary to simultaneously recover both the true color of each pixel and its transparency or 

opaciry [PD84, Bli94a]. 



In this paper, we develop a new, multiframe stereo algorithm which simultaneously recovers 

depth, color, and transparency estimates at each pixel. Unlike traditional blue-screen matting, we 

cannot use a known background color to perform the color and matte recovery. Instead, we explicitly 

model a 3-D (x, y, d) disparity space, where each cell has an associated color and opacity value. 

Our task is to estimate the color and opacity values which best predict the appearance of each input· 

image, using prior assumptions about the (piecewise-) continuity of depths, colors, and opacities 

to make the problem well posed. To our knowledge, this is the first time that the simultaneous 

recovery of depth, color, and opacity from stereo images has been attempted. 

We begin this paper with a review of previous work in stereo matching. In Section 3, we 

discuss our novel representation for accumulating color samples in a generalized disparity space. 

We then describe how to compute an initial estimate of the disparities (Section 4), and how to 

refine this estimate by taking into account occlusions (Section 5). In Section 6, we develop a novel 

energy minimization algorithm for estimating disparities, colors and opacities. We present some 

experiments on both synthetic and real images in Section 7. We conclude the paper with a discussion 

of our results, and a list of topics for future research. 

2 Previous Work 

Stereo matching (and the more general problem of stereo-based 3-D reconstruction) are fields with 

very rich histories [BF82, DA89]. In this section, we focus only on previous work related to 

our central topics of interest: pixel-accurate matching with sub-pixel precision, the handling of 

occlusion boundaries, and the use of more than two images. We also mention techniques used in 

computer graphics to composite images with transparencies and to recover matte (transparency) 

values using traditional blue-screen techniques. 

In thinking about stereo algorithms, we have found it useful to subdivide the stereo matching 

process into three tasks: the initial computation of matching costs, the aggregation of local evidence, 

and the selection or computation of a disparity value for each pixel [SS96]. 

The most fundamental element of any correspondence algorithm is a matching cost that measures 

the similarity of two or more corresponding pixels in different images. Matching costs can be defined 
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locally (at the pixel level), e.g., as absolute [K+96] or squared intensity differences [MSK89], using 

edges [Bak80] or filtered images [JJT91, JM92]. Alternatively, matching costs may be defined over 

an area, e.g., using correlation [RGH80] (this can be viewed as a combination of the matching and 

aggregation stages). In this paper, we use squared intensity differences. 

Aggregating support is necessary to disambiguate potential matches. A support region can either 

be two-dimensional at a fixed disparity (favoring fronto-parallel surfaces), or three-dimensional in 

(x, y, d) space (allowing slanted surfaces). Two-dimensional evidence aggregation has been done 

using both fixed square windows (traditional) and windows with adaptive sizes [Am83, K094]. 

Three-dimensional support functions include limited disparity gradient [PMF85], Prazdny's coher

ence principle [Pra85] (which can be implemented using two diffusion processes [SH85]), local 

winner-take-all [YYL93], and iterative (non-linear) evidence aggregation [SS96]. In this paper, our 

initial evidence aggregation uses an iterative technique, with estimates being refined later through 

a prediction/adjustment mechanism which explicitly models occlusions. 

The easiest way of choosing the best disparity is to select at each pixel the minimum aggregated 

cost across all disparities under consideration ("winner-take-all"). A problem with this is that 

uniqueness of matches is only enforced for one image (the reference image), while points in the 

other image might get matched to multiple points. Cooperative algorithms employing symmetric 

uniqueness constraints are one attempt to solve this problem [MP76]. In this paper, we will introduce 

the concept of a virtual camera which is used for the initial winner-take-all stage. 

Occlusion is another very important issue in generating high-quality stereo maps. Many ap

proaches ignore the effects of occlusion; others try to minimize them by using a cyclopean disparity 

representation [Bar89], or try to recover occluded regions after the matching by cross-checking 

[Fua93]. Several authors have addressed occlusions explicitly, using Bayesian models and dy

namic programming [Am83, OK85, BM92, Cox94, GLY92, IB94). However, such techniques 

require the strict enforcement of ordering constraints [YP84]. In this paper, we handle occlusion 

by re-projecting the disparity space into each input image using traditional back-to-front composit

ing operations [PD84 ], and eliminating from consideration pixels which are known to be occluded. 

(A related technique, developed concurrently with ours, traverses the disparity space from front to 

back [SD97].) 
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Sub-pixel (fractional) disparity estimates, which are essential for applications such as view 

interpolation, can be computed by fitting a curve to the matching costs at the discrete disparity 

levels [LK81, TH86, MSK89, K094]. This provides an easy way to increase the resolution of a 

stereo algorithm with little additional computation. However, to work well, the intensities being 

matched must vary smoothly. In this paper, we present two different representations for fractional 

disparity estimates. 

Multi frame stereo algorithms use more than two images to increase the stability of the algorithm 

[BBM87, MSK89, KWZK95, Col96]. In this paper, we present a new framework for formulating the 

multi frame stereo problem based on the concept of a virtual camera and a projective generalized 

disparity space, which includes as special cases the multiple baseline stereo models of [OK93, 

KWZK95, Col96]. 

Finally, the topic of transparent surfaces has not received much study in the context of com

putational stereo [Pra85, SH85, Wei89]. Relatively more work has been done in the context of 

transparent motion estimation [BBHP92, SM91b, SM91a, JBJ96, DP91]. However, these tech

niques are limited to extracting a small number of dominant motions or planar surfaces. None 

of these techniques explicitly recover a per-pixel transparency value along with a corrected color 

value, as we do in this paper. 

Our stereo algorithm has also been inspired by work in computer graphics, especially in image 

compositing [PD84, Bli94a] and blue screen techniques [VT93, SB96]. While traditional blue

screen techniques assume that the background is of a known color, we solve for the more difficult 

case of each partially transparent surface pixel being the combination of two (or more) unknown 

colors. 

3 Disparity space representation 

To formulate our (potentially multiframe) stereo problem, we use a generalized disparity space 

which can be any projective sampling (collineation) of3-D space. More concretely, we first choose 

a virtual camera position and orientation. This virtual camera may be coincident with one of the 

input images, or it can be chosen based on the application demands and the desired accuracy of 
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the results. For instance, if we wish to regularly sample a volume of 3-D space, we can make 

the camera orthographic, with the camera's (x, y, d) axes being orthogonal and evenly sampled (as 

in [SD97]). As another example, we may wish to use a skewed camera model for constructing a 

Lumigraph [GGSC96]. 

Having chosen a virtual camera position, we can also choose the orientation and spacing of 

the disparity planes, i.e., the constant d planes. The relationship between d and 3-D space can be 

projective. For example, we can choose d to be inversely proportional to depth, which is the usual 

meaning of disparity [OK93]. The information about the virtual camera's position and disparity 

plane orientation and spacing can be captured in a single 4 x 4 matrix M0 , which represents a 

collineation of 3-D space. The matrix M0 can also capture the sampling information inherent in 

our disparity space, e.g, if we define disparity space (x, y, d) to be an integer valued sampling of 

the mapping M0x, where x represents point in 3-D (Euclidean) space. 

An example of a possible disparity space representation is the standard epipolar geometry 

for two or more cameras placed in a plane perpendicular to their optical axes, in which case a 

natural choice for disparity is inverse depth (since this corresponds to uniform steps in inter-camera 

displacements, i.e., the quantity which can be measured accurately) [OK93]. Other choices include 

the traditional cyclopean camera placed symmetrically between two verged cameras, or a uniform 

sampling of 3-D which is useful in a true verged multi-camera environment [SD97] or for motion 

stereo. Note that in all of these situations, integral steps in disparity may correspond to fractional 

shifts in displacement, which may be desirable for optimal accuracy. 

Regardless of the disparity space selected, it is always possible to project each of the input 

images onto the d = 0 plane through a simple homography (2-D perspective transform), and to 

work with such re-projected (rectified) images as the inputs to the stereo algorithm. What arc the 

possible advantages of such a rectification step? For two or more cameras whose optical centers 

are collinear, it is always possible to find a rectification in which corresponding epipolar lines arc 

horizontal, greatly simplifying the stereo algorithm's implementation. For three or more cameras 

which are coplanar, after rectification, displacements away from the d = 0 plane (i.e., changes in 

disparity) will correspond to uniform steps along fixed directions for each camera (e.g., horizontal 

and vertical under a suitable camera geometry). Finally, for cameras in general position, steps in 
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disparity will correspond to zooms (scalings) and sub-pixel shifts of the rectified images, which is 

quicker (and potentially more accurate) than general perspective resampling [Col96]. A potential 

disadvantage of pre-rectification is a slight loss in input image quality due to multiple re-samplings, 

but this can be mitigated using higher-order (e.g., bicubic) sampling filters, and potentially re

sampling the rectified images at higher resolution. Appendix A derives the equations for mapping 

between input image (both rectified and not) and disparity space. 

In this paper, we introduce a generalization of the (x, y, d) space. If we consider each of the 

k = 1 ... K images as being samples along a fictitious "camera" dimension, we end up with a 4-0 

(x, y, d, k) space. In this space, the values in a given (x, y, d) cell ask varies can be thought of as 

the color distributions at a given location in space, assuming that this location is actually on the 

surface of the object. We will usc these distributions as the inputs to our first stage of processing, 

i.e., by computing mean and variance statistics. A different slice through (x, y, d, k) space, this 

time by fixing k, gives the series of shifted images seen by one camera. In particular, compositing 

these images in a back-to-front order, taking into account each voxel's opacity, should reconstruct 

what is seen by a given (rectified) input image (see Section 5). 1 

Figure I shows a set of sample images, together with an (x, d, k) slice through the 4-0 space 

(y is fixed at a given scanline), where color samples varying in k are grouped together. 

4 Estimating an initial disparity surface 

The first step in stereo matching is to compute some initial evidence for a surface existing at (or 

near) a location (x, y, d) in disparity space. We do this by conceptually populating the entire 4-0 

(x, y, d, k) space with colors obtained by resampling the K input images, 

c(x, y, d, k) = w,(ck(u, v); Hk + tk[O 0 d]), (I) 

1 Note that this 4-0 space is not the same as that used in the Lumigraph [GGSC96}, where the description is one of 

rays in 3-0, as opposed to color disuibutions across multiple cameras in 3-0. It is also not the same as an epipolar-plane 

image (EPI) volume [BBM87}, which is a simple concatenation of warped input images. 
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(a) 

(d) (e) 

(g) (h) 

(f) 

(i) 

d=O 

d=l 

d=5 

d=7 

Figure I: Sample slices through a 4-D disparity space: (a-b) sample input images (arranged for free 

fusion), (c) (x, d, k) slice for scan line 17, (d) means and (e) variances as a function of (x, d) (smaller 

variances are darker), (f) variances after evidence accumulation, (g) results of winner-takes-all for 

whole image (undecided columns in white), (h-i) colors and opacities at disparities I and 5. For 

easier interpretation, all images have been composited over an opaque white background. 
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where ck(u, v) is the kth input image,2 Hk + tk[O 0 d] is the homography mapping this image 

to disparity planed (see Appendix A), W1 is the forward warping operator,3 and c(x, y, d, k) is 

the pixel mapped into the 4-D generalized disparity space. Algorithmically, this can be achieved 

either by first rectifying each image onto the d = 0 plane, or by directly using a homography (planar 

perspective transform) to compute each (d, k) slice.• Note that at this stage, not all (x, y, d, k) cells 

will be populated, as some of these may map to pixels which are outside some of the input images. 

Once we have a collection of color(orluminance) values at a given (x, y, d) cell, we can compute 

some initial statistics over the K (or fewer) colors, e.g., the sample mean p. and variance u.5 Robust 

estimates of sample mean and variance are also possible (e.g., [SS96)). Examples of the mean and 

variance values for our sample image are shown in Figures ld and le, where darker values indicate 

smaller variances. 

After accumulating the local evidence, we usually do not have enough information to determine 

the correct disparities in the scene (unless each pixel has a unique color). While pixels at the 

correct disparity should in theory have zero variance, this is not true in the presence of image noise, 

fractional disparity shifts, and photometric variations (e.g., specularities). The variance may also 

be arbitrarily high in occluded regions, where pixels which actually belong to a different disparity 

level wi II nevertheless vote, often leading to gross errors. For example, in Figure I c, the middle 

(red) group of pixels at d = 5 should all have the same color in any given column, but they do not 

because of resampling errors. This effect is especially pronounced near the edge of the red square, 

where the red color has been severely contaminated by the background blue. This contamination 

is one of the reasons why most stereo algorithm make systematic errors in the vicinity of depth 

discontinuities. 
2The color values c can be replaced with gray-level intensity values without affecting the validity of our analysis. 
3In our current implementation, the warping (resampling) algorithm uses bi-linear interpolation of the pixel colors 

and opacities. 
4For cenain epipolar geometries, even more efficient algorithms arc possible, e.g., by simply shifting along epipolar 

lines [K+96]. 

'In many traditional stereo algorithms, it is common to effectively set the mean to be just the value in one image, 

which makes these algorithms not truly multifrarne [Col96]. The sample variance then corresponds to the squared 

difference or sum of squared differences [0K931. 
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To help disambiguate matches, we can use local evidence aggregation. The most common 

form is averaging using square windows, which results in the traditional sum of squared difference 

(SSD and SSSD) algorithms [OK93]. To obtain results with better quality near discontinuities, it 

is preferable to use adaptive windows [K094] or iterative evidence accumulation [SS96]. In the 

latter case, we may wish to accumulate an evidence measure which is not simply summed error 

(e.g., the probability of a correct match [SS96]). Continuing our simple example, Figure If shows 

the results of an evidence accumulation stage, where more certain depths are darker. To generate 

these results, we aggregate evidence using a variant of the algorithm described in [SS96], 

(2) 

where ai is the variance of pixel i at iteration t, a-; is a robustified (limited) version ofthc variance, and 

N4 are the usual four nearest neighbors. For the results in Figure I, we use (a, b, c) = (0.1, 0.15, 0.3) 

and O"max = 16. 

At this stage, most stereo matching algorithms pick a winning disparity in each (x, y) column, 

and call this the final correspondence map. Optionally, they may also compute a fractional disparity 

value by fitting an analytic curve to the error surface around the winning disparity and then finding 

its minimum [MSK89, OK93]. Unfortunately, this does nothing to resolve several problems: 

occluded pixels may not be handled correctly (since they have "inconsistent" color values at the 

correct disparity), and it is difficult to recover the true (unmixed) color values of surface elements 

(or their opacities, in the case of pixels near discontinuities). 

Our solution to this problem is to use the initial disparity map as the input to a refinement 

stage which simultaneously estimates the disparities, colors, and opacities which best match the 

input images while conforming to some prior expectations on smoothness. To start this procedure, 

we initially pick only winners in each column where the answer is fairly certain, i.e., where the 

variance ("scatter" in color values) is below a threshold and is a clear winner with respect to the 

other candidate disparities.6 A new (x, y, d) volume is created, where each cell now contains a 

6To account for rcsarnpling errors which occur ncar rapid color or luminance changes, we set the threshold propor

tionalto the local image variation within a3 x 3 window. In our experiments, the threshold is set to 0 = Omin +0, Vnrax 3 , 

with Omtn = 10 and 0, = 0.02. 
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color value, initially set to the mean color computed in the first stage, and the opacity is set to I for 

cells which are winners, and 0 otherwise.' 

5 Computing visibilities through re-projection 

Once we have an initial (x, y, d) volume containing estimated RGBA (color and 0/1 opacity) values, 

we can re-project this volume into each of the input cameras using the known transformation 

M M- -1-
Xk = k 0 Xo (3) 

(see (14) in Appendix A), where x0 is a (homogeneous) coordinate in (x, y, d) space, M0 is the 

complete camera matrix corresponding to the virtual camera, Mk is the kth camera matrix, and xk 

are the image coordinates in the kth image. There are several techniques possible for performing 

this projection, including classical volume rendering techniques [Lev90, LL94]. In our approach, 

we interpret the (x, y, d) volume as a set of (potentially) transparent acetates stacked at different d 

levels. Each acetate is first warped into a given input camera's frame using the known homography 

(4) 

and the layers are then composited back-to-front (this is called a shear-warp algorithm [LL94]).8 

The resampling procedure for a given layer d into the coordinate system of camera k can be 

written as 

(5) 

where i': = [r g b a]T is the current color and opacity estimate at a given location (x, y, d), ck is the 

resampled layer d in camera k's coordinate system, and Wb is the resampling operation induced 

by the homography (4).9 Note that the warping function is linear in the colors and opacities being 

7Wc may, for computational reasons, choose to represent lhis volume using colors premultiplied by !heir opacities 

(associaled colors [PD84, Bli94a]), in which case voxcls for which alpha (opacity) is 0 should have !heir color or 

intensity values set to 0. Sec [Bli94a, Bli94b] for a discussion of lhc advantages of using premultiplicd colors. 
8 If lhc input images have been rectified, or under certain imaging geometries, lhis homogmphy will be a simple 

scale and/or shift (Appendix A). 
9This is the inverse of the warp specified in (I). 
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resampled, i.e., the ck(u, v, d) can be expressed as a linear function of the c(x, y, d), e.g., through 

a sparse matrix multiplication. 

Once the layers have been resampled, they are then com posited using the standard over operator 

[PD84], 

fA b = f + (1- a1 )b, 

where f and b are the premultiplied foreground and background colors, and a 1 is the opacity of the 

foreground [PD84, Bli94a]. Using the over operator, we can form a composite image 

dmin 

ck(u, v) = (\ ck(u, v, d) = ck(u, v, dmax) A··· 1\ ck(u, v, dmin) 
d=dm .. 

(6) 

(note that the over operator is associative but not commutative, and that dmax is the layer closest to 

the camera). 

After the re-projection step, we refine the disparity estimates by preventing visible surface 

pixels from voting for potential disparities in the regions they occlude. More precisely, we build 

an (x, y, d, k) visibility map, which indicates whether a given camera k can see a voxel allocation 

(x, y, d). A simple way to construct such a visibility map is to record the disparity value dtop for 

each ( u, v) pixel which corresponds to the topmost opaque pixel seen during the compositing step. 10 

The visibility value can then be defined as 

Vk(u, v, d) =if d ~ d,0 p(u, v) then 1 else 0. 

The vi si bi lit y and opacity ( alpha) values taken together can be interpreted as follows: 

vk = 1,ak = o: 

vk = 1, ak = 1: 

vk = o, ak =?: 
A more principled way of defining visibility, which takes into account partially opaque voxels, 

uses a recursive front-to-hack algorithm 

Vk(u, v, d- 1) - Vk(u, v, d) (1 - ak(u, v, d)) 
dm~ rr (1- ak(u, v, d')), (7) 
d'=d 

10Note that it is not possible to compute visibility in (x, y, d) disparity space, as several opaque pixels in disparity 

space may potentially project to the same input camera pixel. 
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with the initial visibilities all being set to I, Vk(u, v, dmo.x) = 1. We now have a very simple (linear) 

expression for the compositing operation, 

dm~ 

ck(u, v) = L ck(u, v, d)Vk(u, v, d). (8) 
d=dmln 

Once we have computed the visibility volumes for each input camera, we can update the list of 

color samples we originally used to get our initial disparity estimates. Let 

be the input color image multiplied by its visibility at disparity d. If we substitute ck(u, v, d) for 

ck(u, v) in (I), we obtain a distribution of colors in (x, y, d, k) where each color has an associated 

visibility value (Figure 2c). Voxels which are occluded by surfaces lying in front in a given view 

k will now have fewer (or potentially no) votes in their local color distributions. We can therefore 

recompute the local mean and variance estimates using weighted statistics, where the visibilities 

V(x, y, d, k) provide the weights (Figures 2d and 2e). 

With these new statistics, we are now in position to refine the disparity map. In particular, voxels 

in disparity space which previously had an inconsistent set of color votes (large variance) may now 

have a consistent set of votes, because voxels in (partially occluded) regions will now only receive 

votes from input pixels which are not already assigned to nearer surfaces (Figure 2c-f). Figure 2g-i 

show the results after one iteration of this algorithm. 

6 Refining color and transparency estimates 

While the above process of computing visibilities and refining disparity estimates will in general 

lead to a higher quality disparity map (and better quality mean colors, i.e., texture maps), we have 

not yet addressed the issue of recovering true colors and transparencies in mixed pixels, e.g., near 

depth discontinuities, which is one of the main goals of this research. 

A simple way to approach this problem is to take the binary opacity maps produced by our stereo 

matching algorithm, and to make them real-valued using a low-pass filter. Another possibility might 

be to recover the transparency information by looking at the magnitude of the intensity gradient 

[MYT95], assuming that we can isolate regions which belong to different disparity levels. 
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(a) (b) 

d~· 
X 

(d) (e) 

(g) (h) 

I 

(c) 

I d = 0 

d=l 

d=5 

d=7 

drVJII~ 
X 

(I) 

(i) 

Figure 2: After modifying input images by visibility Vk(u, v, d): (a-b) re-synthesized views of 

sample images, (c) (x, d, k) slice forscanline 17, (d) means and (e) variances as a function of(x, d), 

(I) variances after evidence accumulation, (g) results of winner-takes-all for whole image, and (h-i) 

colors and opacities at disparities I and 5 after one iteration of the reprojection algorithm. 
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In our work, we have chosen instead to adjust the opacity and color values c(x, y, d) to match 

the input images (after re-projection), while favoring continuity in the color and opacity values. 

This can be formulated as a non-linear minimization problem, where the cost function has three 

parts: 

I. a weighted error norm on the difference between the re-projected images ck( u, v) and the 

original (or rectified) input images ck(u, v) 

c1 = .L wk(u,v)pi(ck(u,v)- ck(u,v)), 
(u,v) 

(9) 

where the weights wk(u, v) may depend on the position of camera k relative to the virtual 

camera; 11 

2. a (weak) smoothness constraint on the colors and opacities, 

P2(i':(x', y', d')- c(x, y, d)); (10) 
(:r,y,d) (z' ,fl ,d')EN(x,y,d) 

3. a prior distribution on the opacities, 

c3 = .L ¢(a(x,y,d)). (II) 
(x,y,d) 

In the above equations, p1 and P2 are either quadratic functions or robust penalty functions [HubS I], 

and¢ is a function which encourages opacities to be 0 or I, e.g., ¢(x) = x(l- x). 12 

The smoothness constraint on colors makes more sense with non-premultiplied colors. For 

example, a voxellying on a depth discontinuity will be partially transparent, and yet should have 

the same non-premultiplied color as its neighbors. An alternative, which allows us to work with 

premultiplied colors, is to use a smoothness constraint of the form 

c;= .L .L fJ2(a(x,y,d)c(x',y',d')-a(x',y',d')c(x,y,d)). (12) 
(z,v,d) (x' .v' ,d')EN(x,v,d) 

11 More precisely, we may wish to measure the angle between the viewing ray corresponding to ( u, v) in the two 

cameras. However, the ray corresponding to ( u, v) in the vinual camera depends on the disparity d. 
12 All color and opacity values arc, of coun;e, constrained to lie in the range 10, 1 ), making this a constrained 

optimization problem. 
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To minimize the total cost function 

(13) 

we use a preconditioned gradient descent algorithm. Appendix B contains details on how to compute 

the required gradients and Hessians. 

7 Experiments 

To study the properties of our new stereo correspondence algorithm, we ran a small set of ex

periments on some synthetic stereo datasets, both to evaluate the basic behavior of the algorithm 

(aggregation, visibility-based refinement, and energy minimization), and to study its performance 

on mixed (boundary) pixels. Being able to visualize opacities/transparencies is very important for 

understanding and validating our algorithm. For this reason, we chose color stimuli (the background 

is blue-green, and the foreground is red). Pixels which are partially transparent will show up as 

"pale" colors, while fully transparent pixels will be white. We should emphasize that our algorithm 

does not require colored images as inputs (see Figure 5), nor does it require the use of standard 

epipolar geometries. 

The first stimulus we generated was a traditional random-dot stereogram, where the choice 

of camera geometry and filled disparity planes results in integral pixel shifts. This example also 

contains no partially transparent pixels. Figure 3 shows the results on this stimulus. The first eight 

columns are the eight disparity planes in (x, y, d) space, showing the estimated colors and opacities 

(smaller opacities are shown as lighter colors, since the RGBA colors are composited over a white 

background). The ninth and tenth column are two re-synthesized views (leftmost and middle). The 

last column is the re-synthesized middle view with a synthetic light-gray square inserted at disparity 

d= 3. 

As we can see in Figure 3, the basic iterative aggregation algorithm results in a "perfect" 

reconstruction, although only one pixel is chosen in each column. For this reason, the re-synthesized 

leftmost view (ninth column) contains a large "gap". 

Figure 3b shows the results of using only the first C1 term in our cost function, i.e., only matching 

re-synthesized views with input images. The re-synthesized view in column nine is now much better, 
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(f) 

Figure 3: Traditional synthetic RDS results: (a) after iterative aggregation but before gradient 

descent, (b) without smoothness or opacity constraint, >'1 = 1, A2 = A3 = 0, (c) without opacity 

constraint, A1 = A2 = 1, A3 = 0, (d) with all three constraints, A1 = 50, A2 = 1, Aa = 50, (e) with 

all three constraints, A1 = 50, A2 = 1, A3 = 100, (f) simple winner-take-all (shown for comparison). 

The first eight columns are the disparity layers, d = 0 ... 7. The ninth and tenth columns are re

synthesized sample views. The last column is a re-synthesized view with a synthetic gray square 

inserted at disparity d = 3. 
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Figure 4: More challenging synthetic RDS results: (a) after iterative aggregation but before gradient 

descent, (b) without smoothness or opacity constraint, )q = 1, ..\2 = ..\a = 0, (c) without opacity 

constraint, ..\1 = ..\2 = 1, ..\a = 0, (d) with all three constraints, ..\ 1 = 50, ..\2 = 1, ..\a = 50, (e) 

simple winner-take-all (shown for comparison). The first eight columns are the disparity layers, 

d = 0 ... 7. The ninth and tenth columns are re-synthesized sample views. The last column is the 

re-synthesized view with a synthetic gray square inserted at disparity d = 3. 
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although we see that a bit of the background has bled into the foreground layers, and that the pixels 

near the depth discontinuity are spread over several disparities. 

Adding the smoothness constraint C2 (Figure 3c) ameliorates both of these problems. Adding 

the (weak) 0/1 opacity constraint C3 (Figure 3d-e) further removes stray pixels at wrong disparity 

levels. Figure 3d shows a "softer" variant of the opacity constraint (.>.3 = 50 = >.I), where more 

levels end up being filled in, but the re-synthesized views are very good. Figure 3e shows a "harder" 

constraint (.>.3 = 100 = 2.>.J), where only pixels adjacent to initial estimates are filled in, at the cost 

of a gap in some re-synthesized views. 

For comparison, Figure 3f shows the results of a traditional winner-take-all algorithm (the same 

as Figure 3a with a very large Omin and no occluded pixel removal). We can clearly see the effects of 

background colors being pulled into the foreground layer, as well as increased errors in the occluded 

regions. 

Our second set of experiments uses the same synthetic stereo dataset as shown in Figures I and 

2. Here, because the background layer is at an odd disparity, we get significant re-sampling errors 

(because we currently use bilinear interpolation) and mixed pixels. The stimulus also has partially 

transparent pixels along the edge of the top half-circle in the foreground shape. This stereo dataset 

is significantly more difficult to match than previous random-dot stereograms. 

Figure 4a shows the results of applying only our iterative aggregation algorithm, without any 

energy minimization. The set of estimated disparities are insufficient to completely reconstruct the 

input images (this could be changed by adjusting the thresholds Omin and 0.). and several pixels 

are incorrectly assigned to the d = 0 layer (due to difficulties in disambiguating depths in partially 

occluded regions). 

Figure 4b shows the results of using only the first C1 term in our cost function, i.e., only matching 

re-synthesized views with input images. The re-synthesized view in column nine is now much better, 

although we see that a bit of the background has bled into the foreground layers, and that the pixels 

near the depth discontinuity are spread over several disparities. 

Adding the smoothness constraintC2 (Figure4c) ameliorates both of these problems. Adding the 

(weak) 0/1 opacity constraint C3 (Figure 4d) further removes stray pixels at wrong disparity levels, 

but at the cost of an incompletely reconstructed image (this is less of a problem if the foreground 
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Figure 5: Real image example: (a) cropped subimage from SRI Trees data set, (b) depth map after 

initial aggregation stage, (c-1) disparity layers d = 0 ... 9, (m) re-synthesized input image, (n) with 

inserted d = 4 blue layer. 

is being layered on a synthetic background, as in the last column). As before, Figure 4e shows the 

results of a traditional winner-take-all algorithm. 

Figure 5 shows the results on a cropped portion of the SRI Trees multi baseline stereo dataset. 

A small region (64 x 64 pixels) was selected in order to better visualize pixel-level errors. While 

the overall reconstruction is somewhat noisy, the final reconstruction with a synthetic blue layer 

inserted shows that the algorithm has done a reasonable job of assigning pixel depths and computing 

partial transparencies near the tree boundaries. 

From these examples, it is apparent that the algorithm is currently sensitive to the choice of 

parameters used to control both the initial aggregation stage and the energy minimization phase. 

Setting these parameters automatically will be an important area for further research. 

8 Discussion 

While our preliminary experimental results are encouraging, the simultaneous recovery of accurate 

depth, color, and opacity estimates remains a challenging problem. Traditional stereo algorithms 

search for a unique disparity value at each pixel in a given reference image. Our approach, on 
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the other hand, is to recover a sparsely populated volume of colors and opacities. This has the 

advantage of correctly modeling mixed pixels and occlusion effects, and allows us to merge images 

from very disparate points of view. Unfortunately, it also makes the estimation problem much more 

difficull, since the number of free parameters often exceeds the number of measurements, hence 

necessitating smoothness constraints and o~er prior models. 

Partially occluded areas are problematic because very few samples may be available to disam

biguate depth. A more careful analysis of the interaction between the measurement, smoothness, 

and opacity constraints will be required to solve this problem. Other problems occur near depth 

discontinuities, and in general near rapid intensity (albedo) changes, where the scatter in color 

samples may be large because of re-sampling errors. Better imaging and sensor models, or perhaps 

working on a higher resolution image grid, might be required to solve these problems. 

8.1 Future work 

There are many additional topics related to transparent stereo and matting which we plan to investi

gate. For example, we plan to try our algorithm on data sets with true transparency (not just mixed 

pixels), such as traditional transparent random dot stereograms [Pra85, Wei89) and reflections in 

windows [BBHP92]. 

Estimating disparities to sub-integer precision should improve the quality of our reconstructions. 

Such fractional disparity estimates can be obtained by interpolating a variance vs. disparity curve 

a(d), e.g., by fitting a parabola to the lowest variance and its two neighbors [TH86, MSK89]. 

Alternatively, we can linearly interpolate individual color errors c(x, y, d, k)- p,(x, y, d) between 

disparity levels, and find the minimum of the summed squared error (which will be a quadratic 

function of the fractional disparity). 

Instead of representing our color volume c(x, y, d) using colors pre-multiplied by their opacities 

[Bii94a], we could keep these quantities separate. Thus, colors could "bleed" into areas which are 

transparent, which may be a more natural representation for color smoothness (e.g., for surfaces 

with small holes). Different color representations such as hue, saturation, intensity (HSV) may also 

be more suitable for performing correspondence [G895), and they would permit us to reason more 

directly about underlying physical processes (shadows, shading,etc.). 
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We plan to investigate the relationship of our new disparity space model to more traditional lay

ered motion models [BBHP92, SM9lb, SM9la, DP91, JBJ96, SA96). We also plan to make more 

principled use of robust statistics, and investigate alternative search algorithms such as multi resolu

tion (pyramidal) continuation methods and stochastic (Monte Carlo) gradient descent techniques. 

9 Conclusions 

In this paper, we have developed a new framework for simultaneously recovering disparities, colors, 

and opacities from multiple images. This framework enables us to deal with many commonly 

occurring problems in stereo matching, such as partially occluded regions and pixels which contain 

mixtures of foreground and background colors. Furthermore, it promises to deliver better quality 

(sub-pixel accurate) color and opacity estimates, which can be used for foreground object extraction 

and mixing live and synthetic imagery. 

To set the problem in as general a framework as possible, we have introduced the notion of 

a virtual camera which defines a generalized disparity space, which can be any regular projective 

sampling of 3-D. We represent the output of our algorithm as a collection of color and opacity 

values lying on this sampled grid. Any input image can (in principle) be re-synthesized by warping 

each disparity layer using a simple homography and com positing the images. This representation 

can support a much wider range of synthetic viewpoints in view interpolation applications than a 

single texture-mapped depth image. 

To solve the correspondence problem, we first compute mean and variance estimates at each cell 

in our (x, y, d) grid. We then pick a subset of the cells which are likely to lie on the reconstructed 

surface using a thresholded winner-take-all scheme. The mean and variance estimates are then 

refined by removing from consideration cells which are in the occluded (shadow) region of each 

current surface element, and this process is repeated. 

Starting from this rough estimate, we formulate an energy minimization problem consisting of 

an input matching criterion, a smoothness criterion, and a prior on likely opacities. This criterion 

is then minimized using an iterative preconditioned gradient descent algorithm. 

While our preliminary experimental results look encouraging, there remains much work to 
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be done in developing truly accurate and robust correspondence algorithms. We believe that the 

development of such algorithms will be crucial in promoting a wider use of stereo-based imaging in 

novel applications such as special effects, virtual reality modeling, and virtual studio productions. 
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A Camera models, disparity space, and induced homographies 

The homographies mapping input images (rectified or not) to planes in disparity space can be 

derived directly from the camera matrices involved. Throughout this appendix, we use projective 

coordinates, i.e., equality is defined only up to a scale factor. 

Let Mk be the 3 x 4 camera matrix which maps real-world coordinates x = [X Y Z 1JT into a 

camera's screen coordinates Xk = [u v 1]r, xk = Mkx. Similarly, let M0 be the 4 x 4 collineation 

which maps world coordinates x into disparity space coordinates :Xu = [x y 1 d]r, :Xu = M0x. 

We can write the mapping between a pixel in the dth disparity plane, Xo = [x y 1 f, and its 
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corresponding coordinate xk in the kth input image as 

(14) 

where Hk is the homography relating the rectified and non-rectified version of input image k (i.e., 

the homography ford= 0), and tk is the image of the virtual camera's center of projection in image 

k, i.e., the epipole (this can be seen by setting d--+ oo). 

If we first rectify an input image, we can re-project it into a new disparity plane d using 

where x~ is the new coordinate corresponding to x 0 at d = 0. From this, 

where ik = H;1tk is the focus of expansion, and the newhomography Hk = l+tk[O 0 d] represents 

a simple shift and scale. It can be shown [Col96] that the first two elements of ik depend on the 

horizontal and vertical displacements between the virtual camera and the kth camera, whereas the 

third element is proportional to the displacement in depth (perpendicular to the d plane). Thus, if 

all of the cameras are coplanar (regardless of their vergence), and if the d planes are parallel to 

this common plane, then there-mappings of rectified images to a new disparity correspond to pure 

shifts. 

Note that in the body of the paper, when we speak of the homography (14) parameterized by 

Hk and tb we can replace Hk and tk by I and ik if the input images have been pre-rectified. 

B Gradient descent algorithm 

To implement our gradient descent algorithm, we need to compute the partial derivatives of the cost 

functions C1 ... C3 with respect to all of the unknowns, i.e., the colors and opacities c(x, y, d). In 

this section, we will use c = [r g b a<]T to indicate the four-element vector of colors and opacities, 

and a to indicate just the opacity channel. In addition to computing the partial derivatives, we will 

compute the diagonal of the approximate Hessian matrix [PFTV92, pp. 681-685], i.e., the square 

of the derivative of the term inside the p function. 
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The derivative of cl given in (9) can be computed by first expressing ck(u, v) in terms of 

ck(u, v, d), 

dm~ 

ck(u, v) - L ck(u, v, d)Vk(u, v, d) 

dm~ 

- :L: ck(u, v, d')Vk(u, v, d'l + (1- a-k(u, v, d))ak(u, v, d- 1), 
d':::!d 

where 
d 

iik(u,v,d) = L ck(u,v,d')Vk(u,v,d') 

is the accumulated color/opacity in layer d, with ck(u, v) = iik(u, v, dmax). We obtain 

and 

ack ( u, v) 
1 

( )Jr - ( ) 
a-( d)=OOOVku,v,d -aku,v,d-1. 

ak u,v, 

Let ek(u, v) = ck(u, v)- ck(u, v) be the color error in image k, and assume for now that Wk = 1 

and PI (ek) = [[ekll2 in (9). The gradient of cl w.r.t. ck(u, v, d) is thus 

while the diagonal of the Hessian is 

- - 2 T hk(u, v, d) = Vk(u, v, d)[1 111- [[ak(u, v, d- 1)11 ] . 

Once we have computed the derivatives w.r.t. the warped predicted color values ck(u, v, d), we 

need to convert this to the gradient w.r.t. the disparity space colors c(x, y, d). This can be done using 

the transpose of the linear mapping induced by the backward warp Wb used in (5). For certain cases 

(pure shifts), this is the same as warping the gradient gk(u, v, d) and Hessian hk(u, v, d) through 

the forward warp W1, 

g1(x,y,d,k) - w,(ii;k(u,v,d);Hk+tk[OOd]), 

h1 (x, y, d, k) - w,(iik(u, v, d); Hk + tk[O 0 d]). 
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For many other cases (moderate scaling and shear), this is still a good approximation, so it is the 

approach we currently use. 

Computing the gradient of C2 w.r.t. i':(x, y, d) is much more straightforward, 

P2(c(x', y', d') - c(x, y, d)), 
(x' ,y' ,d')EN4 (x,y,d) 

where p2 is applied to each color component separately. The Hessian will be a constant for a 

quadratic penalty function; for a non-quadratic function, the secant approximation p(r)/r can be 

used [SA96]. 

Finally, the derivative of the opacity penalty function C3 can easily be computed for¢ = x(l-x), 

g3 (x, y, d) = [0 0 0 (1- 2a(x, y, d) )f. 

To ensure that the Hessian is positive, we set h3 (x, y, d) = [0 0 0 l]T. 

The gradients for the three cost functions can now be combined 

K 

g(x, y, d) - .X 1 L g1(x, y, d, k) + .X2g2(x, y, d)+ .X3g3 (x, y, d), 
k=l 
K 

h(x, y, d) = .X 1 L h 1 (x, y, d, k) + .X2h2 (x, y, d) + .X3 h3 (x, y, d), 
k=l 

and a gradient descent step can be performed, 

i':(x, y, d) <-- i':(x, y, d)+ f 1g(x, y, d)/(h(x, y, d)+ f 2). 

In our current experiments, we use f 1 = f 2 = 0.5. 13 

(15) 

13 A more sophisticated Levenberg-Marquard! minimization technique could also be implemented by adding an exira 

stabili1.ation parameter [PFT\1921. However, implementing a full Levenberg-Marquardt with off-diagonal Hessian 

clements would greatly complicate the implementation. 
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Overview 
I! Photogrammetric Modeling 

8 Allows the user to construct a volumetric model of 
the scene directly from photographs 

Ill View-Dependent Texture-Mapping 
s Composites the original photographs onto the 

model 

i.!l Model-Based Stereo 
fil Recovers remaining geometric detail through 

stereo correspondence 
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Reconstruction Algorithm 

l!!l An objective function 0 measures the 
misalignment between the marked edges and the 
corresponding projected edges of the model 

Ill 0 is minimized with respect to the model 
parameters and camera positions 

Ill An initial estimate is obtained by a separate 
procedure 

http :1/www .cs. berkeley .edu/-debevec/Research 
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Photogrammetric M.odeling Summary 
Modeling with blocks works because: 

• Convenient for architecture 

E Reduces number of model parameters, e.g. 
The Campanile model has: 

2,896 parameters as independent edges 
240 parameters as independent blocks 

33 parameters as constrained blocks 
e--'> Few marked features required 

e--'> Easier to solve 
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Projecting Images onto the Model 

111 Any image is easily projected since camera 
positions are known 

IJ Occlusions determined with shadow buffer 

r;s Multiple images composited to render entire 
model 

11 Areas never hit are fi lied in algorithmically 
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View-Dependent Texture Mapping 

• When images overlap, which is best to use? 

Answer depends on virtual viewpoint due to: 
o Specular reflectance 

elnaccuracics in the model 

• Composite the best images using a view
dependent weighting function 

http://www.cs.berkeley.edul-debevec/Research 
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Model-Based Stereo 
• Given a key and an offset image, 

• Project the offset image onto the model 

• View the model through the key camera 
-7 Warped offset image 

• Stereo becomes feasible between key and 
warped offset images because: 

• Disparities are small 

• Foreshortening is greatly reduced 

http://www .cs. berkeley .edu/-debevec!Research 
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Conclusion 

• Basic models of architectural scenes can be 
recovered through photogrammetric 
modeling fmm a few photographs 

• Remaining geometric detail can be 
recovered with model-based stereo 

• Synthetic views can be rendered with 
view-dependent texture mapping 
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Active shape acquisition 

Outline: 

Brian Curless 
Univeristy of Washington 

April1998 

1. Introduction 

2. Active optical shape acquisition 

a. Illumination 

b. Imaging radar 

c. Triangulation 

d. Moire 

e. Active stereo 

f. Active depth-from-defocus 

3. Contact methods 

4. Industrial CT 



A taxonomy of shape acquisition methods 

Shape acquisition 

Non-destructive 

/~ 
Contact 

------- ""' Non-contact 

1\ 
Reflective Transmissive 

Destructive 

/\ 
CMM Jointed arms so;.;.,/\ \. 

Non-optical lndustnal CT 

/\ Optical 

Microwave radar 

Passive 

Stereo 

Sonar 

Depth from 
focus/defocus 

Active 

Imaging Radar Active depth 
from defocus 

Shape from 
shading 

Shape from 
silhouettes 

Active stereo 
Triangulation 

Interferometry 

/\ 
Moire Holography 



Structure of data 

~ 

-----1-). \ I )f\ 
\..___/ 

Point Profile 

Range image Volumetric 



Quality Measures 

1. Resolution 
- The smallest change in range or lateral position that the range sensor 

can report. How many bits of quantization? How far apart are 
samples? 

2. Repeatability 
- Statistical variations as a range sensor makes repeated measurements 

of the same point over time. Do the results tend to drift with usage? 

3. Accuracy 
- Statistical variations as a range sensor makes repeated measurements 

of a known true value. Usually characterized as standard deviation, cr. 
Manufacturers may report cr, 2cr, or 3cr. Specifications are frequently 
"not to be exceeded". 

4. Environmental sensitivity 
-Does accuracy vary with temperature? Wind speed? 

5. Speed 
- Points per second (seconds per point??) 
-Off-line real-time 
- True real-time 
- What would you do with a real-time range imaging sensor? 



Active optical shape acquisition 

Strengths: 

- non-contact 
-safe 
-can be inexpensive 
- fast (many points per second). 

Limitations: 

- Can only acquire visible portions of the surface 
- Sensitive to surface properties: 

- transparency 
-shininess 
- abrupt changes in color 
- darkness (zero reflection) 

- Can be confused by interreflections 



Illumination 

Why are lasers a good idea? 

-Compact (laser diodes) 
-Low power 
- Single wavelength means the ability to discriminate laser from other 

lighting 
- Single wavelength means no chromatic aberration 
- Can be held in tight focus over long distance 

Collimated 
beam 

..... ----- .... ......... .. .... 
r-. ':'. :-. ~-~·~·~· ..••••••..•••••.....•••....•.••..•..•....•.•• ~.: .~ .~ .~:: ."': 1'\. 

Lens 

7rW2 
Zr=A 

Zr =Rayleigh range (distance where w = J2w0 ) 

w 0 = beam waist (narrowest laser width) 
.A = wavelength of laser 

•.. 

. . ·~ .. \ . . ·. . .. : ~;. . \ 

j 

/ 

[Figure of 3D beam from Rioux 1987] 



Limitations of lasers: 

- Eye safety concerns 
- Laser speckle adds noise - narrowing the aperture increases the noise 

Surface 

Ill Ill 

0 0 
Illuminant Illuminant 

Speckle variation with aperture 

[Image of speckle from Goodman 1984] 



Imaging radar: Time of flight 

Principle: 

A pulse of light is emitted, and the time of the reflected pulse ie measured 

c t = 2 r = roundtrip distance 

!ypical scanning configuration is two rotating mirrors to derive a range 
Image. 

Jllltf'":~······· .. 
/' i Mi ./ ... -· rror 

0' 
Laser 

Half-silvered 
nurror 

[The following statistics are for the Cyra scanner.] 

Working volume: 
50 meters range and about 60 degree field of view 

Accuracy: 
Aproximately 0.5 em=> 1 part in 10,000. 

Notes: 
- 0.5 em accuracy requires timing resolution down to 10's of 

picoseconds. 
- Limitation is in detecting absolute time of flight - does not scale 

down to smaller working volumes. 
- show video ... 



Imaging radar: Amplitude Modulation (AM) 

Principle: 

A laser diode is driven at frequency: 

fAM = c I /..AM 

where c is the speed of light and /..AM is the wavelength of the modulated 
signal. We can compute the range based on the phase difference between 
the outgoing and incoming signal: 

r(~q>) = 1/2 (~q> +1- 2nn)/27t 

/ 
roundtrip 
correction 

wavelength 
of signal 

' fraction 
of interval 

Note the phase ambiguity due to the +/- 27tn. 
ambiguity: 

This translates to a range 

!ypical scanning configuration is two rotating mirrors to derive a range 
1mage. 

Source 
and 
Detector 

Total Range to Surface 

. .. 
Ambiguity 
Interval 

Phase 
Difference 
Proportional 
to Range 

[Figure from Besl 1989] 

Reflecting 
Surface 



Imaging radar: AM ( cont' d) 

[The following statistics are for the Perceptron scanner as reported by 
R. Pito at U. Penn.] 

Working volume: 
0.6 m 

Accuracy: 
1 mm => 1 part in 600 

Notes: 
-How can you resolve the phase ambiguity problem? 



Optical triangulation 

Principle: 

A narrow beam of light strikes a surface, and the reflection is imaged by 
an off-axis sensor. The "center" of the imaged reflection approximately 
maps to the center of the illumination. The intersection of these two lines 
of sight correspond to a range point. 
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\. lens maps a line to a line and a plane to a plane. If the line or plane is 
ilted, then the image plane is also tilted. The image tilt is related to the 
1bject tilt through the Scheimpflug condition: 

tana = 1/M tane 

vhere M is the on-axis magnification (d0 /di for a thin lens). 



Optical triangulation: scanning configurations 

To scan a scene with a triangulation scanner, one approach is to keep the 
sensor stationary and sweep the laser across the scene. This approach has 
several problems: 

- Loss of resolution due to defocus 
- Field of view varies widely 
-Resolution varies widely 
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Instead of moving the laser independently of the sensor, we can move the 
laser and sensor as a unit. This will maintain focus and more consistent 
resolution. 

Scanning is achieved by translating and/or rotating the triangulation unit. 

Ill 
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A novel design has been created (and patented) by Marc Rioux at the NRC 
in Canada. This design scans the laser and the sensor simultaneously over 
a scene. 

Fixed mirror 

Fixed mirror 

Rotating mirror 

Rioux scanner 

.. . . 
... ~.. ~ 

... : 
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After unfolding the optics 
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Extension into 3D can be achieved by spreading the light beam into a 
plane of line to make a stripe scanner. Alternatively, a nodding mirror can 
be added to a flying spot scanner. 

Direction of travel 

0 
Ill 

Nodding 
mirror 

ceo image plane 

Cylindrical lens 

tser ceo 

E.g., Cyberware scanner 

Cyberware specs for MS3030 

Working volume: 
30cm 

Triangulation angle: 
30 degrees 

Accuracy: 
0.3 mm => 1 part in 1000 

Speed: 
15,000 pts/sec 

(show video) 

Rioux scanner 

Hymarc (Rioux) scanner specs: 

Working volume: 
8cm 

Triangulation angle: 
-15 degrees 

Accuracy: 
50 microns=> 1 part in 1500 

Speed: 
10,000 pts/sec 



Multi-spot and multi-stripe triangulation 

To achieve faster acquisition, some scanners use multiple spots or stripes. 
Such systems have the same limitations as described with moving 
illurninant and stationary sensor. 

Still, they are attractive because of the potential for acquiring many range 
points in a short period of time. 

There is, however, one additional problem: ambiguity. 

'· ·. : ·· .. 

'" 0 "' 0 

How can we resolve this ambiguity? 



Binary coded multiple illumination 

One approach to solving the ambiguity problem without projecting N 
stripes separately, is to project a binary pattern oflight and dark regions. 
This method, illustrated below, resolves the ambiguity with log2N steps. 

'" 0 

"' 0 

'" 0 

Binary codes: 

A= I I I 
8 =II 0 
C =I 00 
D = 0 I I 



Notes on triangulation 

Scalable to very small working volumes. 

Not easily scalable to large working volumes- baseline requirements 
become prohibitive. 

Smaller triangulation angles mean less self-occlusion, but smaller angles 
mean trading off depth resolution at the back of the field of view. 
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Triangulation Errors 

Finding the center of the imaged light is the tricky part. If light reflects 
off of a planar, diffuse surface, then results are accurate (up to speckle 
noise). 

If the surface exhibits variations in reflectance and shape, then the 
accuracy is ultimately limited by the width of the laser sheet... unless 
spacetime analysis is applicable. 
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point 
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Shape variations 

Resulting 
range surface 

Typical range error = I mm 
for I mm wide laser 

Resulting 
range surface 

Typical range error= 0.3 mm 
for I mm wide laser 
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Reflectance variations 
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Typical range error = 0.5 mrn 
for I mm wide laser 

Resulting 
range surface 

Typical range error= 0.15 mrn 
for I mrn wide laser 



Errors and corrections through spacetime analysis 

For triangulation scanners, the same point on an object is imaged multiple 
times across sensor frames. Using a method called spacetime analysis, it 
is possible to extract accurate shape by observing the time evolution of 
reflected light. See [Curless 1995] for details. 

Reflectance correction 

Reflectance 
lllljlllljlllljlllljlllljlllljlllljlllljlllljlllljlllljlllljllllj 
.!r 60 lil 40 JO ro 10 ~t\t 

Reflectance card Traditional analysis Spacetime analysis 

Edge curl reduction 

10 MM 

Two thin strips Traditional analysis Spacetime analysis 

Improved shape extraction 

Shape ribbon Traditional analysis Spacetime analysis 



Moire 

Principle: 

Illuminate a surface at an angle with a periodic grating such as a sinusoid 
Image the reflection from a different angle. The reflected image is of the 
form: 

l(x, y) = a(x, y) cos[ 21tf
0

x + <j>(x, y) ] 

where: 

a(x, y) is the amount of light reflected from the illuminant to the sensoJ 
modulated by the illumination function. 

f
0 

is the period of the image of the grating when reflecting from a flat 

surface 

<j>(x, y) is the phase difference imparted by variations in the shape of th 
surface 

············································.··:············*························ .· ·.. ~z 

·. 

It is easy to show that: 

~<j>(x, y) - L.\z(x, y) 



Quadrature Multiplicative Moire 

To recover the shape, we can "demodulate" the signal; i.e., extract the 
phase. To do so, we multiply by a sinusoid of the same frequency: 

I(x, y) cos[ 27tf
0

x ] 

= a(x, y) cos[ 2nf
0

x + <j>(x, y) ] cos[ 2nf
0

x ] 

= 1/2 a(x, y) {cos[ <j>(x, y) ] + cos[ 4nf
0

x + <j>(x, y)]} 

Assuming a(x,y) and <j>(x, y) are slowly varying, we can low-pass filter 
(LPF) the image: 

M 1 (x, y) = LPF{ l(x, y) cos[ 2nf
0
x] } = 1/2 a(x, y) cos[ <j>(x, y)] 

Next, we multiply by a phase shifted sinusoid: 

l(x, y) sin[ 2nf
0

x ] 

= a(x, y) cos[ 2nf
0

x + <j>(x, y) ] cos[ 2nf
0

x + n/2 ] 

= 1/2 a(x, y) {sin[ <j>(x, y)]- sin[ 4nf
0

x + <j>(x, y)]} 

After filtering: 

M2(x, y) = LPF{ l(x, y) cos[ 2nf
0

x + n/2] } = 112 a(x, y) sin[ <j>(x, y)] 

Thus, we have 

tan[ <j>(x, y)] = M1 (x, y) I M2(x, y) 

The phase corresponds to the range values to be extracted. In order for the 
phase term not to be filtered out, it cannot change rapidly. This requires 
that the surface be fairly smooth. 



Example: Shadow Moire 

We can place a grating near a surface and then illuminate it. When 
viewing it from a different angle, the grating is the demodulating signal 
and creates an interference pattern. Instant Moire! 

Shadow Moire 

Filtered to extract the phase term 



Active stereo 

Principle: 

Stereo methods use two offset cameras and match features in one image to 
features in another image. The lines of sight of matching features meet at 
a point on the surface. 

Active stereo uses projected illumination to avoid the problem of finding 
textures. 

Distinguishing accurate matches from false matches is not always robust. 
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Note that for a stripe projected texture (shown here) we can limit matches 
to those sharing the same gradient directions on the image plane; i.e., 
don't match light-dark edges with dark-light edges. 



Active multi-baseline stereo 

Using multiple cameras helps reduce the likelihood of false matches. 

·· ...... 

All possible matches 

A new product has been released by Visual Interface, started by Jon Webb 
from CMU. 

Working volume: 
1 meter 

Accuracy (typical): 
1 mm => 1 part in 1000 

6 cameras 
1 light stripe pattern projector 
1 color camera 

[Image from Visual Interface web pages- http://www.visint.com] 



Active depth from defocus 

Principle: 

When an imaging sensor is placed in a plane other than the image plane 
corresponding to an object point, the image of that point will be blurred. 
The amount of blur corresponds to the distance to the object. 

The blur arises from rays that are converging to an image point behind the 
sensor plane or from rays that are diverging from an image point in front 
of the sensor plane. These scenarios correspond to two different object 
points, so at least two sensor positions are needed to resolve the 
ambiguity. 

To avoid the problem of finding blurry textures already on the object, an 
active depth from defocus system projects light onto the scene. 

Sensor 

, , ------ ...... ____ _ 
, , ' ' Image #I 

Sensor 

Image#2 ... ·· ··· ....... . ............. .... .. · 

---

Object #I 
--------:.::~.7 --- -

Object#2 
.·· ............. ··.·.::• 

Overlay of scenarios #I and #2 

Same position and blur on sensor 



Example: Nayar's real-time system 

Highlights: 
- Telecentric optics for constant magnification between the image 

planes 
- Checkerboard illumination pattern that follows the same optical path 

as the cameras - no occlusions 
- Careful consideration of all the sampling and filtering issues 
- Simple "focus operator" that returns the amount of defocus at each 

point 
- Accuracy to 1 part in 300 over 30 em 
-Real-time! 

a 1 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I - ----r------
1 
I 
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A 
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d; 

Traditional optics 

I1 If. I2 
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I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I - ----r------
1 
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d; 

Telecentric optics 
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[Figures from Nayar 1995] 
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N ayar' s optical configuration 

The hardware: 2 CCD' s, 1 prism, 1 HS mirror, 2 identical lens systems 

CCD 1 

CCD2 

Prism 
Telecentric 

optics 

illumination 
0 
Ill 

Projected 
pattern 

Telecentric 
optics 

Half-silvered 
nurror 

[Upper figure from Nayar 1995] 



Contact Methods: Mechanical 

Coordinate Measuring Machine (CMM) 

Principle: 

Typically use X,Y,Z translation assembly with optical gratings to 
measure displacements. The probe may have a rotational degree of 
freedom and is specially calibrated to measure point of contact. 

Working volume: 
1-5 meters 

Accuracy: 
10 microns in 1 meter => 1 part in 100,000 accuracy! 

Notes: 
-Expensive 
-Slow 

·'1'11 I I 

I ' 

I i 

ll d 

Ovorall viow ol coordlnoto rTD:taUrlng rmchlno 

[Images from National Center for Excellence in Metalworking Technology 
http://www .ncemt.ctc.corn/thrustAreas/forming/ssrn/workcell/measure.htrr 



Contact Methods: Mechanical 

Jointed arms 

Principle: 

A series of rotating joints provide freedom of movement. A 
sequence of joint to joint transformations provide position and 
orientation of the stylus. 

[The following are statistics for a FaroArm.] 

Working volume: 
2.4 meters 

Accuracy (2cr): 
0.1 mm or 1 part in 24,000 (Sliver series ) 
0.3 mm or 1 part in 8,000 (Bronze series- in our lab) 

Notes: 
- Much less expensive than CMM' s 
-Slow 

[Image from Faro's web pages- http://www.faro.com] 



Contact Methods: Magnetic trackers 

Principle: 

A transmitter sends multiple magnetic field pulses, and a receiver 
detects the pulses. Based on the strengths of the receiver responses, 
the position and orientation of the transmitter source is computed. 

[The following are statistics for the Polhemus FastTrak.] 

Working volume: 3-10 meters 

Accuracy: 
0.75 mm and 0.15 degrees=> -1 part in 5000 positional accuracy 

Notes: 
- Wireless versions available for motion tracking 
-Sensitive to metals and magnetic sources (monitors) 



Transmissive: Industrial CT 

Principle: 

A series of line X-rays are taken at many angles within a plane to obtain a 
density profile of one object slice. The object is translated through the 
scanner one slice at a time. The result is a volumetric description of the 
object. 

The surface is an implicit function, a level set at F(x) = C within the 
volume. Isosurface extraction algorithms can obtain the desired surface. 

Working volume: 
0.2 - 2 meters 

Accuracy: 
0.25 mm voxel spacing (in 0.2 meters) 

Notes: 
- Acquires internal cavities 
-Very expensive 
-Uses hazardous radiation 
- Accuracy varies with large variations in material densities - e.g., 

wood glued on metal 

[Images courtesy Bill Lorensen, General Electric Corporate R&D] 



Isocontour 
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Modeling and Rendering Architecture from Photographs: 
A hybrid geometry- and image-based approach 

Paul E. Debevec Camillo J. Taylor Jitendra Malik 

University of California at Berkeley' 

ABSTRACT 
We present a new approach for modeling and rendering existing ar· 
chitectural scenes from a sparse set of still photogmphs. Our mod
eling approach, which combines both geometry-based and image
based techniques, has two components. The first component is a 
photograrntnetricmodeling method which facilitates the recovery of 
lhe basic geometry or lhe photographed scene. Our photogrammet
ric modeling approach is effective. convenient. and robust because 
it exploits the constmints that arc characteristic of architectural 
scenes. lbc second component is a model-based stereo a1gorithm, 
which recovers how the real scene deviates from the basic model. 
By making use of the model. our stereo technique robustly recovers 
accurate depth from widely-spaced image pairs. Consequently, our 
approach can model large architectural environments with far fewer 
photographs than current image-based modeling approaches. For 
producing renderings, we presentview-dependenllexture mapping, 
a method of com positing multiple views of a scene that better sim
ulates geometric dctnil on basic models. Our approach can be used 
to recover models for usc in either geometry-based or image-based 
rendering systems. We present results that demonstrate our ap
proach's ability to create realistic renderings of architectural scenes 
from viewpoints far from the original photographs. 

CR Descriptors: 1.2.10 )Artificial lnt<lligence): Vision and 
Scene Understanding - Modeling and recovery of physical at
tributes; 1.3.7 )Comput<r Graphics): Three-Dimensional Graph
ics and Realism- Color, shading, shadowing, and lexture 1.4.8 (Im
age Processing): Scene Analysis • Stereo: J.6(Computer-Aided 
Engineering): Computer-aided design (CAD). 

1 INTRODUCTION 
Effons to model the appearance and dynamics of the real world 
have produced some of the most compelling imagery in computer 
graphics. In particular, cffons to model architectural scenes, from 
lhc Amiens Calhcdral to lhe Giza Pyramids to Berkeley's Soda 
Hall, have produced impressive walk-throughs and inspiring fly
bys. Clearly, it is an attrnctive application to be able to explore the 
world's architecture unencumbered by fences, gravity, customs, or 
jetlag. 

1 Computer Science Division, University of California at Berkeley, 
Berkeley, CA 94720-1776. { debevec,cnmillo,malik} @cs.berkeley.c:du. See 
nlso hup:Jiwww.cs.berkeley.edurdebevcc/Resenrch 

Unrortunately, current geometry-based melhods (Fig. I a) or 
modeling existing architecture, in which a modeling program is 
used to manually position the clements of the scene, have several 
drawbacks. First. the process is exlremely labor-intensive, typically 
involving surveying the site, locating and digitizing architeclUral 
plans (if available), or convening existing CAD data (again, if avail
able). Second, it is difficult to verify whether the resulting model is 
accurate. Most disappointing, though, is that the renderings of the 
resulting models nrc noticeably computer-generated; even those that 
employ liberal texture-mapping generally fail to resemble real pho· 
to graphs. 

(b) Hybrid Approacb 

(a) Geometry-Based 

-Figure I: Schematic of how our hybrid approach combines 
geometry-based and image-based approaches to modeling and ren· 
de ring architecture/rom photographs. 

Recently, creating models directly from photographs has re
ceived increased interest in computer graphics. Since real images 
are used as input. such an image-based system (Fig. I c) has an ad. 
vantage in producing photorealistic renderings as outpuL Some of 
the most promising of these systems (16, 13] rely on the computer 
vision technique of computational stereopsis to automatically deter
mine the structure of the scene from the multiple photographs avail· 
able. As a consequence, however, these systems arc only as strong 
as the underlying stereo algorithms. This has caused problems be
cause state-of-the-art stereo algorithms have a number of signifi
cant weaknesses; in particular, the photographs need to appear very 
similar for reliable results to be obtained. Because of this, current 
image-based techniques must usc many closely spaced images, and 
in some cases employ significant amounts of user input for each im
age pair to supervise the stereo algorithm. In this framework, cap
turing the data for a realistically renderable model would require an 
impractical number or closely spaced photographs, and deriving lhe 
depth from the photographs could require an impractical amount of 
user input. These concessions to the weakness of stereo algorithms 
bode poorly for creating large-scale, freely navigable virtual envi
ronments from photogrnphs. 

Our research aims to make the process of modeling architectural 
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scenes more convenient. more accurate, and more photorealistic 
than the methods currently available. To do this, we have developed 
a new approach that draws on lhc sU"Cngths of both geometry-based 
and image-based methods, as illuslrntcd in Fig. lb. The result is that 
our approach to modeling and rendering architecture requires only a 
sparse set of photographs and can produce realistic renderings fronl 
rubit.rary viewpoints. In our approach, a basic geometric model of 
the architecture is recovered interactively wilh an easy-to-use pho
togmmmctric modeling system, novel views are created using view
dependent texture mapping, and additional geometric detail can be 
recovered amomatically through stereo correspondence. The final 
images can be rendered with current image-based rendering tech
niques. Because only photographs are required, our approach to 
modeling architecture is neither invasive nor does it require archi
tectural plans, CAD models, or speciali7.cd instrumentation such as 
surveying equipment, GPS sensors or range scanners. 

1.1 Background and Related Work 

The process of recovering 3D structure from 20 images has been 
a central endeavor within computer vision, and the process of ren
dering such recovered structures is a subject receiving increased 
interest in computer graphics. Although no general technique ex
ists to derive models from images, four panicular areas of research 
have provided results that are applicable to the problem of modeling 
and rendering architectural scenes. They arc: Camera Calibration, 
Structure from Motion, Stereo Correspondence, and Image-Based 
Rendering. 

1.1.1 Camera Calibration 

Recovering 3D structure from images becomes a simpler problem 
when the cameras used are calibrared, that is, the mapping between 
image coordinates and directions relative to each camera is known. 
This mapping is determined by, among other parn.rneters, the cam
ern's focaJlength and its pattern of radiaJ distortion. Camera cali
bration is a well-studied problem both in photogrammcuy and com
puter vision; some successful methods include {20) and [5]. While 
there has been recent progress in the use of uncalibratcd views for 
30 reconstruction (7], we have found camera calibration to be a 
straightforward process that considerably simplifies the problem. 

1.1.2 Structure from Motion 

Given the 2D projection of a point in the world, its position in 3D 
space could be anywhere on a ray extending out in a particular di
rection from the camera's optical center. However, when the pro
jections of a sufficient number of points in the world are observed 
in multiple images from different positions, it is theoreticaJiy possi
ble to deduce the 3D locations of the points as well as the positions 
of the original cameras, up to an unknown factor of scale. 

This problem has been studied in the area of photogrammeuy 
for the principal purpose of producing topographic maps. In 1913. 
Kruppa ( 10) proved the fundamental result that given two views of 
five distinct points, one could recover the rotation and translation 
between the two camera positions as well as the 3D locations of the 
points (up to a scale factor). Since then. the problem's mathematical 
and algorithmic aspects have been explored starting from the funda· 
mental work of Ullman (21 ( and l..onguet-Higgins (II). in the early 
1980s. Faugems·s book 16) overviews the stnteofthe art as of 1992. 
So far, a key realization has been that the recovery of structure is 
very sensitive to noise in image measurements when the translation 
between the available camera positions is small. 

Attention has turned to using more than two views with image 
stream methodssuch as ( 19) or recursive approaches (e.g. (I)). ( 19] 
shows excellent results for the case of orthographic cameras. but di
rect solutions for the perspective case remain elusive. In genera), 
linear algorithms for the problem fail to make use of all available 
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infonnation while nonlinear minimization methods are prone to dir
llculties arising from local minima in the parameter space. An alter
native fonnulation of the problem [ 171 uses lines rather than points 
as image measurements, but the previously stated concerns were 
shown to remain largely valid. For purposes of computer graph~ 
ics, there is yet another problem: the models recovered by these al
gorithms consist or sparse point fields or individual line segments. 
which arc not directly renderable as solid 3D models. 

In our approach, we exploit the fact that we arc t.rying to re
cover geometric models of architectural scenes, not arbitmry three
dimensional point sets. This enables us to include additional con
sun.ints not typically available to sUllcture from motion algorithms 
and to overcome the problems of numerical instability that plague 
such approaches. Our approach is demonstrated in a useful interac
tive system for building architectural models from photogmphs. 

1.1.3 Stereo Correspondence 

The geometricaJ theory of structure from motion assumes that one 
is able to solve the correspondence problem. which is to identify the 
points in two or more images that are projections of the same point 
in the world. In humans, corresponding points in the two slightly 
differing images on the retinas are determined by the visuaJ cortex 
in the process called binocular stereopsis. 

Years of research (e.g. (2. 4, 8, 9, 12. 15)) have shown that de· 
tennining stereo correspondences by computer is difficult problem. 
In general, current methods arc successful only when the imnges arc 
similar in appearance, as in the case of human vision. which is usu
ally obtained by using cameras that are closely spaced relative to the 
objects in the scene. When the distance between the cameras (often 
called the baseline) becomes large, surfaces in the images exhibit 
different degrees of foreshortening, different patterns of occlusion, 
and large disparities in their locations in the two images, nil or which 
makes it much more difficult for the computer to determine correct 
stereo correspondences. Unfortunately. the alternative of improving 
stereo correspondence by using images taken from nearby locations 
has the disadvantage that computing depth becomes very sensitive 
lO noise in image measurements. 

In this paper, we show that having an approximate model of the 
photographed scene makes it possible to robustly determine stereo 
correspondences from images taken from widely varying view
points. SpccificaJiy, the model enables us to warp the images to 
eliminate unequal forcshonening and to predict major instances of 
occlusion before trying to find correspondences. 

1.1.4 Image-Based Rendering 

In an image-based rendering system, the model consists of a set of 
images of a scene and their corresponding depth maps. When the 
depth of every point in an image is known, the image can be rc· 
rendered from any nearby point of view by projecting the pixels of 
the image to their proper 3D locations and reprojecting them onto 
a new image plane. Thus, a new image of the scene is created by 
warping the images according lo their depth maps. A principal at
trnction or image-based rendering is that it offers a method of ren
dering nrbitrnrily complex scenes with a constant amount or com
putation required per pixel. Using this property. (23) demonslrllted 
how regularly spaced synthetic images (with their computed depth 
maps) could be warped andcomposited in real time to produce a vir
tual environment. 

More recently.ll3] presented a real·time image·based rendering 
system that used panoramic photographs with depth computed, in 
pan. from stereo correspondence. One finding of the paper was that 
extracting reliable depth estimates from stereo is "very difficult". 
The method was nonetheless able to obtain acceptable results for 
nearby views using user input to aid the stereo depth recovery: the 
correspondence map for each image pair was seeded with l 00 to 500 
user-supplied point correspondences and also post-processed. Even 
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with user assistance, the images used still had to be closely spaced; 
the largest baseline described in the paper was five feel 

The requirement that samples be close together is a serious lim
itation to generating a freely navigable vinual environment. Cov
ering the size of just one city block would require thousands of 
panoramic images spaced five feet apan. Clearly, acquiring so 
many photographs is impractical. Moreover, even a dense lattice of 
ground-based photographs would only allow renderings to be gener
ated from within a few feet of the original camera level, precluding 
any vinual fly-bys of the scene. Extending the dense lattice of pho
tographs into three dimensions would clearly make the acquisition 
process even more difficult. The approach described in lhis paper 
Lakes advantage of the structure in architectural scenes so that it re
quires only a sparse set of photographs. For example, our approach 
has yielded a vinua1 fly-around of a building from just twelve stan
dard photogrnphs. 

1.2 Overview 
In this paper we present three new modeling and rendering tech
niques: photogrnmmctric modeling, view-dependent texture map
ping, and model-based stereo. We show how these techniques c'an 
be used in conjunction to yield a convenient. accurate, and photo
realistic method of modeling and rendering architecture from pho
tographs. In our approach, the photogrammetric modeling program 
is used to create a basic volumetric model of the scene, which is then 
used to constrain stereo matching. Our rendering method compos
ites infonnalion from multiple images with view-dependent texture
mapping. Our approach is successful because it splits the task of 
modeling from images into tnsks which are easily accomplished by 
a person (but not a computer algorithm), and tasks which are easily 
perfonned by a computer a1gorithm (but not a person). 

In Section 2, we present our photogrammetric modeling 
method. In essence, we have recast the structure from motion prob
lem not as the recovery of individual point coordinates, but as the 
recovery of the parameters of a constrained hierarchy of paramclric 
primitives. The result is that accurate architecturnl models can be 
recovered robustly from just a few photographs and with a minimal 
number of user-supplied correspondences. 

In Section 3, we present view-dependent texture mapping, and 
show how it can be used to realistically render the recovered model. 
Unlike traditional texture-mapping, in which a single static image 
is used to color in each face of the model, view-dependent tex
ture mapping interpolates between the available photographs of the 
scene depending on the user's point of view. This results in more 
lifeHke animations that better capture surface spccularities and un
modelcd gcomclric detail. 

Lastly, in Section 4, we present model-hosed stereo, which is 
used to automatically refine a basic model of n photographed scene. 
This technique can be used to recover the structure of architectural 
ornamentation that would be difficult to recover with photogrn.m
mctric modeling. In particular, we show that projecting pairs of im
ages onto an initial approximate model allows conventional stereo 
techniques to robustly recover very accurate depth measurements 
from images with widely varying viewpoints. 

2 Photogrammetric Modeling 
In this section we present our method for photogrammctric model
ing, in which the computer determines the parameters of a hierar
chical model of parametric polyhedrnl primitives to reconstruct the 
architectural scene. We have implemented this method in FafiJi}e, 
an easy-to-use interactive modeling program that allows the user to 
construct a geometric model of a scene from digitized photographs. 
We first overview Fa~e from the pointofvicw of the user, then we 
describe our model representation, and then we explain our recon
struction algorithm. Lastly, we present results from using Fa~de to 
reconstruct several architectural scenes. 
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2.1 The User's View 
Constructing a geometric model or an architectural scene using 
Fa~de is an incremental and straightforward process. Typically, the 
user selects a small number of photographs to begin with, and mod
els the scene one piece at a time. The user may refine the model and 
include more images in the project until the model meets the desired 
level of detail. 

Fig. 2(a) and (b) shows the two types of windows used in Fa.,.dc: 
image viewers and model viewers. The user instantiates the com
ponents of the model, marks edges in the images, and corresponds 
the edges in the images to the edges in the model. When instructed, 
Fafl3de computes the sizes and relative positions of the model com
ponents that best fit the edges marked in the photographs. 

Components of the model, called blocks, are parameterized ge
omclric primitives such as boxes, prisms, and surfaces of revolu
tion. A box, for example, is parameterized by its length, width, and 
height. The user models the scene as a collection of such blocks, 
creating new block classes as desired. Of course, the user docs not 
need to specify numerical values for the blocks' parameters, since 
these nrc recovered by the program. 

The user may choose to constrain the sizes and positions of any 
of the blocks. In Fig. 2(b}, most of the blocks have been constrained 
to have equal length and width. Additionally, the four pinnacles 
have been constrained to have the same shape. Blocks may also be 
placed in constrained relations to one other. For example, many of 
the blocks in Fig. 2(b) have been constrained to sit centered and on 
top or the block below. Such constraints are specified using a gruph
ical3D interface. When such constraints are provided, they nrc used 
to simplify the reconsuuction problem. 

The user marks edge features in the images using a point·and
click interface; a gradient-based technique as in (14) can be used to 
align the edges with sub-pixel accuracy. We use edge rather than 
point features since they arc easier to localize and less likely to 
be completely obscured. Only a section of each edge needs to be 
marked, making it possible to use partially visible edges. For each 
marked edge, the user also indicates the corresponding edge in the 
model. Gcnernlly, accurate reconstructions are obtained if there arc 
as many correspondences in the images as there are free camera 
and model parameten. Thus, Fa~dc reconstructs scenes accurately 
even when just a portion of the visible edges and marked in the im· 
ages, nnd when just a portion of the model edges are given corre
spondences. 

At nny time, the user may instruct the computer to reconstruct the 
scene. The computer then solves for the parameters of the model 
that cause it to align with the marked features in the images. Dur
ing the reconstruction. the computer computes and displays the lo
cations from which the photographs were taken. For simple models 
consisting of just a few blocks, a full reconstruction takes only a few 
seconds; for more complex models, it can take a few minutes. For 
this reason, the user can instruct the computer to employ faster but 
less precise reconstruction algorithms (sec Sec. 2.4) during the in· 
tennediate stnges of modeling. 

To verify the the accuracy of the recovered model and camera po
sitions, Fa~e can project the model into the original photographs. 
Typically, the projected model deviates from the photographs by 
less than a pixel. Fig. 2(c) shows the results of projecting the edges 
of the model in Fig. 2(b) into the original photogrnph. 

Lastly, the user may generate novel views or the model by posi· 
tioninga vinual camernat any desired location. Fafl3de will then use 
the view-dependent texture-mapping method of Section 3 to render 
a novel view of the scene from the desired location. Fig. 2(d) shows 
an aerial rendering of the tower model. 

2.2 Model Representation 
The purpose of our choice of model representation is to represent the 
scene as a surface model with as few parameters as possible: when 
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(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 2: (a) A pholograph ofzhe Campanile, Berkeley's clock tower. wilh marked edges shown in green. (b) The model ruovered by our 
phologrammelricmodeling method. Although only lhe left pinnacle was marked,zhe remaining thru(including one not visible) were recovered 
from symmetrical conslraints in the model. Our method allows any number of images to be used, bul in this case conszraints of symmetry 
made it possible to recover an accurate 3D mode/from a single photograph. (c) The accuracy of the model is verified by reprojecting it into 
the original photograph lhrough the recovered camera position. (d) A synlhetic view of the Campanile generated using the view-dependent 
lexture-mapping method described in Section 3. A real photograph from this posilion would be difficult to taU since the camera posilion is 
250 feet above the ground. 

the model has fewer parameters, the user needs to specify fewer cor
respondences, and the computer can reconstruct the model more ef
ficientJy. In Fa~de, the scene is represented as a constrained hier
archical model of parametric polyhedrnl primitives, called blocks. 
Each block has a small set of parameters which serve to define 
its size and shape. Each coordinate of each vertex of the block is 
then expressed as linear combination of the block's parameters, rel
ative to an internal coordinate frame. For example, for the wedge 
block in Fig. 3. the coordinates of the vcncx Po are wriuen in 
tenns of the block parameters width. height, and ifmgth as Po= 
(-width. -hcight,lrmyth )T. Each block is also given an associ
ated bounding box. 

Figure 3: A wedge block with ilS parameters and bounding box. 

---FfXJ ---./ ~} -
(a) (b) 

Figure 4: (a) A geometric mod<l of a simple building. (b) The 
model's hierarchical representation. The nodes in the tree repre
sent parametric primitives (cal~d blocks) while the links contain 
the spatial relationships between the blocks. 

The blocks in F~e are organized in a hierarchical tree strucrurc 
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as shown in Fig. 4(b ). Each node of the tree represents an individual 
block, while the links in the tree contain the spatial relationships be
tween blocks, called relations. Such hieran:hical structures arc also 
used in traditional modeling systems. 

The relation between a block and its parent is most generally rep
resented as a rotation matrix U and a translation vector t.. This rep
resentation requires six parameters: three each for Rand t. In nrchi
tectunll scenes, however, the relationship between two blocks usu
ally has a simple form that can be represented with fewer parame
ters, and Fa!fSdC allows the user to build such constraints on ll and 
l into the model. The rotation R between a block and its parent can 
be specified in one of three ways: first., as an unconstrained rotation, 
requiring three parameters; second, as a rotation about a particular 
coordinate axis, requiring just one parameter; or third, as a fixed or 
null rotation, requiring no parameters. 

Likewise, F~e allows for constraints to be placed on each 
component of the translation vector l. Specifically, the user can 
constrain the bounding boxes of two blocks to align themselves in 
some manner along each dimension. For example, in order to en
sure that the roof block in Fig. 4 lies on lop of the first story block, 
the user can require that the maximum y extent of the first story 
block be equal to the minimum y extent of the roof block. With 
this constraint, the translation along the y axis is computed (t" = 
(/ ir·st..,lor·v:'AX - r·oo 1:'' N)) rather than represented as a pa
rameter of the model. 

Each parameter of each instantiated block is actually a reference 
to a named symbolic variable, as illustrated in Fig. 5. As a result., 
two pammeters of different blocks (or of the same block) can be 
equated by having each parameter reference the same symbol. This 
facility allows the user to equate two or more of the dimensions in 
a model, which makes modeling symmclrical blocks and repeated 
structure more convenient lmponantJy, these constraints reduce the 
number of degrees of freedom in the model. which. as we will show, 
simplifies the structure recovery problem. 

Once the blocks and their relations have been parameterized, it 
is straightforward to derive expressions for the world coordinates 
of the block vcnices. Consider the set of edges which link a spe
cific block in the model to the ground plane as shown in Fig. 4. 
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Figure 5: Represenzalion of block parameters as symbol references. 
A single variable can be referenced by the model in multiple places, 
allowing constraints of symmetry to be embedded in rhe model. 

Lctgt (X), .... Yn( .\")represent the rigid transfonnations associated 
with each of these links, where .\ represents the vccwr of all the 
model parameters. The world coordinates P "' ( .\") of a particular 
block vcncx P( X) is then: 

Pw(X) = !1• (X) ... gn(X)P(X) (I) 

Similarly, the world orientation tlw( X) of a particular line scg
menl v( X) is: 

Vw(X) = y,(X) ... !Jn(X)v(X) (2) 

In these equations, the point vectors P and P ... and the orientation 
vectors f' and llu• arc represented in homogeneous coordinates. 

Modeling the scene with polyhedral blocks, as opposed to points, 
line segments, surface palChes, or polygons, is advantageous for a 
number of reasons: 

• Most architectural scenes are well modeled by an arrangement 
of geometric primitives. 

• Blocks implicitly contain common architectural elements such 
as parn.llcl lines and right angles. 

• Manipulating block primitives is convenient since they are at 
a suitably high level of abstraction; individual features such as 
points and lines are less manageable. 

• A surface model of the scene is readily obtained from the 
blocks, so there is no need to infer surfaces from discrete fea
tures. 

• Modeling in terms of blocks and relationships greatly reduces 
the number of parameters that the reconstruction algorithm 
needs to recover. 

The last point is crucial to the robustness of our reconstruction al
gorithm and the viability of our modeling system, and is iJlustmted 
best with an example. The model in Fig. 2 is parameterized by just 
33 variables (the unknown camera position adds six more). If each 
block in the scene were unconstrained (in its dimensions and posi
tion), the model would have 240 parameters; if each line segment in 
the scene were treated independently, the model would have 2,896 
parameters. This reduction in the number of parameters greatly en
hances the robustness and efficiency of the method as compared to 
traditional structure from motion algorithms. Lastly, since the num
ber of correspondences needed to suitably overconstrnin the mini
mization is roughly proponionalto the number of parameters in the 
model, this reduction means that the number of correspondences re
quired of the user is manageable. 

2.3 Reconstruction Algorithm 
Our reconstruction algorithm works by minimizing an objective 
function 0 that sums the disparity between the projected edges of 
the model and the edges marked in the images, i.e. 0 = L Err·; 
where Err'i represents the disparity computed for edge feature i. 
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Thus, the unknown model parnmcters and camera positions arc 
computed by minimizing 0 with respect to these variables. Our sys
tem uses the the error function £r·r· i from (17), described below. 

(a) 

/. 
prcdictalllDt: 
m_x + "",.1 + rnJ= 0 

(b) 

' . 
Figure 6: (a) Projection of a straight line onto a cameraS image 
plane. (b) The error function used in the reconstruction algorithm. 
The heavy line represents the observed edge segment (marked by the 
user) and the lighter line represents the model edge predicted by the 
current camera and model parameters. 

Fig. 6(a) shows how a straight line in the model projects onto 
the image plane of a camera. The stmight line can be defined by 
a pair of vectors ("·<I) where 11 represents the direction of the line 
and <I represents a point on the line. These vectors can be computed 
from equations 2 and I respectively. The position ofthccamern with 
respect to world coordinates is given in tcnns of a rotation matrix R1 

and a translation vector t 1 • The nonnal vector denoted by m in the 
figure is computed from the following expression: 

Ill= Rj(V X (d- t,)) (3) 

The projection of the line onto the image plane is simply the in
tersection of the plane defined by m with the image plane, located at 
:: = - f where f is the focal length of the camera. Thus, the image 
edge is defined by the equation m rJ: + m 11 y - rn :- f = 0. 

Fig. 6(b) shows how the error between the observed image edge 
{ ( .r, , y, ) • ( .r,. y, ) } and I he prediclCd image line is calculalCd for 
each correspondence. Points on the observed edge segment can be 
parnmelCrized by a single scalar variable s E [0, 1] where I is lhe 
lcngthofthecdge. We let h(B) be the function that returns the shon
estdistance from a point on the segment, p( .1 ), to the predicted edge. 

With these definitions, the total error between the observed edge 
segment and the predicted edge is calculated as: 

Err; = 1' l•'(s)ds = I 2 2 T T 3(h,+h,h,+h2 ) = m (A BA)m 

(4) 
where: 

Ill = (mr, m!.l, m:-)T 

A ( ;I: I Y1 ) = 
J:2 y, 

8 = ( 05 

The final objective function 0 is the sum of the error terms result
ing from each correspondence. We minimi1.c 0 using a variant of 
the Newton-Raphson method, which involves calculating the gradi
ent and Hessian of 0 with respect to the parameters of the camera 
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and the model. As we have shown, it is simple to construct sym
bolic expressions form in tcnns of the unknown model parameters. 
The minimization algorithm differentiates these expressions sym
bolically to evaluate the grndicnt and Hessian after each iteration. 
The procedure is inexpensive since the expressions for d and 11 in 
Equations 2 and I have a particularly simple fonn. 

2.4 Computing an Initial Estimate 
The objective function described in Section 2.3 section is non-linear 
with respect to the model and camcrn parameters and consequently 
can have local minima. If the algorithm begins at a random loca
tion in the pammetcr space, it stands little chance of converging to 
the correct solution. To overcome this problem we have developed 
a method to directly compute a good initial estimate for the model 
parameters and camera positions that is ncar the correct solution. In 
practice, our initial estimate method consistently enables the non
linear minimization algorithm to converge to the correct solution. 

Our initial estimate method consists of two procedures performed 
in sequence. The first procedure estimates the camera rotations 
while the second estimates lhe camern translations and the parame
ters of the model. Bolh initial estimate procedures arc based upon an 
examination of Equation 3. From this equation the following con
straints can be deduced: 

mTUJv = 0 

mTU1(d-11 ) = 0 

(5) 

(6) 

Given an observed edge u ;J the measured nonnalm' to the plane 
passing through the camcrn center is: 

(7) 

From these equations, we sec that any model edges of known ori
entation conslnlin the possible values for R1 • Since most architec
turnJ models contain many such edges (e.g. horizonta1 and venical 
lines), each camera rotation can be usually be estimated from the 
model independent of the model parameters and independent of the 
camera's location in space. Our method docs this by minimizing the 
following objective function 01 that sums the extents to which the 
rotations Ri violate the constroints arising from Equation 5: 

Once initial estimates for the camera rotations arc computed, 
Equation 6 is used to obtain initial estimates of the model param
eters and camera locations. Equation 6 reflects the constrnint that 
all of the points on the line defined by the tuple (v. d) should lie on 
the plane with normal vector m passing through the camera center. 
This conslnlint is expressed in the following objective function 01 
where P,( X) and Q;( X) are expressions for the veniccs of an edge 
of the model. 

In the special case where all of the block relations in the model 
have a known rotation, this objective function becomes a simple 
quadratic form which is easily minimized by solving a set of linear 
equations. 

Once the initial estimate is obtained, the non-linear minimization 
over the entire parameter space is applied to produce the best possi
ble reconstruction. Typically. the minimization requires fewer than 
ten iterations and adjusts the parameters of the model by at most a 
few percent from the initial estimates. The edges of the recovered 
models typically conform to the original photographs to within a 
pixel. 
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Figure 7: ThreeofiWtdve photographs used 10 reconstruct the entire 
exterior of University High School in Urbana, Illinois. The super
imposed lines indicale 1~ edges the user has marked. 

(a) (b) 

(c) 
Figure 8: The high sclwol mode~ reconstructed from IWelve pho
tographs. (a) Overhead view. (b) Rear view. (c)Aerialviewshow
ing the recovered camera positions. Two nearly coincident cameras 
can be observed in front of the building; t~ir photographs were 
taken from the second story of a building across the street. 

Figure 9: A synthetic view of University High School. This is a 
frtJJPU from an animation of flying around the entire building. 
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Figure 10: Reconstruction of Hoover Tower. Stanford, CA (a) Origi
nal photograph, with marked edges indicated. (b) Model recovered 
from the sing/ephOlographshown in (a). (c) Texture-mapped aerial 
view from the virtual camera position indicated in (b). Regions not 
seen in (a) are indicated in blue. 

2.5 Results 
Fig. 2 showed the results of using Facade to reconstruct a clock 
tower from a single image. Figs. 7 and 8 show the results of us
ing F~e to reconstruct a high school building from twelve pho
tographs. (The model was originally constructed from just five im
ages; the remaining images were added to the project for purposes of 
generating renderings using the techniques of Section 3.) The pho
tographs were taken with acalibmtcd 35mm still camera with a stan
dard 50mm lens and digitized with the PhotoCD process. Images at 
the t5a6 x 102•1 pixel resolution were processed to correct for lens 
distortion, then filtered down to 768 x 512 pixels for usc in the mod
cling system. Fig. 8 shows some views of the recovered model and 
camera positions, and Fig. 9 shows a synthetic view of the building 
generated by the technique in Sec. 3. 

Fig. 10 shows the reconstruction of another tower from a sin
gle photograph. The dome was modeled specially since the recon
struction algorithm does not recover curved surfaces. The user con
slrained a two-parameter hemisphere block to sit centered on top of 
the tower, and manually adjusted its height and width to align with 
the photograph. Each of the models presented took approximately 
four hours to create. 

3 View-Dependent Texture-Mapping 
In this section we present view-dependent texture-mapping, an ef
fective method of rendering the scene that involves projecting the 
original photographs onto the model. This form of texture-mapping 
is most effective when the model conforms closely to the actual 
structure of the scene, and when the original photographs show the 
scene in similar lighting conditions. In Section 4 we will show how 
view-dependent texture-mapping can be used in conjunction with 
model-based stereo to produce realistic renderings when the recov
ered model only approximately models the structure of the scene. 

Since the camera positions of the original photographs are re
covered during the modeling phase, projecting the images onto the 
model is straightforward. In this section we first describe how we 
project a single image onto the model, and then how we merge sev
ern! image projections to render the entire model. Unlike tradi
tional texture-mapping, our method projects different images onto 
the model depending on the user's viewpoint. As a result, our view
dependent texture mapping can give a better illusion of additional 
geomeuic detail in the model. 

3.1 Projecting a Single Image 
The process of texture-mapping a single image onto the modc1 can 
be thought of as replacing each camera with a slide projector that 
projects the original image onto the model. When the model is not 
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convex, it is possible that some pans of the model will shadow oth
ers with respect to the camera. While such shadowed regions could 
be detennined using an object-space visible surface algorithm, or an 
image-space ray casting algorithm, we use an image·space shadow 
map algorithm based on (221 since it is efficiently implemented us
ing z-buffer hardware. 

Fig. II, upper left, shows the results of mapping a single image 
onto the high school building model. The recovered camern posi· 
lion for the projected image is indicated in the lower left comer of 
the image. Becauseofself·shadowing. not every point on the model 
within the camera's viewing frustum is mapped. 

3.2 Compositing Multiple Images 
In general, each photograph will view only a piece of the model. 
Thus, it is usually necessary to usc multiple images in order to ren
der the entire model from a novel point of view. The top images of 
Fig. 11 show two different images mapped onto the model and ren
dered from a novel viewpoint. Some pixels are colored in just one of 
the renderings, while some are colored in both. These two render
ings can be merged into a composite rendering by considering the 
corresponding pixels in the rendered views. If a pixel is mapped in 
only one rendering, its value from that rendering is used in the com
posite. If it is mapped in more than one rendering, the renderer has 
to decide which image (or combination of images) to use. 

It would be convenient, of course, if the projected images would 
agree perfectly where they overlap. However, the images will not 
necessarily agree if there is unmade led geometric detail in the build
ing, or if the surfaces of the building exhibit non-Lambcnian renee
lion. In this case, the best image to use is clearly the one with the 
viewing angle closest to that of the rendered view. However, using 
the image closest in angle at every pixel means that neighboring ren
dered pixels may be sampled from different original images. When 
this happens, spccularity and unmodeled geometric detail can cause 
visible seams in the rendering. To avoid this problem;. we smooth 
these transitions through weighted averaging as in Fig. 12. 

Figure II: The process of assembling projected images to form a 
composite rendering. The top two pictures show two images pro
jected onto the mode/from their respective recovered camera posi
tions. The lower left picture shows the results of compositing these 
rwo renderings using our view-dependent weighting function. The 
lower right picture shows the results of compositing renderings of 
all twelve origiiiQl images. Some pixels near the front edge of the 
roof not seen in any image have been filled in with the hole-filling 
algorithm from /23/. 

Even with this weighting, neighboring pixels can still be sam
pled from different views at the boundary of a projected image, since 
the conuibution of an image must be zero outside its boundary. To 
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Figure 12: Th~ weighting function used in view-dependent texture 
mapping. The pixel in the virtual view corresponding to the point 
on the model is assigned a weighted average of the corresponding 
pixels in actual views I and 2. The weighi.J w1 and w2 are inversely 
inversely proportional to the magnitude of angles a 1 and 02. Al
ternately, more sophisticated weightingfunctions based on expected 
foreshortening and image resampling can be used. 

address this, the pixel weights are mmpcd down near the boundary 
of the projected images. Although this method does not guarantee 
smooth transitions in all cases, we have found that it eliminates most 
artifacts in renderings and animations arising from such scams. 

If an original photograph features an unwanted car, tourist, or 
other object in front of the architecture of interest. the unwanted ob
ject will be projected onto the surface of the model. To prevent this 
from happening, the user may mask out the object by painting over 
the obstruction with a reserved color. The rendering algorithm will 
then set the weights for any pixels corresponding to the masked re~ 
gions to zero, and decrease the weights of the pixels near the bound
ary as before to minimize seams. Any regions in the composite im
age which arc occluded in every projected image arc filled in using 
the hole-filling method from (23(. 

In the discussion so far, projected image weights are computed at 
every pixel of every projected rendering. Since the weighting func~ 
lion is smooth (though not constant) across Oat surfaces, it is not 
generally not necessary to compute it for every pixel of every face 
of the model. For example, using a single weight for each face of 
the model, computed at the face's center, produces acceptable re
sults. By coarsely subdividing large faces, the results arc visually 
indistinguishable from the case where a unique weight is computed 
for every pixel. Importantly, this·tcchnique suggests a real-time im
plemcnlation of view-dependent texture mapping using a texture
mapping graphics pipeline to render the projected views, and a
channel blending to composite them. 

For complex models where most images arc entirely occluded for 
the typical view. it can be very inefficient to project every original 
photograph to the novel viewpoint. Some efficient techniques to de
termine such visibility a priori in architectural scenes through spa
tial panitioning are presented in (18(. 

4 Model-Based Stereopsis 
The modeling system described in Section 2 allows the user to cre
ate a basic model of a scene. but in general the scene will have ad~ 
ditional geometric detail (such as friezes and cornices) not captured 
in the model. In this section we present a new method of recov
ering such additiona1 geometric detail automatica11y through stereo 
correspondence, which we call model-based stereo. Model-based 
stereo differs from traditional stereo in that it measures how the ac
tual scene deviates from the approximate model, rather than trying 
to measure the structure of the scene without any prior information. 
The model serves to place the images into a common frame of ref
erence that makes the stereo com:spondence possible even for im-
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Figure 13: View-dependenttexturemapping. (a)A detail view of the 
highschool model. (b) A rendering of the model from the same posi
tion using view-dependent texture mapping. Note that although the 
model does not capture the slightly recessed windows, the windows 
appear properly recessed because the texture map is sampled pri
marily from a photograph which viewed the windows from approx
imately the same direction. (c) The same piece of the model viewed 
from a different angle, using the same texture map as in (b). Since 
the texture is not selected from an image that viewed the model from 
approximately the same angle, the recessed windows appear unnat
ural. (d) A more natural result obtained by using view-dependent 
texture mapping. Since the angle of view in (d) is different than in 
(b), a different composition of original images is used to texture-map 
the model. 

ages taken from relatively far apan. The stereo correspondence in
formation can then be used to render novel views of the scene using 
image-based rendering techniques. 

As in traditional stereo, given two images (which we call the 
key and offset), model-based stereo computes the associated depth 
map for the key image by detennining corresponding points in the 
key and offset images. Like many stereo aJgorithms, our method is 
correlation-based, in that it attempts to detcnninc the corresponding 
point in the offset image by comparing small pixel neighborhoods 
around the points. As such, correlation-based stereo algorithms gen
erally require the neighborhood of each point in the key image to 
resemble the neighborhood of its corresponding point in the offset 
image. 

The problem we face is that when the key and offset images 
arc taken from relatively far apart. as is the case for our modeling 
method. corresponding pixel neighborhoods can be foreshonened 
very differently. In Figs. 14(a) and (c), pixel neighborhoods toward 
the right of the key image are foreshortened horizontally by nearly 
a factor of four in the offset image. 

The key observation in model-based stereo is that even though 
two images of the same scene may appear very different. they ap
pear similar after being projected onto an approximate model of the 
scene. In particular, projecting the offset image onto the model and 
viewing it from the position of the key image produces what we call 
the warped offset image, which appears very similar to the key im
age. The geometrica11y detailed scene in Fig. 14 was modeled as 
two Oat surfaces with our modeling program, which also detcnnined 
the relative camera positions. As expected, the warped offset image 
(Fig. 14(b)) exhibits the same pauern of foreshortening as the key 
image. 

In model-based stereo, pixel neighborhoods are compared be
tween the key and warped offset images rather than the key and off-
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(a) Key Image (c) Offset Image (d) Compuled Disparity Map 

Figure 14: (a) and (c) Two images of the entrance to Peterhouse chapel in Cambridge, UK. The FaratJe program was used to mode/the 
farade and ground as a flat surfaces and to recovtrthe rt!lative camera positions. (b) The warped offset imnge, produced by projecting the 
offset image onto the approximate model and viewing it from the position of the key camera. This projection eliminates most of the dispariry 
and foreshortening with respect to the key image, greatly simplifying stereo correspondence. (d) An unedited disparity map produced by our 
model-based stereo algorithm. 

set images. When a correspondence is found, it is simple to conven 
its disparity to the corresponding disparity between the key and off
set images, from which the point's depth is easily calculated. Fig. 
14(d) shows a disparity map computed for the key image in (a). 

The reduction of differences in foreshortening is just one of scv
eraJ ways that the warped offset image simplifies stereo correspon
dence. Some other desimble propcnies of the warped offset image 
arc: 

• Any point in the scene which lies on the approximate model 
will have1.ero disparity between the key image and the warped 
offset image. 

• Disparities between the key and warped offset images arc eas
ily convened to a depth map for the key image. 

• Depth estimates are far less sensitive to noise in image mea
surements since images taken from relatively far apart can be 
compared. 

• Places where the model occludes itself relative to the key im
age can be detected and indicated in the warped offset image. 

• A linear cpipolar geometry (Sec. 4.1) exists between the key 
and warped offset images, despite the warping. In fact, the 
epipolar lines of the warped offset image coincide with the 
cpipolar lines of the key image. 

4.1 Model-Based Epipolar Geometry 
In tmditional stereo, the epipolar con.rtraim (sec 16]) is often used 
to constrain the search for corresponding points in the offset im
age to searching along an epipolar line. This constraint simplifies 
stereo not only by reducing the search for each correspondence to 
one dimension, but also by reducing the chance of selecting a false 
matches. In this section we show that taking advantage of the epipo
larconstraint is no more difficult in model-bascdstereo case, despite 
the fact that the offset image is non-uniform1y warped. 

Fig. 15 shows the epipolar geometry for model-based stereo. If 
we consider a point P in the scene, there is a unique epipo/ar plane 
which passes through P and the centers of the key and offset cam
eras. This epipolar plane intersects the key and offset image planes 
in epipo/ar line.r c~: and eo. If we consider the projection J1k of P 
onto the key image plane. the epipolarconstraint states that the cor
responding point in the offset image must lie somewhere along the 
offset image's epipolar line. 

In model-based stereo. neighborhoods in the key image are com
pared to the warped offset image mther than the offset image. Thus, 
to make usc or the epipolar constraint., it is necessary to determine 
where the pixels on the offset image's epipolar line project to in the 
warped offset image. The warped offset image is fanned by project
ing the offset image onto the model, and then reprojecting the model 
onto the image plane of the key camem. Thus. the projection Po of 
P in the offset image projects onto the model at Q. and then repro
jects to q~; in the warped offset image. Since each of these projec
tions occurs within the cpipolar plane, any possible correspondence 
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Figure 15: Epipo/ar geometry for model-ba.red stereo. 

for 1Jk in the key image must lie on the key image's cpipolar line in 
the warped offset image. In the case where the actual structure and 
the model coincide at P, 1Jo is projected to P and then reprojectcd 
to p1;, yielding a correspondence with zero disparity. 

The fact that the epipolar geometry remains linear after the warp
ing step also facilitates the usc of the ordering constraint (2, 6] 
through a dynamic programming technique. 

4.2 Stereo Results and Rerendering 
While the warping step makes it dramatically easier to determine 
stereo correspondences, a stereo algorithm is still necessary to ac
tually determine them. The algorithm we developed to produce the 
images in this paper is described in (3 ]. 

Once a depth map has been computed for a particular image, we 
can rerender the scene from novel viewpoints using ·the methods 
described in (23, 16. 13(. Funhennore, when several images and 
their corresponding depth maps are available, we can usc the view
dependent texture-mapping method of Section 3 to composite the 
multiple renderings. The novel views or the chapel fa~de in Fig. 
16 were produced through such compositing of four images. 

5 Conclusion and Future Work 
Th conclude. we have presented a new, photograph-based approach 
to modeling and rendering architecturaJ scenes. Our modeling 
approach, which combines both geometry-based and image-based 
modeling techniques, is built from two components that we have 
developed. The first component is an easy-to-use photogrammet-
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Figure 16: Nov~/ views of the scenegeneratedfromfourorigina/photographs. Theseanframt!Sfrom an animated movie in which thefafade 
rotates cominuously. The depth is computed from model-based stereo and the frames are made by compositing image-based renderings with 
view-dependent texture-mapping. 

ric modeling system which facilitates the recovery of a basic gco
mclric model of lhc photographed scene. The second component is 
a model-based stereo algorithm, which recovers precisely how the 
real scene differs from the basic model. For rendering, we have pre
sented vicw-dcpcndcnttexture-nutpping, which produces images by 
warping and compositing multiple views of the scene. Through ju
dicious use of images. models, and human assistance, our approach 
is more convenient. more accurate, and more photorealistic than 
current geometry-based or image-based approaches for modeling 
and rendering real-world architectuml scenes. 

There arc scvera) improvements and extensions that cnn be made 
to our approach. First.. surfaces of revolution represent an imponant 
component of architecture (e.g. domes, columns, and minarets) that 
arc not recovered in our photogmmmetric modeling approach. (As 
noted, the dome in Fig. 10 was manually sized by the user.) Fonu
nntely, there has been much work (e.g. (24)) that presents methods 
of recovering such structures from image contours. Curved model 
geomcuy is also entirely consistent with our approach to recovering 
additional detail with model-based stereo. 

Second, our techniques should be extended to recognize and 
model the photometric propenies of the materials in the scene. The 
system should be able to make better use of photographs taken in 
varying lighting conditions, and it should be able to render images 
of the scene as it would appear at any time of day, in any weather, 
and with any configumtion of nnificiallight. Already, the recovered 
model can be used to predict shadowing in the scene with respect to 
an arbitrary light source. However, a full treatment of the problem 
will require estimating the photometric propenies (i.e. the bidirec
tional reflectance distribution functions) of the surfaces in the scene. 

Third, it is clear that further investigation should be made into the 
problem of selecting which original images to use when rendering 
a novel view of the scene. This problem is especially difficult when 
the available images arc taken at arbitrary locations. Our current so
lution to this problem, the weighting function presented in Section 
3, still allows seams to appear in renderings and docs not consider 
issues arising from image resampling. Another fonn of view selec
tion is required to choose which pairs of images should be matched 
to recover depth in the model-based stereo algorithm. 

Lastly, it will clearly be an aumctive application to integrate 
the models created with the techniques presented in this paper into 
forthcoming real-time image-based rendering systems. 
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Abstract 

A number of techniques have been developed for reconsuucting sur
faces by integrating groups of aligned range images. A desirable set 
of properties for such algorithms includes: incremental updating, rep
rcscnlation of directional uncenainty, the ability to fill gaps in the rc
consU\lction, and robustness in the presence of outliers. Prior algo
rithms possess subsets of these properties. In this paper, we present a 
volumetric method for integrating range images that possesses all of 
these properties. 

Our volumetric representation consists of a cumulative weighted 
signed distance function. Worlcing with one range image at a time, 
we first scan-conven it to a dislancc function, then combine this with 
the data already acquired using a simple additive scheme. To achieve 
space efficiency, we employ a run-length encoding of the volume. To 
achieve time efficiency, we resamplc the range image to align with the 
voxel grid and traverse the range and voxcl scan lines synchronously. 
We generate the final manifold by extracting an isosurfacc from the 
volumetric grid. We show that under certain assumptions, this isosur
facc is optimal in the least squares sense. To fill gaps in the model, we 
tessellate over the boundaries between regions seen to be empty and 
regions never observed. 

Using this method, we arc able to integrate a large number of range 
images (as many as 70) yielding seamless, high-detail models of up to 
2.6 million triangles. 

CR Cat<gories: 1.3.5 (Computer Graphics( Computational Geome
try and Object Modeling 
Additional keywords: Surface fitting, three-dimensional shape re
cover)". range image integration, isosurface extrnction 

I Introduction 
Recent years have witnessed a rise in the availability of fast, accurate 
range scanners. These range scanners have provided data for applica
tions such as medicine, reverse engineering, and digitaJ film-making. 
Many of these devices generate range images; i.e., they produce depth 
values on a regular sampling lattice. Figure 1 illustrates how an op
tical triangulation scanner can be used to acquire a range image. By 
connecting nearest neighbors with triangular clements, one can con
struct a range surface as shown in Figure I d. Range images are typi
cally fanned by sweeping a I D or 20 sensor linearly across an object 
or circularly around it, and generally do not contain enough informa
tion to reconstruct the entire object being scanned. Accordingly, we 
require algorithms that can merge multiple range images into a sin-

Authors' Address: Computer Science Department. Sumford University, 
Stanfon!, CA 94305 

E-mail: { curlcssJc:voy} @cs.stnnford.c:du 
World Wide: Web: hup://www-graphics.stnnford.c:du 

gle description of the surface. A set of desirable propenies for such a 
surface reconstruction algorithm includes: 

• Representation of range uncertainty. The data in range images 
typically have asymmetric error distributions with primary di
rections along sensor lines of sight, as illustrated for optical tri
angulation in Figure 1 a. The method of range integration should 
reflect this facL 

• Utilization of all range data, including redundant observations 
of each object surface. If properly used. this redundancy can re
duce sensor noise. 

• Incremental and order independent updating. Incremental up
dates allow us to obtain a reconstruction after each scan or small 
set of scans and allow us to choose the next best orientation for 
scanning. Order independence is desirable to ensure that results 
arc not biased by earlier scans. Together, they allow for straight
forward parallclization. 

• Tune and space efficiency. Complex objects may require many 
range images in order to build a detailed model. The range 
images and the model must be represented efficiently and pro
cessed quickly to make the algorithm practical. 

• Robustness. Outliers and systematic range distonions can create 
challenging situations for reconstruction algorithms. A robust 
algorithm needs to handle these situations without catastrophic 
failures such as holes in surfaces and self-intersecting surfaces. 

• No restrictions on topological type. The algorithm should not 
assume that the object is of a particular genus. Simplifying as
sumptions such as "the object is homeomorphic to a sphere" 
yield useful results in only a restricted class of problems. 

• Ability to fill holes in the reconstruc1ion. Given a set of range 
images that do not completely cover the object, the surface re
construction will necessarily be incomplete. For some objects, 
no amount of scanning would completely cover the object., be
cause some surfaces may be inaccessible to the sensor. In these 
cases, we desire an aJgorithm that can automatically fill these 
holes with plausible surfaces, yielding a model that is both "wa
tertight" and esthetically pleasing. 

In this paper, we present a volumetric method for integrating range 
images that possesses all of these propenics. In the next section, we 
review some previous work in the area of surface reconstruction. In 
section 3, we describe the core of our volumetric algorithm. In sec
tion 4, we show how this aJgorithm can be used to fill gaps in there
construction using knowledge about the emptiness of space. Next, in 
section 5, we describe how we implemented our volumetric approach 
so as to keep time and space costs reasonable. In section 6, we show 
the results of surface reconstruction from many range images of com
plex objects. Finally, in section 7 we conclude and discuss limitations 
and future directions. 

2 Previous work 
Surface reconstruction from dense range data has been an active area 
of research for several decades. The strategies have proceeded along 
two basic directions: reconstruction from unorganized points, and 
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Figure I. Prom oplicnl triangulation to a runge surface. (a) In 20, a narrow laser benrn illuminates a surf nee, and n linear sensor images the n:Oection from nn 
object. The center of the image pulse maps to the center of the laser, yielding a runge value. The uncertainty, u z, in detcnnining the center of the pulse results 
in runge uncertainty, u 01 along lhe laser's line of sight. When using the spacetime analysis for optical triangulation (6), the uncertainties run along the lines of 
sight of the CCO. (b) In 30, o laser stripe triangulation scanner first spreads the lnser beam into a sheet of light with o cylindricnllens. The CCD observes lhe 
reflected stripe from which n depth profile is computed. The object sweeps through the field of view, yielding a runge image. Other scanncrconfigurotions rot.ntc 
the object to obtnin a cylindricul scan or sweep a laser beam or stripe: over a stntionnry object. (C) A runge image obtained from the scanner in (b) is n coUection 
of points with regular spacing. (d) By connecting nearest neighbors wilh triangles, we crentc n piecewise linear runge surface. 

reconstruction that exploits the underlying structure of the acquired 
data. These two strategies can be further subdivided according to 
whether they operate by reconsuucting parameuic surfaces or by re~ 
consuucting an implicit function. 

A major advantage of the unorganized points algorithms is the fact 
that they do not make any prior assumptions about connectivity of 
points. In the absence of range images or contoun to provide conncc~ 
tivity cues, these algorithms arc the onJy recourse. Among the parn
mcuic surface approaches, Boissanat [2) describes a method for De
launay triangulation of a set of points in 3-space. Edclsbrunner and 
MUeke (91 gcncrolizc the notion of a convex hull to create surfaces 
called alpha-shapes. Examples of implicit surface reconstruction in· 
elude lhe melhod of Hoppe, et aJ (16 I for genemting a signed distance 
function followed by an isosurface extraction. More recently, Bajaj, 
et al [ 1) used alpha·shapcs to construct a signed distance function to 
which !hey fit implicit polynomials. Allbaugh unorganized points aJ. 
gorithms are widely applicable, they discard useful infonnation such 
as surface normal nnd reliability estimates. As a result, lhese alga. 
rithms are well·behavcd in smooth regions of surfaces. but they are 
not always robust in regions of high curvature and in the presence of 
systematic range distortions and outliers. 

Among the structured datn algorithms. several parametric ap· 
proaches have been proposed, most of them operating on range im~ 
ages in a polygonal domain. Soucy and Laurcndeau (251 describe 
a method using Venn diagrams to identify overlapping data regions, 
followed by re~parnmcterization and merging of regions. Turk and 
Levay (30] devised an incremental algorilhm lhat updates a recon
struction by eroding redundant geometry. followed by zippering along 
the remaining boundaries, and finally a consensus step that rein
troduces the original geometry to establish final vertex positions. 
Rutishauser, et al(24) use errors along the sensor's lines of sight toes· 
tnblish consensus surface positions followed by a re-tessellation that 
incorporates redundant data. These algorithms typically pcrfonn bet~ 
tcr !han unorganized point algorilhms, but !hey can still fail catas
trophically in areas of high curvature, as exemplified in Figure 9. 

Several algorithms have been proposed for integrating structured 
data to generate implicit functions. These algorithms can be classified 
as to whether voxels are assigned one of two (or three) states or are 
samples of a continuous function. Among the discrete·State volumet· 
ric algorilhms, Connolly (4 1 casts rnys from a range image accessed as 
a quad·tree into n voxel grid stored as an octree. and genemtes results 
for synlhetic data. Chien, et aJ (3( efficiently generate octree models 
under the severe assumption that all views arc taken from the direc
tions corresponding to the 6 faces of a cube. U and Crebbin [19) and 
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Thrbox and Gottschlich 128] also describe melhods for genemting bi
nary voxel grids from range images. None of these methods has been 
used to generate surfaces. Further. wilhout an underlying continuous 
function, there arc no mechanism for representing range uncertainty 
or for combining overlapping, noisy range surfaces. 

The last category of our I.DXonomy consists of implicit function 
methods that usc samples of a continuous function to combine struc~ 
tured data. Our method falls into this category. Previous efforts in this 
area include lhe work of Grosso, et aJ (12], who generntc deplh maps 
from stereo and nvemge them into a volume with occupancy ramps of 
varying slopes corresponding to uncertainty measures: they do not, 
however, perform a final surface extrn.ction. Succi, et al (26] create 
depth maps from stereo and optical How and integrate them volumet
rically using a strn.ight average. The details of his method are unclear. 
but they appear to extract an isosurface at an arbitrary threshold. In 
bolh lhe Grosso and Succi paper.;, lhe range maps arc sparse, !he di
rections of range unccnainty arc not characterized. they use no time 
or space optimizations, and the final models are oflow resolution. Re~ 
ccntly, Hilton, ct al [ 14) have developed a method similar to ours in 
that it uses weighted signed distance functions for merging runge im· 
ages. but it docs not address directions of sensor uncenainty, incre· 
mental updating, space efficiency, and characterization of the whole 
space for potential hole filling, all of which we believe are crucial for 
the success of this approach. 

Other relevant work includes the method of probabilistic occu· 
pancy grids developed by Elfcs and Matthies (I 0(. Their volumetric 
space is a scalar probability field which they update using a Bayesian 
fonnulation. The results have been used for robot navigation, but not 
for surface extraction. A difficulty with this technique is the fact that 
the best description of the surface lies at the peak or ridge of the proba· 
bility function, and the problem of ridge·finding is not one with robust 
solutions (8). This is one of our primary motivations for taking an iso· 
surface approach in the next section: it leverages off ofwell~behaved 
surface extraction algorithms. 

The discrcte·Stale implicit function algorithms described above 
also have much in common with the methods of extrn.cting volumes 
from silhouettes (151 (21((231 127]. The idea of using backdrops to 
help carve out the emptiness of space is one we demonstrate in sec· 
lion 4. 

3 Volumetric integration 
Our algorithm employs a continuous implicit function, D( x ), repre· 
scnted by samples. The function we represent is the weighted signed 
distance of each point x to the nearest range surface along the line of 
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Figure 2, Unwcightcd signed distance functions in 3D. (a) A runge sen
sor looking down the x-nxis observes a runge image, shown here 115 n re
constructed rnngc surface. Following one line of sighl down the x-nxis, 
we can gcnerute a signed disumcc function as shown. The 1.cro crossing 
of this function is a poinl on lhc rnngc surface. (b) The runge sensor re
pents the measurement, bul noise in the runge sensing process results in a 
slightly differenl runge surface. In generul, the second surface would intcr
pcnetrnte lhe first, but we have shown it as an offset from the first surface 
for purposes of illustmtion. Following the snme line of sight as before, we 
obtain another signed distance function. By summing these functions, we 
arrive nt a cumulative function with a new zero crossing positioned mid
way bclwecn the originnl runge measurements. 

sight to the sensor. We construct this function by combining signed 
distance [unctions do(x), cl,(x), ... dn(x) and weigh! [unctions 
w1(x), w2(x), ... wn(x) obtained from range images I ... n. Our 
combining rules give us for each voxel a cumulative signed distance 
function, D(x), and a cumulative weightiV(x). We represent these 
functions on a discrete voxcl grid and extract an isosurface corre
sponding to D(x) = 0. Under a ccnain set of assumptions, this iso
surfacc is optimal in the least squares sense. A full proof of this op
tima1ity is beyond the scope of this paper, but a sketch appears in ap
pendix A. 

Figure 2 illustrates the principle of combining unwcightcd signed 
distances for the simple case of two rnnge surfaces sampled from the 
same direction. Note that the resulting isosurface would be the sur
face created by averaging the two range surfaces along the sensor's 
Jines of sight. In general, however, weights arc necessary to repre
sent variations in cenainty across the range surfaces. The choice of 
weights should be specific to the range scanning technology. For op
ticallriangulation scanners, [or example, Soucy [25] and Turk [30) 
make the weight depend on the dot product between each venex nor
mal and the viewing direction, reftccting greater uncenainty when the 
illumination is at grazing angles to the surface. Turk also argues that 
the range data at the boundaries of the mesh typically have greal..er 
uncenainty, requiring more down-weighting. We adopt these same 
weighting schemes for our optica1 triangulation range data. 

Figure 3 illustrates the consuuction and usage of the signed dis
tance and weight functions in I D. In Figure 3a, the sensor is posi
tioned at the origin looking down the +x axis and has taken two mea
surements, r·1 and r·2. The signed distance profiles, d1 (x) and d2(.r:) 
may extend indefinitely in either direction, but the weight functions, 
w1 (x) and w:l(J: ), taper orr behind the range points for reasons dis
cussed below. 

Figure 3b is the weighted combination of the two profiles. The 
combination rules are strn.ightforward: 

D(x) = ~w;(x)d;(x) 
~w;(x) 

W(x) = ~w;(x) 

(I) 

(2) 

3 

.·· 

---· 
.·· .·· ,,, (b) 

i'lgurc 3. Signed disumce and weight functions in one dimension. (a) 
The sensor looks down lhc x-nxis and LD..kcs 1wo measurements, r 1 and r2. 
dt (x) and d2(x) are the signed distance profiles, and w 1 (x) and W"J(r) 
nn:: the weight functions. In 1 D. we might expect two sensor measure
ments to have the same weight magnitudes, but we hnvc shown lhcm 10 

be of different magnitude here to illustrntc how lhe profiles combine in the 
general CllSC. (b) D(.r) is a weighted combination of d 1 (.r) and d2 (x), 
and 1\'{x) is lhe sum of the weight functions. Given this fonnulation,lhc 
zero-crossing. H. becomes lhc weighted combination of r 1 and r 2 and rep
resents our best guess oflhc location oflhe surface. In prncticc, we truncate 
the distance rumps and weights to the vicinity of the rnngc points. 

where, t/j(x) and w;(x) arc the signed distance and weight functions 
from the ith runge image. 

Expressed as an incremental calculation, the rules arc: 

D . ( ) _ ll';(x)D;(x) + w;+J (x)d;+J (x) (
3

) 
•+I X - • ( 

H·i x) + Wi+l(x) 

IV;+, (x) = ll';(x) + w;+, (x) (4) 

where D;(x] and 11-';(x) are lhe cumulative signed distance and 
weight functions after integrating the ith range image. 

In the special case of one dimension, the zero-crossing of the cu· 
mutative function is at a range, n given by: 

(5) 

i.e., a weighted combination of the acquired range values, which is 
what one would expect for a least squares minimization. 

In principle, the distance and weighting functions should extend in
definitely in either direction. However, to prevent surfaces on oppo
site sides of the object from interfering with each other, we force the 
weighting function to taper off behind the surface. There is a tmde-off 
involved in choosing where the weight function tapers ofT. It should 
persist far enough behind the surface to ensure that all distance ramps 
will contribute in the vicinity of the final zero crossing, but, it should 
aJso be as narrow as possible to avoid influencing surfaces on the other 
side. To meet these requirements, we force the weights to fall ofT at a 
distance equal to haJf the maximum uncenainty interval of the range 
measurements. Similarly, the signed distance and weight functions 
need not extend fnr in front of the surface. Restricting the functions 
to the vicinity of the surface yields a more compact representation and 
reduces the computationaJ expense of updating the volume. 

In two and three dimensions, the range measurements correspond 
to curves or surfaces with weight functions, and the signed distance 
ramps have directions that are consistent with the primary directions 
of sensor uncertainty. The uncenaintics that apply to mnge image in
tegration include erron in alignment between meshes as well as er· 
mrs inherent in the scanning technology. A number of aJgorithms for 
aligning sets of range images have been explored and shown to yield 
excellent results I I 1JI30). The remaining error lies in the scanner it
self. For optical triangulation scanners, for example, this error has 
been shown to be ellipsoidal about the range points, with the major 
axis or !he ellipse aligned wilh lhe lines or sigh I or !he laser [ 13][24). 

Figure 4 illustrntes the twCH.iimensional case for a range curve de
rived from a single scan containing a row of range samples. In prac
tice, we use a fixed point representation for the signed distance func-
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Figure 4. Combination of signed distance nnd weight functions in two di
mensions. (n) and (d) nrc the signed distance and weight functions, rcspet· 
lively, gcnernt.ed for n runge image viewed from the sensor line of sight 
shown in (d). The signed distance functions nre chosen to vnry between 
Dmin nnd Dmu. OS shown in (a). The weighting falls ofT with incn::os
ing obliquity to the sensor and Ill the edges of the meshes as indicated by the 
dnrkerrcgionsin (e). The nonnnls,n 1 and n 2 shown in (c), nre oriented at 
a grazing nnglc nnd facing the sensor. respectively. Note how the weight
ing is lower (dnrkcr) for lhe grnzing nonna.J. (b) and (e) are the signed dis
tance nnd weight functions for a runge image of the same object taken Ill a 
60 degree rotation. (c) is the signed distnncc function D(x) correspond
ing to the per voxel weighted combinntion of(n) and (b) constructed using 
cqulllions 3 and 4. (0 is the sum of the weights nt each voxel. \ \' ( x ). The 
dotted green cwve in {c) is the isosurface thnl represents our current esti
mate of the shape of lhc object. 

lion. which bounds the values to lie between /),.;, and Dmn:r as 
shown in the figure. The values of Dmin and Dma:r must be negative 
and positive, respectively, as they an: on opposite sides of a signed 
distance zero-crossing. 

For three dimensions, we can summarize the whole a1gorithm as 
follows. First, we set all voxel weights to zero, so that new data will 
overwrite the initial grid values. Next., we tessellate each range im
age by constructing triangles from nearest neighbors on the sampled 
lattice. We avoid tessellating over step discontinuities (cliffs in the 
range map) by discarding triangles with edge lengths that exceed a 
threshold. We must also compute a weight at each vertex as described 
above. 

Once a range image has been convened to a triangle mesh with 
a weight at each vencx, we can update the voxel grid. The signed 
distance contribution is computed by casting a ray from the sensor 
through each voxel ncar the range surface and then intersecting it with 
the triangle mesh, as shown in figure 5. The weight is computed by 
linearly interpolating the weights stored at the intersection triangle's 
vertices. Having determined the signed distance and weight we can 
apply the update fonnulac described in equations 3 and 4. 

At any point during the mcr&ing of the range images, we can extrnct 
the zero-crossing isosurface from the volumetric grid. We restrict this 
extraction procedure to skip samples with zero weight, generating tri
angles only in the regions of observed data. We will relax this restric
tion in the next section. 

4 Hole filling 
The algorithm described in the previous section is designed to recon
struct the observed portions of the surface. Unseen ponions of the 
surface will appear as holes in the reconstruction. While this result 
is an accurate representation of the known surface, the holes arc es
thetically unsatisfying and can present a stumbling block to follow
on algorithms that expect continuous meshes. In (17], for example, 
the authors describe a method for parameterizing patches that entails 
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FigureS. Sampling lhe runge surface to update lhe volume. We compute 
lhc weight. w, and signed distance. rl, needed to update the voxel by cast
ing 11 my from lhe sensor, through lhe voxel onto the runge surf11cc. We 
obtnin the weight. w, by linearly interpolating the weights (w0 , W!J, and 
we) stored 111 neighboring runge vertices. Note lhnt for a llllilsl11ting sensor 
(like our Cybcrwnrc scanncr),lhc sensor point is different for each column 
of runge points. 

generating evenly spaced grid llnes by walking across the edges of a 
mesh. Gaps in the mesh prevent the algorithm from creating a fair pa
rameterization. As another example, rapid prototyping technologies 
such as sterco1ithography typically require a "watcnight" model in or
der to construct a solid replica (7). 

One option for filling holes is to operate on the reconstructed mesh. 
If the regions of the mesh ncar each hole are very nearly planar, then 
this approach works well. However, holes in the meshes can be (and 
frequently arc) highly non-planar and may even require connections 
between unconnected components. Instead, we offer a hole filling ap
proach that operates on our volume, which contains more infonnation 
than the reconstructed mesh. 

The key to our algorithm lies in classifying all points in the vol
ume as being in one of three states: unseen,empty, or ncarlhcsurfncc. 
Holes in the surface arc indicated by frontiers between unseen regions 
and empty regions (see Figure 6). Surfaces placed at these frontiers 
offer a plausible way 10 plug these holes (dotted in Figure 6). Ob· 
taining this classification and generating these hole fillers leads to a 
straightforward extension of the algorithm described in lhe previous 
section: 

I. lnitiali7..e the voxel space to the "unseen" suu.e. 

2. Update the voxels ncar the surface as described in the previous 
section. As before, these voxels take on continuous signed dis
tance and weight values. 

3. Follow the lines of sight back from the observed surface and 
mark the corresponding voxels as "empty". We refer to this step 
as space carving. 

4. Perfonn an isosurface extraction at the zero-crossing of the 
signed distance function. Additionally, exlract a surface be
tween regions seen to be empty and regions that remain unseen. 

In practice, we represent the unseen and empty states using the 
function and weight fields stored on the voxellattice. We represent the 
unseensl8lC with the function values D(x) = Dm••· ll'(x) = 0 and 
the empty state with the function values D(x) = Dm;n, ll'(x) = 0, 
as shown in Figure 6b. The key advantage of this representation is 
that we can usc the same isosurface extraction algorithm we used in 
lhe previous section without the restriction on interpolating voxels of 
zero weighL This cxlrn.ction finds both the signed distance and hole 
fill isosurfaces and connects them naturally where they meet, i.e., at 
the comers in Figure 6a where the dotted red line meets lhe dashed 
green line. Note that the triangles that arise from interpolations across 
voxelsofzero weighl arc distinct from the others: they arc hole fillers. 



(a) 

D(x)= D.,., 

W(x) = 0 

Um<en 

~ 
Empty Near surfocc 

D(x) = D.,;0 

W(x) = 0 
DmiD < D(x) < Dnw 

W(x) > 0 
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Figure 6. Volumetric grid with space carving and hole filling. (n) There
gions in front of lhe surface are seen as empty, regions in the vicinity of 
lhc surface rnmp through the zero-crossing, while regions behind n::mnin 
unseen. The green (dashed} segments nrc the isosurfaces genenu.ed near 
the observed surface, while the red (dotted) segments are hole filler.;, gen
erulcd by tessellating over the trnnsition from empty to unseen. In (b), we 
identify the three extremal voxel slates with their corresponding function 
voJues. 

We take advantage of this distinction when smoothing surfaces as de
scribed below. 

Figure 6 illustrates the method for a single range image, and pro
vides a diagmm for the three-state classification scheme. The hole 
filler isosurfaccs nrc "false" in that they are not representative of the 
observed surface, but they do derive from observed data. In particular, 
they correspond to a boundary that confines where the surface could 
plausibly exist. In practice, we find that many of these hole filler sur
faces nrc generated in crevices that are han:! for the sensor to reach. 

Because the transition between unseen and empty is discontinuous 
and hole fill triangles arc generated as an isosurface between these bi
nary states, with no smooth transition, we generally observe aliasing 
anifacts in these areas. These ani facts can be eliminated by prefiltcr
ing the transition region before sampling on the voxel lattice using 
straightforward methods such as analytic filtering or super-sampling 
and averaging down. In practice, we have obtained satisfactory re
sults by applying another lechnique: post-fillering the mesh afler re
construction using weighted averages of nearest vencx neighbors as 
described in (29(. The effect of this fillering slep is to blur the hole 
fill surface. Since we know which triangles correspond to hole fillers, 
we need only concentrate the surface filtering on the these ponions of 
the mesh. This localized filtering preserves the detail in the observed 
surface reconstruction. To achieve a smooth blend between filtered 
hole fill vcniccs and the neighboring "real" surface, we allow the fil
ter weights to extend beyond and taper off into the vicinity of the hole 
fi II boundaries. 

We havcjustscen how "space carving" is a useful operation: it tells 
us much about the structure of free space, allowing us to fill holes in 
an intelligent way. However, our algorithm only carves back from ob
served surfaces. There are numerous situations where more carving 
would be useful. For example, the interior walls of a hollow cylinder 
may elude digiti1.ation, but by seeing through the hollow ponion of 
the cylinder to a surface placed behind it. we can better approximate 
its geometry. We can extend the carving pamdigm to cover these situ
ations by placing such a backdrop behind the surfaces being scanned. 
By placing the backdrop outside of the voxel grid, we utilize it purely 
for carving space without introducing its geometry into the model. 

5 Implementation 
5.1 Hardware 
The examples in this paper were acquired using a Cyberware 3030 
MS laser stripe optical triangulation scanner. Figure l b illustrates 
the scanning geometry: an object translates through a plane of laser 
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light while the reflections are triangulated into depth profiles through 
a CCD camera positioned off axis. To improve the quality of the data, 
we apply the method of spacetime analysis as described in (6). The 
benefits of this analysis include reduced range noise, greater immu
nity to reflectance changes, and less artifacts ncar range discontinu
ities. 

When using traditional triangulation analysis implemented in hard
ware in our Cyberware scanner, the uncertainty in triangulation for 
our system follows the lines of sight of the expanding laser beam. 
When using the spacetime analysis, however, the uncertainty follows 
the lines of sight of the camera. The results described in section 6 of 
this paper were obtained with one or the other triangulation method. 
In each case, we adhere to the appropriate lines of sight when laying 
down signed distance and weight functions. 

5.2 Software 
The creation of detailed, complex models requires n large amount of 
input data to be merged into high resolution voxel grids. The exam~ 
pies in the next section include models generated from as many as 70 
scans containing up to 12 million input vertices with volumetric grids 
ranging in size up to 160 million voxels. Clearly, time and space opti~ 
mizations arc critical for merging this data and managing these grids. 

5.2.1 Run-length encoding 

The core data suucture is a run~lcngth encoded (RLE) volume with 
three run types: empty, unseen, and varying. The varying fields arc 
stored as a stream of varying data, rather than runs of constant value. 
"JYpical memory savings vary from I 0: I to 20: I. In fact, the space 
required to represent one of these voxel grids is usually less than the 
memory required to represent the final mesh as a list of vcnices and 
triangle indices. 

5.2.2 Fast volume traversal 
Updating the volume from a range image may be likened to inverse 
volume rendering: instead of reading from a volume and writing to an 
image, we read from a range image and write to a volume. As a re
sult, we leverage off of a successful idea from the volume rendering 
community: for best memory system pcrfonnance, stream through 
the volume and the image simultaneously in scan line order ( 18]. In 
generaJ, however, the scanlines of a range image arc not aligned with 
the scanlines of the voxel grid, as shown in Figure 7a. By suitably 
resampling the range image. we obtain the desired alignment (Fig
ure 7b). The resampling process consists of a depth rendering of the 
range surface using the viewing transfonnation specific to the lines of 
sight of the range sensor and using an image plane oriented to align 
with the voxel grid. We assign the weights as vertex "colors" to be 
linearly interpolated during the rendering step, an approach equiva
lent to Gouraud shading of triangle colors. 

To merge the range data into the voxel grid, we stream through 
the voxcl scanlines in order while stepping through the corresponding 
scanlines in the resampled range image. We map each voxel scanline 
to the correct ponion of the range scan line as depicted in Figure 7d, 
!l!ld we resample the range data to yield a distance from the range sur· 
face. Using the combination rules given by equations 3 and 4, we up
date the run·length encoded structure. To preserve the linear mem
ory structure of the RLE volume (and thus avoid using linked lists of 
runs scattered through the memory space), we read the voxel scanlines 
from the current volume and write the updated scnnlines to a second 
RLE volume; i.e., we double-buffer the voxcl grid. Note that depend
ing on the scanner geometry, the mapping from voxels to range image 
pixels may not be linear, in which case care must be taken to rcsample 
appropriately [5). 

For the case of merging range data only in the vicinity of the sur8 

face, we try to avoid processing voxcls distant from the suiiace. To 
that end, we consuucta binary tree of minimum and maximum depths 
for every adjacent pair of resampled range image scanlines. Before 
processing each voxel scanline, we query the binary tree to decide 



Figure 7. Rnnge imnge rcsnmpling nnd scanline order voxel updates. (a) Rnnge image scnnlines me not in general oriented to oil ow for coherently streaming 
through voxel and runge scanlines. (b) By ~piing the range image, we can obtain the desired runge scanlinc orientation. (c) Casting mys from the pixels on 
the runge iDUI.ge mcnns cutting across scan lines of the voxel grid, resulting in poor memory pcrfonnance. (d) Instead, we run along scanlincs of voxels, DUI.pping 
them to the corTect positions on the rcsampled runge image. 

which voxcls, if any, arc near the range surface. In lhis way, only rei· 
evant pieces of the scanline arc processed. In a similar fashion, the 
space carving steps can be designed to avoid processing voxels lhat 
arc not seen to be empty for a given rnngc image. The resulting spcc:d· 
ups from the binary tree arc typically a factor of 15 without carving, 
and a factor of 5 with carving. We did not implement a brutc·force 
volume update method, however we would expect the overall algo
rithm described here would be much faster by comparison. 

5.2.3 Fast surface extraction 

To generate our final surfaces, we employ a Marching Cubes algo
rithm [20] with a lookup table that resolves ambiguous eases [22]. To 
reduce computational costs, we only process voxcls that have varying 
dala or are at the boundary between empty and unseen. 

6 Results 
We show results for a number of objects designed to explore the ro
bustness of our o.Jgorithm, its ability to fill gaps in the reconsuuction. 
and its attainable level of detail. To explore robustness, we scanned a 
thin drill bit using the ln!ditional method of optical triangulation. Due 
to the false edge extensions inherent in data from triangulation scan
ners [6]. this particular object poses a fomtidable challenge, yet the 
volumetric method behaves robustly where the zippering method [30] 
fails catastrophically. The dragon sequence in Figure 11 demonstrates 
the effectiveness of carving space for hole filling. The use of a back
drop here is particularly effective in filling the gaps in the model. Note 
that we do not usc the backdrop at nil times, in pan because the rnnge 
images arc much denser and more expensive to process, and also be· 
cause the backdrop tends to obstruct the path of the object when auto· 
matically repositioning it with our motion conuol plalfonn. Fino.Jiy, 
the "Happy Buddha" sequence in Figure 12 shows lhat our method 
can be used to generate very dclailed, hole-free models suilablc for 
rendering and rapid manufacturing. 

Statistics for the reconstruction of the dragon and Buddha models 
appear in Figure 8. With the optimizations described in the previous 
section, we were able to reconstruct the observed portions of the sur
faces in under an hour on a 250 MHz MIPS R4400 processor. The 
space carving and hole filling o.Jgorithm is not completely optimized, 
but the execution times are still in the runge of 3-5 hours, less than the 
time spent acquiring and registering the runge images. For both mod
els, the RMS distance between points in the original range images and 
points on the reconsuuctcd surfaces is approximately 0.1 mm. This 
figure is roughly the same as the accuracy of the scanning technology, 
indicating a nearly optimal surface reconsuuction. 

7 Discussion and future work 
We have described a new algorithm for volumetric integration of 
runge images, leading to a surface reconsuuction without holes. The 
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algorithm has a number of desirable propcnics, including the repre
sentation of directional sensor uncertainty. incremental and order in· 
dependent updating, robustness in the presence of sensor errors, and 
the ability to fill gaps in the reconstruction by carving space. Our usc 
of a run-length encoded representation of the voxel grid and synchro
nized processing of voxcl and resamplcd range image scanlincs make 
the algorithm efficient This in tum o.Jlows us to acquire and integrate 
a large number of range images. In panicular, we demonslnltc the 
ability to integrate up to 70 scans into a high resolution voxel grid to 
gencmte million polygon models in a few hours. These models arc 
free of holes, making them suitable for surface fitting, rapid prototyp
ing, and rendering. 

There are a number of limitations that prevent us from generating 
models from an arbitrary object Some of these limitations arise from 
the algorithm while others arise from the limitations of the scanning 
technology. Among the algorithmic limitations, our method has dif
ficulty bridging sharp comers if no scan spans both surfaces meeting 
at the comer. This is less of a problem when applying our hole· filling 
o.Jgorithm, but we are also exploring methods that will work without 
hole filling. Thin surfaces arc also problematic. As described in sec
tion 3, the influences of observed surfaces extend behind their esti
mated positions for each range image and can interfere with distance 
functions originating from scans of the opposite side of a thin surface. 
In this respect, the apexes of sharp comers o.Jso behave like thin sur
faces. While we have limited this influence as much as possible, it 
still places a lower limit on the thickness of surface that we can reli
ably reconstruct without causing anifacts such as thickening of sur
faces or rounding of sharp comers. We arc currently working to lift 
this restriction by considering the estimated nonnals of surfaces. 

Other limitations arise from the scanning technologies themselves. 
Optical methods such as the one we usc in this paper can only pro· 
vide data for external surfaces; internal cavities arc not seen. Further, 
very complicated objects may require an enormous amount of scan
ning to cover the surface. Optical triangulation scanning has the ad
ditional problem that both the laser and the sensor must observe each 
point on the surface, further restricting the class of objects that can be 
scanned completely. The reflectance properties of objects are a1so a 
factor. Optical methods generally operate by casting light onto an ob· 
jcct. but shiny surfaces can deflect this illumination, dark objects can 
absorb it, and bright surfaces can lead to interreflcctions. To minimize 
these effects, we often paint our objects with a flat, gray paint. 

Straightforward extensions to our algorithm include improving the 
execution time of the space carving portion of the algorithm and 
demonstrating parnlleliz.ation of the whole algorithm. In addition, 
more aggressive space carving may be possible by making inferences 
about sensor lines of sight that return no range data. In the future, we 
hope to apply our methods to other scanning technologies and to large 
scale objects such as terrain and architectural scenes. 
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Figure 8. Statistics for the reconstruction of the drug on and Buddha mod
els. with end without space carving. 
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for scanning. 
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A Isosurface as least squares minimizer 

It is possible to show that the isosurfacc of the weighted signed dis
tance function is equivalent to a least squares minimization of squared 
distances between points on the range surfaces and points on the de
sired reconstruction. The key assumptions arc that the range sensor is 
onhogrnphic and that the runge errors arc independently distributed 
along sensor lines of sight A full proof is beyond lhc scope of lhis 
paper, but we provide a sketch here. See (5 ( for details. 

Consider a region. R. on the desired surface,/. which is observed 
by t1 runge images. We define the error between an observed range 
surface and a possible reconstructed surface as the integral of the 
weighted squared distances between points on the range surface and 
the reconstructed surface. These distances arc taken along the lines of 
sight of the sensor, commensurate with the predominant directions of 
uncertainty (sec Figure I 0). The total error is the sum of the integrals 
for the n runge images: 

8 

Flgun: 10. Two rnnge surfaces, II and f2, nre tessellated runge images 
acquired from directions v1 and l-'2· The possible rnnge swfocc, z = 
f(x. y), is evoluated in terms of the weighted squnn:d distances to points 
on the runge swfoccs taken olong the lines of sight to the sensor. A point. 
(r. y, z), is shown here being cvnlunled to find its corresponding signed 
distances,d, and d"l,nnd weights, w1 and w2. 

E(J) = t !1 w;(s,l,f)d;(s,t,f)'dsdl (6) 
ocl At 

where each ( s.l) corresponds to a particular sensor line of sight for 
each range image, Ai is the domain of integration for the i'Lh range 
image, and w;(s. I, f) and d;(s. I. f) arc lhc weights and signed dis
tances taken along the i'th runge image's lines of sight. 

Now, consider a canonical domain, .4, on a parameter plane, ( J:, y). 
over which I? is a function.:: = f(x, y). The tolal error can be re
written as an integration over the canonical domain: 

E(=)= Jlt [w;(x,y,:)d;(x,y,:)'] [v•·(~;.~~,-l)]dxdt 
oal 

(7) 
where Vi is the sensing direction of the i'th runge image, and the 
weights and distances arc evaluated at each point. (.x. y~.:: ), by first 
mapping them to the lines of sight of the corresponding runge image. 
The dot product represents a correction tcnn that relates differential 
areas in A to differential areas in Ai. Applying the calculus of vari
ations [31 ). we can conslnlct a partial differential equation for the .:: 
that minimizes this integral. Solving this equation we arrive at the fol
lowing relation: 

n 

L 8v,[w;(x,y,z)d;(x,y,:)2
] = 0 (8) 

icol 

where 8v1 is the directional derivative along v1. Since the weight as
sociated with a line of sight does not vary along that line of sight, and 
the signed distance has a derivative of unity along the line of sight, we 
can simplify this equation to: 

n 

L w;(x,y,:)d;(x,y,:) =0 (9) 

ic:l 

This weighted sum of signed distnnccs is the same as what we com
pute in equations I and 2. without the division by the sum of the 
weights. Since the this divisor is always positive, the isosurface we 
extract in section 3 is exactly the least squares minimizing surface de
scribed here. 



(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 

(e) (f) (g) (b) 

(j) (k) 

Fl(lli'C 11. Rcconsuucuon of a dragon. illustrations (a)- (d) arc full views of the dragon. Illustrations (c) - (h) arc magrufied views of the section highhgbted 
by the green box in (a). Rcgtons shown in red correspond LO hole lill mangles. Olustrauons (i) - (k) arc slices through the corresponding volumelnc grids at 
the level indicated by the groc:n line 10 (e). (a)(e)(i) Reconsuucuon from 61 range nnaacs wtthout space carvina and hole lilling. The magnified rendering 
highlights the holes in the belly. The shce through the volumetric grid shows how the stgned distance ramps arc mamwned close LO the surface. The gap in 
the ramps leads to a hole in the recon uuction. (b)(f)(j) ReconStnlction with space carving and hole lilling using the same data as in (a). While some holes an: 
filled in a reasonable manner, some large regions of space arc left untouched and create extraneous tcsscllations. The slice through the volumetnc grid reveals 
that the isosurfacc between the unseen (brown) and empty (black) regions will be connected LO the isosurface extracted from the distance ramps, making n pan 
of the connected component of the dragon body and leaving us with a substantial number of false surfaces. (c)(g)(k) Reconstruction with I 0 additional range 
images using "backdrop" surface LO effect more carving. Notice how the extraneous hole fill triangles nearly vanish. The volumetric slice shows how \I.e have 
managed LO empty out the space near the belly. The bump mess along the bole fill regtons of the belly in (g) corresponds LO aliastng ani! acts from tessellating 
over the discontinuous tranSition between unseen and empty re&ions. (d)(h) Rcconsuucuon as in (c)(g) with filleTing of the hole fill portions of the mesh. The 
filtering operation blurs out the aliasing artifacts in the bole fill regions while preserving the detail in the rest of the model. Careful examination of (b) reveals 
a faint ridge in the vicinity of the smoothed bole fill . This ridge is actual geometry present in all or the renderings, (e)-(b). The final model conwns 1.8 million 
polygons and .is watertight. 
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) 

Figure 12. Reconstruction and 3D hardcopy of the "Happy Buddha" The original is a plastic and rosewood lllluettc that stands 20 em Lall Note that the camera parameters for each of these images is 
different, creating a slightly different perspective m each case. (a) Photograph of the original after pray patnting it matte gray to simplify cannmg (b) Gouraud·shaded rendering of one range unage of the 
swuette. Scans were acquired using a Cyberware scanner, modified to permit spaccume triangulation [6[ ThiS figure illustrates the linuted and fragmentary nature of the mformation available from a single 
range unage. (c) Gouraud shaded rendenng of the 2.4 million polygon me h after merging 48 scans, but before hole filling. Notice that the reeon trueted mesh has at least as much detail as the inglc range 
image. but is le noisy; this is most apparent around the belly. The hole m the base of the model corre ponds to regions that were not observed directly by lhe range sensor. (d) RenderMan rendering of an 
800,000 polygon decimated version of the hole filled and filtered mesh built from 58 scans. By placmg a backdrop behind the model and Lalung I 0 additional seans, we were able to see lhrough the space 
between the base and the Buddha's garments, allowing us to CMVe space and fill the holes in the base. (e) Photograph ofa hardcopy of the 3D model, manufaa.ured by 30 Sy terns. Inc .. using stereolithography. 
The computer model was sliced into 500 layers, I 50 microns a pan. and the hardcopy was built up layer by layer by selectively hardening a hquid resin. The process took about I 0 hours. Afterwards, the 
model was sanded and bead-blasted to remove the slllir-step artifacts th.at arise during layered manufacturing. 



Polyhedral Geometry 
and the 

Two-Plane Parameterization 

[> two parallel plane parametrization (2PP) 

u 
Ray(s,u) 

Ray(s,t,u,v) s 

4D 2D 



1> why use the 2PP 

o can parameterize a ray with one reciprocal 

o data extraction= texture mapping polygons 

o minor disadvantages: 
uneven sampling rate 
not complete 

u 

[> algebra of 2PP 

o suppose our scene is black, 
with one single white point in the scene 

what will the lumigraph look like? 

o what is the 2PP subset corresponding 
to all lines passing through some point? 

t 

u 

s 



[> algebra of 2PP 

o suppose our scene is black, 
with one single white point in the scene 

what will the lumigraph look like? 

o what is the 2PP subset corresponding 
to all lines passing through some point? 

t 

r 
I 

dt I 
I 

'····· 

... 

u 

s 

o it has two degrees of freedom (s,t) 

o it is affine (flat) 

[> converse questions 

o suppose i give you a lumigraph 
it is all black 

except for a white 2d affine subset 

o does this correspond to a one-white-dot scene? 

t 

• 

??? 
• • • 

u 

s 



1> converse questions 

o suppose i give you a lumigraph 
it is all black 

except for a white 2d affine subset 

o does this correspond to a one-white-dot scene? 

t 

• 

??? 
• • • 

u 

s 

o how many dof are there for the white point? 

o how many dof in choosing a 2d affine subset? 

I> why are we interested in this? 
memory layout 

o image extraction constant time 

o memory access is the bottleneck 

o we wish to understand memory access patterns 
optimize performance 

o data for extracting an image 
all lines through camera center 

o requested data will lie in a 3dof family of 
2d affine subsets of the 4d data array 



I> why are we interested in this? 
compressiOn 

o data size is large 
hundreds of Mbyte!lumigraph 

o 40 data is far from random 

o geometry/shading 
-->coherence--> compression 

o surface region with coherent texture-> 
40 region with coherent data 

o we want to understand the shapes of 
potential 4D regions 

t> why are we interested in this? 
generalized EPI 

o EPI: move camera along line 
for a fixed scan line number 
stack up scan lines into an EPI 
look for lines in EPI 
a line corresponds to a feature point 

o limitation: camera must move along line 
only 3D set of data 

o in 40 setting camera can move freely gathering 
ray data 

o how to interpret 4D structure 

EPI 

u 

s 

u 



[> lines through a point 

o point= (px, py, pz) 

o for ea~h (s,t) solve for the (u,v) such that 
the hne (s,t,u, v) passes through the point 

o resulting (s,t,u, v) is: 
( s, t, s( 1 + 1/pz) - px/pz, t(l + 1/pz) - py/pz ) 

oclass of affine 2d subsets 

I> lines through a line 

o parameterize position along the line as A 

o for ea~h (s,t) and A, solve for the (u, v) such that 
the lme (s,t,u, v) passes through that point on line 

o eliminate A 

o if the 2pp ~aramter of this line is (sO,tO,uO, vO) 
then resultmg (s,t,u,v) must satisfy 

0= (s-sO)(v-vO)- (t-tO)(u-uO) 



I> occlusion 

... ... ... .. . ... ... . .. . .. ... .... . .. .. . . .. · 

o lines through two lines: 
resulting (s,t,u,v) must satisfy 
0= (s-sO)(v-vO)- (t-tO)(u-uO) 
0= (s-sl)(v-vl)- (t-tl)(u-ul) 

o can be reduced to one linear and one quadratic 

[> occlusion 

lines through three lines: 
resulting (s,t,u,v) must satisfy 
0= (s-sO)(v-vO)- (t-tO)(u-uO) 
0= (s-sl)(v-vl)- (t-tl)(u-ul) 
0= (s-s2)(v-v2)- (t-t2)(u-u2) 

can be reduced to two linear and one quadratic 



t> converse questions 

o shallow line: line parallel to the two planes 

o lines through one shallow line satisfy 
one linear equation 

t 

u 

s 

t> converse questions 

o lines through two shallow lines satisfy two 
linear equations: some 2D affine subset 

o six degrees of freedom 

t 

r· 
I 

I 
I ,_ ... · 
I 
I 



I> Pliicker coordinates 

o line parameterization that uses 6 coordinates 
o arbitrary scale 
o one extra quadratic constraint 

o mapping between (s,t,u,v) is non linear 

o behaves similarly to 2PP 
lines through point : affine 
lines through two lines : quadric 
lines through three lines : conic 

I> wrap up 

o analyzed algebra of polyhedral geometry 

o got some feeling for the 4D structure 

o future work: 
put this understanding to some practical good 



The Lumigraph 

Steven Gortler 

Division of Engineering 
and Applied Sciences 

Harvard University 

[> Tr~ditional computer graphics 
otmage = 

geometric/material/lights model + 
camera model 

[>problems: 
0 modeling difficulty (geometry, materials, lights) 

o rendering complexity 
geometric 
light simulation 

Olimited realism 

Out ut: Picture 



[>Traditional object capture (vision) 
ouse stereo images to deduce depth 
Ocan use structured light methods 

1> problems: 
0 not robust 
o can't capture fine detail 
0 can't capture surface properties 
o still must render 

[>Rendering from Lumigraph 

oimage = Lumigraph +camera model 

-no penalty for scene complextiy 

Output: Picture 

What is a Lumigraph? 



[> Lumigraph: 
0 a representation of light resulting from a scene 

[> Capturing a Lumigraph 
o use multiple images and camera "pose" 
o develop directly into Lumigraph function 

(x,y,z,9,<j>,~) 

(x,y,z,9,<j>,~) 

I> Lumigraph: 
o a representation of light resulting from a scene 

I> Rendering from Lumigraph 

0 image = Lumigraph + camera model 

- no penalty for scene complextiy 

Output: Picture s 



[> Lumigraph function: . 
o for all points on surroundmg surface 

o for all directions 
intensity of ray 

[> our task: represent this 4D function 

[> assumptions: 
air is transparent 
we are outside the convex hull 

[> Related work: 

View interpolation 
(Chen & Williams) 

Fundamental Matrix 
(Leveau & Feugeras) 

Plenoptic Modeling 
(McMillan & Bishop) 



[> Related work: 

Stereographic Holograms 
(Benton) 

Near-field Photometry 
(Ashdown) 

Global Illumination 
(Lewis & Fournier) 

3D light volumes 
(Katayama et. al) 

QuickTime VR 
(Chen) 

4D light field 
(Levoy & Hanrahan) 

[> Parameterize the Lumigraph function 

u 
Ray(s,u) 

Ray(s,t,u,v) 

4D 2D 



t> Relationship between a 
Lumigraph and an image 

v 

t 

film plane 

camera center 

u 

s 

1> Discretize the Parameter space 
one 40 (s,t,u, v) array of coefficients 

--or--

one (u,v) image for each (s,t) grid point 

40 v 

Coefficient 

u 

s 

20 Coefficient s 20 Ray Space 

u 



1> Approximating the Lumigraph 

o Reconstruct the function 
using basis functions 

-
L(s,t,u,v) = L x B(s,t,u,v) 

40 v Constant Basis 

s 

20 8 20 Ray Space 

u 

-
L(s,t,u,v) =I, x B(s,t,u,v) 

40 v Quadralinear Basis 

s 

20 20 Ray Space 

u 



[> Calculate coefficients 
0 integral/average over a bundle of rays 

[> Without Geometry 

s 
Ray(s,u) 

s 



t> With Geometric Correction I> Geometric Correction 
Geometric corrected basis functions 

u 

s 
Uncorrected Corrected 

B I (u,v,s,t) = B(u I ,vI ,s,t) 

0 I I 0 I I I I 

S .G--.G--o--o--<>--<>--0.--<>-
• I I 0 I I I I 
t 0 0 0 I 0 I I 
I 0 t I I I I I 
I I I I I 0 I I 
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--1>---1>-
, ' 
' ' ' ' ' ' 

~--+-- ~- -~- -~ --~- -~- -~ 
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t I 0 I I I I I 

u 



Geometric correction 

s 

I.. (u v s t) =B.. (u I ,vI ,s,t) 
!Jpq ' ' ' !Jpq 

.J-....I......L.....L....L...L....J-..L_.u 

u 

1> Lumigraph System 

I Capture H Rebin ~~Compress!~ 

~ ~~/ 
Create 

Geometry 
Extract 
Object 

Render I 



Camera 
calibrate camera 
for each image 

- find markers 
-solve for camera pose 

t> Provide the user with graphical feedback about 
camera position to aid in "painting" the sphere. 



1> Extract Object (from images): chromakey (blue screen) 

I> Create Geometry: 
o use sihouettes to create "line hull" (Szeliski) 
o compute optical flow, 

equivalent to depth given camera poses 

1> Compress: 
o use geometry and all other coherence available 
o we hope for 200-1000 to 1 compression 
o BIG TOPIC for research 

E> Each pixel in each image represents a "sample" of 
the 40 lumigraph. 

v 

t 

film plane 

s 

camera center 

u 



I Cupture H Rebin HcompressH Render 

~ Creal<~/ 

t> Each pixel in each image represents a "sample" of 
the 40 lurnigraph. 

t> Samples may be scattered in clumps 
at aritrary locations. 

t> Want values at regular lattice points. 

Related work: 
Burt '88 
Mitchell '87 

I Capture H Rcbin 

~ 

t> Solution: 
0 splat samples into lumigraph 
0 pull to create a hierarchy of lower res Lumigraphs 
o push averages down to regions w/o sufficient samples 



I Capture ~ Rcbin 

~ 

~~(if-1 6: .. [:· I> Ray Tracing 

v 

I> Solution: 
0 splat samples into lumigraph 
o pull to create a hierarchy of lower res Lumigraphs 
o push averages down to regions w/o sufficient samples 

u 



Capture 

Exrrnct 
O!J.iecl Gcurnclry 

t> UV image as texture 

v 

u 

one (u,v) image for each (s,t) grid point 

Capture Compress eai Render 

Ex1mc1 
Object 

Creole~/ 
Geometry 

t> Texture Mapping (Constant Basis) 

v 

u 



Capture 

Extract 
Objocl 

t> Texture Mapping (Quadralinear Basis) 

v 
Bilinear basis 

r.------_:__centered at (i,j) 

u 

Capture 

Extract 
Object 

Compress ~ Render 

Creme// 
Geometry 

t> Texture Mapping (linear Basis) 

v 

a=O 

Linear Basis 
centered at (ij) 



Timings Conclusion 

Capture 1 hour Light based representation 
Segment, Geometry, Rebin 12 hours 

Geometric correction 
Render (512x512) 10-30 fps 

behavior depends on texture memory swapping 
rendered on SGI Maximum Impact, Hand held camera capture + Rebinning 

150 Mhz proc., 4 Mb texture memory 

Resolution 

16x16x256x256 -or- 32x32x256x256 

Fast rendering using texture mapping 
Independent of scene complexity 



Abstract 

Polyhedral Geometry and the Two-Plane 
Parameterization 

Xianfeng Gu Steven J. Gonler Michael F. Cohen 
Harvard University Harvard University Microsoft Research 

Recently the Iight-field and lumigraph systems have been proposed as general methods 
of representing the visual information present in a scene. These methods represent this 
information as a 4D function of light over the domain of directed lines. These systems 
usc the intersection points of the lines on two planes to paramctcri7.c the lines in space. 
This paper explores the structure of the two-plane parameterization in detail. In partic
ular we analyze the association between the geometry of the scene and subsets of the 
40 data. The answers to these questions arc essential to understanding the relationship 
between a lumigraph, and the geometry that it auempts to represent. This knowledge is 
potentially important for a variety of applications such as extracting shape from lumi· 
graph data, and lumigraph compression. 

1 Introduction 

Recently the Iight-field and lumigraph systems have been proposed as general methods 
of representing the visual information present in a scene 17, 91. These methods repre
sent this information as a 4D function of light over the domain of directed lines. This 
information can be captured using video cameras, without requiring the solution to a 
stereo vision problem. Given this representation one can generate novel views of the 
scene quickly by extracting the relevarit data from the representation. 

Generally, when representing the visual information about a scene, one needs to 
store the five dimensional radiance function (3 degrees of freedom for position and 2 
for direction). Since in "free space", radiance is constant along a line, the complete 
appearance of an object from outside its convex hull, or conversely, the appearance of 
scene viewed from within an empty convex region, is fully represented by the radiance 
along all directed lines intersection the convex region. The space of lines has only 4 
degrees of freedom, which makes a lumigraph a 4D representation. There arc many 
possible ways to parameterize lines in 3 space. The light-fieldllumigraph systems usc 
the lines' intersection with two planes to parameterize the lines. The motivation for this 
choice is the simplicity of the represenllltion, and the speed at which the data needed to 
generate a novel image can be extracted. In panicular,the new image can be constructed 
using texture mapping operations [71. 



Typically, the light leaving some geometric point is a smooth function over direc
tions, e.g. constant in the case of a diffuse surface. Therefore the lumigraph function 
will be correspondingly smooth over some associated lumigraph domain region. Thus 
we may wish to understand the association between the geometry of the scene and sub
sets of the 4D data. This paper explores the structure of the two-plane paramctcri1.ation 
in detail. This knowledge is both interesting theoretically and is potentially important 
for a variety of applications, for example, lumigraph compression, deriving geometry 
from lumigraphs, and creating more accurate renderings from lumigraphs. We do not 
address the specific issues surrounding each application here, but rather discuss the 
more basic theoretical issues. 

There arc many questions we seck to answer. The simplest such question is to deter
mine what "the set of all lines that pass through some fixed point in space" corresponds 
to in a lumigraph. This set of lines has two continuous degrees of freedom, and so the 
associated lumigraph subset is a two dimensional subset. Moreover we will show that 
this 2D subset is an affine manifold; one could call this a 2D plane in a 4D space. We 
arc also interested in "converse" questions; suppose we choose some arbitrary 20 affine 
subset of a lumigraph, docs this correspond to the set of lines through some fixed point? 
The answer to this question is necessarily negative. There arc only three degrees of free
dom in choosing a point in space, while there arc six degrees of freedom in choosing a 
2D affine subset of a 4D space. 1 Therefore there must be 2D affine subsets that do not 
correspond to the set of lines through a fixed point. In this paper, we will explore this 
question fully, and charactcri1.c all 2D affine lumigraph subsets. 

In this paper, we will also address questions such as: what is the algebraic structure 
of the subset of the lumigraph that corresponds to all lines that pass through some 
triangle in space? Because a triangle is bounded by line segments, it becomes relevant 
to ask: what is the subset corresponding to all lines through some line segment in space'/ 

The knowledge gained by answering the above questions may prove useful for a 
variety of practical applications. One such application is extracting geometric informa
tion from real world lumigraph data Bolles et al. usc a 3D data structure comprised of 
images taken as a camera follows a linear path 131. They then annly1.c the structure of 
the "cpipolar plane image" (EPI) slices of the 3D data, in order to extract geometric 
information about the scene. In particular, a feature point in scene corresponds to a I D 
affine.subsct of an EPI. Instead of solving the standard stereo correspondence problem, 
Bolles et nl. simply search for lines in the EPI's. This allows them to robustly deduce the 
depth of scene features. Unfortunately, in order to usc a 3D data structure, the camera 
must follow a linear path; in practice this is a very restrictive a'5umption. On the other 
hand, as described in Gortlcret nl. 171, even when one allows the camera to move freely, 
one can create a 4D lumigraph data structure using a process called rebinning. Thus by 
looking for certain features in the lumigraph data, one may be able to robustly deduce 
geometric information about the scene, much like can be done from an EPI. For exam
ple, by identifying certain 2D affine subsets of lumigraph data one can extract the 3D 
scene locations of the associated points in space. Pursuing such a program requires us to 
clearly understand the the relationship between scene features and lumigraph subsets. 

Another important application is lumigraph compression since these data sets arc 

1 One can specify an affine 2D frame with 3 points in 4D. This is described by 3 · 4 = 12 
numbers. Since we are only interested in the affine subset. and not the paniculnr frame, we 
are free to apply any affine transform and still obtain the same subset There nre 6 degrees of 
freedom in a 2D affine transform, which we have overspecified. Thus, the subset is described 
by 12 - 6 = 6 degrees of freedom. More gencmlly, in an'' dimensional linear space, there arc 
nJ.· +" - 1.: 2 

- k degrees of freedom in choosing a 1.· dimensional affine subset [ 111. 



large, but highly redundant. Levay and Hanrahan discuss a low dimensional vector 
quantization method for compressing the 4D datascts that arise from a lumigraph set
ting, achieving 120: I lossy compression rates (9). Their method uses no knowledge 
about the structure of the data. It seems plausible that much higher compression ratios 
may be achieved if structural knowledge is taken into account. By knowing what to 
expect in a lumigraph, we hope to gain insight as to how to most efficiently represent 
them. 
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Fig. I. 20 and 40 line parameterization 

In this paper, we will use two parallel planes to parameterize lines in 3 space, and 
will refer to this parameterization as 2PP. Without loss of generality, the "front plane" 
will lie at : = 0 with points of the form (.s. I. 0). The "back plane" is: = -I, with 
points of the form ( u, "• -I). A (non-parallel) line will intersect both planes exactly 
once, and is identified with the 4D parameters (.s. I. u, v). Words such as point, line, 
segment, and plane will describe sets in 3D geometric space. Words such as I D, 2D 
and 3D affine subsets will be used to refer to "lines", "planes" and "hyperplanes" in the 
2PP parameteri1.ation. 

2 Flatland 

In order to build up some intuition for the problem, we will stan by reviewing a lumi
graph in flatland. In this case all geometry resides in the (x, :) plane. A line is param
eterized by where it crosses two canonical parallel lines. Thus a line in (x, :) space is 
parameterized as (s, u) in the lumigraph (sec Figure 1). Because lines and points are 



projective duals in 2 space, flatland is easy to understand. This kind or analysis is round 
in 131. 

2.1 Lines Through a Point 
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Fig. 2. Lines through a point arc associated with a line 

We first discuss the set oral! lines that pass through some point (;r: 0 , : 0 ). This pen
cil corresponds to a 10 subset or the (s, u) domain. Using a simple similar triangles 
argument, it is clear that as one moves a constant distance ds, in order for the line to 
still pass through (;r:o, : 0 ), one must move some distance t/u which is linear in ds (sec 
Figure 2). Thus, this set or lines is a one dimensional affine subset or the 20 ( s' II) 
domain. For example, ir the scene geometry consists or a single light emitting point, 
the 20 lumigraph runction will only be non zero over the support or a single I 0 affine 
subset. 

The same analysis is true ror all lines that pass through a single camera's pin-hole. 
When synthesizing an image with a pin hole camera, one measures the radiance along 
all lines that pass through the pin-hole. Thus, the lumigraph data needed to synthesi1.c an 
image lies along a I 0 affine subset in (s, u) space. The I 0 subset is entirely determined 
by the (", :) position or the camera pin hole. The orientation, and intrinsic parameters 
or the camcm have no effect the choice or the subset. They just determine the projective 
mapping between the data on that I 0 subset, and the camcm's "film line". 

The converse statement is equally as simple. Any affine 10 subset or the (s, u) 
domain corresponds to the set orJines that pass through a single point (xo, z0 ) in space. 

2.2 Lines Through a Segment 

In a flatland environment, one may approximate all or the visible "surraces" using line 
segments. Thus it is important to consider the set or all lines that pass through some 
line segment in the (x, :) domain. Let us idcntiry the line /0 on which this segment 
lies; this line has some particular parameter value (so, u0 ). Let us spcciry points on the 
segment with the single parameter -1; each -1 fixes some point (xo, :o) on /o. All lines 
through that point arc associated with a single I 0 affine subset in ( s, 11 ). This I 0 subset 
must include (so, u0 ), because the line /0 passes through all points on the segment. As 



u 

Fig. 3. Lines through a segment arc associated with n wedge 

a result, all lines pa'5ing through a segment, correspond in the lumigraph to a pencil of 
I D subsets through (so, uo). The entire pencil spans all of the 20 (s, 11) space. When 
approximating geometry, we arc considering a segment with a boundary. The corre
sponding ( s. ")subset consists of a "wedge" of the complete 360 degree pencil through 
(so. !lo) (sec Figure 3). 

3 3D Geometry 

In 3 dimensions, lines and points arc not projective duals, and the association becomes 
more complicated. It is our goal to understand this case as well as the flatland case. 

3.1 Lines Through a Point 

The most basic question to ask is what 2PP subset corresponds to all lines through a 
point (p., ~'•• p,) in space? Points along the line passing through some point (s, t, 0) 
and the point (p., p•.J',) can be parameterized by wand expressed as: 

[~] +"' [~:1'~ ;] 
This line crosses the : = -I plane when w = -1/ p, at the point 

making the 2PP parameterization for this line to be 

(s, I, (1+1/IJ,)s-p,fp, (l+lfp,)l-p•/1',) 

Thus, the set of lines passing through the point describes a 2 dimensional affine subset 
of the 2PP. If one parameterizes the 2 dimensional subset with parameters (a, b), then 
the corresponding ( s, I, ", v) value is 

subscl(a,b) =(a, b, (I+ lfp,)a- p,fp, (I+ lfp,)b- P•fp,) (I) 



3.2 Lines Through a Segment 

In general it is common to approximate the 3D geometry of a surface using a set of 
triangles. A triangle is defined by 3 segments. Thus our next question will be what is 
the 2PP subset corresponding to a segment in space. Clearly, we have added a new 
degree of freedom and the corresponding subset is a three dimensional subset. 

Call the line of the scgmcnt/0 , it is defined by a point (Pro Pv, p,) and a direction 
( rl" rl,, rl, ). lo corresponds to some (so.lo, uo. vo) of the 2PP domain. Define one de· 
gree of freedom,\ to move along the line lo which specifics some point (xo, yo, :o). 
The lines through each point (xo, y0 , :o) on lo make up one 2D affine 2PP subset. Also 
note that the set of lines that passes through (x0 , y0 , : 0 ) includes /0 itself. Thus, the 20 
affine subset contains (so, lo, uo, vo). In this sense the three dimensional subset corrc· 
sponding to all lines through lo is a "pencil" of2D affine subsets that all share the single 
point (so, I o, u0 , v0 ). If we consider a bounded line segment, then the associated subset 
is a wedge of the "pencil". 

The geometry of this subset can be determined by fixing s, I, and ,\, Points along 
the resulting line is arc wriucn as 

[ :] +Ill[~:.~~:~:=:] 0 p, + ,\r/y 

The line crosses the: = -I plane when w = -1/(p, + ,\r/,) at the point 

[ 

s + sf(p, + Ad,)- prf(p, + M,) - ,\,/,f(p, + -\rl,) l 
I+ 1/(p, + ,\r/,) -Jiy/(JI, + ,\d,)- M,/(p, +Ad,) 

-I 

Thus the corresponding 30 subset can be parameterized and defined as 

subset( a, b, ,\) = (a, b, a+ a/(J>, + -\d,)- p,f(p, +Ad,)- Ad,f(p, +Ad,), (2) 

b + b/(p, + -\d,)- l'u/(1'• +Ad,)- My/(p, + -\d,) ) 
If the line is not parallel to the : = 0 plane, we can specify /0 with the direction 
(dx.<ly, I) and the point along the line that crosses the;= 0 plane, (p,,p,,O). Thus 
the coordinates (so.lo. uo, vo) of lo arc (Pro Jly, l'r -dr,J>y -ely). Defining :1 = I+ I/,\ 
equation 2 becomes 

subsel(o,b, :1) = (o,b, Jl(o- s0 ) + u0 , !l(b -lo) + vo) 

This surface is bilinear in the variables (o, b, Jl ). Because the II parameter is not directly 
mensurable from lumigrnph data. it is best to eliminate this hidden parameter. When we 
do so, the subset is expressed as the solution to the following implicit bilinear equation 

0 = (s- so)(ll- vo)- (I -lo){ll- llo) (3) 

Another natural rcprescnlalion is to eliminate :1 and express the ( s, I, 11, v) subset para· 
metrically as 

(b -lo)(c- llo) + vo 
s11bsel(a, b, c)= ( a, b, c, ) 

(I -so 
If we holds, I constant, then v is linear in 11. This is simply the image of the line as seen 
from a camera at s, I. lf we holds, u constant, then v is linear in t. This is exactly what 
is observed in a single EPI slice. See figure 4 for such a lumigrnph decomposition of 
the fruitbowllumigrnph used in [7[. If we hold I, 11 constant, then v is linear rational in 
s. Sec figure 5 for such a lumigraph decomposition. 



3.3 Lines Through a Triangle 

The set of all lines through a triangle is a 4D manifold of the 2PP domain with a bound· 
ary. The boundary of this manifold is defined by the 3D subsets associated with the 
set of all lines that pass through the three line segments defining the triangle. Thus the 
subset of lines passing through a single triangle can be fully described by the equations 
above. 

4 Occlusion 

In an actual scene, a triangle may be obscured by other geometry. As such, not all of the 
light rays emanating from some triangle arc represented in the lumigraph of the scene. 
If a triangle is partially obscured by another triangle, then only the rays that emanate 
from the first triangle and do not pass through the blocking triangle will be represented 
in the lumigraph. In this case, the set of lines seen from the first triangle will make up a 
more complicated 2PP subset. The three dimensional geometry of these "critical" sets 
of lines is well understood (6). The relationship between critical manifolds of various 
dimensions is also well understood (4). We wish to understand the algebraic nature of 
these critical sets when expressed in the 2PP parmetcrization. 

4.1 Apparent vertices: Lines Through 2 Lines 

When a triangle is obscured, then the observed set of rays can terminate at apparent 
vertices. These arc created when edges from two polygons appear to cross from the 
receiver's point of view I I). The set of rays that pass through apparent vertices can be 
expressed as "the set of lines that pass through 2 lines". Equation 3 gives us the implicit 
equation for all lines that pass through one line. Thus the sets of lines passing through 
two lines is Lhc solution to the two equations 

0 = (s- so)(v- vo)- (I- l.o)(u- uo) 

0 = (s- St)(v- v,)- (I -lt)(u- u 1 ) 

By subtracting the first equation from the second, we can rewrite the equations as 

0 = ( s - so )I" - "•) - (I - lo )( u - 110) 

0 = (st -so )o + ( "• - t'o)s + (sot'o - Btl't)- {It - to )u + ( u 1 - uo )I+ ( uo to- Ut It) 

This is the intersection of the solution set of a quadratic equation, and a 3D affine 
subset. The result is a 2D quadric subset of the 2PP domain. 

Thus in a partially obscured triangle, the corresponding 2PP subset is a 4D manifold 
bounded by a 3D piecewise quadric manifold (corresponding to the appcrant edges). 
The 3D quadratic pieces meet at2D affine manifolds, (corresponding to actual vertices), 
and at 2D quadric manifolds (corresponding to apparent vertices). 

4.2 Lines Through Three Lines 

In a scene with multiple triangles. there exist so-called "critical" locations; these arc 
places where the number of apparent vertices changes. These locations make up the 
contours of the aspect graph of the scene (6. 13, 8]. Such critical locations occur at 
"ccc" events, when three edges of the scene appear to intersect from the point of view 
of the receiver. A degenerate "ccc" case occurs when one polygon edge and one polygon 



vcncx appear rrom the point or view or the receiver to coincide. Such cases arc called 
.. vc" events. At these .. ccc .. and .. cv"locations, the irradiancc undergoes a discontinuity 
in its second derivatives [I, 8). 

We would like to understand the structure in the 2PP or sets or rays on "ecc" events. 
This problem can be expressed as "what arc the set or lines that pass through 3 lines". 
This can be expresses as the solution to 

0 = (s- so)( II- llo)- (1-lo)(u- uo) 

0 = (s- s,)("- 11,)- (1-l,)(u- u,) 

0 = (s- s2 )(u- u2 )- (l-1 2 )(u- u2 ) 

This set is reducible to the rollowing three equations 

0 = (s- so)("- "•)- (1-lo)(u- uo) 

0 = (s 1 - so)u + (u1 - vo)s + (sovo- S1 vi)- (1, - lo)u + (u, - uo)l + (uolo- u,li) 

0 = (s,- so)u + (~>>- uo)s + (souo- S>l'l)- (I, -lo)u + (u,- uo)l + (uoto- u,l,) 

This is the intersection or a quadratic equation, and a 20 affine subset. The result is a 
I 0 conic subset or the 2PP domain. 

4.3 Lines Through One Point and One Line 

A "vc" event is a special case or an "ecc" event. In this case, it can be shown that the 
quadratic clements of the equations can be eliminated leaving three linear constraints. 
Thus the corresponding subset is a I 0 affine subset. 

Thus ror a panially obscured triangle, three or the 30 quadratic manirolds compris
ing it.• boundary can meet either in a 10 conic section, or degenerately in a 10 affine 
subset. 

5 Converse Questions 

In order to better understand the lumigraph structure, it is userul to ask converse ques
tions such as: what is the set or lines corresponding to a 20 affine 2PP subset. This will 
help us geometrically interpret observed lumigraph structure. 

We said above that the subset associated with all lines that pass through a point is a 
20 affine subset. As mentioned in the introduction, a simple counting argument shows 
that there must be 20 affine subsets that do not correspond to lines through a single 
point. In panicular it takes only 3 numbers to speciry a point in space, whereas there 
arc 6 degrees or rrccdom in choosing a 20 affine subset or 40 space [II). What arc the 
other 20 affine subsets? In order to understand these questions we first must introduce 
the concept or a shallow segment. 

5.1 Lines Through a Shallow Segment 

We define a shallow line to be a line that lies in a plane or constant z. A shallow seg
ment is a segment or a shallow line. As we will sec, shallow lines arc imponant in 
characterizing affine 2PP subsets. 



What 2PP subset corresponds to all lines through a shallow line I defined by a point 
(O.pv,p,) and a direction (I.tly,O) in space?' This subset can be computed starting 
from equation 2, and setting d, to 1.cro. 

subsct(a. b, .\) = (a, b, a+ alp, - .\fl>,. b + blp, - l'vfl', - .\dviJl,) 

Once again, we eliminate,\ resulting in 

subset (a, b, c) = (a, b, c, (I + I I p, )I> - d y( I + I I p, )a + tlvc - Jlv I p, 

Thus we conclude that for a shallow line, the corresponding 30 lumigraph subset is 
affine. 

5.2 20 Affine Lumigraph Subsets 

In general a 20 affine subset of a 40 space results from the intersection of two 30 affine 
subsets. As a result, the set of lines that pass through two shallow lines 11,/2 , must be a 
20 affine subset. There arc 3 degrees of freedom in specifying each shallow line, giving 
us a total of 6 degrees of freedom. It can be shown that these 6 dofs arc indcndcnt and 
can thus specify any 20 affine lumigraph subset. 

Thus we conclude that any 20 affine subset corresponds to the set of lines through 
two shallow lines. The set of lines passing through a single point, is simply a degenerate 
case where two shallow lines intersect in a point. 

6 Relationship to Pliicker Coordinates 

One classic way to represent lines in 30 space is using 6 coordinates called PlUcker 
coordinates. PlUcker coordinates express clements of the space P( G ,( R4

)) from the 
GraBman-Caylcy algebra [10, 5, 2, 13, II, 12). This 50 projective space consists of 
lines in 30 and "linear combinations of lines in 30" up to an arbitrary scale. Given the 
6 PlUcker coordinates of an clement of this space, one can test if it represents a single 
line (and not a non-decomposable linear combination of multiple lines) by seeing if 
the coordinates satisfy a ccnain quadratic constraint. This leaves 5 degrees of freedom. 
Because the scale is arbitrary, we arc left with 4 independent degrees of freedom to 
describe a line. 

For Lumigraph purposes, the 2PP parameterization has ccnain advantages over 
PlUcker coordinates. The 2PP domain is a four dimensional linear space, while lines in 
PlUcker coordinates live on a quadric four dimensional manifold in a five dimensional 
projective space. This can have a dramatic impact on the space complexity of the rep
resentation as well as the time required to compute the coordinates of the lines needed 
to extract an image. But because the algebra and geometry of PlUcker coordinates is 
well understood, we wish to understand the relationship between 2PP coordinates and 
PlUcker coordinates. 

Given a line (so,lo, uo, uo) in the two plane parameterization, one identifies two 
points on the line, (.<0 , 10 , 0) and ( u0 , u0 , -I) and computes the normali1.cd PlUcker 
coordinates as 

(so!lo- louo, -so, .so- uo, -to, I, uo -l.o) 

2 If the line is "venical", then we can define it by a point ( p .r, 0 ~ J', ) and a direction ( dz, I , 0 ). 



The formula for the first PlUcker coordinate is non-linear and so in general this mapping 
is non-linear. Interestingly, the PlUcker subsets corresponding to many of the geometric 
features discussed in this paper still have the same algebraic complexity as they do in 
the two plane paramctcri>.ation. For example, to compute the PlUcker coordinates of the 
lines that pass through a single point (t>r, ''••~'•) we start with equation 1 and map them 
to the PlUcker coordinates: 

subscl(a,l>) = (Clf'y/f', -bp,/1,,, -u, -afp, +t>rff',, -b, 1, bfp, -p,/p,) 

The non-linear parts of the mapping cancel out. As a result we sec that the set of lines 
passing through a single geometric point is a 2D affine subset of normali>.cd PlUcker 
coordinates. The same result is obtained in a coordinate free setting in 15, Prop 2.4 ]. 

The set oflines that pass through two lines is associated with a quadric in (s,l, u, t•), 
and the set of lines that pass through three lines is associated with a conic in (s, I. u, 11). 
Once again, the same is true of the associated subsets of PlUcker coordinates 113]. 

7 Conclusion 
In this paper we have investigated the association between sets of lines through cenain 
features in 3D geometric space, and subsets of the two plane parametric domain. This 
gives us insight into the structure of lumigraph functions, and may prove very useful in 
extracting geometric information from lumigraphs as well as lumigraph compression. 
We plan to pursue these avenues as future work. 
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Light Field Rendering 
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Abstract 
A number of techniques have been proposed for Hying 

through scenes by rcdisplaying previous! y rendered or digitized 
views. Techniques have also been proposed for interpolating 
between views by warping input images, using depth information 
or correspondences between multiple images. In this paper, we 
describe a simple and robust method for generating new views 
from arbit.rary camera positions without depth information or fea
ture matching, simply by combining and rcsampling the available 
images. The key to this technique lies in interpreting the input 
images as 20 slices of a 40 function - the light field. This func
tion completely characterizes the How of light through unob
structed space in a static scene with fixed illumination. 

We describe a sampled representlllion for light fields that 
allows for both efficient creation and display of inward and out
ward looking views. We have created light fields from large 
arrays of both rendered and digitized images. The latter arc 
acquired using a video camera mounted on a computer-controlled 
ganlJ)'. Once a light field has been created, new views may be 
constructed in real time by extracting slices in appropriate direc
tions. Since the success of the method depends on having a high 
sample rate, we describe a compression system that is able to 
compress the light fields we have generated by more than a factor 
of 100:1 with very little loss of fidelity. We also address the issues 
of anti aliasing during creation, and rcsampling during slice extrac
tion. 

CR Categories: 1.3.2 (Computer Graphics): Picture/Image Gener
ation- Digitizing and scanning, Viewing algoritluns; 1.4.2 [Com
puter Graphics): Compression- Approximate methods 

Additional keywords: image-based rendering, light field, holo
graphic stereogram. vector quantization, epipolar analysis 

1. Introduction 
Traditionally the input to a 3D graphics system is a scene 

consisting of geometric primitives composed of different materials 
and a set of lights. Based on this input specification, the rendering 
system computes and outputs an image. Recently a new approach 
to rendering has emerged: image·based rendering. lmage·based 
rendering systems generate different views of nn environment 
from a set of prc·acquircd imagery. There are scvcrnl advantages 
to this approach: 
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The display algorithms for image-based rendering require 
modest computational resources and are thus suitable for real
time implementation on workstations and personal compUlcrs. 
The cost of interactively viewing the scene is independent of 
scene complexity. 
The source of the pre-acquired images can be from a real or 
virtual environment, i.e. from digitized photographs or from 
rendered models. In fact, the two can be mixed together. 

The forerunner to these techniques is the use of environ
ment maps to capture the incoming light in a texture map 
(Blinn76, Grccne86). An environment map records the incident 
light arriving from all directions at a point. The original usc of 
environment maps was to efficiently approximate reflections of 
the environment on a surface. However, environment maps also 
may be used to quickly display any outward looking view of the 
environment from a fixed location but at a variable orientation. 
This is the basis of the Apple QuicklimeVR system [Chen95). In 
this system environment maps are created at key locations in the 
scene. The user is able to navigate discretely from location to 
location. and while at each location continuously change the view
ing direction. 

The major limitation of rendering systems based on envi
ronment maps is that the viewpoint is fixed. One way to relax this 
fixed position constraint is to use view intcl')X>Iation (Chen93. 
Greene94, Fuchs94, McMillan95a, McMillan95b, Narayanan95). 
Most of these methods require a depth value for each pixel in the 
environment map, which is easily provided if the environment 
maps arc synthetic images. Given the depth value it is possible to 
reprojcct points in the environment map from different vantage 
points to warp between multiple images. The key challenge in 
this warping approach is to ''fill in the gaps" when previously 
occluded areas become visible. 

Another approach to interpolating between acquired 
images is to find corresponding points in the two [Laveau94, 
MeMillan95b, Seitz95[. If the positions of the cameras are 
known, this is equivalent to finding the depth values of the corre· 
sponding points. Automatically finding correspondences between 
pairs or images is the classic problem of stereo vision. and unfor· 
tunatcly although many algorithms exist, these algorithms are 
fairly frngilc and may not always find the correct correspon
dences. 

In this paper we propose a new technique that is robust and 
allows much more freedom in the range of possible views. The 
major idea behind the technique is a representation of the light 
field, the radiance as a function of position and direction, in 
regions of space free of oceluders (free space). In free space, the 
light field is a 40, not a 50 function. An image is a two dimen
sional slice of the 40 light field. Creating a light field from a set 
of images corresponds to inserting each 20 slice into the 40 light 
field representation. Similarly, generating new views corresponds 
lO extracting and resampling a slice. 



Genernting n new image from a light field is quite different 
than previous view interpolation approaches. First. the new image 
is genernlly formed from many different pieces of the original 
input images, and need not look like any of them. Second, no 
mOOcl information, such as depth values or image correspon
dences, is needed to extract the image values. Third, image gener
ation involves only rcsampling, a simple linear process. 

This rcprcscntntion of the light field is similar to the epipo
lar volumes used in computer vision [Bolles87) and to horizonlnl
parnllax-only holographic stereograms 1Bcnton83]. An cpipolnr 
volume is fonned from an array of images created by translating a 
camern in equal increments in a single direction. Such a represen
tation has recently been used to pcrfonn view interpolation 
I Kataynrna951. A holographic stereogram is formed by exposing 
a piece of film to an array of images captured by n camern moving 
sideways. Halle has discussed how to set the camera aperture to 
properly acquire images for holographic stercograms I Halle94 ], 
and that theory is applicable to this work. Gavin Miller has also 
recognized the potential synergy between true 30 display tech
nologies and computer graphics algorithms 1Miller95]. 

There nrc several major challenges to using the light field 
approach to view 3D scenes on a graphics workstation. First, 
there is the choice of parameterization and representation of the 
light field. Related to this is the choice of sampling pattern for the 
field. Second, there is the issue of how to generate or acquire the 
light field. Third, there is the problem of fast generation of differ
ent views. This requires that the slice representing rays through a 
point be easily extracted, and that the slice be properly resnrnpled 
to avoid artifacts in the final image. Fourth, the obvious disadvan
tage of this approach is the large amount of data that may be 
required. Intuitively one suspects that the light field is coherent 
and that it may be compressed greatly. In the remaining seclions 
we discuss these issues and our proposed solutions. 

2. Representation 
We define the light field as the radiance at a point in a 

given direction. Note that our definition is equivalent to the 
plenoptic function introduced by Adelson and Bergen {Adcl
son91 ]. The phrase light field was coined by A. Gershun in his 
classic paper describing the radiometric propenies of light in a 
space (Gershun36]. 1 McMillan and Bishop (McMillan95b] dis
cuss the representation of 50 light fields as a set of panoramic 
images at different 30 locations. 

However. the 50 representation may be reduced to 40 in 
free space (regions free of occludcrs). This is a consequence of 
the fact that the radiance does not change along a line unless 
blocked. 40 light fields may be interpreted as functions on the 
space of oriented lines. The redundancy of the 50 representation 
is undesirnble for two reasons: first, redundancy increases the si7.c 
of the total dataset, and second, redundancy complicates the 
reconstruction of the radiance function from its samples. This 
reduction in dimension has been used to simplify the representa
tion of radiance emitted by luminaires (Lcvin7l, Ashdown93). 
For the remainder of this paper we wilJ be only concerned with 
40 light fields. 

1 For thme famillitr whh Genhun's pupa, be aaually uses the term light field to 
mean the imldiancc vector as a function of position. For this (C8SOD P. Moon in a lat

er book (MoonS I) uses the tam photic field to dcnatc whal we calllhc light fteld. 
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Although restricting the validity of the representation to 
free space may seem like a limitation, there arc two common situ
ations where this assumption is useful. First, most geometric 
models are bounded. In this case free space is the region outside 
the convex hull of the object, and hence nil views of an object 
from outside its convex hull may be generated from a 4D light 
field. Second, if we are moving through an architecturnl model or 
an outdoor scene we are usually moving through n region of free 
space; therefore, any view from inside this region, of objects out
side the region, may be generated. 

The major issue in choosing a representation of the 40 
light field is how to parameterize the space of oriented lines. 
There are several issues in choosing the parameterization: 

Efficient calculation. The computation of lhe position of a line 
from its parameters should be fast. More imponantly, for lhe 
purposes of calculating new views, it should be easy to compute 
the line parameters given the viewing trnnsformation and a 
pixel location. 

Control over the set or lines. The space of all lines is infinite, 
but only a finite subset of line space is ever needed. For exam
ple, in the case of viewing an object we need only lines inter
secting the convex hull of the object Thus, there should be an 
intuitive connection between the actual lines in 3-space and line 
parameters. 

Uniform sampling. Given equally spaced samples in line 
parameter space, the pattern of lines in 3-spacc should also be 
unifonn. In this sense, a unifonn sampling pattern is one where 
the number of Unes in intervals between s'amples is constant 
everywhere. Note that the correct measure for number of lines 
is related to the form factor kemei1Sbert93]. 

The solution we propose is to parameterize lines by their 
intersections with two planes in arbitrary position (sec figure 1). 
By convention, the coordinate system on the first plane is (u, v) 
and on the second plane is (s,l). An oriented line is defined by 
connecting a point on the uv plane to a point on the st plane. In 
practice we rcsuict u, v, s, and t to lie between 0 and 1, and thus 
points on each plane are restricted to lie within a convex quadrilat
ernl. We call this representation a light slab. Intuitively, a light 
slab represents the beam of light entering one quadrilatcrnl and 
exiting another quadrilatcrnl. 

A nice feature of this representation is that one of the 
planes may be placed at infinity. This is convenient since then 
lines may be parameterized by a point and a direction. The latter 
will prove useful for constructing light fields either from ortho
graphic images or images with a fixed field of view. Furthermore, 
if all calculations are performed using homogeneous coordinates, 
the two cases may be handled at no additional cost. 

Figure 1: 1be light slab repn:scnl.nl.ion. 
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Figure 2: Definition of the line space we use to visualize sets of light mys. 
Each oriented line in Cnrtesinn space (Ill left) is represented in line space 

(Ill right) by n point. To simplify the visualizations, we show only lines in 
20; ~ extension to 30 is struightforward. 
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Figure J: Using line space to visualize my coverage. (n) shows n single 
light slob. Light roys (drawn in gray) connect points on two defining lines 
(druwn in red and green). (c) shows nn ammgcment of four rowed copies 
of (n). (b) and (d) show the corresponding line space visualizations. For 

any set of lines in Cartesian space, the envelope fanned by the com:spond
ing points in line space indicates our coverage of position and direction; 
ideally the coverage should be complete in 8 nnd as wide as possible in r. 
As these figures show, the single slab in (a) does not provide full covcrnge 

in 0, but the four-slnb nmmgement in (c) docs. (c) is, however, narrow in 

r. Such an mnmgcment is suitable for inward-looking views of o small 

object placed Ill the origin. It wns used to generute the lion light field in 

figun: 14d. 

A big advantage of this representation is the efficiency of 
geometric ca1culations. Mapping from (u, v) to points on the plane 
is a projective map and involves only linear algebra (multiplying 
by a 3x3 matrix). More importantly, as will be discussed in sec
tion 5, the inverse mapping from an image pixel (x. y) to 
(u, v, s, l) is also a projective map. Methods using spherical or 
cylindrical coordinates require substantially more computation. 
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Figure 4: Using line space to visunli1.c sampling uniformity. (n) shows n 

light slllb defined by two lines at right angles. (c) shows a light slnb where 

one defining line is at infinity. This llmlJlgcmcnt gencrntcs rnys passing 

through the other defining line with an angle between -45° and +45°. (b) 

nnd (d) show the corresponding line spncc visualiz.nt.ions. Our usc of (r, 61) 

to pammetcri7.c line space has the property thru. equal nn:.ns in line space 

correspond to cqunlly dense sampling of position and oricnt.ntion in Carte

sian space; ideally the density of points in line space should be uniform. 

As these figures show, the singularity at the comer in (n) lends to a highly 

nonunifonn and therefore inefficient sampling pru.tem, indicntcd by dnrk 
nrcns in (b) nt angles of 0 and -nn.. (c) gencmt.es a more uniform set of 

lines. Although (c) docs not provide full covemge of 0, four rohlled 

copies do. Such on ammgcmcnt is suitnble for outward-looking views by 

an observer standing ncar the origin. It was used to gcncmt.e the hallway 

light field in figure 14c. 

Many propenies of ·light fields are easier to understand in 
line space (figures 2 through 4). In line space, each oriented line 
is represented by a point and each set of lines by a region. In par
ticular, the set of lines represented by a light slab and the set of 
lines intersecting the convex hull of an object are both regions in 
line space. All views of an object could be generated from one 
light slab if its set of lines include all lines intersecting the convex 
hull of the object. Unfortunately, this is not possible. Therefore, 
it takes multiple light slabs to represent all possible views of an 
object. We therefore tile line space with a collection of light 
slabs, as shown in figure 3. 

An imponant issue related to the parumeterization is the 
sampling paucm. Assuming that all views are equally likely 10 be 
generuted. then any line is equally likely to be needed. Thus all 
regions of line space should have an equal density of samples. 
Figure 4 shows the density of samples in line space for different 
arrangements of slabs. Note that no slab arrangement is perfect: 
arrangements with a singularity such as two polygons joined at a 
comer (4a) are bad and should be avoided, whereas slabs formed 



from parallel planes (3a) gcncralC fairly uniform patterns. In nddi· 
lion, arrangements where one plane is at infinity (4c) nrc better 
than those with two finite planes (Ja). Finally, because of symme
try the spacing of samples in uv should in genernl be the same as 
st. However, if the observer is likely to stand ncar the uv plane, 
then it may be acceptable to sample uv less frequently than st. 

3. Creation of light fields 
In this section we discuss the creation of both virtual light 

fields (from rendered images) and real light fields (from digitized 
images). One method to create a light field would be to choose a 
40 sampling pattern, and for each line sample, find the radiance. 
This is easily done directly for virtual environments by a ray 
tracer. This could also be done in a real environment with a spot 
radiometer, but it would be very tedious. A more practical way to 
generate light fields is to assemble a collection of images. 

3.1. From rendered images 
For a vinual environment, a light slab is easily generated 

simply by rendering n 20 array of images. Each image represents 
a slice of the 40 light slab at a fixed uv value and is formed by 
placing the center of projection of the vinual camera atlhe sample 
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Figure 5: 1bc viewing geometry used to create o light slnb from nn 

anuy of perspective images. 

location on the uv plane. The only issue is that the xy samples of 
each image must correspond exactly with the st samples. This is 
easily done by performing a sheared perspective projection (figure 
5) similar to that used to generate a stereo pair of images. Figure 
6 shows the resulting 40 light field, which can be visualized either 
as a uv array of st images or as an st army of uv images. 

u 

s ----------
Figure 6: Two visualiznt.ions of a light field. (a) Each image in the muy ~presents the ruys mriving 01 one point on the uv plane from nil points on the st 

plane, as shown at left. (b) Each image represents the ruys leaving one point on the st plane bound for ull points on the uv phme. Tile imnges in (a) are off

axis (i.e. s.henred) perspective views of lhe scene. while the images in (b) look like n::flecumcc maps. The lancr occun because the object has been plnced 
astride the focnl plane, making sets of ruys leo.ving points on the focal plane similar in chaructcr to sets of ruys leo.ving points on the object. 
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1\vo other viewing geometries arc useful. A light slab may 
be formed from a 20 array of onhographic views. This can be 
modeled by placing the uv plane at infinity, as shown in figure 4c. 
In this case, each uv sample corresponds to the direction of a par· 
allel projection. Again, the only issue is to align the xy and st 
samples of the image with the st quadrilatcml. The other useful 
geometry consists of a 20 array of outward looking (non· sheared) 
perspective views with fixed field of view. In this case, each 
image is a slice of the light slab with the st plane at infinity. The 
fact that all these cases arc equally easy to handle with light slabs 
attests to the elegance of projective geometry. Light fields using 
each arrangement arc presented in section 6 and illustrnLCd in fig· 
ure 14. 

As wilh any sampling process, sampling a light field may 
lead to aliasing since typical light fields contain high frequencies. 
Fortunately, the effects of aliasing may be alleviated by filtering 
before sampling. In lhe case of a light field, a 40 filter in lhe 
space of lines must be employed (see figure 7). Assuming a box 
filter, a weighted average of the radiances on all lines connecting 
sample squares in the uv and st planes must be computed. If a 
camera is placed on the uv plane and focussed on the st plane, 
then the filtering process corresponds to integrating both over a 
pixel corresponding to an st sample, and an apcnure equal in size 
to a uv sample, as shown in figure 8. The theory behind this filter· 
ing process has been discussed in the context of holographic stere· 
ograms by Halle ]Halle94]. 

Note lhal allhough prefillering has lhe desired effect of 
antialiasing the light field, it has what at first seems like an unde· 
sirablc side effect - introducing blurriness due to depth of field. 
However, this blurriness is precisely correct for the situation. 
Recall what happens when creating a pair of images from two 
adjacent camera locations on the uv plane: a given object point 
will project to different locations, potentially several pixels apart. 
in these two images. The distance between the two projected 
locations is called the stereo disparity. Extending this idea to mul· 
tiplc camera locations produces a sequence of images in which the 
object appears to jump by a distance equal 10 lhe disparity. This 
jumping is aliasing. Recall now that taking an image with a finite 
npenurc causes points out of focus to be blurred on the film plane 
by a circle of confusion. Setting the diameter of the aperture to 
the spacing between camera locations causes the circle of oonfu· 
sion for each object point to be equal in si7.c to its stereo disparity. 
This replaces the jumping with a sequence or blurred images. 
Thus, we arc removing aliasing by employing finite depth of field. 

Sl --+7-
uv-j--

Pixel filter + Aperture filter = Ray filter 

Figure 7: Pn::filtcring a light field. To avoid aliasing, a 40 low 
pass filter must be applied to the mdinnce function. 
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Figure 8: Prcfihering using an aperture. This figure shows a cam· 

em focused on the st plane wilh an aperture on the uv plane whose 
size is equal to the uv sample spacing. A hypothetical film plane is 
drown behind the aperture. Ignore the npcrture for a moment (eon· 
sidcr a pinhole cnmcrn that precisely inw.ges the st plane onto the 
film plane). Then integrating over o pixel on the film plane is 

cqui\'ll1ent to integrating over nn st region bounded by the pixel. 
Now consider fixing a point on the film plane while using a finite 
sized aperture (recall that nil rnys from a point on the film through 
the open.ure nre focussed on a single point on the focnl plane). 
Then intcgmti.ng over the aperture corresponds to integrating all 
mys through the uv region bounded by the apenure. Therefore, by 
simultaneously integroting over both the pixel nnd the aperture, the 
proper 40 integrul is computed. 

The necessity for pre filtering can also be understood in line 
space. Recall from our earlier discussion that samples of the 1ight 
field correspond to points in line space. Having a finite depth of 
field with an aperture equal in size to the uv sample spacing 
insures that each sample adequately covers the interval between 
these line space points. Too small or too large an aperture yields 
gaps or overlaps in line space coverage, resulting in views that arc 
either nliascd or excessively blurry, respectively. 

3.2. From digitized images 
Digitizing the imagery required to build a light field of a 

physical scene is a formidable engineering problem. The number 
of images required is large (hundreds or thousands). so the process 
must be automated or at least computer-assisted. Moreover, the 
lighting must be conLrOIIed to insure a static light field, yet Hexible 
enough to properly illuminate the scene, all the while staying clear 
of the camera to avoid unwanted shadows. Finally, real optical 
systems impose constraints on angle of view. focal distance, depth 
of field, and apenure, all of which must be managed. Similar 
issues have been faced in the construction of devices for perform· 
ing near.field photometric measurements of luminaires [Ash
down93). In the following paragrnphs, we enumerate the major 
design decisions we faced in this endeavor and the solutions we 
adopted. 

Inward versus outward looking. The first decision to be made 
was between a flyaround of a small object and a flylhrough of a 
lntge·scale scene. We judged ftynrounds to be the simpler case, 
so we attacked them firsL 



Figure 9: Our prototype cmneru gnntry. A modified Cybc:rwnre 

MS motion plntfonn with additional stepping motors from Lin

Tech and Parker provide four degrt:cs of freedom: horizonlnl 

and vertical tnmsllllion, pnn, and tilt. The eameru is n Pnnnsonic 

WV-F300 3-CCD video cameru with a Canon f/1.7 10·120mm 
zoom lens. We keep it locked off 111 its widest setting ( IOmm) 
and mounted so that the pitch and yaw axes p:lSS through the 
center of projection. While digitizing, the cnmc:ra is kept point

ed nt the center of the focul plnnc. Calibrntions and alignments 

are verified with the aid of a Faro digitizing nrm. which is accu

nnc to 0.3 mm. 

Human versus computer-controUed. An inexpensive 
approach to digitizing light fields is to move a handheld camera 
lhrough the scene, populating the field from the resulting 
images (Gonlcr96]. This approach necessitates estimating 
camern pose at each frame and interpolating the light field from 
scattered data- two challenging problems. To simp1ify the situ
ation, we chose instead to build a computer-controlled camera 
gantry and to digitize images on a regular grid. 

Spherical versus planar camera motion. For Oyarounds of 
small objects, an obvious gantry design consists of two concen
tric hemicycles, similar to a gyroscope mounting. The camera 
in such a gantry moves along a spherical surface, always point
ing at the center of the sphere. Apple Computer has con
structed such a ganll)' to acquire imagery for Quick-lime VR 
Dyarounds (Chen95(. Unfortunately, the lighting in their sys
tem is attached to the moving camera, so it is unsuitnble for 
acquiring static light fields. In general, a spherical gantry has 
three advantages over a planar gantry: (a) it is easier to cover 
the entire range of viewing directions. (b) the sampling rate in 
direction space is more unifonn. and (c) the distance between 
the camera and the object is fixed, providing sharper focus 
throughout the range of camera motion. A planar gantry has 
two advantages over a spherical gantry: (a) it is easier to build; 
the entire structure can be assembled from linear motion stages. 
and (b) it is closer to our light slab representation. For our first 
prototype gantry, we chose to build a planar gantry, as shown in 
figure 9. 

Field of view. Our goal was to build a light field that allowed 
360 degrees of azimuthal viewing. To accompHsh this using a 
planar gantry meant acquiring four slabs each providing 90 
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Figure 10: Object and lighting support. Objects nrc mounted 

on a Bogen fluid-head tripod, which we manually routte to four 

orientations spaced 90 degrees apan. lJiumination is provided 

by two 600W Lowell Omni spotlights attached to a ceiling

mounted rotating hub that is aligned with the rowion nxis of the 
tripod. A stationary 6' x 6' diffuser p::mcl is hung between the 
spotlights and the gantry, and the entire apparotus is enclosed in 

bluck vel vet to eliminate struy light. 

degrees. This can be achieved with a camera that translates but 
docs not pan or tilt by employing a wide-angle lens. This solu
tion has two disadvantages: (a) wide-angle lenses exhibit signif
icant distortion. which must be corrected after acquisition, and 
(b) this solution trades off angle of view against sensor resolu
tion. Another solution is to employ a view camera in which the 
sensor and optical system translate in parallel planes, the fanner 
moving faster than the latter. Horizontal parallax holographic 
stcreograms are constructed using such a camera (Halle94). 
Incorporating this solution into a ganuy that moves both hori
zontally and vcnically is difficult. We instead chose to equip 
our camera with pan and tilt motors. enabling us to use a nar
row-angle lens. The usc of a rotating camera means that. in 
order to transfer the acquired image to the light slab representa
tion, it must be reprojected to lie on a common plane. This 
reprojection is equivalent to keystone correction in architectural 
photography. 

Standoff distance. A disndvantage of planar gantries is that the 
distance from the camera to the object changes as the camera 
translates across the plane, making it difficult to keep the object 
in focus. The view camera described above docs not suffer 
from this problem, because the ratio of object distance to image 
distance stays constant as the camern translates. For a rotating 
camera, servo-controlled focusing is an option. but changing the 
focus of a camera shifts its center of projection and changes the 
image magnification. complicating acquisition. We instead mit
igate this problem by using strong lighting and a small aperture 
to maximize depth of field. 

Sensor rotation. Each sample in a light slab should ideally rep
resent the integral over a pixel, and these pixels should lie on a 
common foca) plane. A view camera satisfies this constraint 
because its sensor translates in a plane. Our use of a rotating 
camera means that the focal plane also rotates. Assuming that 



we resample the images carefully during reprojection. the pres· 
ence of a rotated focal plane will introduce no additional error 
into the light field. In practice, we have not seen artifacts due to 
this rcsampling process. 

Aperture size. Each sample in a light slab should also represent 
the intcgrn) over an aperture cqunJ in size to a uv sample. Our 
usc of a small aperture produces a light field with little or no uv 
antia1iasing. Even fully open. the apertures of commercia] 
video cameras are small. We can approximate the required 
antinJiasing by averaging together some number of adjacent 
views, thereby creating a symhelic aperture. However. this 
technique requires a very dense spacing of views, which in turn 
requires rupid acquisition. We do not currently do this. 

Object support. In order to acquire a 360-degree light field in 
four 90-dcgrec segments using a planar gantry, either the gantry 
or the object must be rotated to each of four orientations spaced 
90 degrees apart. Given the massiveness of our gantry, the lat· 
ter was clearly easier. For these experiments, we mounted our 
objects on a tripod, which we manually rotate to the four posi· 
Lions as shown in figure 10. 

Lighting. Given our decision to rotnte the object, satisfying the 
requirement for fixed illumination means that either the lighting 
must exhibit fourfold symmetry or it must rotate with the 
object. We chose the latter solution, attaching a lighting system 
to a rotating hub as shown in figure 10. Designing a lighting 
system that stays clear of the gantry, yet provides enough light 
to evenJy illuminate an object, is a challenging problem. 

Using this gantry. our procedure for acquiring a light field 
is as follows. For each of the four orientations, the camera is 
translated through a regular grid of camera positions. At each 
position, the camera is panned and tilted to point at the center of 
the object. which lies along the ruds of rotation of the tripod. We 
then acquire an image, and, using standard texture mapping nJgo· 
rithms, reprojcct it to lie on a common plane as described earlier. 
Table II gives a typicnJ set of acquisition parameters. Note that 
the distance between camern positions (3.125 em) exceeds the 
diameter of the aperture ( 1.25 mm), underscoring the need for 
denser spacing and a synthetic aperture. 

4. Compression 
Light field arrays are large - the largest example in this 

paper is 1.6 GB. To make creation, transmission, and display of 
light fields practical, they must be compressed. In choosing from 
among many available compression techniques, we were guided 
by several unique characteristics of light fields: 

Data redundancy. A good compression technique removes 
redundancy from a signal without affecting its content. Light 
fields exhibit redundancy in all four dimensions. For example, 
the smooth regions in figure 6a tell us that this light field con· 
tains redundancy in s and t, and the smooth regions in figure 6b 
tell us that the light field contains redundancy in u and v. The 
fanner corresponds to our usual notion of interpixel coherence 
in a pcnpectivc view. The latter can be interpreted either as the 
intcrframe coherence one expects in a motion sequence or as 
the smoothness one expects in the bidirectional reflectance dis· 
tribution function (BRDF) for a diffuse or moderately specular 
surface. Occlusions introduce discontinuities in both cases, of 
course. 
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Random access. Most compression techniques place some con· 
straint on random access to data. For example, variable·bitratc 
coders may require scanlines. tiles, or frames to be decoded at 
once. Examples in this class arc variablc·bitrate vector quanti· 
zation and the Huffman or arithmetic coders used in JPEG or 
MPEG. Predictive coding schemes further complicate random· 
access because pixels depend on previously decoded pixels, 
scanlincs, or frames. This poses a problem for light fields since 
the set of samples referenced when extracting an image from a 
light field arc dispersed in memory. As the observer moves, the 
access patterns change in complex ways. We therefore seck a 
compression technique that suppons low·cost random access to 
irulividual samples. 

Asymmetry. Applications of compression can be classified as 
symmetric or asymmetric depending on the relative time spent 
encoding versus decoding. We assume that light fields arc 
assembled and compressed ahead of time. making this an asym· 
metric application. 

Compulational expense. We seek a compression scheme that 
can be decoded without hardware assistance. Although soft· 
ware decoders have been demonstrated for standards like JPEG 
and MPEG, these implementations consume the full power of a 
modern microprocessor. In addition to decompression, the dis· 
play algorithm has additional work to perfonn, as will be 
described in section 5. We therefore seck a compression 
scheme that can be decoded quick I y. 

The compression scheme we chose was a two.-stnge 
pipeline consisting of fixcd·rate vector quantization followed by 
entropy coding (l..cmpei-Ziv). as shown in figure II. Following 
similar motivations, Beers ct nJ. use vector quanti1.ation to com· 
press textures for usc in rendering pipelines fBeers96). 

4.1. Vector quantization 
The tint stage of our compression pipeline is vector quanti

zation (VQ) (Genho92), a lossy compression technique wherein a 
vector of samples is quantized to one of n number .of prcdeter· 
mined reproduction vectors. A reproduction vector is cnJlcd a 
codeword, and the set of codewords available to encode a source 
is called the eodebook, Codebooks are constructed during a train
ing phase in which the quantizer is asked to find a set of code· 
words that best approximates a set of sample vectors, called the 
training set. The qunJity of a codeword is typically characterized 

/

code book- LZ 

(0.8 MB) """' 
light field - VQ bitstrcam 
(402MB) "' / (3.4 MB) 

indices -- LZ 
(16.7MB) 

Figure 11 Two--stnge compression pipeline. The light field is plll"li· 

tioned into tiles, which are encoded using vector quantization to 
Conn an army of codcbook indices. The codebook and the anuy of 

indices nrc further compressed using Lcmpei-Ziv coding. Decom
pression also occun in two stages: entropy decoding as the file is 
landed into memory, and dcquantization on demnnd during interne· 

tivc viewing. Typical file sizes nre shown beside each stage. 



using mean-squared error (MSE), i.e. the sum over all samples in 
the vector of the squared difference between the source sample 
and the codeword sample. Once a codebook has been constructed, 
encoding consists of partitioning the source into vectors and find
ing for each vector the closest approximating codeword from the 
codebook. Decoding consists of looking up indices in the code
book and outputting the codewords found there - a very fast 
operation. Indeed, decoding speed is one of the primary advan
tages of vector quanti7.ation. 

In our application. we typically usc 20 or 40 tiles of the 
light field, yielding 12-d.imensional or 48-dimensional vectors, 
respectively. The former takes advantage of coherence in s and t 
only, while the latter takes advantage of coherence in all four 
dimensions. To maximi1.e image quality, we train on a representa
tive subset of each light field to be compressed, then transmit the 
resulting codebook along with the codeword index army. Since 
light fields arc large, even after compression, the additionaJ over
head of transmitting a codcbook is small, typically Jess than 20%. 
We train on a subset ruther than the entire light field to reduce the 
expense of training. 

The output of vector quantization is a sequence of fixed
rate codcbook indices. Each index is log N bits where N is the 
number of codewords in the codebook, so the compression rate of 
the quantizcr is (1:1) I (log N) where k is the number of elements 
per vector (i.e. the dimension), and I is the number of bits per cle
ment, usually 8. In our application, we typically use 16384-word 
codebooks, leading to a compression rate for this stage of the 
pipeline of (48 x 8) I (log 16384) = 384 bits I 14 bits= 27:1. To 
simplify decoding, we represent each index using an integral num
ber of bytes, 2 in our case, which reduces our compression 
slightly, to 24: I. 

4.2. Entropy coding 
The second stage of our compression pipeline is an entropy 

coder designed to decrease the cost of representing high
probability code indices. Since our objects arc typically rendered 
or photographed against a constant-color background, the army 
contains many tiles that occur with high probability. For the 
examples in this paper, we employed gzip, an implementation of 
Lempel-Ziv coding (Ziv77(. In this algorithm, the input stream is 
panitioncd into nonoverlapping blocks while constructing a dic
tionary of blocks seen thus far. Applying gzip to our army of code 
indices typicaJly gives us an additional 5:1 compression. Huffman 
coding would probably yield slightly higher compression, but 
encoding and decoding would be more expensive. Our total com
pression is therefore 24 x 5 = I 20: I. See section 6 and table Ill 
for more detail on our compression results. 

4.3. Decompression 
Decompression occurs in two stages. The first stage -

gzip decoding - is performed as the file is loaded into memory. 
The output of this stage is a codebook and an array of code 
indices packed in 16-bit words. Although some efficiency has 
.been lost by this decoding, the light field is still compressed 24: I, 
and it is now represented in a way that supports random access. 

The second stage- dequantization- proceeds as follows. 
As the observer moves through the scene. the display engine 
requests samples of the light field. Each request consists of a 
(u, v, s,l) coordinate tuple. For each request. a subscripting calcu
lation is performed to determine which sample tile is being 
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addressed. Each tile corresponds to one quantization vector and is 
thus represented in the index array by a single entry. Looking this 
index up in the codcbook. we find a vector of sample values. A 
second subscripting calculation is then pcrfonned, giving us the 
offset of the requested sample within the vector. With the aid of 
precomputed subscripting tables, dcquanti1.ation can be imple
mented very efficiently. In our tests, decompression consumes 
about 25% of the CPU cycles. 

5. Display 
The final part of the system is a real time viewer that con

SLIUcts and displays an image from the light slab given the imag
ing geometry. The viewer must resample a 20 slice of lines from 
the 40 light field: each line represents a ray through the eye point 
and a pixel center as shown in figure 12. There arc two steps to 
this process: step I consists of computing the (u, v,s, t) line 
parameters for each image rny, and step 2 consists of resampling 
the radiance at lhose line parameters. 

As mentioned previously, a big advantage of the light slab 
representation is the efficiency of the inverse calculation of the 
line parameters. Conceptually the (u, v) and (s, 1) parameters may 
be calculated by detennining the point of intersection of an image 
ray with each plane. Thus, any ray tracer could easily be adapted 
to use light slabs. However, a polygonaJ rendering system aJso 
may be used to view a light slab. The transformation from image 
coordinates (.r, y) to both the (u, v) and the (s, 1) coordinates is a 
projective map. Therefore, computing the line coordinates can be 
done using texture mapping. The uv quadrilateral is drawn using 
the current viewing transfonnation, and during scan conversion 
the (uw, vw, w) coordinates at the comers of the quadrilateral arc 
interpolated. The resulting u = uwlw and v = vwlw coordinates at 
each pixel represent lhc ray intersection with the uv quadrilateral. 
A similar procedure can be used to generate the (.r, t) coordinates 
by drawing the st quadrilateral. Thus, the inverse trnnsfonnation 
from (x, y) to (u, v, s,l) reduces essentially to two texture coordi
nate calculations per ray. This is cheap and can be done in real 
time, and is supported in many rendering systems, both hardware 
and software. 

Only Jines with (u, v) and (s, 1) coordinates inside both 
quadrilaterals arc represented in the light slab. Thus, if the texture 
coordinates for each plane are computed by drawing each quadri
laterial one after the other, then only those pixels that have both 
valid uv and st coordinates should be looked up in the light slab 
army. Alternatively, the two quadrilaterals may be simultaneously 
scan converted in their region of overlap to cut down on unneces
sary calculations; this is the technique that we usc in our software 
implementation. 

u s 

Figure 12: The process of resampling a light slab during 
display. 



Figure 13: The effects of intcrpohuion during slice e.xtmetion. (D) 

No interpalotion. (b) Linc:nr interpolation in uv only. (c) Qundrn

linenr interpolation in uvst. 

To draw an image of a collection of light slabs, we draw 
them sequentially. If the sets of lines in the collection of light 
slabs do not overlap, then each pixel is drawn only once and so 
this is quite efficient. To funhcr increase efficiency, "back-fncing" 
light slabs may be culled. 

The second step involves resampling the radiance. The 
ideal resampling process first reconstructs the function from the 
original samples, and then applies a bandpass filter to the recon
structed function to remove high frequencies that may cause alias
ing. In our system, we approximate the resampling process by 
simply interpolating the 40 function from the nearest samples. 
This is correct only if the new sampling rate is greater than the 
origina1 sampling rate, which is usually the case when displaying 
light fields. However, if the image of the light field is very small, 
then some form of prcfihering should be applied. This could eas
ily be done with a 40 variation of the standard mipmapping algo
rithm (Williams83(. 

Figure 13 shows the effect of nearest neighbor versus bilin
ear interpolation on the uv plane versus quadrilincar intef"JX)Iation 
of the full 40 function. Qundralincar interpolation coupled with 
the proper prefiltering generates images with few aliasing ani
facts. The improvement is particularly dramatic when the object 
or camera is moving. However, quadralincnr filtering is more 
expensive and can sometimes be avoided. For example, if the 
sampling rates in the uv and st planes arc different, and then the 
benefits of filtering one plane may be greater than the other plane. 

6. Results 
Figure 14 shows images extracted from four light fields. 

The first is a buddha constructed from rendered images. The 
model is an irregular polygon mesh constructed from range data. 
The input images were generated using RenderMan, which a1so 
provided the machinery for computing pixel and aperture 

buddha kidney hallway lion 

Number of slabs I I 4 4 
Images per slob 16xl6 64x64 64x32 32xl6 
Total images 256 4096 8192 2048 
Pixels per image 2562 1281 2562 2561 

Raw size (MB) 50 201 1608 402 
Prcfiltering uvst 5I only uvst 5I only 

Table 1: Slntistics of the light fields shown in figure 14. 
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anlialiasing. The light field configuration was a single slab similar 
to that shown in figure 3a 

Our second light field is a human abdomen constructed 
from volume renderings. The two tan-colored organs on either 
side of the spine are the kidneys. In this case, the input images 
were onhographic views, so we employed a slab with one plane at 
infinity as shown in figure 4c. Because an orthographic image 
contains rays of constant direction, we generated more input 
images than in the first example in order to provide the angular 
range needed for creating perspective views. The images include 
pixel antialiasing but no aperture nntialiasing. However, the dense 
spacing of input images reduces aperture aliasing artifacts to a 
minimum. 

Our third example is an outward-looking light field depict
ing a hallway in Berkeley's Soda Ha11. rendered using a radiosity 
program. To allow a full range of observer motion while optimiz
ing sampling uniformity, we used four slabs with one plane at 
infinity, a four-slab version of figure 4c. The input images were 
rendered on an SGI RealityEngine, using the accumulation buffer 
to provide both pixel and aperture antialiasing. 

Our last example is a light field constructed from digitized 
images. The scene is of a toy lion, and the light field consists of 
four slabs as shown in figure 3c, allowing the observer to walk 
completely around the object. The sensor and optical system pro
vide pixel antialiasing, but the aperture diameter was too small to 
provide correct aperture antialiasing. As a result. the light field 
exhibits some aliasing, which appears as double images. These 
anifacts arc worst near the head and tail of the lion because of 
their greater distance from the axis around which the camera 
rotated. 

Table I summarizes the statistics of each light field. Table 
II gives additional information on the lion dataset. Table III gives 
the performance of our compression pipeline on two representa
tive datase.ts. The buddha was compressed using a 20 tiling of the 

Camera motion 
translation per slab 
pan and tilt per slab 
number of slabs 
total pan and till 

Sampling density 
distance to object 
cnmem pan per sample 
cnmcrn translation per sample 

Aperture 
focal distance of lens 
F-numbcr 
aperture diameter 

Acquisition time 
time per image 
total acquisition time 

IOOcm xSO em 
90° X 45° 

4 slabs 90' apan 
360° X 45° 

50 em 
3.6' 

3.125 em 

IOmm 
f/8 

1.25 mm 

3 seconds 
4 hours 

Table II: Acquisition pmmnc:ters for the lion light field. Disumcc: 

to object and camern pan pc:r sample ~ given 01 the: center of the: 

plonc: of camern motion. TotnJ ncquisition time includes longer 

gantry movements 01 the c:nd of each row nnd manual setup time: 
for c:och of the four orientations. The: aperture diamctc:r is the focal 
length divided by the F-numbcr. 



buddha lion 

Vector quantization 
rnw si7.c (MB) 50.3 402.7 
fraction in training set 5% 3% 
samples per tile 2x2xlxl 2x2x2x2 
bytes per sample 3 3 
vector dimension 12 48 
number of codewords 8192 16384 
codebook size (MB) 0.1 0.8 
bytes per codeword index 2 2 
index array size (MB) 8.4 16.8 
total size (MB) 8.5 17.6 
compression rate 6:1 23:1 

Entropy coding 
gzippcd codebook (MB) 0.1 0.6 
gzippcd index array (MB) 1.0 2.8 
total size (MB) 1.1 3.4 
compression due to gzip 8:1 5:1 
total compression 45:1 118:1 

Compression performance 
training time 15 mins 4hrs 
encoding time I mins 8 mins 
original entropy (bits/pixel) 4.2 2.9 
image quality (PSNR) 36 27 

Table lli: Compression statistics for two light fields. The buddhn 
was compressed using 20 tiles of RGB pixels, forming 12-d.imen

sionnl vectors, and the lion was compressed using 40 tiles (20 
tiles of RGB pixels from each of 2 x 2 adjncent cmncru positions), 

forming 48-d.imcnsional vccton. Bytes per codeword index in

clude padding ns described in section 4, Peak signal-to-noise ratio 
(PSNR) is computed as 10log10(2552/MS£). 

light field, yielding a total compression rate of 45: I. The lion was 
compressed using a 40 tiling, yielding a higher compression rate 
of 118: I. During interactive viewing, lhe compressed buddha is 
indistinguishable from the original; the compressed lion exhibits 
some anifacts, but only at high magnifications. Representative 
images are shown in figure I 5. We have also experimented with 
higher rates. As a general rule, the ani facts become objectionable 
only above 200: I. 

Finally, table IV summari7..es the performance of our inter~ 
active viewer operating on the lion light field. As the table shows, 
we achieve interactive playback rates for reasonable image sizes. 
Note that the size of the light field has no effect on playback rute; 
only the image size matters. Memory si7.e is not an issue because 
the compressed fields arc small. 

7. Discussion and future work 
We have described a new light field representation, the 

light slab, for storing all the radiance values in free space. Both 
inserting images into the field and extrncting new views from the 
field involve resampling, a simple and robust procedure. The 
resulting system is easily implemented on workstations and per~ 
sonal computers, requiring modest amounts of memory and 
cycles. Thus, this technique is useful for many applications requir
ing interaction with 3D scenes. 
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Display limes (ms) no bilerp uvlerp uvst lerp 

coordinate calculation 13 13 13 
sample extraction 14 59 214 
overhead 3 3 3 

total 30 75 230 

Tobie IV: Displny perfomumcc for the lion light field. Displayed 

imnges nrc 192 x 192 pixels. Sample extrnct.ion includes VQ de
coding nnd snmple inu:rpolmion. Displny overhend includes read

ing the mouse, computing thc observer position, nnd copying the 

imnge to the fl'1lltlC buffer. Timings arc for n software-only imple

mc:nlnlion on n 250 MHz MIPS 4400 processor. 

There are three major limitation of our method. First, the 
sampling density must be high to avoid excessive blurriness. This 
requires rendering or acquiring a large number of images, which 
may take a long time and consume n lot of memory. However, 
denser sample spacing leads to greater inter-sample coherence, so 
the size of the light field is usually manageable after compression. 
Second, the observer is restricted to regions of space free of 
occluders. This limitation can be addressed by stitching together 
multiple light fields based on a panition of the scene geometry 
into convex regions. If we augment light fields to include Z~ 
depth, the regions need not even be convex. Third, the illumina
tion must be fixed. If we ignore interrcflcctions, this limitation 
can be addressed by augmenting light fields to include surface 
normals and optical properties. To handle interrcflections, we 
might try representing illumination as a superposition of basis 
functions (Nimerofi1)4). This would corrcspond in our case to 
computing a sum of light fields each lit with a different illumina· 
lion function. 

It is useful to compare this approach with depth·based or 
correspondence-based view interpolation. In these srstems, a 30 
model is created to improve quality of the interpolation and hence 
decrease the number of pre-acquired images. In our approach, a 
much larger number of images is acquired, and at first this seems 
like a disadvantage. However, because of the 30 structure of the 
light field, simple compression schemes are able to find and 
exploit this same 30 structure. In our case, simple 40 block cod· 
ing leads to compression rates of over 100: I. Given the success of 
the compression, a high density compressed light field has an 
advantage over other approaches because the resampling process 
is simpler, and no explicit 3D suucturc must be found or stored. 

There are many representations for light used in computer 
graphics and computer vision, for example, images, shadow and 
environment maps, light sources, rndiosity and rndiancc basis 
functions, and my tracing procedures. However, abstract light rep
resentations have not been systematically studied in the same way 
as modeling and display primitives. A fruitful line of future 
research would be to reexamine these representations from first 
principles. Such reexaminations may in tum lead to new methods 
for the central problems in these fields. 

Another area of future research is the design of insuumen~ 
tation for acquisition. A large parallel array of cameras connected 
to a parallel computer could be built to acquire and compress a 
light field in real time. In the shon term, there are many interest~ 
ing engineering issues in designing and building gantries to move 



a small number of cameras and lights to sequentially acquire both 
inward- and outward-looking light fields. This same instrumenta
tion could lead to breakthroughs in both 3D shape aCQuisition and 
reflection measurements. In fact, the interaction of light with any 
object can be represented as a higher-dimensional interaction 
matrix; acquiring, compressing, and manipulating such represen
tations arc a fruitful area for investigation. 
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This paper discusses a new method for capturing the complete np· 
pcaranccofboth synthetic and real world objects and scenes, repres
enting this infonnation, and then using this representation to render 
images of the object from new camern positions. Unlike the shape 
capture process traditionally used in computer vision and the render
ing process traditionally used in computer graphics, our approach 
does not rely on geometric representations. Instead we sample and 
reconstruct a 40 function, which we call a Lumigraph. The Lu
migraph is a subset of the complete plcnoptic function that describes 
the flow of light at all positions in all directions. With the Lu
migraph, new images of the object can be gcncmtcd very quickly, in
dependent of the geometric or illumination complexity of the scene 
or object. The paper discusses a complete working system includ
ing the capture of samples, the construction of the Lumigmph, and 
lhe subsequent rendering of images from lhis new representntion. 

1 Introduction 

The process of creating a virtual environment or object in computer 
graphics begins with modeling the geometric and surface attributes 
of the objects in lhe environment along with any lights. An image 
of the environment is subsequently rendered from the vantage point 
of a vinual camera. Great elTon has been expended to develop com
puter aided design systems that allow the specification of complex 
geometry and material attributes. Similarly, a great deal of work has 
been undenaken to produce systems lhat simulate lhe propagation of 
light through virtual environments to create realistic images. 

Despite these efforts, it has remained difficult or impossible to 
recreate much of the complex geometry and subtle lighting effects 
found in the real world. The modeling problem can potentially be 
bypassed by capturing the geomelry and malerial propcnies of ob· 
jccts directly from lhe real world. This approach typically involves 
some combination of cameras, strucwrcd light. rnnge finders, and 
mechanical sensing devices such as 30 digitizers. When success
ful, lhe results can be fed into a rendering program to create images 
of real objects and scenes. Unfortunately, lhese systems are still un
able to completely capture small details in geomeuy and material 
properties. Existing rendering melhods also continue to be limited 
in their capability to faithfully reproduce real world illumination, 
even if given accurate geometric models. 

•work pc:rfonned while visiting Microsoft Research. 

Richard Szcliski 
Microsoft Research 

M ichacl F. Cohen 
Microsoft Research 

Quicklime VR (6) was oneoflhe first systems to suggest that the 
traditional modeling/rendering process can be skipped. Instead, a 
series of captured environment maps allow a user to look around a 
scene from fixed points in space. One can also flip through differ
ent views of an object to create the illusion of a 3D model. Chen and 
Williams [7) and Werner et al[30) have invcstigau:d smooth inu:r
polation between images by modeling lhe motion of pixels (i.e., the 
optical flow) as one moves from one camera position to another. In 
Plenoptic Modeling [19), McMillan and Bishop discuss finding the 
disparity of each pixel in stereo pairs of cylindrical images. Given 
the disparity (roughly equivalent 10 depth information), they can 
lhen move pixels to create images from new vantage points. Similnr 
work using stereo pairs of planar images is discussed in (141. 

This paper extends the work begun with Quicklime VR and Plen
optic Modeling by further developing the idea of capturing the com
plete now oflight in a region of the environment. Such a now is de
scribed by a pl~noptic function( I). The plenoptic function is a fi vc 
dimensional quantity describing lhc now of light at every 3D spa
tial position (x. y, =) for every 20 direction ( 0. 4> ). In this paper, 
we discuss computational methods for capturing and representing 
a plcnoptic function, and for using such a representation to render 
images of lhe environment from any arbitrary viewpoint. 

Unlike Chen and Williams' view interpolation (7) and McMil
lan and Bishop's plenoptic modeling [19), our approach does not 
rely explicitly on any optical How infonnation. Such infonnation 
is often difficult to obtain in practice, panicularly in environments 
with complex visibility relationships or specular surfaces. We do, 
however, use approximate geometric infonnation to improve the 
quality of the reconstruction at lower sampling densities. Previous 
flow based methods implicitly rely on diffuse surface reflectance, al
lowing them to usc a pi :~tel from a single image to represent the ap
pearance of a single geometric location from a variety of viewpoints. 
In contrast. our approach regularly samples the full plenoptic func
tion and thus makes no assumptions about reflectance properties. 

If we consider only the subset of light leaving a bounded ob
ject (or equivalently entering a bounded empty region of space), 
lhe fact lhat radiance along any ray remains constant' allows us to 
reduce the domain of interest of the plenoptic function to four di
mensions. This paper first discusses the representation of this 40 
function which we call a Lumigraph. We then discuss a system 
for sampling the plcnoptic function with an inexpensive hand·held 
camera, and "developing" the capwrcd light into a Lumigraph. Fi
nally this paper describes how to usc texture mapping hardware to 
quickJy reconstruct images from any viewpoint with a vinua1 cam
era model. The Lumigraph representation is applicable to synthetic 
objects as weJI, allowing us to encode lhe complete appearance of 
a complex model and to rerender the object at speeds independent 
of the model complexity. We provide results on synthetic and real 
sequences and discuss work that is currently underway to make the 
system more efficient. 

1 We nn: llSsuming the medium (i.c.,lhc air) to be tnmspnrcnt. 



2 Representation 

2.1 From 50 to 40 

The plcnoptic function is a function of 5 variables representing po
sition and direction 2

• If we assume the air to be transparent then 
the rudiancc along a ray through empty space remains constant. lr 
we furthermore limit our interest to the light leaving the convex hull 
of a bounded object. then we only need to represent the value of the 
plcnoptic function along some surface that surrounds the object A 
cube wns chosen for its computational simplicity (sec Figure I). At 
any point in space, one can determine the radiance along any ray in 
any direction, by trncing backwards along that ray through empty 
space to the surface of the cube. Thus, the plenoptic function due to 
the object can be reduced to 4 dimensions 3 . 

The idea of restricting the plcnoptic function to some surround
ing sun ace has been used befon:. In full-parallax holographic ste
rcogrnms (3), the appearance of an object is captured by moving a 
camera along some surface (usually a plane) capturing a 20 array of 
photographs. This array is then transferred to a single holographic 
image, which can display the appcaranceofthe 3D objccL The work 
reponed in this paper takes many of its concepts from holographic 
stereograms. 

Global illumination researchers have used the "surface restric
ted plenoptic function"to efficiently simulate light-transfer between 
regions of an environment containing complicated geometric ob
jects. The plenoptic function is represented on the surface of a cube 
surrounding some region: that information is all that is needed to 
simulate the light transfer from that region of space to all other re
gions [ 17). In the context of illumination engineering, this idea has 
been used to model and represent the illumination due to physical 
luminaires. Ashdown [21 describes a gantry for moving a camera 
along a sphere sunounding a luminaire of interest The captured in
formation can then be used to represent the light source in global 
illumination simulations. Ashdown traces this idea of the surface
restricted plenoptic function back to Levin (15(. 

A limited version of the work reponed here has been described 
by Katayama et al. Ill). In their system, a camera is moved along a 
track, capturing n I D army of images of some object. This inform
ation is then used to generate new images of the object from other 
points in space. Because they only capture the plenoptic function 
along a line, they only obtain horizontal parallax, and distortion is 
introduced as soon as the new virtual camern.leaves lhc line. Finally, 
in work concurrent to our own, Levay and Hanrahan (16) represent 
a 40 function that allows for undistoncd, full parn.llax views of the 
object from anywhere in space. 

2.2 Parameterization of the 40 Lumigraph 

There are many potential ways to parameterize the four dimensions 
of lhe Lumigraph. We adopt a parameterization similar to that used 
in digital holographic stereograms (9] and also used by Levay and 
Hanrahan (16]. We begin with a cube to organize a Lumigrnph 
and, without loss of generality, only consider for discussion a single 
squan: face of the cube (the full Lumigraph is consuuctcd from six 
such faces). 

2We only consider n snapshot of lhe function, thus time is eliminated. 
Without loss of gcnernlity, we also consider only n monochromatic func
tion (in pructicc 3 discrete color channels), eliminnting the need to consider 
wavelength. We furthcnnorc ignore issues of dynamic runge and thus limit 
ourselves to scalDr values lying in some finite rnnge. 

3 ln nn analogous fashion one can reconstruct the complete plenoptic 
function inside nn empty convex region by representing it only on the sur
face bounding the empty region. At any point inside the region, one can find 
the light entering from nny direction by finding thnt direction's intersection 
with the region boundary. 

t 

Figure I: The surface of a cube holds all the radiance information 
due to the enclosed object. 
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Figure 2: Parameterization of the Lumigraph 

We choose a simple parameterization of the cube face with or
thogonal axes running parnllelto the sides labeled s and t. (sec Fig
ure I). Direction is parameterized using a second plane parnllel to 
the sl plane wilh axes labeled u and u (Figure 2). Any point in the 
40 Lumigrnph is thus identified by its four coordinates (s, t, u. u ), 
the coordinates of a my piercing the first plane at ( s. t) and intersect
ing the second plane at (u 1 t!) (see Ray(s, t, u, v) in Figure 2). We 
place the origin at the center of the u v plane, with the : axis normal 
to the plane. The st plane is located at z = I. The full Lumigraph 
consists of six such pairs of planes with nonnals along the x, - :z:, y, 
-y, =·and-= directions. 

It will be insuuctive at times to consider two 20 ana1ogs to the 
40 Lumigraph. Figure 2(b) shows a 20 slice of the 40 Lumigraph 
that indicates the u and s axes. Figure 2(c) shows the same arrange
ment in 2D ray coordinates in which mys are mapped to points (e.g., 
ray(s. u)) and points an: mapped to lines.' 

Figure 3 shows the relationship between this parameterization of 
the Lumigraph and a pixel in some arbitrary image. Given a Lu-

.. More precisely, n line in ray space represents lhc set of rays through a 
point in space. 
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Figure 3: Relationship between Lumigraph and a pixel in an arbit~ 
rary image 

migraph, L, one can generate an arbitrary new image coloring each 
pixel with the appropriate value L(s 1 t, u, 11). Conversely given 
some arbiumy image and the position and orientation of the cam
era, each pixel can be considered a sample of the Lumigraph value 
at ( s, t, u, v) to be used to construct the Lumigmph. 

There are many advantages of the two pamllcl plane parametcr
i7..ation. Given the geometric description of a ray, it is computation
ally simple to compute its coordinates; one merely finds its intersec
tion with two planes. Moreover, reconstruction from this paramet
erization can be done rapidly using lhe texture mapping operations 
built into hardware on modem workstations (sec section 3.6.2). Fi
nally, in this parameterization, as one moves an cyepoint along the 
,<ft plane in a straight line, the projection on the uu plane of points on 
the geometric object track along parallel strn.ight lines. This makes it 
computationally efficient to compute the apparent motion of a geo. 
metric point (i.e., the optical flow), and to apply depth correction to 
the Lumigrnph. 

2.3 Discretization of the 40 Pammeterization 

So far, the Lumigraph has been discussed as an unknown, con
tinuous, four dimensional function within a hypercubical domain 
in s, I. u. u and scalar range. To map such an object into a com
putational framework requires a discrete representation. In other 
words, we must choose some finite dimensional function space 
within which the function resides. To do so, we choose a discrete 
subdivision in each of the (s, t, u, tt) dimensions and associate a 
coefficient and a basis function (reconstruction kernel) with each 40 
grid point. 

Choosing AI subdivisions in the sand t dimensions and N subdi
visions in u and u results in a grid of points on the st nnd uu planes 
(figure 4). An st grid point is indexed with (i,j) and is located 
at (si, t j ). A u1J grid point is indexed with (p, q) and is located at 
(up, vq). A 40 grid point is indexed (i, j,JJ1 q). The data value (in 
fact an RGB triple) at this grid point is rcfem:d to as Xi,j,p.q 

2.3.1 Choice of Basis 

We associate with each grid point a basis function Bi,j,p,q so that 
the continuous Lumigmph is rcconsuuctcd as the linear sum 

M M N N 

L(s, t., u. u) = L L L L Xi,j,p,qBi,J,p,q(s, t, u, 11) 
i=O J=O paO q:c::O 

where L is a finite dimensional Lumigraph that exists in the space 
defined by the choice of basis. 
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Figure 4: Discretization of the Lumigraph 

For example, if we select constant basis functions (i.e., a 40 box 
with value I in the 40 region closest to the associated grid point 
and 1.cro elsewhere}, then the Lumigraph is piecewise constant. and 
takes on the value of the coefficient of the nearest grid poinL 

Similarly, a quadrnlincarbasis function has a value of I at the grid 
point and drops off to 0 at aU neighboring grid points. The value 
of L(s, t., u, v) is thus interpolated from the 16 grid points fanning 
the hypercube in which the point resides. 

We have chosen to use the quadralinear basis for its computa
tional simplicity and the C0 continuity it imposes on L. However, 
because this basis is not band limited by the Nyquist frequency, and 
thus the com:sponding finite dimensional function space is not shift 
invariant (24), the grid structure will be slightly noticeable in our 
results. 

2.3.2 Projection Into the Chosen Basis 

Given a continuous Lumigraph, /j, and a choice ofbasis for the finite 
dimensional Lumigraph, L. we still need to define a projeclion of 
L into L (i.e., we need to find the coefficients :r- that result in an L 
which is by some metric closest to /J). If we choose the L 2 distance 
metric, then the projection is defined by integrating L against the 
duals of the basis functions (8), given by the inner products, 

Xi,J,p,q = < L. iJi,J,p,q > (I) 

In the case of the box basis. B = B. The duals of the quadralinear 
basis functions arc more complex, but these basis functions suffi
ciently approximate their own duals for our purposes. 

One can interpret this projection as point sampling L after it has 
been low pass filtered with the kernel iJ. This interpretation is pur· 
sued in the context of holographic sten:ograms by Halle (9]. One 
can also interpret this projection as the result of placing a physical 
or synthetic "skewed'' camera at grid point ( si, t i} with an aper
ture com:sponding to the bilinear basis and with a pixel centered at 
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Figure 5: Choice of resolution on the 1111 plane 

( upl l!q) anlialiascd with a bilinear filter. This analogy is pursued in 
[16]. 

In Figure 16 we show images generated from Lumigraphs. The 
geometric scene consisted of a partial cube with the pink face in 
front, yellow face in back, and the brown face on the floor. These 
Lumigraphs were generated using two different quadrature mcth· 
ods to approximate equation I. and using two different sets of basis 
functions, constant and quadralinear. In (a) and (c) only one sample 
was used to compute each Lumigraph cocfficicnl In these examples 
severe ghosting artifacts cnn he seen. In (b) and (d) numerical inlCg· 
ration over the support of Ji in sf. was computed for each coefficient. 
It is clear that best results arc obtained usingquadralincarbasis func
tion, with a full quadrature method. 

2.3.3 Resolution 

An imponant decision is how to set the resolutions, A/ and N, that 
best balance efficiency and the quality of the images reconstructed 
from the Lumigrnph. The choices for M and N arc influenced by 
the fact that we expect the visible surfaces of the object to lie closer 
to the uv plane than the st. plane. In this case, N, the resolution 
of the uv plane, is closely related to the final image resolution and 
thus a choice for N close to final image resolution works best (we 
consider a range of resolutions from 128to 512). 

One can gain some intuition for the choice of M by observing the 
20 subset of the Lumigraph from a single grid point on the u11 plane 
(sec u = 2 in Figure S(a)). If the surface of the object lies exactly on 
the u11 plane at a gridpoint, then all rays leaving that point represent 
samples of the radiance function at a single position on the object's 
surface. Even when the object's surface deviates from the w1 plane 
as in Figure 5(b), we can still expect the function across the st plane 
to remain smooth and llms a low resolution is sufficient Thus a sig
nificantly lower resolution for /L'/ than N can be expected to yield 
good results. In our implementation we usc values of M ranging 
from 16 to 64. 

2.3.4 Use of Geometric Information 

Assuming the radiance function of the object is well behaved, know
ledge about the geometry of the object gives us information about 
the coherenccofthe associated Lumigmph function, and can be used 
to help define the shape of our basis functions. 

Consider the. my ( s, u) in a two-dimensional Lumigrnph (Fig
ure 6). The closest grid point to this ray is (si+J, up)· However, 
gridpoints {si+l, u1,-l) and (s;! up+ I) arc likely to contain values 
closer to the true value at ( s. u) since these grid points represent 
rays that intersect the object nearby the intersection with ( s! u ). This 
suggests adapting the shape of the basis functions. 

Suppose we know the depth value z at which my ( s. u) first inlCr· 
sects a surface of the object Then for a given s;, one can compute a 
corresponding u' for a ray (s;, u') that intersects the same geomet-
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Figure 6: Depth correction of rays 
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Figure 7: An ( s, u, 11) slice of a Lumigrnph 

ric location on the object as the original ray ( s! u f,;. Let the depth 
= be 0 at the tw plane and I at the st plane. The intersections can 
then be found by examining the similar uiangles in Figure 6. 

u' = U + (S-Si) 1 ~_. (2) 

It is instructive to view the same sitnation as in Figure 6(a). plot
led in ray space (Figure 6(b)). In this figure, the triangle is the rny 
(s, u ). and the circles indicate the nearby grid points in the discrete 
Lumigraph. The diagonal line passing through ( s, u) indicates the 
optical flow (in this case, horizontal motion in 20) of the intersection 
point on the object as one moves back and fonh ins. The intersec
tion of this line with s; and Si+l occurs at u' and u" respectively. 

Figure 7 shows an ( s ~ u) slice through a three-dimensional 
(s. u, u) subspace of the Lumigraph for the rny-trnccd fruitbowl 
used in Figure 19. The flow of pixel motion is alongstra.ight lines in 
this space. but more than one motion may be present if the scene in
cludes transparency. The slope of the flow lines corresponds to the 
depth of the point on the objectltaCing out the line. Notice how the 
function is coherent along these flow lines (4 ]. 

We expect the Lumigraph to he smooth along the optical flow 
lines. nnd thus it would be beneficial to have the basis functions ad
apt their shape correspondingly. The remapping of u and v values to 
u' and u' perfonns this reshaping. The idea of shaping the support 
of basis functions to closely match the structure of the function be
ing approximated is used extensively in finite element methods. For 
example, in the Radiosity method for image synthesis, the mesh of 
elements is adapted to fit knowledge about the illumination function. 

5 Assuming there has been no change in visibility. 
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Figure 8: (a) Support of an uncorreclCd basis function. (b) Support 
of a depth correclCd basis function. (c) Support of both basis func
tions in my space. 

The new basis function 8' i,J,p,q ( s, t, u, '') is defined by first 
finding u' and t.t' using equation 2 and then evaluating ll, that is 

£Ji.J,p,q(s.t.u,11) = IJ.-,,,p,q(s,t.,u',tt') 

Although the shape of the new depth corrected basis is complic· 
atcd, L( s. t, u. tJ) is still a linear sum of coefficients and the wcighlS 
of the contributing basis functions still sum to unity. However, the 
basis is no longer representable as a tensor product of simple boxes 
or hats as before. Figure 8 shows the support of an uncorrected (light 
gmy) and a depth com:clCd (dark gmy) basis function in 2D geomet
ric space and in 20 my space. Notice how the support of the depth 
corrected basis intersects the surface of the object across a narrower 
area compared to the uncorrected basis. 

We use depth corrected quadrnlinear basis functions in our sys
tem. The value of L( "~I, u, 11) in the corrected quadralinear basis is 
computed using the following calculation: 

QuadralinearDepth Correct( s ,t,u, v,z) 
Result= 0 
11 11 = 31- so t• grid spacing •t 
hut• = tq - UO 
for each of the four (s;, I,) surrounding ( s, I) 

u' = u + (s- .<;) • z/( I- z) 
v'=v+(l-l,)•z/(1-z) 
temp = 0 
for each of the four (up, tlq) surrounding ( u', v') 

iterp\Vcightu•• = 
(hu,,- I Up- U

1 I} • (hu,,- I f'q- 1'
1 1)/h~,. 

temp+= interp \Veight "'' • L(s;, t J, up~ Vq) 

interp\Veight 11 = 
(11.,-j s;- s i)• (h.,-1 t,- I li/11;, 

Result+= interp\Veight 11 • temp 
return Result 

Figure 17 shows images generated from a Lumigraph using un~ 
corrected and depth corrected basis functions. The depth correction 
was done using a 162 polygon model to approximate the original 
70,000 polygons. The approximation was generated using a mesh 
simplification program ( 10). These images show how depth correc
tion reduces the artifacts present in the images. 

3 The Lumigraph System 

This section discusses many of the practical implementation issues 
related to creating a Lumigrnph and generating images from it Fig~ 
ure 9 shows a block diagram of the system. The process begins with 
capturing images with a hand-held camem. From known markers 

Figure 9: The Lumigmph syslCm 

in the image, the camera's position and orientation (its pose) is es
timated. This provides enough infonnation to create an approxim~ 
ate geometric object for use in the depth correction of ( u, u) values. 
More importantly, each pixel in each image acts as a sample of the 
plenoptic function and is used to estimate the coefficients of the dis
crelC Lumigmph (i.e., to develop the Lumigrnph). AllCmatively,the 
Lumigraph of a synthetic object can be generated directly by integ
rating a set of rays cast in a rendering system. We only briefly touch 
on compression issues. Finally, given an arbitrary virtual camera, 
new images of the object arc quickly rendered. 

3.1 Capture for Synthetic Scenes 

Creating a Lumigraph of a synthetic scene is st.rnighlforward. A 
single sample per Lumigraph coefficient can be captured for each 
gridpoint ( i, j) by placing the center of a vinual pin hole camera at 
(s;, IJ) looking down the: axis, and defining the imaging frustum 
using the tw square as the film location. Rendering an image us~ 
ing this skewed perspective camera produces the Lumigraph coeffi
cients. The pixel values in this image, indexed (p~ q), arc used as the 
Lumingraph coefficients:~~;.1 , 1,,q. To perfonn the integration against 
the kernel Jj, multiple rays per coefficient can be averaged by jit
tering the camera and pixel locations. weighting each image using 
Jj. For ray traced renderings, we have used the ray tracing program 
provided with the Generntive Modeling package(25(. 

3.2 Capture for Real Scenes 

Computing the Lumigraph for a real object requires the· acquisition 
of object images from a large number of viewpoints. One way in 
which this can be accomplished is to usc a special motion control 
plalform to place the real camera at positions and orientations coin
cident with the ( s;, I,) gridpoints (16(. While this is a reasonable 
solution, we are interested in acquiring the images with a regular 
hand~held camera. This results in a simpler and cheaper system, and 
may extend the range of applicability to larger scenes and objects. 

To achieve this goal. we must first calibrate the camera to detenn~ 
inc the mapping between directions and image coordinates. Next. 
we must identify special calibration markers in each image and 
compute the camera's pose from these markers. To enable depth~ 
corrected interpolation of the Lumigraph, we also wish to recover 
a rough geometric model of the object. To do this, we convert each 
input image into a silhoueuc using a blue-screen technique, and then 
build a volumetric model from these binary images. 

3.2.1 Camera Calibration artd Pose Estlmatiort 

Camera calibration and pose estimation can be thought of as two 
pans of a single process: determining a mapping between screen 
pixels and rays in the world. The parameters associated with this 
process naturally divide into two sets: extrinsic parameters, which 
define the camera's pose (a rigid rotation and translation), and in~ 
trinsic parameters, which define a mapping of 3D camera coordin~ 
ates onto the screen. This latter mapping not only includes a per
spccti ve (pinhole) projection from the 3D coordinates to undistoncd 



Figure I 0: The capture stage 

image coordinates, but also a radial distonion transfonnation and a 
final translation and scaling into screen coordinates [29, 31 ]. 

We usc a camera with a fixed lens, thus the intrinsic parameters 
remain constant throughout the process and need to be estimated 
only once, before the data acquisition begins. Extrinsic parameters, 
however, change constantly and need to be recomputed for each new 
video frame. Fortunately, given the intrinsic parameters, this can be 
done efficiently and accurately with many fewer calibration points. 
To compute the intrinsic and extrinsic parameters, we employ anal· 
gorithm originally developed by Tsai (29) and extended by Willson 
(31). 

A specially designed stage provides the source of calibration data 
(see Figure 10). The stage has two walls fixed together at a right 
angle and a base that can be detached from the walls and rotated in 
90 degree incrcmenlS. An object placed on such a movable base 
can be viewed from all directions in the upper hemisphere. The 
stage background is painted cyan for later blue-screen processing. 
Thirty markers, each of which consislS of several concentric rings 
in a darker shade of cyan, are distributed along the sides and base. 
This number is sufficiently high to allow for a very precise intrinsic 
camera calibration. During the extrinsic camera calibration, only 8 
or more markers need be visible to reliably compute a pose. 

Locating markers in each image is accomplished by first convert· 
ing the image into a binary (i.e., black or white) image. A double 
thresholding operator divides all image pixels into three groups sep· 
nrated by intensity thresholds 7i and '/2. Pixels with an intensity 
below T1 are considered black, pixels with an intensity above T2 
are considered white. Pixels with an intensity between Ta and T2 
are considered black only if they have a black neighbor, otherwise 
they nrc considered white. The binary thresholded image is then 
searched for connected components (23]. Sets of connected com· 
ponents with similar centers of gravity arc the likely candidates for 
the markers. Finally, the ratio of radii in each marker is used to 
uniquely identify the marker. To help the user correctly sample the 
viewing space, a real·time visual feedback displays the current and 
past locations of the camera in the view space (Figure II). Marker 
tracking, pose estimation, feedback display, and frame recording 
takes approximately 1/2 second per frame on an SGI Indy. 

3.3 30 Shape Approximation 

The recovery of 3D shape infonnation from natural imagery has 
long been a focus of computer vision research. Many of these tech· 
niques assume a panicularly simple shape model, for example, a 
polyhedml scene where all edges are visible. Other techniques, such 
as stereo matching, produce sparse or incomplete depth estimates. 
To produce complete, closed 3D models, several approaches have 
been tried. One family of techniques builds 3D volumetric models 

Figure II: The user interface for the image capture stage displays 
the current and previous camem positions on a viewing sphere. The 
goal of the user is to "paint"the sphere. 

Figure 12: Segmented image plus volume construction 

directly from silhouettes of the object being viewed (21). Another 
approach is to fit a defonnablc 3D model to sparse stereo daUJ.. Des· 
pite over 20 years of research, the reliable extraction of accurate 30 
geometric infonnation from imagery (without the usc or active illu· 
mination and positioning hardware) remains elusive. 

Fonunatcly. a rough estimate of the shape of the object is enough 
to greatly aid in the capture and reconstruction of images from a Lu· 
migraph. We employ the octrec construction algorithm described 
in (26] for this process. Each input image is first segmented into a 
binary object/background image using a blue·screcn technique ( 121 
(Figure 12). An octree representation of a cube that completely en· 
closes the object is initialized. Then for each segmented image, each 
voxel at a coarse level of the octrce is projected onto the image plane 
and tested against the silhouette of the object. If a voxel falls outside 
of the silhouette, it is removed from the tree. I fit falls on the bound· 
ary, it is marked for subdivision into eight smaller cubes. After a 
small number of images are processed, all marked cubes subdivide. 
The algorithm proceeds for a preset number of subdivisions, typic· 
ally 4. The resulting 3D model consists of a collection of voxels de· 
scribing a volume which is known to contain the objcct6 (Figure 12). 
The external polygons arc collected and the resulting polyhedron is 
then smoothed using Taubin's polyhedral smoothing algorithm (27). 

3.4 Reblnnlng 

As described in Equation I.thc coefficient associated with the basis 
function lh,J,p,q is defined as the integral of the con~nuous Lu· 
migraph function multiplied by some kernel function B. This can 
be written as 

J:;,J,p,q = J L(s,t,u!u) iJ;,1 ,,.q(s,t,u,v)dsdtdudt' (3) 

In practice this integral must be evaluated using a finite number of 
samples of the function L. Each pixel in the input video stream 
coming from the hand·held camera represents a single sample 

6 Technicnlly, the volume is a superxtoflhe visual hull of the object [13). 



L(sk, lk, uk. tlk ), of the Lumigraph function. As a result, the 
sample points in the domain cannot be pre~spccified or controlled. 
In addition, there is no guanmtcc that the incoming samples are 
evenly spaced. 

Constructing a Lumigraph from these samples is similar to the 
problem of multidimensional scattered data approximation. In the 
Lumigraph setting, lhe problem is difficult for many reasons. Be~ 
cause the samples arc not evenly spaced, one cannot apply stand~ 
ard Fourier~based samplinf lheory. Because the number of sample 
points may be large(:=:::: 10 ) and because we are working in a 4 di
mensional space, it is too expensive to solve systems of equations 
(as is done when solving thin-platc problems [28, 18)) or to build 
spatial data structures (such as Delauny triangulations). 

In addition to the number of sample points, the distribution of the 
data samples have two qualities that make the problem particularly 
difficult First, the sampling density can be quite sparse, with large 
gaps in many regions. Second, the sampling density is typically very 
non~unifonn. 

The first of these problems has been addressed in a two dimen
sional scattcred data approximation algorithm described by Bun [5 ). 
In his algorithm, a hierarchical set of lower resolution data sets is 
created using an image pyramid. Each of these lower resolutions 
represents a "blurred'' version of the input data; at lower resolutions, 
the gaps in the data become smaller. This low resolution data is then 
used to fill in the gaps at higher resolutions. 

The second of these problems, the non-uniformity of the 
sampling density, has been addressed by Mitchell [20). He 
solves the problem of obtaining the value of a pixel that has been 
super-sampled with a non-unifonn density. In this problem, when 
averaging the sample values, one docs not want the result to 
be overly influenced by the regions sampled most densely. His 
algorithm avoids this by computing average values in a number of 
smaller regions. The final value of the pixel is then computed by 
averaging together the values of these strata. This average is not 
weighled by the number or samples falling in each or the strata. 
Thus, the non-uniformity of the samples does not bias the answer. 

For our problem, we have developed a new hierarchical al
gorithm that combines concepts from both of these algorithms. Like 
Bun. our method uses a pyrnntid algorithm to fill in gaps, and like 
Mitchell, we ensure that the non-uniformity of the data does not bias 
the "blurring" stcp. 

For ease of notation, the algorithm is described in I 0, and will 
usc only one index i. A hierarchical set of basis functions is used, 
with the highest resolution labeledO and with lower resolutions hav
ing higher indices. Associated with each coefficient .r.f at resolution 
r is a weight w[. These weights determine how the coefficients at 
different resolution levels arc eventually combined. The use of these 
weights is the distinguishing feature of our algorithm. 

The algorithm proceeds in three phases. In the first phase, called 
splat, the sample data is used to approximate the integral of Equa
tion 3, obtaining coefficients x~ and weights w?. In regions where 
there is lilLie or no nearby sample data, the weights are small or zero. 
In the second phase, called pull, coefficients are computed for basis 
functions at a hierarchical set of lower resolution grids by combin· 
ing the coefficient values from the higher resolution grids. In the 
lower resolution grids, the gaps (regions where the weights are low) 
become smaller (see figure 13). In the third phase, called push, in
formation from the each lower resolution grid is combined with the 
next higher resolution grid, filling in the gaps while not unduly blur· 
ring the higher resolution infonnation already computed. 

3.4.1 Splattlng 

In the splaUing phase, coefficients are computed by performing 
Monte-Carlo integration using the following weighted average es-

Figure 13: 20 pull-push. At lower resolutions the gaps arc smaller. 

timator: 
w? 
,,J? •. , = 

= (4) I 

~ 

where Sk denotes the domain location of sample 1.:. If w? is 0, then 
the x? is undefined. If the Jj; have compact suppon, then each 
sample influences only a constant number of coefficients. There· 
fore, this step runs in time linear in the number of samples. 

If the sample points Sit arc chosen from a uniform disuibution, 
this estimator converges to the correct value of the integral in Equa
tion (3), and for u sample points has a variance of approximately 

~ J (Jj;(s) L(s)- x; Jj;(s[)
2 

ds. This variance is sintilar to that 
obtained using imponance sampling, which is often much smaller 
than the crude Monte Carlo estimator. For a full analysis of this es
timator, sec [22). 

3.4.2 Pull 

In the pull phase, lower resolution approximations of the function 
arc derived using a set of wider kernels. These wider kernels are 
defined by linearly summing together the higher resolution kernels 
ciJ;+l = Lk ilk-'li iJ.D using some discrete sequence h. For lin· 
car "hat" functions, i1 [- !.. I] is {t. I, ~) 

The lower resolution coefficients are computed by combining the 
higher resolution coefficients using i,. One way to do this would be 
to compute 

w;+l 

J:~+l (5) 

It is easy to sec that this fonnula, which corresponds to the method 
used by Burt, computes the same result as would the original estim
ator (Equation (4)) applied to the wider kernels. Once again, this 
estimator works if the sampling density is uniform. Unfortunately, 
when looking on a gross scale, it is imprudent to assume thal the data 
is sampled uniformly. For example, the user may have held the cam· 
era in some particular region for a long time. This non-unifonnity 
can grcally bias lhe estimator. 

Our solution to this problem is to apply Mitchell's reasoning to 
this contex~ replacing Equation (5) with: 

= 
= I 

~ 

Lk iH:-"li min( wk, 1) 
Lk i1k-'li min( wk! 1) xk 

The value l represents full saturation 1 , and the min operator is used 
to place an upper bound on the degree that one coefficient in a highly 

1 Using the value I introduces no loss of gencrnlity if the normaliz.ntion 
of h is not fixed. 

• 



sampled region, can influence the totaJ sum 8 • 

The pull stage runs in time linear in the number of basis function 
summed over all of the resolutions. Because each lower resolution 
has half the density of basis functions. this stage runs in time linear 
in the number of basis functions at resolution 0. 

3.4.3 Push 

During the push stage. the lower resolution approximation is used to 
fil1 in the regions in the higher resolution that have low weight 9 • If a 
higher resolution coefficient hns n high nssocinlCd confidence (i.e .• 
has weight greater than one), we fully disregard the lower resolu
tion information there. If the higher resolution coefficient does not 
have sufficient weight, we blend in the infonnation from the lower 
resolution. 

To blend this infonnation, the low resolution approximation of 
the function must be ex pressed in the higher resolution basis. This is 
done by ue_ampling and convolving with a sequence/1, that satisfies 
a;+t = L~.: ll~.:-2i /Jf:. 

We first compute temporary values 

twi = 
txi = I rwr 

These temporary values arc now ready to be blended with the values 
x and w values already at level r·. 

' Xj 

' Wj 

= 
= 

t.r.i (I - wi} + wi xi 
t.wi(l- wi)+ wi 

This is analogous to the blending pcrfonned in image compositing. 

3.4.4 Use of Geometric Information 

This three phase algorithm must be adapted slightly when using the 
depth corrected basis functions EJ'. During the splat phase, each 
sample my L(s~:, IJ:, UJ:, ttJ:) must have its u and 11 values remapped 
as explained in Section 2.3.4. Also. during the push and pull phases. 
instead of simply combining coefficients using basis functions with 
neighboring indices, depth coiTCcted indices arc used. 

3.4.5 20 Results 

The validity of the algorithm was tested by first applying it to a 
20 image. Figure 18 (a) shows a set of scaucred samples from the 
well known mandrill image. The samples were chosen by picking 
256 random line segments and sampling the mandrill very densely 
along these lines 10

• Image (b) shows the resulting image after the 
pulVpu.sh algorithm has been applied. Image (c) and (d) show the 
same process but with only l 00 sample lines. The success of our al
gorithm on both 20 image functions and 40 Lumigruph functions 
leads us to believe that it may have many other uses. 

3.5 Compression 

A straightforward sampling of the Lumigruph requires a large 
amount of storage. For the examples shown in section 4, we use. 
for a single face, a 32 x 32 sampling in ( s, t) space and 25G x 256 

8 This is nctunlly less extn:me thru. MitchclJ's originnl algorithm. In lhis 
contf:xL his nlgorilhm would set all non-zero weights to I. 

9 Variance mensurcs could be used instead of weightns a mcnsure of con
fidence in this phase. 

10 We chose lhis type of sampling pattern because it mimics in many ways 
the structure of the Lumigrnph samples taken from a hand-held camera. In 
that case each input video image is a dense sampling of the 40 Lumigrn:ph 
nlong a 20 plnnc. 

( u. '') images. To store the six faces of our viewing cube with 24-
bits per pixel requires 322 . 2562 . 6 . 3 = 1.125GB of storage. 

Fonunntely, there is n huge amount of coherence between 
(s.t. u. ~>)samples. One could apply a transfonn code to the 40 ar
my, such as a wavelet tmnsfonn or block ocr. Given geometric in
formation, we can expect to do even better by considering the 40 ar
ray as a 20 array of images. We can thcnpredicl new (u, r~) images 
from adjacent images. (i.e., images at adjacent ( s. t) locations). In
lraframe compression issues arc identical to compressing single im
ages (a simple JPEG compression yields about a 20: I savings). ln
tcrframe compression can take advantage of increased infonnation 
overothercomprcssion methods such as MPEG. Since we know that 
the object is static and know the camera motion between adjacent 
images, we can predict the motion of pixels. In addition, we can 
leverage the fact that we have a 20 array of images rather than n 
single linear video stream. 

Although we have not completed a full analysis of compression 
issues, our preliminary experiments suggest that a 200: I compres
sion ratio should be achievable with almost no degmdation. This 
reduces the storage requirements to under 6MB. Obviously, further 
improvements can be expected using n more sophisticated predic
tion and encoding scheme. 

3.6 Reconstruction of Images 

Given a desired camera {position, orientation, resolution), the re
construction phase colors each pixel of the output image with the 
color that this camera would create if it were pointed at the real ob
ject. 

3.6.1 Ray Tracing 

Given a Lumigrnph, one may generate a new image from an arbit
rary camera pixel by pixel, my by my. For each my, the correspond
ing ( s. t ~ u. u) coordinates arc computed, the nearby grid points arc 
located, and their values arc properly interpolated using the chosen 
basis functions (sec Figure 3). 

In order to usc the depth corrected basis functions given an ap
proximate object, we transfonn the ( u, v) coordinates to the depth 
corrected ( u', t•') before interpolation. This depth co~tion of the 
(u,IJ) values can be carried out with the aid of graphics hardware. 
The polygonal approximation of the object is drawn from the point 
of view and with the same resolution as the desired image. Each ver
tex is assigned and, green, blue value corresponding to its (.r, y,::) 
coordinate resulting in a "depth" image. The com:cted depth value 
is found by examining the blue value in the corresponding pixel of 
the depth image for the ±z-faces of the Lumigruph cube (or the red 
or green values for other faces). This information is used to find u' 
and t1

1 with Equation 2. 

3.6.2 TeX1ure mapping 

The expense of trueing a ray for each pixel can be avoided by recon
structing images using texture mapping opcmtions. The st. plane it
self is tiled with texture mapped polygons with the textures defined 
by slices of the Lumigraph: texi,j(up, vq) = Xi,J,p,q· In other 
words, we have one texture associated with each st gridpoint 

Constant Basis 
Consider the case of constant basis functions. Suppose we wish 

to render an image from the desired camera shown in Figure 14. The 
set of mys passing through the shaded square on the st. plane have 
( s. t) coordinates closest to the grid point ( i, j). Suppose that the uu 
plane is filled with tCXi,j. Then, when using constant basis func
tions, the shaded region in the desired camera's film plane should 
be filled with the corresponding pixels in the shaded region of the 
ut' plane. This computation can be accomplished by placing a vir
tual camera at the desired location. drawing a square polygon on the 



Figure 14: Texture mapping a ponion of the sz plane 

sl plane, and texture mapping it using the four texture coordinates 
( u, ")o. (u, 11)1, ( u, u)'l, and ( u, 11)3 to index into te:<i,J. 

Repeating this process for each grid point on the sf plane and 
viewing the result from the desired camera results in a complete re
construction of the desired image. Thus, if one has an M x AI 
resolution for the st plane, one needs to draw at most J\/ 2 texture 
mapped squares, requiring on average, only one ray intersection for 
each square since the venices are shared. Since many of the A/ 2 

squares on the st plane arc invisible from the desired camera, typic
ally only a small fraction of these squares need to be rendered. The 
rendering cost is independent of the resolution of the final image. 

Intuitively, you can think of the sl plane as a piece of holographic 
film. As your eye moves back and forth you see different things at 
lhe same point in st since each point holds a complete image. 

Quadratinear Basis 
The reconstruction of images from a quadrnlinear basis Lu

migraph can also be performed using a combination of texture map
ping and alpha blending. In the quadralinear basis, the suppon of 
the basis function at i! j covers a larger square on the sl plane than 
docs the box basis (sec Figure 15(a)). Although the regions do not 
overlap in the constant basis, they do in the quadralinear basis. For 
a given pixel in the desired image, values from 16 40 grid points 
contribute to the final value. 

The quadralinear interpolation of these 16 values can be eanied 
out as a sequence of bilinear interpolations, first in u11 and then in 
st. A bilinear basis function is shown in Figure 15(b) centered at 
grid point ( i, j). A similar basis would lie over each grid point in 
tw and every grid point in st. 

Texture mapping hardware on an SGI workstation can automatic
ally carry out the bilinear interpolation of the texture in utt. Unfortu
nately. there is no hardware support for the st bilinear interpolation. 
We could approximate the bilinear pyramid with a linear pyramid by 
drawing the four triangles shown on the Hoor of the basis function 
in Figure 15(b). By assigningo values to each venex (o = I at the 
center, and o = 0 at the outer four venices) and using alpha blend
ing, the final image approximates the run quadralinearinterpolation 
with a linear-bilinear one. Unfortunately, such a set of basis func
tions do not sum to unity which causes serious anifacts. 

A different pyramid of triangles can be built that does sum 
to unity and thus avoids these ani facts. Figure I S(c) shows a 
hexagonal region associated with grid point ( i, j) and an associated 
linear basis function. We draw the six triangles of the hexagon with 
a = 1 at the center and o = 0 at the outside six venices11 • The 
linear interpolation of o values together with the bilinear interpol
ation of the texture map results in a linear-bilinear interpolation. In 
practice we have found it to be indistinguishable from the full quad-

11 The nlphn blending mode is set to pcrfonn o simple summation. 

• 
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Figure 15: Quadrnlinear vs. linear-bilinear 

mlinear interpolation. This process requires at most 6 A/ 2 texture 
mapped, o -blended triangles to be drawn. 

Depth Correction 
As before, the ( u, u) coordinates of the vertices of the texture 

mapped triangles can be depth corrected. At interior pixels, the 
depth correction is only approximate. This is not valid when lherc 
are large depth changes within the bounds of the triangle. There
fore, we adaptively subdivide the triangles into four smaller ones by 
connecting the midpoints of the sides until they arc (a) smaller than 
a minimum screen size or (b) have a sufficiently small variation in 
depth at the three comers and center. The o values at intcnncdiate 
vertices are the avernge of the vertices of the parent triangles. 

4 Results 

We have implemented the complete system described in this paper 
and have created Lumigraphs of both synthetic and actual objects. 
For synthetic objects. Lumigraphs can be created either from poly
gon rendered or ray traced images. Computing all of the necessary 
images is a lengthy process often taking weeks of processing time. 

For real objects, the capture is performed with an inexpensive, 
single chip Panasonic analog video camera. The capture phase takes 
less than one hour. The captured data is then "developed" into a Lu
migraph. This off-line processing, which includes segmenting the 
image from its background, creating an approximate volumetric rep
resentation. and rebinning the samples, takes less than one day of 
processing on an SGI Indy workstation. 

Once the Lumigrnph has been created. arbitrary new images of 
the object or scene can be generated. One may generate these new 
images on a ray by ray basis, which takes a few seconds per frame 
at 450 x 450 resolution. If one has hardware texture mapping avail
able, then one may usc the nccelern.tion algorithm described in Sec
tion 3.6.2. This texture mapping algorithm is able to create multiple 
frames per second from the Lumigrnph on an SGI Reality Engine. 
The rendering speed is almost independent of the desired resolution 
of the output images. The computational bottleneck is moving the 
dala from main memory to the smaller texture cache. 

Figure 19 shows images of a synthetic fruit bowl, an actual fruit 
bowl, and a stuffed lion, generated from Lumigraphs. No geometric 
information was used in the Lumigraph of the synthetic fruit bowl. 
For the acwal fruit bowl and the stuffed lion, we have used the ap
proximate geometry that was computed using the silhouette infonn
ation. These images can be generated in a fraction of a second, inde
pendent of scene complexity. The complexity of both the geometry 
and the lighting effects present in these images would be difficult to 
achieve using traditional computer graphics techniques. 



5 Conclusion 

ln this paper we have described a rendering frn.mework based on 
the plcnoptic function emanating from a static object or scene. Our 
method makes no assumptions about the reHeclivc properties of the 
surfaces in the scene. Moreover, this representation docs not require 
us to derive any geometric knowledge about the scene such as depth. 
However, this method docs allow us to include any geometric know
ledge we mny compute, to improve the efficiency of the representa
tion and improve the quality of the results. We compute the approx
imate geometry using silhouette information. 

We have developed a system for capturing plcnoptic data using a 
hand-held camera, and converting this data into a Lumigmph using a 
novel rcbinning aJgorithm. Finally, we have developed an algorithm 
for generating new images from the Lumigraph quickly using the 
power of texture mapping hardware. 

In the examples shown in this paper, we have not captured the 
complete plenoptic function sunuunding an object. We have limited 
ourselves to only one face of a sunuunding cube. There should be 
no conceptual obstacles to extending this work. to complete captures 
using all six cube faces. 

There is much future work to be done on this topic. It will be 
important to develop powerful compression methods so that Lu
migmphs can be efficiently stored and transmiucd. We believe that 
the huge degree of coherence in the Lumigmph will make a high 
rate of compression achievable. Future research also includes im
proving the accuracy of our system to reduce the amount of arti
facts in the images created by the Lumigraph. With these extensions 
we believe the Lumigraph will be an auractive a1temative to trndi
tiona1 methods for efficiently storing and rendering rea1istic 3D ob
jects and scenes. 
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Aspen and Golden Gate (MIT, 1978-1980) 

M · (Naimark, Exploratorium, . ov1emaps 1987) 

• 20 array ofvideo taken of environment 

• Video transferred to random-access 
videodisc 

• Computer-based user interface allows real
time photorealistic exploration of the space 

Displacements 
(Naimark, San Francisco 
Museum of Modem Art, 

1984) 

• Image-based modeling and rendering with 
real geometry and real light 

Bl Living room filmed with rotating movie 
camera 

lil Room painted white 

• Film reprojected with rotating movie 
projector 
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Rouen Revisited (Levin and Debevcc, 
SIGGRJ\1'1-1 96 An Show) 

o Time-series of photographs taken from 3 
positions outside the cathedral 

o 30 model built using Fac;ade 

o Monet paintings and historic images aligned 
to model 

o Interactive user interface allows user to 
independently vary viewpoint, time of day, 
and level of fog, and to see as a painting, as 
it stands today, or as it appeared to Monet 
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Like a Rolling Stone (SIGGRAPH 96 ET) 

• Uses two techniques to achieve its look: 
• Morphing between sparsely sampled frames 

+ Morphing not done with "correct" view interpolation 
(e.g. Seitz and Dyer '96) 

+ Problems arising from scene motion, occlusions, and 
incorrect mathematics and arc used for artistic effect 

• Playback of a series of images taken at the same 
time but from different viewpoints 

+ See Dayton Taylor's Virtual Camera work 
http://www.virtualeamcra.com 

Tour into the Picture (Anjyo et. al. 
SIGGRAPH 97) 

• An approximate depth map is constructed 
interactively using simple tools 

Iii Foreground objects are masked out 

• The user fills in the occluded areas 

111 Animations from the single photograph reveal 
depth as well as visual detail 
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ABSTRACT 

Along with the marriage of motion pictures and computers has come an increasing interest in making 
images appear to have a greater degree of realness or presence, which I call "realspace imaging." Such 
topics as high definition television, 3D, fishcyc lenses, surrogate travel, and "cyberspace" reflect such 
interest. These topics arc usually piled together and arc unparsable, with the implicit assumptions that "the 
more resolution, the more presence" and "the more presence, the better." This paper proposes a taxonomy 
of the clements of realspacc imaging. The taxonomy is organized around six sections: I) monoscopic 
imaging, 2) stereoscopic imaging , 3) multiscopic imaging, 4) panorarnics, 5) surrogate travel, and 6) 
realtime imaging. 

INTRODUCTION: REALSPACE IMAGING 

Rcalspace imaging is the process of recording and displaying sensory information indistinguishable from 
unmcdiated reality. Imagine looking at a framed image as if it were a window. Fooling the eye into 
believing the image is real is a difficult task. Fooling two eyes is even more difficult. Fooling two eyes 
while allowing freedom of head motion is yet more difficult. Now imagine removing the frame and having 
the freedom to look around. Now imagine having the freedom to move around. Now add time-based 
phenomena such as motion and sound. These arc the clements of rcalspacc imaging proposed. 

I MONOSCOPIC IMAGING 

Monoscopic images represent one single point of view. 

I I Ortboscopy IScalcl 

Orthoscopic images, images viewed in proper scale. require the viewer see from the same angle of view as 
that of the camera lens. Orthoscopically correct images must be viewed from only one single point of view, 
hence virtually every image we sec is non-orthoscopic. In addition to scale change, off-axis viewing results 
in trapezoidal distortion. We arc rarely cognizant that we arc looking at a trapezoid when we sit to the side 
of a movie theater, though it has been shown that additional cognitive processing is required to "straighten 
it out." 1 

1,2, Spatial Resolution and Color 

Spatial resolution is possibly the most-discussed aspect of real space imaging. Today, the images we sec on 
television and in movie theaters arc recorded on a wide variety of formats whose principal difference is 
spatial resolution (and color, partly a subset of spatial resolution and partly a subset of recording and 
display technology). The current dilemma over "how much is enough?" has been additionally fueled by 
standardization arguments for high definition television (HDTV). To some, the research is disheartening: a 
display with a 45° by 90° field of view would ideally require a 3000 by 6000 pixel display, many times the 

resolution of even present HDTV standards. 2 

1 3. Dvnamic Range and Brightness 
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Dynamic range is the span from the whitest whites to the blackest blacks in visual recording and display. 
The eye has a broad dynamic range allowing us to sec bright outdoor scenes and shadow detail 
simultaneously. Film has less dynamic range than the eye. Scenes shot in film must be carefully lit to 
"squeeze" the dynamic range into films' limits, such as "fill lighting" the shaded areas more and "key 
lighting" the bright areas less. Video has even less dynamic range than film, requiring more complicated 
lighting to achieve the same effect as film. Film shot and transfciTCd to video results in a greater dynamic 
range than video-originated material, which is one reason why many cinematographers prefer the "film 
look" (another reason is frame rate, sec below). 

1.4. Spatial Consistnncy and Spatialization 

Many kinds of lower resolution images appear acceptable, particularly if the noise or artifacts have 
realworld analogs, such as looking at the world through a veil (or a fan blade). But when the styles of 
resolution arc inconsistant with each other in the same image, it looks "wrong." Steve Yelick once rcfeiTCd 
to this as the "Gumby in Manhattan" problem. 

Similarly an overlay can be "spatializcd" by making it appear as a contiguous part of the image, where 
lighting and shadow, scale, and synchronous movement must correspond with the background. The motion 
picture special effects industry has long been aware of such importance, and the so-called "vinual reality" 
field is currently realizing the need for spatializing data. A videodisc-based example of spatializing data 
was recently produced by the Apple Multimedia Lab, where electronic graphics were inscned along a 
filmed dcscn highway to teach scale to schoolchildren . 3 

1.5 Monoscgpic Depth Cues 

I 5 .I. Content Cues 

There arc several monoscopic cues to depth perception which arc based on image content, such as 
perspective, overlapping or occlusion, aerial perspective or atmospherics, light and shade, and textural 

gradient.4 It is notcwonhy that these cues arc automatically captured with a camera but must be addressed 
explicitly with computer-generated imagery, where these factors have historically been of great concern. 

1.5,2, Accomodation (focus) 

With one eye open and a fixed head position, a prominent depth cue is accomodation, the focussing of the 
eye's lense by the surrounding muscles. It is similar to focussing the lense of a camera. There arc two ways 
to determine depth from focussing a camera. One is to focus on an object and read the calibrated focus 
setting. We sense our eye muscles in a similar way when we change focus. The other way to determine 
depth is by the amount of blur that exists for objects out-of-focus, which is partly a function of distance and 
partly a function of brightness. Obtaining depth data in an image by comparing two samples of blurriness 

has been demonstrated . 5 

Accomodation discrepancies arc often prominent while viewing landscape images, where the eyes should 
be focussed on infinity (and where parallax diminishes to ncar zero). One method of achieving "infinity 
focus" is simply to project farficld imagery far away on a large screen, but a large space is requried. 
Another technique, common in flight simulators, uses a large concave mirror which magnifies and 
refocusscs the image from a small monitor. But even with this large mirror, the effective viewing area is 
small, enough for only one person. Smaller and less expensive optics can be used instead of a mirror if the 
viewer is further restricted to an even smaller viewing area, like a peephole. 

Similarly, a concave mirror may be used for nearfield imaging by projecting a real image in front of the 
mirror's surface. The "floating nickel" illusion and video "genies" hovering in space are popular examples. 

2 STEREOSCOPIC IMAGING 

Stereoscopic images represent two single points of view, one for each eye, separated to give a noticablc 
lateral displacement, or parallax. Parallax is often erroneously pitched as all that is necessary for depth in 
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imagery (the stereoscopic movies of the 1950s were simply labelled "3D"). There is no easy way to record 
and reproduce parallax. First, two simultaneous views must be recorded, with care taken for proper 
convergence and disparity. Then, each view must be seen exclusively by each eye. 

Stereoscopic photography has a lively history dating back at least to Wheatstone's invention of the 

stereoscope in 18336 The most popular techniques require glasses to be worn (such as anaglyphic, 
polarized, or shuucr). Methods not requiring glasses usually require the head to be held in a panicular 
position (using mirrors, peepholes, or lenticular screens, for example). 

3, MULT!SCOPIC IMAGING 

Multiscopic imaging represents multiple points of view: lateral head movement while the body is more-or
less still. The result is local motion parallax (global motion parallax equals travel). Local motion parallax is 
a stronger depth cue than stereoscopic parallax because more than two points of view can be seen in a 
relatively short period of time. 

That local motion parallax occurs when we rotate our head is a wonderful evolutionary feature of humans 
(and most other animals) because our eyes arc displaced from our neck's axis of rotation. If our eyes were 
on the neck's axis of rotation (like a camera mounted on a tripod), there would be no lateral displacement 
when we tum our head and therefore no parallax. 

3 1 Mirrors 

A mirror is muhiscopic by nature. When we view ourselves in a mirror, each eye is seeing a different point 
of view, so we sec stereoscopically. But also when we move our head, we sec correspondingly different 
points of view. 

An early technique for achieving multiscopic images required a giant half-silvered mirror with which to 
reflect hidden images and props over an actual stage set. Like normal mirrors, both parallax and 
accomodation arc preserved, but since it is half-silvered, the reflected imagery appears transparent, making 
it great for ghosts but not much else. Such giant half-silvered mirrors date back to the Phantasmagoria 
shows of the 18th century and have been populari1.cd by the ballroom of Disney's Haunted Mansion. 
Similar examples, but where the 3D floating images were of 2D film and video screens (and if done 
cleverly appears 3D), were popular attractions at the last three Worlds' Fairs: the GM "Spirit Lodge" 
(EXPO '86, Vancouver), the Australian Pavillion (EXPO '88, Brisbane), and the Ginko, Gas, and Mitsui 
Toshiba pavillions (EXPO '90, Osaka). 

A technique for producing small multiscopic images employs a flexible vibrating mirror to rapidly change 
focal lengths. This varifocal mirror reflects a video display whose image is in sync with the vibration, 

resulting in a relatively small volumetric display7Since the video must be from a computer-generated 3D 
model, direct display of camera-originated images is not possible. Indeed, no such camera exists. 

3.2. Rcljcf Projection 

Another multiscopic technique is sometimes called relief projection, where an image is projected onto a 
screen whose shape physically matches the image itself. Historically, the most popular application of relief 
projection arc "talking heads," where a mask is made of a person's face to be used as the projection screen. 
The person is filmed with their head totally motionless but their mouth and eyes moving. The film is 
projected onto the facemask screen, with careful alignment such that the eyes fall in the eye sockets, the 
mouth along the mouth line, etc. The illusion is very powerful, and the fact that the image of the eyes and 
mouth move and the screen does not is barely noticable. The talking head in Disney's Haunted Mansion 
uses this technique. A more advanced version, where the mask screen moved in sync with the image, was 

produced at MIT in 1980. 8 The author has produced room-sized reliefprojcetion by painting entire stage 

sets white after filming them and projecting the original image back on the white-painted surfaces. 9 The 
limit of relief projection, of course, is that the shape of the screen cannot easily change. 
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One method of making a more flexible relief projection display is to rapidly spin a disc or corkscrew

shaped screen while projecting on it with synchronized lascrs.IOn,c result is a volumetric display (usually 
inside a clear housing for safety) whose size, detail, and flicker rate arc related to the computational 
horespowcr and the mechanics of the system. And like varifocal mirror displays, all the imagery must 
come from a 3D computer model rather than directly from a camera. 

3 3 Holography 

Holography achieves both parallax and accomodation, but is a filmic medium (with the extremely 
significant exception of Benton's most recent work at the MIT Media Lab). Being film-based has it 
implications. It cannot be transmitted live like video. Also, it is ncar-impossible for any kind of computer 
control and intcractivity. 

Another popular misconception about holography is its "projection." The holographic image can only be 
seen while viewing through the film: it may appear behind the film, in front of the film, or both, but one 
must always be looking through the film. The concept of both the audience and the hologram being on the 
ground and a holographic image "projected" in the sky is simply inaccurate. 

"Stcreograms" (or integrams) are holograms made from filmed or computer-generated material, where 
images arc recorded from multiple points of view along a single straight or curved track. If the material is 
shot with a single moving camera, any motion counteracts the stereoscopy. Real holographic movies, 
though demonstrated, require massive amounts of holographic film and even still offer very limited 
viewing. 

3 4 Vjcwpoint·Dcpendcnt Imaging 

Local motion parallax is possible with a conventional display if driven by the user's head position. An 
example was produced at MIT, where an outdoor scene was shot laterally and mastered on videodisc. The 
videodisc speed and direction was controlled by a single user wearing a position-tracking device on his 

head. As the user sways back and forth, the video image changes corrcspondingly.ll Because such a 
display is interactive, it is limited to one single user. Though trivial with a vinual camera, recording with a 
real camera becomes increasingly difficult when more than one dimension is shot (allowing the user to 
sway back and forth, in and out, and up and down simultaneously). And like other single camera 
applications for multiple points of view, time artifacts (motion) counteracts the multiscopic effect. 

4 PANORAMICS 

Panoramics is the ability to look around. An image is considered panoramic as it approaches framelcssness, 
when the image is larger than the viewer's field of vision. When this occurs, there is a sense of immersion, 
of being inside rather than outside looking in. Panoramic imagery allows freedom of angular movement. 

4 1 Rectilinear Perspective 

Rectilinear perspective is shot on flat film and displayed on a flat surface. When viewing rectilinear 
perspective images off-axis, the frame will appear trapezoidal, but straight lines will always appear straight. 
Practically every camera we have ever seen or used and practically every image we've ever seen or made, 
has been of rectilinear perspective. 

Because of their flat nature, all rectilinear perspective images must have less than a ISO' angle of view, and 
therefore full panoramic construction requires mutiplc images. For example, MITs Aspen Moviemap was 
shot with four 16mm cameras with slightly less than 90' lenses, pointing front, back, left, and right. For 
these images to be viewed together properly, one must stand in the center of a four-walled projection space, 
otherwise trapezoidal distortion will occur. The four images, when laid flat, will exhibit discontinuities 

which can be computer-corrected by "undistorting" them linearly.12 

4.2 Cylindrical Perspective 
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Cylindrical perspective is shot on cylindrically-positioned film and displayed on a cylindrical surface. 
Unlike rectilinear perspective, only one cylindrical perspective image is required for a 360° panorama, and 
since it is a single image, there arc no discontinuities. Cameras wil.h rotating slits and lenses (such as the 
Widelux, Hulcher, Globus, and Roundshot cameras) can shoot a single image over a relatively short period 
of time. 

Optimal viewing is from the center of the cylinder, like being inside a large lamps hade. When the viewer is 
off-axis, straight horizontal lines appear curved, while straight vertical lines remain straight. The distortion 
can be "dcwarpcd" with a computer by non-linear correction in one dimension and linear correction in the 
other dimcmsion for a flat display. 

4 3 Spherical Perspective 

Spherical perspective is shot with spherical optics (such as fishcye lenses) and displayed on a spherical 
surface. Optimal viewing is from the center of the sphere, like being inside a large dome or an Omnimax 
theater. When the viewer is off-axis, straight lines in both dimensions will appear curved. 

Spherical recording is most often associated with fisheye lenses, but other such specialty lenses exist. For 
example, the Pcri-Appolar lens made by Volpi was used for the Aspen Moviemap. It produces a donut
shaped image representing a 360° azimuth by ±30" elevation, centered on the horizon rather than on the 
zenith when pointing upward. Shooting off convex mirrors also produces spherical perspective (a Legg's 
pantyhose package is a favorite), but the camera will be visible in the middle of the frame. 

Spherical perspective images can capture the most in a single shot, but flat viewing results in distortion. 

The distortion can be "dewarped" with a computer by non-linear correction in both dimensions.13 

4 4 Substituting lnteractivity for Wholeness 

For each type of perspective, it is possible to store the entire panoramic image in such a way that the user 
may access a subset of it. The obvious advantages arc that it eliminates the need for a 360° projection space 
and requires less display bandwidth. 

A reasonable method of viewing panoramic imagery is through a small flat rectilinear window such as a 
video display if the user has control of the point of view, using a joystick, for example. Intel's DVI 

technology has such a method for "dewarping" and displaying imagery shot with a fishcye lens. 14 

A less reasonable method (but one that kept this author obsessed for several years) is where a projected 

image physically moves around the playback space in order to retain the spatial correspondence. 15 A 
"moving movie" requires neither the power nor bandwidth to fill the entire playback space, but it 
nevertheless requires a special playback space. 

It is possible to combine "interactive small window" viewing with spatial correspondence by wearing the 
display on one's head and tracking head position. These head-mounted displays (HMDs) can also offer 

properly accomodated, stereoscopic, wide angle optics 16 and have received a great deal of recent attention 
under such labels as "virtual realities," "virtual environments," and "cyberspace." 

Virtually all imagery shown in HMDs today arc either computer-generated or from live telerobotic 
cameras. Realworld recording and storage for HMDs presents novel challenges. For example, shooting for 
both stereoscopy and panoramics has no simple solution, since two panoramic cameras separated for 
stereoscopy results in variable parallax as the "interactive small windows" rotate. 

5 SURROGATE IRA VEL 

Surrogate travel, or "moviemaps," is the ability to move around, allowing the user to laterally move 
through a recorded or created place. Moving around any virtual space presents some problems not present 
when looking around a panoramic scene. Looking around need not be explicitly interactive: the entire view 
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can be displayed. But moving around under one's own control must be explicitly interactive: one must tell 
the system to change lateral position. Thus, while an audience in a panoramic theater can all look in 
different directions. an audience in a surrogate travel theater must somehow to come to grips with who is 
navigating. 

Problems arise when surrogate travel is shot with real cameras, rather than generated from 3D databases. 
Though it is possible to record an entire panorama from a given point in a single instant, the only way to 
record surrogate travel in a single instant is with one camcm at each location. The more realistic alternative 
is to move a single camera from one location to another, but time ani facts caused by moving clouds, 
shadows, cars, and people may result. 

Another major difference between panoramic recording and surrogate travel recording is in 
continuousness. Once a panoramic scene is recorded and stored as a 2D single image, Lhc user may have 
continuous access to any ponion of it. But surrogate travel requires recording many 20 imageS at spatial 
intervals (like one frame every ten feet) and creating in-between images from these is a state-of-the-an 
computing problem. Hence surrogate travel material made from real world recording is currently stored as 
many 20 images, on fast-access lookup media such as optical videodiscs. 

5.1. Onc-Dimcnsjonal Moycmcnt 

One-dimensional surrogate travel is along one panicular path. The user may go forward and backward, at 
any speed, but cannot stray from this path. 

5 I I Djstancc-P<;ocndcnt Recording 

In order to give the user a predictable sense of speed control, realworld images along a route arc best shot 
at regular spatial iniCrvals. Motion picture cameras, both film and video, arc time-triggered instruments, for 
example recording one frame every In4 or 1/30 of a second. If the camera tracking speed can be held 
constant, then time triggering is equivalent to distance triggering. Otherwise explicit distance triggering is 
necessary like from an odometer or an external "fifth wheel." 

The triggering distance affects visual continuity on the one hand and frame storage "real estate" on the 
other. The more images, the smoother the apparent movement, but the more storage space required. 
Smoothness is also related to angle of view of the camera, height and distance to the nearest objects, and 
camera stability. 

5 I 2 Image Stabili>.ation 

Camera stability is a real world problem, not relavent for vinual cameras or for model cameras on motion 
control systems. Instability results from any variance of the lateral path or the angular position of the 
camera during shooting. High frequency instabilites such as vibrations will produce blur or smear and 
affect individual frames. They can be minimized by using a shon exposure time, a wide angle lens, and 
staying away from close or fast-moving objects. 

Low frequency instabilitcs will produce a "wobble" from frame to frame. Since moviemaps arc often shot 
at frame rates less than norrnal motion pictures' (one frame per second may be an average recording speed, 
for example), such instabilities are exagerrated. Consequently, closed-loop gyroscopic stabilizers (such as 
Wcscams, Gyrosphcres, or Tyler "Sea Mounts") perforrn better than either passive gyroscopic stabilizers 
(such as some helicopter mounts) or passive inertial stabilizers (such as Steadicams). In-camera and in-lens 
stabilizers (such as the 1962 "Dynalens," Arriflcx's Image Stabilizer, and Schwem's "Gyrozoom") can only 
correct for pan and tilt but not for rotation. 

5 2 "1. 1" Dimensional Movement 

Moving along a path with occassional choice-points is a far cry from being able to "travel anywhere." One 
might call this class of surrogate travel "1.1 dimensional" because only some of the points along the path 
have a two dimensional choice and most have only a one dimensional choice. 
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. 5.2 !. Match-Cuts 

At nodes (points with a two-dimensional choice), the better the match-cut between two intersecting routes, 
the greater the sense of seamless ness. Several factors contribute to matching cuts. First, the camera has to 
be in the same position and pointing in the same direction for both routes as it passes through the node. 
One may usc lines on the street or one may usc compass coordinates, but there is no easy way to do this in 
the real world. Also, temporal artifacts arc inevitable, since the matching shots must be recorded at 
different times. Lighting and shadow disccpancics can be minimized by shooting during a narrow window 
of time, like from 10 am to 2 pm, or shooting on cloudy days. For 3D database recording, as well as for 
motion control model shooting, these problems don't exist. 

5.2.2 Camera Angle 

Since panoramic recording is often impractical, the camera's angular position becomes an issue, since a 
less-than-360" lcnsc must be explicitly pointed. The simplest technique is to fix the camera angle to the 
lateral direction of motion, either pointing straight ahead or pointing sideways. At each node, every 
possible tum must be separately recorded in order to match-cut the intersecting routes. MITs Aspen 

Movicmap was shot in this fashion.17 

Another, more complicated way to point the camera is in an absolute direction independent of lateral 
position. For example, a camera could always point north regardless of whether it is facing forward, 
sideways, or backward. An advantage is that shooting turns is not required since the camera is pointing in 
the same direction at any given point. 

An even more complex way is to point the camera at an absolute location, such as tracking a central object. 
For example, the "Golden Gate Videodisc" produced by Advanced Interaction Inc. and directed by the 
author for the Exploratorium is an aerial movicmap over the Bay Area where the camera always pointed at 
the center of the Golden Gate Bridge. Like absolute position, the payoff is that separate tum sequences arc 
not necessary to record since the camera always points in the same direction at any given point. 

5.3, 2-D and 3-P Movement 

Recording and storing two-dimensional grids and three-dimensional lattices, where the user has freedom of 
movement, is problematic because the numbers grow quickly. Consider that a 15 by 20 foot space with a 
I 0 foot high ceiling requires 3,000 frames if shot at intervals of one feet and over 5 million frames at 
intervals of one inch! 

In the future, the very idea of discrete frame storage will be obsolete. Computers will store information in 
spatial databases based on whatever data has been collected (and will interpolate what is missing). It has 
been demonstrated that significant bandwidth compression occurs when the visual information from 

separate (highly redundant) movie frames arc stored as a single computer model. I 8 But data will still need 
to be collected, and visual data will be collected with cameras. 

6 REALTIME IMAGING 

Realtime imaging is the process of recording and displaying temporal sensory information 
indistinguishable from unmediated reality. 

6. I, Dynamic Vjsual Cues 

6. I, I, Frame Rate 

At least 15 updates per second arc necessary for motion to appear on a screen. The upper level is arguable. 
Modem American film runs at 24 frames per second (fps), American video updates at 60 fps, but 80 or 90 

fps may be ncccssary.19 
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Apparently, part of our association with the "film look" is film's lack of a sufficient frame rate. When video 
is "defluuercd" (every other field removed reducing the effective update rate from 60 to 30 fps), the result 

tnkes on a film look 20 Similarly. the Showscan film format, which records and projects at 60 fps, has a 
video look. 

6. I .2 Temnoral Continuity 

Temporal continuity is the opposite of cuts, or montage. The real world exhibits temporal continuity 
always, regardless if it is seen looking out from a train or from a racecar or sitting still. There arc no cuts in 
the real world. (Believing that you really arc instantly somewhere else, as opposed to imagining it, is the 
definition of psychosis.) Temporal continuity is the temporal equivalent of spatial consistancy. 

Cinema, on the other hand, consists of adjacent frames which nrc either continuous (those within a shot) or 
not (those between shots, the "cuts"). Cinema is the counterpoint between "respect for spatial unity"21 and 

its "first and foremost" characteristic, montage.22 Noteworthy is Alfred Hitchcock's Rope, a feature film 
shot with a carefully orchestrated camera, which has virtually no cuts. 

6 2 Dynamic Non-Visual Cues 

6,2 I Audio 

Audio in synchroni1.ation with image is part of our association with cinema's ability to convey presence, 
and audio has its own resolution specifications. Of particular rclavcncc here is the spatialization of sound. 
Sound can be spatialized one of two ways: by using multiple spcnkers each positioned in the point of origin 

of the sound source or by using binaural sound.23 

6,2,2 Inertial Motion 

In addition to visual and auditory cues, we receive temporal cues by how we physically feel. This feeling 
of motion is based primarily in the vestibular system in the inner car and is sensitive 10 linear and angular 

acceleration.24 Flight simulators (as well as Disney's Star Tours and Body Tours) move the viewers on a 
motion platform sychroni1.cd with the image and sound to enhance their effect. 

6 2.3. Force feedback 

Force feedback is the ability to "touch" a virtual object inside an image. For example, a force-feedback 

joystick has been used to simulate tcxturcs25 Similarly, a hand grip made of a four inch bar with three 
computer-actuated springs on each end can simulate angular and lateral force, and has been used 

successfully to augment visual display for spatial tasks.26 

7. AFfERWORP 

Each of these clements of rcalspacc imaging can either be respected or violated. An image either is 
orthoscopic. stereoscopic, or panoramic or it's not. Sometimes violations of these clements arc by default: 
it's more convenient to carry around non· orthoscopic images of your family than "actual size," stereoscopic 
cameras are expensive, and panoramic movies require special theaters. 

But sometimes violations of lhcse elements are intentional: a cut in a film, slow frame rate in a rock video, 
a simple line drawing rather than a high resolution image, silence rather than sound. The very idea of 
respecting all clements of real space imaging is ultimately a losing battle. Giving the user everything is 
rarely possible. There is never enough bandwidth. There will always be artifacts. 

The trick is to give the sense of everything without actually giving everything. The question, then, is how 
to chose what is most important. And what is most important is always context-dependent. This report is an 
aucmptto lay out the choices. Choose wisely: that is where the art lies. 
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Between 1892 and 1894, the French Impressionist Claude Monet produced nearly 30 oil paintings of 
the main fa9ade of the Rouen Cathedral in Normandy. Fascinated by the play of light and atmosphere 
over the Gothic church, Monet systematically painted the cathedral at different times of day, from 
slightly different angles, and in varied weather conditions. Each painting, quickly executed, offers a 
glimpse into a narrow slice of time and mood. 

We are interested in widening these slices, extending and connecting the dots occupied by Monet's 
paintings in the multidimensional space of tum-of-the-century Rouen. In Rauen Revisited, we 
present an interactive kiosk in which users are invited to explore the fa9ade of the Rouen Cathedral, 
as Monet might have painted it, from any angle, time of day, and degree of atmospheric haze. Users 
can contrast these re-rendered paintings with similar views synthesized from century-old archival 
photographs, as well as from recent photographs that reveal the scars of a century of weathering and 
war. 

Rauen Revisited is our homage to the hundredth anniversary of Monet's cathedral paintings. Like 
Monet's series, our installation is a constellation of impressions, a document of moments and 
percepts played out over space and time. In our homage, we extend the scope of Monet's study to 
where he could not go, bringing forth his object of fascination from a hundred feet in the air and 
across a hundred years of history. 

The Technology 

To produce renderings of the cathedral's fa9ade from arbitrary angles, we needed an accurate, 
three-dimensional model of the cathedral. For this purpose, we made use of new modeling and 
rendering techniques, developed by Paul Debevec at the University of California at Berkeley, that 
allow three-dimensional models of architectural scenes to be constructed from a small number of 
ordinary photographs. We traveled to Rouen in January 1996, where, in addition to taking a set of 
photographs from which we could generate the model, we obtained reproductions of Monet's 
paintings as well as antique photographs of the cathedral as it would have been seen by Monet. 

Once the 3D model was built, the photographs and Monet paintings were registered with and 
projected onto the 3D model. Re-renderings of each of the projected paintings and photographs were 
then generated from hundreds of points of view; renderings of the cathedral in different atmospheric 
conditions and at arbitrary times of day were derived from our own time-lapse photographs of the 
cathedral and by interpolating between the textures of Monet's original paintings. The model 
recovery and image rendering was accomplished with custom graphics software on a Silicon 
Graphics lndigo2. The Rauen Revisited interface runs in Macromedia Director on a 166-MHz 
Pentium PC, and allows unencumbered exploration of more than 12,000 synthesized renderings. 

The execution of Rauen Revisited entailed more than half a dozen novel technical achievements. The 
most basic of these were the techniques of view-dependent texture-mapping, photogrammetric 
modeling, and model-based stereo that Paul Debevec developed in his Berkeley Ph.D. thesis. Other 
achievements, however, were more specific to the Rauen Revisited installation itself. A brief survey 
of the technological accomplishments in Rauen Revisited can be found here. 

Further information about the modeling and rendering algorithms used in Rauen Revisited can be 
found in: 

4119198 8:0 
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• Paul E. Debevec. Camillo J. Taylor. and Jitendra Malik. Modeling and Rendering Architecture 
from Photographs. In SIGGRAPH '96 Proceedings, August 1996. 

The Presentation 

Rouen Revisited is presented in an arch-shaped maple cabinet, seven feet three 
inches tall. Its front face is articulated by three features: Near the top, a backlit 
stained-glass rosette (whose design is based on the rosette of the Rouen Cathedral) 
acts as a beacon for passers-by. Below that, a 17-inch color monitor, configured on 
its side, provides users with a view onto the cathedral's surface. Finally, a 
projecting wedge-shaped block at waist-level provides the interface controls for 
operating the kiosk. 

Users explore the surface of the Rouen Cathedral by touching one of three 
force-sensitive regions exposed within a brass plate mounted on the interface 
wedge. Each region affords the user with control of a different dimension of the 
fa~ade: 

• Touching the corners of the upper, triangular region of the brass plate allows 
users to select between renderings of Monet paintings, archival photographs 
from the 1890's, or new photographs from 1996. Dragging one's finger along 
this groove creates a blend between these modes. 

• Moving one's finger left and right inside the central, upside-down-T-shaped 
region of the brass control plate allows users to change the time of day. 
Moving one's finger up and down the vertical groove of this control changes 
the level of fog. This control is disabled for the archival photographs, for 
which time-series and fog-series source stills were unavailable. Nevertheless, 
this control is active for the new photographs and Monet paintings, and 
permits users to draw comparisons between the actual appearance of the 
cathedral (given certain lighting conditions) and Monet's interpretation of the 
cathedral so lit. 

• Dragging one's finger across the rectangular, bottom region of the brass plate 
allows users to change their point of view around the Rouen Cathedral. 

The Experience 

4/19/98 8:03 AM 
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The Rauen Revisited interactive kiosk allows its users to explore eight dimensions of the fa9ade of 
the Rouen Cathedral in Normandy. We can examine the cathedral in various levels of fog; at 
different times of day; from different points of view on a three-dimensional viewing surface-and 
lastly, along three dimensions of interpretation and media: namely, as the cathedral appeared to 
photographers a hundred years ago, as it appears today, and as it would appear if Monet's 
impressionist paintings of it were aligned with and projected onto its surface. 

Many more ways of exploring and understanding the Gothic cathedral are afforded by moving 
between and around these modes. We can observe the many ways in which the cathedral has 
changed in the past century, for example, by moving between the re-renderings of the old 
photographs and those of the new photographs. We can come to an understanding of which 
geometric details Monet chose to focus on, by moving between views of his paintings and the 
historic photographs from the same time period. We can come to understand how the play of light at 
a given time of day may have inspired Monet to paint the colors and textures he did-by moving 
between a painting and the new photograph which shares the same time of day. And, when we scrub 
through the time-series of Monet paintings, we have a unique opportunity to access the entire set of 
Monet's Cathedral paintings, and gain an appreciation for the both the range of Monet's exploration 
as well as the constraints within which he chose to work. Finally, by changing the time of day and 
our point of view around the cathedral, we may derive a sense of place-a feeling for the Rouen 
Cathedral as a real physical artifact, and a sense of the passage of a day in Rouen. 

Rauen Revisited is an artifact about artifacts about an artifact-an interactive and open-ended 
interpretation of paintings and photographs, which are themselves interpretations of an ancient 
Gothic artwork. Ultimately, the interpretation which Rauen Revisited affords is a dynamic one, 
forged in the mind of the user when she creates, using the multidimensional interface, her own 
Rouen Cathedral composition. 

Renderings from Rouen Revisited 

The unwieldy size of the Rauen Revisited image database (nearly 3 gigabytes of renderings) prohibits 
us from creating an interactive, web-based version of the project at this time. In this section of the 
Rouen site, we instead attempt to convey the experience made possible by Rauen Revisited in a 
compact, easily-transmissable and (for now) non-interactive form. In addition to presenting still 
images, we have also converted select paths through the multidimensional space of possible 
renderings into short animations and digital videos. The animations are presented as animated gifs, 
reduced to one-ninth of their original size and dithered from 24-bit color down to a browser-safe 
8-bit palette. Viewing these animations requires a Netscape 2.0 or better browser. The Quicklime 
and A VI videos are similarly reduced in size, and additionally compressed with the Apple Video or 
Microsoft Video compression formats. 

To the animations and stills. 

Artist Biographies 
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Golan Levin is an artist and designer of artifacts and experiences. Before he joined Interval 
Research in 1994, Golan completed his self-made undergraduate degree in Media Arts and Sciences 
at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. Since then, he has focused on the design of expressive 
instruments, tools and toys for producing and playing with media. 

Paul Debevec received degrees in Math and Computer Engineering from the University of Michigan 
in 1992, and recently completed his Ph.D. in Computer Science at the University of California at 
Berkeley. For his thesis, Paul developed a method of modeling and rendering architectural scenes 
photorealistically from ordinary photographs by synthesizing techniques from computer vision with 
those of computer graphics. With no current commitments after graduate school, Paul is interested in 
continuing to capture, visualize, and interpret the world in new and creative ways through novel 
photographic techniques. 

A photograph of the authors with the Rauen Revisited kiosk. August 1996 
A pho1ograph of the authors in front of \he Rouen Ca\hedraL January 1996 

Exhibition Information 

Rouen Revisited is available for public exhibition on an expenses-only basis. When it is not on loan 
to outside exhibitors, Rouen Revisited may be seen by appointment at the Interval Research 
Corporation Gallery. For further information about the Rouen Revisited installation, Please email 
gallerv@interval.com or contact the Interval Gallery at (650) 842-6222 [phone], (650) 354-0872 
[fax]. 

Credits 

Rouen Revisited was conceived and developed by Golan Levin and Paul Debevec. The kiosk's maple 
cabinet was constructed by Warren H. Shaw, furniture-maker, of South San Francisco. The 
stained-glass rosette was hand-made by David Kaczor, glass artist, of Mountain View, California. 
The brass interface gate was machined by Shane Levin, president of the HAP Engraving Company, 
New York City. Invaluable suggestions and assistance with the presentation design were provided by 
Joe Ansel of Ansel Associates, and Charles "Bud" Lassiter of Interval Research Corporation. Scott 
Snibbe and Geoff Smith provided key software assistance; additional hardware, electronics and 
construction support were lent by Scott Wallters, Chris $eguine and Bernie Lubell. 

Rouen Revisited would not have been possible without the generous support of Paul Allen, David 
Liddle, and Noel Hirst; Michael Naimark, Bud Lassiter, Sally Rosenthal, Carol Moran, Marc Davis, 
Frank Crow, Stephan Gehring, Marie-Dominique Baudot, Laurence Shelvin, and Mark Keen; 
Jitendra Malik and Camillo J. Taylor; Shane Levin; and Joe Ansel. 

Golan Levin 
Interval Research Corporation 

1801-C Page Mill Road 
Palo Alto, CA 94304 

+ 1.650.424.0722 
levin@interval.com 

Paul Debeyec 
Computer Science Division 

University of California at Berkeley 
545 Soda Hall 

Berkeley, CA 94 720-1776 
debevec@cs.berkeley.edu 
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Paul Debevec's and Steven J. Gonler's SIGGRAPH98 course no 15 on Image-Based Modeling and 
Rendering 

Video Based Animation Techniques for Human Motion 

Chris Brcgler, U.C. Berkeley 

Check http//www.cs.berkeley.edu/-bregler/sig98ibr.htmfor updated course materials. 

Most image based rendering techniques are applied to rigid domains: Static environment maps, indoor 
scenes, or architectural scenes. Explicit geometric structures are combined with image data. Texture 
mapping and view morphing are simple examples. We can generate new images from a collection of 
recorded images. Simple geometry dictates coarse transformations of fine grained image texture. New 
views of a scene can be generated in blending between the transformed example textures. This is a 
trade-off between explicit structure (collection of views and geometric model) and implicit example data 
(the image texture). 

Such trade-offs are applied to other domains as well. The most successful speech production systems 
(text-to-speech, concatenative speech) follow a similar philosophy. A collection of annotated example 
sounds are used to create new sounds. A sentence is build from phonemes (explicit structure). To blend 
the phonemes together, the sound examples are pitch and time warped (implicit data). We will show 
how this extends to video data and human motion animation. 

Structure vs Data for Animation: 

So far most graphical animation techniques do not exploit such trade-offs between explicit structure and 
implicit data. Many facial and body animations are generated by 3D volumetric models and physical 
simulations. Some facial animation systems texture map images onto the geometric model, or morph 
between a few example images. The appearance and motion become increasingly realistic. We will 
survey some of these systems. 

In contrast to physical simulations, motion capture based animation techniques become increasingly 
popular. An actor performs the desired motion, and devices record body joint configurations or facial 
configurations. This data is mapped onto graphical computer models. Motion editing techniques allow to 
modify the motion data and create new motions. This has similarities to image morphing techniques. 
Instead of warping image texture, spatia-temporal configurations are warped. 

Some systems allow to blend between different motion-capture data sets of different actions. New 
animations are assembled using existing examples. 

Video Based Animation of People: 

In order to create animations, that have natural motion AND have photo-realistic appearance, we need to 
combine motion-capture and image based (or video based) techniques. The goal is to build video based 
representations of annotated example motions. 

Unlike standard motion capture techniques that are based on markers or other devices, we need to 



annotate body and facial configurations directly in unconstrained video. In static scenes the user could 
supply annotations by hand, but for video sequences, automatic techniques are crucial (I 0 min of video 
has 18,000 images, no-one has the budged, patience, and consistency to do this by hand). We will survey 
several visual tracking and annotation techniques that are tailored for full body movements and facial 
movements. We demonstrate these visual annotation techniques on lab recordings of people walking and 
talking. We also demonstrate how to process historic footage. Examples are the famous Edweard 
Muybridge Plates from over I 00 years ago of walking people, and stock-footage of John F. Kennedy 
giving a public speech. 

To build libraries of example motions, we also need techniques that annotate coarse motion categories 
automatically. Again, this has to be done automatically. For example a 10 minute video of someone 
talking could be transformed into a video-based library of more then 2,000 phonetic lip motions 
(phonemes or visemes). 

Once they are annotated, we can re-animate the data or create new data. We will present 
work-in-progress of photo-realistic animations of kinematic chain models, and we will cover in more 
detail work presented at last years SIGGRAPH conference on photo-realistic animation of talking heads: 
Video Rewrite. 

More technical details of such techniques can be found in following papers: 

• Video Rewrite: C. Bregler, M. Covell, M. Slaney 

Video Rewrite uses existing footage to create automatically new video of a person mouthing 
words that she did not speak in the original footage. This technique is useful in movie dubbing, for 
example, where the movie sequence can be modified to sync the actors' lip motions to the new 
soundtrack. 
Video Rewrite automatically labels the phonemes in the training data and in the new audio track. 
Video Rewrite reorders the mouth images in the training footage to match the phoneme sequence 
of the new audio track. When particular phonemes are unavailable in the training footage, Video 
Rewrite selects the closest approximations. The resulting sequence of mouth images is stitched 
into the background footage. This stitching process automatically corrects for differences in head 
position and orientation between the mouth images and the background footage. 
Video Rewrite uses computer-vision techniques to track points on the speaker's mouth in the 
training footage, and morphing techniques to combine these mouth gestures into the final video 
sequence. The new video combines the dynamics of the original actor's articulations with the 
mannerisms and setting dictated by the background footage. 
Video Rewrite is the first facial-animation system to automate all the labeling and assembly tasks 
required to resync existing footage to a new soundtrack. 

• Video Motion Capture: C. Bregler, J. Malik 

This paper demonstrates a new vision based motion capture technique that is able to recover high 
degree-of-freedom articulated human body configurations in complex video sequences. It does not 
require any markers, body suits, or other devices attached to the subject. The only input needed is 
a video recording of the person whose motion is to be captured. For visual tracking we introduce 
the use of a novel mathematical technique, the product of exponential maps and twist motions, and 



its integration into a differential motion estimation. This results in solving simple linear systems, 
and enables us to recover robustly the kinematic degrees-of-freedom in noise and complex self 
occluded configurations. We demonstrate this on several image sequences of people doing 
articulated full body movements, and visualize the results in re-animating an artificial 3D human 
model. We are also able to recover and re-animate the famous movements of Eadweard 
Muybridge's motion studies from the last century. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first 
computer vision based system that is able to process such challenging footage and recover 
complex motions with such high accuracy. 

Preliminary slides in PDF 
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Video Rewrite: Driving Visual Speech with Audio 
Christoph Bregler, Michele Covell, Malcolm Slaney 

Interval Research Corporation 

ABSTRACT 
Video Rewrite uses existing footage to create automatically new 
video of a person mouthing words that she did not speak in the 
original footage. This technique is useful in movie dubbing, for 
example, where the movie sequence can be modified to sync the 
actors' lip motions to the new soundtrack. 

Video Rewrite automatically labels the phonemes in the train· 
ing data and in the new audio track. Video Rewrite reorders the 
mouth images in the training footage to match the phoneme 
sequence of the new audio track. When particular phonemes arc 
unavailable in the training footage, Video Rewrite selects the clos
est approximations. The resulting sequence of mouth images is 
stitched into the background footage. This stitching process auto
matically corrects for differences in head position and orientation 
between the mouth images and the background footage. 

Video Rewrite uses computer-vision techniques to track points 
on the speaker's mouth in the training footage, and morphing tech
niques to combine these mouth gestures into the llnal video 
sequence. The new video combines the dynamics of the original 
actor's articulations with the mannerisms and setting dictated by 
the background footage. Video Rewrite is the first facial-animation 
system to automate all the labeling and assembly tasks required to 
resync existing footage to a new soundtrack. 

CR Categories: 1.3.3(Computcr Graphics): Picture/Image Gcncr
ation-Morphing; 1.4.6 (Image Processing!: Segmentation-Fea
ture Detection; 1.3.8 (Computer Grnphics[: Applications-Facial 
Synthesis; !.4.10 [Image Processing): Applications-Feature 
Transformations. 

Additional Keywords: Facial Animation, Lip Sync. 

1 WHY AND HOW WE REWRITE VIDEO 
We arc very sensitive to the synchronization between speech and 
lip motions. For example, the special effects in Forest Gwnp arc 
compelling because the Kennedy and Nixon footage is lip synchcd 
to the movie's new soundtrack. In contrast, close-ups in dubbed 
movies are often disturbing due to the lack of lip sync. Video 
Rewrite is a system for automatically synthesizing faces with 
proper lip sync. It can be used for dubbing movies, teleconferenc
ing, and special effects. 

!80! Page Mill Road, Building C, Palo Alto, CA. 94304. E-mail: 
bregler@cs.berkclcy.edu, covcll@interval.com, malcolm@inter
val.com. Sec the SIGGRAPH Video Proceedings or http:// 
www.interval.com/papcrs/1997·0111 for the latest animations. 

Pcnnission to make digital/hard copy of all or part of this material 
for personal or classroom usc is granted without fcc provided that 
copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advan
tage, the copyright notice, the title of the publication and its date 
appear, and notice is given that copying is by pennission of ACM, 
Inc. To copy otherwise, to republish, to post on servers, or to redis~ 
tribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. 

~ 1997 ACM. 

Video Rewrite automatically pieces together from old footage 
a new video that shows an actor mouthing a new utterance. The 
results are similar to labor-intensive special effects in Forest 
Gump. These effects arc successful because they stan from actual 
film footage and modify it to match the new speech. Modifying 
and reassembling such footage in a smart way and synchronizing it 
to the new sound track leads to final footage of realistic quality. 
Video Rewrite uses a similar approach but docs not require labor
intensive interaction. 

Our approach allows Video Rewrite to learn from example 
footage how a person's face changes during speech. We learn what 
a person's mouth looks like from a video of that person speaking 
normally. We capture the dynamics and idiosyncrasies of her anic
ulation by creating a database of video clips. For example, if a 
woman speaks out of one side of her mouth, this detail is recreated 
accurately. In contrast. most current facial-animation systems rely 
on generic head models that do not capture the idiosyncrasies of an 
individual speaker. 

To model a new person. Video Rewrite requires a srnaJI num
ber (26 in this work) of hand-labeled images. This is the only 
human intervention that is required in the whole process. Even this 
level of human interaction is not a fundamental requirement: We 
could usc face-independent models instead (Kirby90, Covcll96). 

Video Rewrite shares its philosophy with concatenative speech 
synthesis [Moulincs90). Instead of modeling the vocaJ tract, con
catenative speech synthesis analyzes a corpus of speech, selects 
examples of phonemes, and normaJizcs those examples. Phonemes 
arc the distinct sounds within a language, such as the nYI and /P/ 
in "teapot." Concatenative speech synthesizes new sounds by con
catenating the proper sequence of phonemes. After the appropriate 
warping of pitch and duration, the resulting speech is natural 
sounding. This approach to synthesis is data driven: The aJgo· 
rithms analyze and resynthesize sounds using little hand-coded 
knowledge of speech. Yet they are effective at implicitly capturing 
the nuances of human speech. 

Video Rewrite uses a similar approach to create new sequences 
of visemes. Visemes are the visual counterpart to phonemes. 
Visemcs are visuaJly distinct mouth, teeth, and tongue articulations 
for a language. For example. the phonemes 18/ and IP/ arc visually 
indistinguishable and arc grouped into a single vise me class. 

Video Model ... Phoneme ... M·B·AAJ IEH·B·MI IIY·B-AAJ /OW·B·AA 
Labeling 

~~~~ 
:-+ Visual r. ~ilr.2lli1 Labeling 

~~~~ 
Figure I: Overview of analysis stage. Video Rewrite uses 
the audio t.rack to segment the video into triphones. Vision 
techniques find the orientation of the head. and the shape 
and position of the mouth and chin in each image. In the 
synthesis stage, Video Rewrite selects from this video 
model to synchronize new lip videos to any given audio. 



Video Rewrite creates new videos using two steps: analysis of 
8 training database and synthesis of new footage. In the analysis 
stage, Video Rewrite automatically segments into phonemes the 
audio track of the training database. We use these labels to segment 
the video track as well. We automatically track facial features in 
this segmented footage. The phoneme and facial labels together 
completely describe the visemes in the training database. In the 
synchuis stage, our system uses this video database. aJong with a 
new utterance. It automatically retrieves the appropriate viseme 
sequences. and blends them into a background scene using mor
phing techniques. The result is 8 new video with lip and jaw move
ments that synchronize to the new audio. The steps used in the 
anaJysis stage are shown in Figure 1; those of the synthesis stage 
are shown in Figure 2. 

In the remainder of this paper, we first review other approaches 
to synthesizing talking faces (Section 2). We then describe the 
analysis and synthesis stages of Video Rewrite. In the analysis 
stage (Section 3). a collection of video is analyzed and stored in a 
database that matches sounds to video sequences. In the synthesis 
stage (Section 4). new speech is labeled, and the appropriate 
sequences are rettieved from the database. The final sections of 
this paper describe our results (Section 5), future work (Section 6), 
and contributions (Section 7). 

2 SYNTHETIC VISUAL SPEECH 
Facial-animation systems build a model of what a person's speech 
sounds and looks like. They use this model to generate a new out
put sequence, which matches the (new) target utterance. On the 
model-building side (analysis), there are typically three distin
guishing choices: how the facial appearance is learned or 
described, how the facial appearance is controlled or labeled, and 
how the viseme labels are learned or described. For output
sequence generation (synthesis), the distinguishing choice is how 
the target unerance is characterized. This section reviews a repre· 
sentative sample of past research in these areas. 

2.1 Source of Facial Appearance 
Many faciBI-animation systems usc a generic 30 mesh model of a 
face [Parke72. Lewis91, Guiard-Marigny94], sometimes adding 
texture mapping to improve realism [Morshima91, Cohen93, 
Waters95). Another synthetic source of face data is hand-drawn 
images [Litwinowicz94). Other systems use real faces for their 
source examples, including approaches thai use 30 scans 
[Williams90] and still images [Scott94]. We use video footage to 
train Video Rewrite's models. 

Video 
Model 

~~~ 
~~ 

Background 
Video 

ra: 

Figure 2: Overview of synthesis stage. Video Rewrite 
segments new audio and uses it to select triphones from 
the video model. Based on labels from the analysis stage, 
the new mouth images are morphed into a new 
background face. 
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2.2 Facial Appearance Control 
Once a facial model is captured or created. the control parameters 
that exercise that model must be defined. In systems that rely on a 
30 mesh model for appearance. the control parameters are the 
allowed 30 mesh deformations. Most of the image-based systems 
label the positions of specific facial locations as their control 
parameters. Of the systems that use facial-location labels, most 
rely on manual labeling of each example image [Scott94, 
Litwinowicz94]. Video Rewrite creates its video model by auto
matically labeling specific facial locations. 

2.3 Viseme Labels 
Many facial-animation systems label different visuaJ configura
tions with an associated phoneme. These systems then match these 
phoneme labels with their corresponding labels in the target utter
ance. With synthetic images. the phoneme labels are artificial or 
are learned by analogy [Morshima91]. For natural images, taken 
from a video of someone speaking, the phonemic labels can be 
generated manually [Scott94] or automatically. Video Rewrite 
determines the phoneme labels automatically (Section 3.1). 

2.4 Output-Sequence Generation 
The goal of facial animation is to generate an image sequence that 
matches a target utterance. When phoneme labels are used, those 
for the target utterance can be entered manually [Scon94] or com
puted automatically [Lewis91, Morshima91]. Another option for 
phoneme labeling is to create the new utterance with synthetic 
speech [Parke72, Cohen93, Waters95]. Approaches, that do not use 
phoneme labels include motion capture of facial locations that are 
artificially highlighted [Williams90, Guiard-Marigny94] and man
ual control by an animator [Lirwi.nowicz94]. Video Rewrite uses a 
combination of phoneme labels (from the target utterance) and 
facial-location labels (from the video-model segments). Video 
Rewrite derives all these labels automatically. 

Video Rewrite is the first facial-animation system to automate 
all these steps and to generate realistic lip-synched video from nat
ural speech and natural images. 

3 ANALYSIS FOR VIDEO MODELING 
As shown in Figure l, the analysis stage creates an annotated data
base of example video clips, derived from unconstrained footage. 
We refer to this collection of annotated examples as a video model. 
This model captures how the subject's mouth and jaw move during 
speech. These training videos are labeled automatically with the 
phoneme sequence uttered during the video. and with the locations 
of fiduciary points that outline the lips, teeth, and jaw. 

As we shall describe, the phonemic labels are from a time
aligned transcript of the speech, generated by a hidden Markov 
model (HMM). Video Rewrite uses the phonemic labels from the 
HMM to segmenl the inpur footage into shon video clips, each 
showing three phonemes or a ttiphone. These triphone videos. with 
the fiduciary-point locations and the phoneme labels, are stored in 
the video model. 

In Sections 3.1 and 3.2, we describe the visual and acoustic 
analyses of the video footage. In Section 4, we explain how to use 
this model to synthesize new video. 

3.1 Annotation Using Image Analysis 
Video Rewrite uses any footage of the subject speaking. As her 
face moves within the frame. we need to know the mouth position 
and the lip shapes at all times. In the synthesis stage, we use this 
information to warp overlapping videos such that they have the 
same lip shapes, and to align the lips with the background face. 
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Manual labeling of the fiduciary points around the mouth and 
jaw is error prone and tedious. Instead, we usc computer-vision 
techniques to label the face and to identify the mouth and its shape. 
A major hurdle to automatic annotation is the low resolmion of the 
images. In a typical scene, the lip region has a width of only 40 
pixels. Conventional contour-tracking algorithms (Kass87, 
Yuille89] work well on high-contrast outer lip boundaries with 
some user interaction, but fail on inner lip boundaries at this reso
lution, due to the low signal-to-noise ratios. Grayscale-based algo
rithms, such ns cigcnimages (Kirby90, Turk91], work well at low 
resolutions, but estimate only the location of the lips or jaw, rather 
than estimating the desired fiduciary points. Eigenpoints 
(Covcll96], and other extensions of cigcnimagcs (Lanitis95], esti
mate control points reliably and automatically, even in such low
resolution images. As shown in Figure 3, eigenpoints learns how 
fiduciary points move as a function of the image appearance, and 
then uses this model to label new footage. 

Video Rewrite labels each image in the training video using a 
toU!l of 54 cigcnpoints: 34 on the mouth (20 on the outer boundary, 
12 on the inner boundary, I at the bottom of the upper teeth, and I 
at the top of the lower teeth) and 20 on the chin and jaw line. There 
are two separate eigenpoint analyses. The fir.;t eigenspace controls 
the placement of the 34 fiduciary points on the mouth, using 
SO x 40 pixels around the nominal mouth location, a region that 
covers the mouth completely. The second eigenspace controls the 
placement of the 20 fiduciary points on the chin and jaw line, using 
100 x 75 pixels around the nominal chin-location, a region that 
covers the upper neck and the lower part of the face. 

We created the two eigenpoint models for locating the fidu· 
ciary points from a small number of images. We hand annotated 
only 26 images (of 14,218 images toU!l; about 0.2%). We extended 
the hand·annotatcd dataset by morphing pairs of annotated images 
to form intennediatc images, expanding the original 26 to 35 I 
annotated images without any additional manual work. We then 
derived eigenpoints models using this extended data set. 

We usc eigenpoints to find the mouth and jaw and to label their 
contours. The derived eigenpoint models locate the facial features 
using six basis vectors for the mouth and six different vectors for 
the jaw. Eigenpoints then places the fiduciary points around the 
feature locations: 32 basis vectors place points around the lips and 
64 basis vectors place points around the jaw. 

Eigenpoints assumes that the features (the mouth or the jaw) 
are undergoing pure translational motion. It docs a comparatively 
poor job at modeling rotations and scale changes. Yet, Video 
Rewrite is designed to usc unconstrained footage. We expect rota
tions and scale changes. Subjects may lean toward the camera or 
tum away from it. tilt their heads to the side, or look up from under 
their eyelashes. 

To allow for n variety of motions, we warp each face image 
into a standard reference plane, prior to eigenpoints labeling. We 

Training Data 

~~j. 
Input Image 

Output 
Contours 

Figure 3: Overview of eigenpoints. A small set of hand· 
labeled facial images is used to train subspace models. 
Given a new image, the eigenpoint models tell us the 
positions of points on the lips and jaw. 
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find the global transform that minimizes the mean-squared error 
between a large portion of the face image and a faciaJ template. We 
currently usc an affine transfonn (Biack95(. The mask shown in 
Figure 4 defines the suppon of the minimization integral. Once the 
best global mapping is found, it is invened and applied to the 
image, putting that face into the standard coordinate frame. We 
then perform eigenpoints analysis on this pre-warped image to find 
the fiduciary points. Finally, we back-project the fiduciary points 
through the global warp to place them on the original face image. 

The labels provided by eigenpoints allow us automatically to 
(I) build the database of example lip configurations, and (2) track 
the features in a background scene that we intend to modify. 
Section 4.2 describes how we match the points we find in step I to 
each other and to the points found in step 2. 

3.2 Annotation Using Audio Analysis 
All the speech data in Video Rewrite (and their associated video) 
are segmented into sequences of phonemes. Although single pho
nemes arc a convenient representation for linguistic analysis, they 
nrc not appropriate for Video Rewrite. We want to capture the 
visual dynamics of speech. To do so correctly, we must consider 
coaniculmion, which causes the lip shapes for many phonemes to 
be modified based on the phoneme's context For example, the ff/ 
in "beet" looks different from the ff/ in "boot." 

Therefore, Video Rewrite segments speech and video into tri
phones: collections of three sequentiaJ phonemes. The word "tea
pot" is split into the sequence of uiphoncs /SIL-T-IY/, 1 ff-IY-P/, 
/IY -P-AN, fP-AA-TI, and /AA-T-SIU. When we synthesi7.C a 
video, we emphasize the middle of each triphone. We cross-fade 
the overlapping regions of neighboring triphones. We thus ensure 
that the precise transition points are not critical, and that we can 
capture effectively many of the dynamics of both forward and 
backward coarticulation. 

Video Rewrite uses HMMs (Rabiner89] to label the training 
footage with phonemes. We trained the HMMs using the TIMIT 
speech database (Lamc186], a collection of 4200 uucrances with 
phonemic transcriptions that gives the uuercd phonemes and their 
timing. Each of the 61 phoneme categories in TIMIT is modeled 
with a separate three-state HMM. The emission probabilities of 
each state are modeled with mixtures of eight Gaussians with diag
onal covariances. For robustness, we split the available data by 
gender and train two speaker-independent, gender-specific sys
tems, one based on 1300 female utterances, and one based on 2900 
male utterances. 

We used these gender-specific HMMs to create a tine-grained 
phonemic transcription of our input footage, using forced Vitcrbi 

I. /SIU indicates silence. Two /SIU in a row are used at the 
beginnings and ends of utterances to allow aJl segments
including the beginning and end-to be treated as triphones. 

.· - - . 

• •• 
Figure 4: Mask used to estimate the global warp. Each 
image is warped to account for changes in the head's 
position, size, and rotation. The transform minimizes the 
difference between the transformed images and the face 
template. The mask (left) forces the minimization to 
consider only the upper face (right). 
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senrch [Viterbi67]. Forced Vitcrbi uses unaligned sentenee-level 
transcriptions and a phoneme-level pronunciation dictionary to 
create a time-aligned phoneme-level transcript of the speech. From 
this transcript, Video Rewrite segments the video automatically 
into triphone videos, labels them, and includes them in the video 
model. 

4 SYNTHESIS USING A VIDEO MODEL 
As shown in Figure 2, Video Rewrite synthesizes the final lip
synced video by labeling the new speech track, selecting a 
sequence of triphone videos that most accurately matches the new 
speech utterance, and stitching these images into a background 
video. 

The background video sets the scene and provides the desired 
head position and movement. The background sequence in Video 
Rewrite includes most of the subject's face as well as the scene 
behind the subject. The frames of the background video are taken 
from the source foow.ge in the same order as they were shot. The 
head tilts and the eyes blink. based on the background frames. 

In contrast, the different triphonc videos are used in whatever 
order is needed. They simply show the motions associated with 
articulation. For all the animations in this paper, the triphone 
images include the mouth, chin, and part of the cheeks, so that the 
chin and jaw move nnd the cheeks dimple appropriately as the 
mouth aniculates. We usc illumination-matching techniques 
(Bun83] to avoid visible seams between the Lriphone and back
ground images. 

The first step in synthesis (figure 2) is labeling the new 
soundtrack. We label the new utterance with the same HMM that 
we used to create the video-model phoneme labels. In Sections 4.1 
and 4.2, we describe the remaining steps: selecting triphone videos 
and stitching them into the background. 

4.1 Selection of Triphone Videos 
The new speech utterance determines the target sequence of 
speech sounds, marked with phoneme labels. We would like to find 
a sequence of triphone videos from our database that matches this 
new speech utterance. For each lriphone in the new utterance, our 
goal is to find a video example with exactly the transition we need, 
and with lip shapes that match the lip shapes in neighboring lri· 
phone videos. Since this goal often is not reachable, we compro
mise by a choosing a sequence of clips that approximates the 
desired transitions and shape continuity. 

Given a triphone in the new speech utterance, we compute a 
matching distance to each Lriphone in the video database. The 
matching metric has two tcnns: the phimeme·conte:ct distance, 
D P , and the distance bttween lip shapes in overlapping visual tri
pHoncs, D s . The tota1 error is 

error= aDP + (1-a)D
5

, 

where the weight, a, is a constant that trades off the two factors. 
The phoneme-context distance, D", is based on categorical 

distances between phoneme categones and between viseme 
classes. Since Video Rewrite does not need to create a new 
soundtrack (it needs only a new video track), we can cluster pho· 
nemes into viscme classes, based on their visual appearance. 

We use 26 viseme classes. Ten are consonant classes: (I) 
JCW, /JHI, ISH!, rzH1; (2) /KI, IGJ, fNI, fU; (3) rrJ, JDJ. 
IS/, fZJ; (4) !PI. JBI. fM1; (5) IF/, Nl; (6) ffHI. JDHI; (7) 
/WI, IRJ; (8) IHW; (9) IYI; and (10) fNG/. Fifteen are vowel 
classes: one each for IE HI , lEY I , JERI • NW , I AAJ I AOI , 
JAW/, JAY!. NW/, JOWl. JOY/, /IY/, /IHI, IAFJ. IAHI. 
One class is for silence, ISIU. 
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The phoneme-context distance, D , is the weighted sum of 
phoneme distances between the targef phonemes and the video
mode] phonemes within the context of the triphone. If the phone
mic categories are the same (for example, /PI and /PI), then this 
distance is 0. lfthey are in different viseme classes (!PI and /IY/ ), 
then the distance is I. If they are in different phonemic categories 
but are in the same viseme class (IPI and 181 ), then the distance is 
a value between 0 and I. The intraclass distances arc derived from 
published confusion matrices (Owens85). 

In D P, the center phoneme of the triphone has the largest 
weighl, and the weights drop smoothly from there. Although the 
video model stores onJy triphone images. we consider the lriph
one's original context when picking the best·fitting sequence. In 
current animations, this context covers the triphone itself, plus one 
phoneme on either side. 

The second tenn, D , measures how closely the mouth con
tours maLCh in ovcrlappi~g segments of adjacent Lriphonc videos. 
In synthesizing the mouth shapes for "teapot" we want the con
tours for the IIY/ and /PI in the lip sequence used for ff.JY -PI to 
match the contours for the nYI and !PI in the sequence used for 
flY -P-AA/. We measure this similarity by computing the Euclid
can distance, fmmc by frame, between four·clemcnt feature vec
tors containing the overall lip width, ovemll lip height, inner lip 
height. and height of visible teeth. 

The lip-shape distance (D ) between two triphone videos is 
minimized with the correct lim"t alignment. For example, consider 
the overlapping contours for the /PI in ff-lY-P/ and IIY·P·AAl. 
The /PI phoneme includes both a silence, when the lips are 
pressed together, and an audible release, when the lips move rap
idly apan. The durations of the initial silence within the !PI pho
neme may be different. The phoneme labels do not provide us with 
this level of detailed timing. Yet. if the silence durations are differ
ent, the lip-shape distance for two othcrwise·well-matchcd videos 
will be large. This problem is exacerbated by imprecision in the 
HMM phonemic labels. 

We want to find the tcmporaJ overlap between neighboring tri
phoncs that maximi1.cs the similarity between the two lip shapes. 
We shift the two triphones relative to each other to find the best 
tempoml offset and duration. We then use this optimal overlap both 
in computing the li~shape distance. D , and in cross-fading the 
triphone videos during the stitching stlp. The optimal overlap is 
the one that minimizes D while still maintaining a minimum-s 
allowed overlap. 

Since the fitness measure for each lriphone segment depends 
on that segment's neighbors in both directions, we select the 
sequence of triphone segments using dynamic progranuning over 
the entire utterance. This procedure ensures the selection of the 
optimal segments. 

4.2 Stitching It Together 
Video Rewrite produces the final video by stitching together the 
appropriate entries from the video database. At this point, we have 
already selected a sequence of Lriphone videos that most closely 
matches the target audio. We need to align the overlapping lip 
images temporaJiy. This internally time-aligned sequence of vid
eos is then lime aligned to the new speech utterance. Finally, the 
resulting sequences of lip images arc spatially aligned and arc 
stitched into the background face. We describe each step in tum. 

4.2.1 Time Alignment of Triphone Videos 
We have a sequence of triphone videos that we must combine to 
fonn a new mouth movie. In combining the videos, we want to 
maintain the dynamics of the phonemes and their transitions. We 
need to time align the uiphone videos carefully before blending 
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them. If we arc not careful in this step, the mouth will appear to 
fluuer open and closed inappropriately. 

We align the triphonc videos by choosing a ponion of the over. 
lapping triphones where the two lips shapes arc as similar as possi· 
blc. We make this choice when we evaluate D to choose the 
sequence of triphone videos (Section 4.1 ). We suse the overlap 
duration and shift lhat provide the minimum value of D for the 
given videos. s 

4.2.2 Time Alignment of the Lips to the Utterance 
We now have a self-consistent tcmpoml alignment for the triphone 
videos. We have the correct articulatory motions, in the correct 
order to match the target utlernncc, but these articulations arc not 
yet time aligned with the target utterance. 

We align the lip motions with the target utterance by compar
ing the corresponding phoneme transcripts. The starting time of 
the center phone in the triphone sequence is aligned wilh the corre
sponding label in the target transcript. The triphonc videos arc then 
stretched or compressed such that they fit the time needed between 
the phoneme boundaries in the target utterance. 

4.2.3 Combining of the Lips and the Background 
The remaining task is to stitch the triphone videos into the back
ground sequence. The correctness of the facial alignment is critical 
to the success of the recombination. The lips and head arc con
stantly moving in the triphone and background footage. Yet, we 
need to align them all so that the new mouth is finnly planted on 
the face. Any error in spatial alignment causes the mouth to jitter 
relative to the face-an extremely disturbing effect. 

We again use the mask from Figure 4 to help us find the opti
mal global trnnsfonn to register the faces from the triphonc videos 
with the background face. The combined tranforms from the 
mouth and background images to the template face (Section 3.1) 
give our starting estimate in this search. Re-estimating the global 
transform by directly matching the triphone images to the back
ground improves the accuracy of the mapping. 

We usc a replacement mask to specify which portions of the 
final video come from the triphone images and which come from 
the background video. 11Iis replacement mask warps to fit the new 
mouth shape in the Lriphonc image and to fit the jaw shape in the 
background image. Figure 5 shows an example replacement mask, 
applied to triphonc and background images. 

Local deformations arc required to stitch the shape of the 
mouth and jaw line correctly. These two shapes are handled differ
ently. The mouth's shape is completely determined by the triphone 
images. The only changes made to these mouth shapes arc 
imposed to align the mouths within the overlapping triphone 
images: The lip shapes arc linearly cross-faded between the shapes 
in the overlapping segments of the uiphone videos. 

Figure 5: Facial fading mask. This mask dctennines 
which portions of lhe final movie frames come from the 
background frame, and which come from the uiphonc 
database. The mask should be large enough 10 include the 
mouth and chin. These images show the replacement 
mask applied to a triphonc image, and its inverse applied 
to a background image. The mask warps according to the 
mouth and chin motions. 
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The jaw's shape, on the other hand, is a combination of the 
background jaw line and the two triphone jaw lines. Ncar lhc cars, 
we want to preserve the background video's jaw line. At the center 
of the jaw line (the chin), the shape and position arc determined 
completely by what the mouth is doing. The final image of the jaw 
must join smoothly together the motion of the chin with the motion 
ncar the cars. To do this, we smoothly vary the weighting of the 
background and triphone shapes as we move along the jawline 
from the chin towards the cars. 

The final stitching process is a three-way tradeoff in shape and 
texture among the fade-out lip image, the fade-in lip image, and 
the background image. As we move from phoneme to phoneme, 
the relative weights of the mouth shapes associated with the over
lapping Lriphone-video images are changed. Within each frame, the 
relative weighting of the jaw shapes contributed by the background 
image and of the triphone-video images arc varied spatially. 

The derived fiduciary positions are used as control points in 
morphing. All morphs arc done with the Bcier-Nccly algorithm 
(Beier92]. For each frame of the output image we need to warp 
four images: the two triphones, the replacement mask, and the 
background face. The warping is straightforward since we auto· 
matically generate high-quality control points using the eigen
points algorithm. 

5 RESULTS 
We have applied Video Rewrite to several different training data
bases. We recorded one video dataset specifically for our cvalua· 
lions. Section 5.1 describes our methods to collect this data and 
create lip-sync videos. Section 5.2 evaluates the resulting videos. 

We also trained video models using truncated versions of our 
evaluation database. Finally, we used old footage of John F. 
Kennedy. We present the results from these experiments in Section 
5.3. 

5.1 Methods 
We recorded about 8 minutes of video, containing 109 sentences, 
of a subject narrating a fairy talc. During the reading. the subject 
was asked to directly face the camera for some parts (still-head 
video) and to move and glance around naturally for others (mov
ing-head video). We use these different segments to study the 
errors in local defonnations separntely from the errors in global 
spatial registration. The subject was also asked to wear a hat during 
the filming. We use this landmark to provide a quantitative evalua
tion of our global alignment. The hat is strictly outside all our 
alignment masks and our eigenpoints models. Thus, having the 
subject wear the hat docs not effect the magnitude or type of errors 
that we expect to see in the animations-it simply provides us with 
a reference marker for the position and movement of her head. 

To create a video model, we trained the system on all the still
head footage. Video Rewrite constructed and annotated the video 
model with just under 3500 triphone videos automatically, using 
HMM labeling of triphones and cigcnpoint labeling of facial con· 
tours. 

Video Rewrite was then given the target sentence, and was 
asked to construct the corresponding image sequence. To avoid 
unduly optimistic results, we removed from the database the tri
phone videos from training sentences similar to the target. A train
ing sentence was considered similar to the target if the two shared 
a phrase two or more words long. Note that Video Rewrite would 
not nonna11y pare the database in this manner: Instead, it would 
take advantage or these coincidences. We remove the similar sen· 
tcnces to avoid biasing our results. 

We evaluated our output footage both qualitatively and quanti
tatively. Our qualitative evaluation was done informally. by a panel 
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of observers. There arc no accepted mctrics for evaluating lip
synced footage. Instead. we were forced to rely on the qualitative 
judgements listed in Section 5.2. 

Only the (global} spatial registrntion is evaluated quantita
tively. Since our subject wore a hal that moved rigidly with her 
upper head, we were able to measure quantitatively our global-reg
istration error on this footage. We did so by first warping the full 
frnme (instead of just the mouth region) of the triphone image into 
the coordinate frame of the background image. If this global trnns
formation is correct, it should overlay the two images of the hat 
exactly on top of one another. We measured the error by finding the 
offset of the correlation peak for the image regions corresponding 
to the front of the hat. The offset of the peak is the registration 
error (in pixels}. 

5.2 Evaluation 
Examples of our output footage can be seen at http://www.intcr
val.comlpapers/1997-0121. The top row of Figure 6 shows example 
frames. cxtrncted from these videos. This section describes our 
evaluation criteria and the results. 

5.2.1 Lip and Utterance Synchronization 
How well nrc the lip motions synchronized with the audio? We 
evaluate this measure on the still-head videos. There occasionally 
arc visible timing errors in plosivcs and stops. 

5.2.2 Triphone-Video Synchronization 
Do the lips Dutter open and closed inappropriately? This anifact 
usually is due to synchronization error in overlapping triphone vid
eos. We evaluated this measure on the still-head videos. We do not 
see any ani facts of this type. 

5.2.3 Natural Articulation 
Assuming that neither of lhc artifacts from Sections 5.2.1 or 5.2.2 
appear, do the lip and teeth aniculations look natural? Unnatural
looking articulation can result if the desired sequence of phonemes 
is not available in the database, and thus another sequence is used 
in its place. In our experiments, this replacement occurred on 31 
percent of the triphonc videos. We evaluated this measure on the 
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still-head videos. We do not sec this type of error when we usc the 
full video model. Additional experiments in this area arc described 
in Section 5.3.1. 

5.2.4 Fading-Mask Visibility and Extent 
Does the fading mask show? Does the animation have believable 
texture and motion around the lips and chin? Do the dimples move 
in sync with the mouth? We evaluated this measure on all the out
put videos. The still-head videos better show errors associated with 
the extent of the fading mask, whereas the moving-head videos 
better show errors due to interactions between the fading mask and 
the global transformation. Without illumination correction, we sec 
anifacts in some of the moving-head videos, when the subject 
looked down so that the lighting on her face changed significantly. 
These artifacts disappear with adaptive illumination correction 
[Burt831. 

5.2.5 Background Warping 
Do lhc outer edges of the jaw line and neck, and the upper portions 
of the cheeks look realistic? Artifacts in these areas are due to 
incorrect warping of the background image or to a mismatch 
between the texture and the warped shape of the background 
image. We cvnluated this measure on all the output videos. In some 
segments, we found minor ani facts ncar the outer edges of the jaw. 

5.2.6 Spatial Registration 
Does the mouth seem to float around on the face? Arc the teeth rig
idly auached to the skull? We evaluated this measure on the mov
ing-head videos. No registration errors arc visible. 

We evaluated this error quantitatively as well, using the hat
rcgistmtion metric described in Section 5.1. The mean, median, 
and maximum errors in the still-head videos were 0.6, 0.5, and 1.2 
pixels (standard deviation 0.3); those in the moving-head videos 
were 1.0, 1.0, and 2.0 pixels (standard deviation 0.4}. For compari
son, the face covers approximately 85 x 120 pixels. 

5.2.7 Overall Quality 
Is the lip-sync believable? We evaluated this measure on all the 
output videos. We judged the overall quality as excellent. 
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Figure 6: Examples of synthesized output frames. These fmmes show the quality of our output after triphonc segments have been 
stitched into different background video frames. 
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5.3 Other Experiments 
In this section, we examine our perfonnancc using steadily smaller 
training databases (Section 5.3.1) and using historic footage (Sec
tion 5.3.2). 

5.3.1 Reduction of Video Model Size 
We wanted to sec how lhc quality fell off as the number of data 
available in the video model were reduced. With the 8 minutes of 
video, we have examples of approximately 1700 different tri
phoncs (of around 19,000 naturally occurring triphoncs)~ our ani
mations used triphoncs other than lhe target triphoncs 31 percent 
of the time. What happens when we have only I or 2 minutes of 
data? We uuncillcd our video database to one-half, one-quarter, 
and one-eighth of its original size, and then reanimated our target 
sentences. The percent of mismatched triphoncs increased by 
about 15 percent with each halving of the database (that is, 46, 58, 
and 74 percent of the triphones were replaced in the reduced 
datasets). The perceptual quality also degraded smoothly as the 
database size was reduced. The video from the reduced datascts are 
shown on our web site. 

5.3.2 Reanimation of Historic Footage 
We also applied Video Rewrite to public-domain footage of John F. 
Kennedy. For this application, we digitized 2 minutes (1157 tri
phoncs) of Kennedy speaking during the Cuban missile crisis. 
Forty-five seconds of this footage are from a close-up camera, 
about 30 degrees to Kennedy's left. The remaining images nrc 
medium shots from the same side. The size ratio is approximately 
5:3 between the close-up and medium shots. During the footage, 
Kennedy moves his head about 30 degrees vertically, reading his 
speech from notes on the desk and making eye contact with n cen
ter camera (which we do not have). 

We used lhis video model to synthesize new animations of 
Kennedy saying, for example, "Read my lips" and "I never met 
Forrest Gump." These animations combine the footage from both 
camera shots and from all head poses. The resulting videos arc 
shown on our web site. The bottom row of Figure 6 shows example 
frames, extracted from these videos. 

In our preliminary experiments, we were able to find the cor
rect triphonc sequences just 6% of the time. The lips are reliably 
synchronized to the utterance. The fading mask is not visible, nor 
is the background warping. Howevcr,lhe overall animation quality 
is not as good as our earlier results. The animations include some 
lip fluttering, because or the mismatched triphone sequences. 

Our quality is limited for two reasons. The available viseme 
footage is distributed over a wide range of vertical head rotations. 
If we choose triphones that match the desired pose, then we cannot 
find good matches for the desired phoneme sequence. If we choose 
triphones that arc well matched to the desired phoneme sequence, 
then we need to dramatically change the pose of lhe lip images. A 
large change in pose is difficult to model with our global (affine) 
transform. The lip shapes arc distoned because we assumed, 
implicitly in the global transform, that the lips lie on a ~at pl~e. 
Both the limiled-triphone and pose problems can be avmded wnh 
additional data. 

6 FUTURE WORK 
There are many ways in which Video Rewrite could be extended 
and improved. The phonemic labeling of the triphone and back
ground footage could consider the mouth- and jaw-shape informa
tion, as well as acoustic data 1Brcgler951. Additional lip-image 
data and multiple eigenpoints models could be added. allowing 
larger out-of-plane head rotations. The acoustic data could be used 
in selecting the triphone videos, because facial expressions affect 
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voice qualities (you can hear a smile). The synthesis could be 
made real-time, with low-latency. 

In Sections 6.1 through 6.3, we explore extensions that we 
think are most prOmising and interesting. 

6.1 Alignment Between Lips and Target 
We currently use the simplest approach to time aligning the lip 
sequences with the target utterance: We rely on the phoneme 
boundaries. This approach provides a rough alignment between the 
motions in the lip sequence and the sounds in the target utterance. 
As we mentioned in Section 4.1, however, the phoneme boundaries 
arc both imprecise (the HMM alignment is not perfect) and coarse 
(significant visual and auditory landmarks occur within single pho
nemes). 

A more accurate way to time align the lip motions with the tar
get utterance uses dynamic time warping of the audio associated 
with each lriphone video to the corresponding segment of the tar
get utterance. This technique would allow us to time align the audi
tory landmarks from the triphone videos with those of the target 
utterance, even if the landmarks occur at subphoneme resolution. 
This time alignment, when applied to the triphone image sequence, 
would then align the visual landmarks of the lip sequence with the 
auditory landmarks of the target utternnce. 

The overlapping triphone videos would provide overlapping 
and conflicting time warpings. Yet we want to keep fixed the time 
alignment of the overlapping triphone videos, as dictated by the 
visual distances (Section 4.1 and 4.2). Research is needed in how 
best to trade off these potentially confticting time-alignment maps. 

6.2 Animation of Facial Features 
Another promising extension is animation of other facial parts, 
based on simple acoustic features or other criteria. The simplest 
version of this extension would change the position of the eye
brows with pitch (0hala94}. A second extension would index the 
video model by both triphone and expression labels. Using such 
labels. we would select smiling or frowning lips, as desired. Alter
natively, we could impose the desired expression on a neutral 
mouth shape, for those times when the appropriate combinations 
of triphones and expression are not available. To do this imposition 
correctly, we must separate which deformations arc associated 
with articulations, and which are associated with expressions, and 
how the two interact. This type of factorization must be learned 
from examples 1Tenenbaum97). 

6.3 Perception of Lip Shapes 
In doing this work, we solved many problems-automatic label
ing, matching, and stitching-yet we found many situations where 
we did not have sufficient knowledge of how people perceive 
speaking faces. We would like to know more about how imponant 
the correct lip shapes and motions are in lip synching. For exam
ple, one study (0wcns85} describes the confusibility of consonants 
in vowel-consonant-vowel clusters. The clustering of consonants 
into viseme class depends on the surrounding vowel context. 
Clearly, we need more sophisticated distance metrics within and 
between viseme classes. 

7 CONTRIBUTIONS 
Video Rewrite is a facial animation system that is driven by audio 
input. The output sequence is created from real video footage. It 
combines background video footage, including natura] facial 
movements (such as eye blinks and head motions) with natural 
footage of mouth and chin motions. Video Rewrite is the first 
facial-animation system to automate all the audio- and video-label
ing tasks required for this type of reanimation. 
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Video Rewrite can usc images from unconstrained footage 
both to create the video model of the mouth and chin motions and 
to provide a background sequence for the final output footage. It 
preserves the individuaJ characteristics of the subject in the origi
nal footage, even while the subject appears to mouth a completely 
new uuerancc. For example, the temporal dynamics of John F. 
Kennedy's articulatory motions can be preserved, rcorgani7..cd, and 
reimposed on Kennedy's face. 

Since Video Rewrite retains most of the background frnme, 
modifying only the mouth area, it is well suited to applications 
such as movie dubbing. The setting and action arc provided by the 
background video. Video Rewrite maintains an actor's visual man
nerisms, using the dynamics of the actor's lips and chin from the 
video model for articulatory mannerisms, and using the back
ground video for all other mannerisms. It maintains the correct 
Liming, using the action as paced by the background video and 
speech as paced by the new soundtrack. It undertakes the entire 
process without manual intervention. The actor convincingly 
mouths something completely new. 
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Abstract 

This paper demonstrates a new vision based motion capture tech
nique that is able to recover high degree-of-freedom aniculatcd hu
man body configurations in complex video sequences. It does not 
require any markers, body suits, or other devices attached to the 
subject. The only input needed is a video recording of the per
son whose motion is to be captured. For visual tracking we in
troduce the use of a novel mathematical technique, the product of 
cxponcntiaJ maps and twist motions, and its integration into a dif
ferential motion estimation. This results in solving simple linear 
systems, and enables us to recover robustly the kinematic degrees
of-freedom in noise and complex self occluded configurations. We 
demonstrnte this on several image sequences of people doing articu
lated full body movements, and visuali7.C the results in re-animating 
an artificial 3D human model. We are also able to recover and re· 
animate the famous movements of Eadweard Muybridgc's motion 
studies from the last century. To the best of our knowledge, this is 
the first computer vision based system that is able to process such 
cha11enging footage and recover complex motions with such high 
accuracy. 

CR Categories: 

Keywords: Computer Vision, Animation, Motion Capture, Visual 
Tracking, Twist Kinematics. Exponential Maps, Muybridge 

1 Introduction 

In this paper, we offer a new approach to motion capture based 
just on ordinary video recording of the actor perfonning naturally. 
The approach does not require any markers, body suits or any other 
devices attached to the body of the actor. The actor can move 
about wearing his or her regular clothes. This implies that one can 
use historical footage-motion capture Charlie Chaplin's inimitable 
walk, for instance. Indeed in this paper we shall go even further 
back historically and show motion capture results from Muybridge 
sequences-/he first examples of photographically recorded motion 
(15]. 

Motion capture occupies an important role in the creation of spc
ciaJ effects. Its application to CG character animation has been 
much more controversial; SIGGRAPH 97 featured a lively panel 
debatc(4) between its proponents and opponents. Our goal in this 
paper is not to address that debate. Rather we take it as a given 
that motion capture, like any other technology, can be correctly or 
incorrectly applied and we are merely extending its possibilities. 

Our approach, from a user's point of view, is rather stmightfor
ward. The user marks limb segments in an initial frame~ if multiple 
video streams are available from synchronized cameras, then the 
limb segments are marked in the corresponding initial frames in all 
of them. The computer program does the rest-tracking the multiple 
degrees of freedom of the human body configuration from frame to 
frame. 

Attempts to track the human body without special markers go 
back quite a few years - we review past work in Sec. 2. However 
in spite of m1111y years of work in computer vision on this problem, 
it is fair to describe it as not yet solved. There arc many reasons 
why human body trncking is very challenging, compared to track
ing other objects such as footballs, robots or cars. These include 

1. High Accuracy Requirements. Especially in the context of 
motion capture applications, one desires to record all the de
grees of freedom of the configuration of arms, legs, torso, 
head etc accurately from frame to frame. At playback time, 
any error will be instantly noticed by a human observer. 

2. Frequeni inter-part occlusion During nonnal motion, from 
any camem angle some parts of lhc body arc occluded by 
olher parts of lhc body 

3. Lack of contrast Distinguishing the edge of a limb from, say 
the torso underneath, is made difficult by the fact that typically 
the texture or color of the shin is usuaJly the same in both 
regions. 

Our contribution to this problem is the introduction of a novel 
mathematical technique, the product of exponential maps and twist 
motions, and its integration into a differential motion estimation 
scheme. This fonnalism will be explained fully in Section 3. The 
advantage of this particular formulation is that it results in the equa
tions that need to be solved to uJXIate the kinematic chain param
eters from frame to frame being linear. Also the only parameters 
that need to be solved for arc the true degrees of freedom and pose 
parameters-there arc no intermediate stages which may be unneces
sarily hard. For instance recovering the local affine motion param
eters of each and every limb segment separately is harder than the 
final goal of knowing the configuration of all the joints from frame 
to frame-the fact that the joints are constmined to move together 
reduces considerably the number of degrees of freedom. This in 
tum provides robustness to self-occlusions, loss of conlrBSt, large 
motions etc. 

We applied this technique to several video recordings of walk
ing people and to lhe famous photo plates of Edweard Muybridge. 
We achieved accurate tmcking results with high degree-of-freedom 
full body models and could successfully re-animate lhe data. The 
accompanying video shows the tracking results and the naturalness 
of the animated motion capture data. 

Section 2 reviews previous video tracking techniques, section 3 
introduces the new motion tracking fmmcwork and its mathemati
cal fonnulation, section 4 details our experiments, and we discuss 
the results and future directions in section 5. 

2 Review 

The earliest computer vision attempt to recognize human move
ments was reponed by O'Rouke and Badler [16) working on syn-
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thclic images using a 30 suucturc of rigid segments, joints, and 
constraints between them. 

Marker-free visual tracking on video recordings of human bodies 
goes back to work by Hogg and by Rohr (8, 18(. Both systems are 
specialized to one degree-of-freedom walking models. Edge and 
line features nrc extracted from images and matched to a cylindri
cal 3D human body model. Higher degree-of-freedom articulaled 
hand configurations are tracked by Regh and Kanadc (17(, full body 
configurations by Gravrila and Davis (7], and arm configurations 
by Kakadiaris and Me tax as (II ] and by Goncalves and Perona (5 ]. 
All these approaches nrc demonstrated in constrained environments 
with high conlmSl edge boundaries. In most cases this is achieved 
by uniform backgrounds, nnd skintight clothing of uniform color. 
Also, in order to estimate 30 configurations, a camern calibration 
is needed. Alternatively, Wcng ct. al demonstrated how to track full 
bodies with color fcaLurcs [20], and Ju ct. al showed motion based 
tracking of leg configurations (I 0]. No 3D kinematic chain models 
were used in lhc last two cases. 

To the best of our knowledge, there is no system reponed so far, 
which would be able to successfully track accurate high-degree-of 
freedom human body configurations in the challenging footage that 
we will demonstrnte here. 

3 Articulated Tracking 

There exist a wide range of visual tracking techniques in the litera
ture ranging from edge feature based to region based tracking, and 
brute-force search methods to differential approaches. 

Edge feature based tracking techniques usually require clean 
data with high contrast object boundaries. Unfonunatcly on hu
man bodies such features arc very noisy. Clothes have many folds. 
Also if the lcftllild right leg have the same color and they overlap, 
they arc separnt.cd only by low contrast boundaries. 

Region based techniques can track objects with arbitrary tex
ture. Such techniques attempt to match areas between consecutive 
fmmes. For example if the area describes a rigid planar object, a 20 
affine deformation of this area has to be found. This requires the 
estimation of 6 free parameters that describe this deformation (xly 
translation, xly scaling, rotation, and shear). Instead of exhaustively 
searching over these parameters, differential methods link local in
tensity changes to parnmeter changes, and allow for Newton-step 
like optimizations. 

In the following we will introduce a new region based differen
tial technique that is tailored to articulaled objects modeled by kine
matic chains. We will first review a commonly used motion estima
tion framework (2, 19], and then show how this can be cxlended 
for our task. using the twist and product of exponential formulation 
(14]. 

3.1 Preliminaries 

Assuming that changes in image intensity arc only due to transla
tion of local image intensity, a parametric image motion between 
consecutive time frames t and t + I can be described by the follow
ing equation: 

l(x + u,(x, y, ¢), y + u,(x, y, ¢), t + I) = I(x, y, t) (I) 

I(x, y, t) is the image intensity. The motion mOOel u(x, y, </J) = 
[u, (x, y, ¢), u,(x, y, <,O)]T describes the pixel displacement de
pendent on location ( x, y) and model parameters rp. For 
example, a 20 affine motion model with parameters rp = 
[at, a2, a3, 04, d::~:,dv)T is defined as 

2 

The first~ordcr Taylor series expansion of (I) leads to the com
monly used gradient formulation (12]: 

l 1(x,y) + [J,(x,y),I,(x,y)]· u(x,y,¢) = 0 (3) 

J,(x,y) is the tempornl image gradient and [/,(x,y), I,(x,y)] 
is the spatial image gradient at location (x, y). Assuming a motion 
model of K degrees of freedom (in case of the llffine model K = 6) 
and a region of N > K pixels, we can write an over-constrained 
set of N equations. For the case that the motion model is linear (as 
in the affine case), we can write the set of equations in matrix fonn 
(sec (2] for details): 

(4) 

where H E ~,..,. x K, and E E !lN. The least squares solution to 
(3) is: 

( 
T )-1 T ¢=- H ·H ·Hz (5) 

Because (4) is the first-order Taylor series linearization of (I), 
we lincari7.c around the new solution and itcralC. This is done by 
warping the image I(t + I) using the motion model pammelers 
¢ found by (5). Based on the re-warpcd image we compute the 
new image gradients (3). Repeating this process is equivalent to a 
Newton-Raphson style minimi:tation. 

A convenient representation of the shape of an image region is a 
probability mask w(x, y) E [0, 1]. w(x, y) = 1 declares thai pixel 
(x,y) is part of the region. Equation (5) can be modified, such 
that it weights the contribution of pixel location (x, y) according to 
w(x,y): 

( 
T )-1 T ¢ = - (W ·H) · H · (W ·H) z (6) 

w is anN X N diagonal matrix, with W(i, i) = w(xa, ru). 
We assume for now that we know the exact shape of the region. 
For example, if we want to estimate the motion parameters for a 
human body part, we supply a weight matrix W thnt defines the 
image supJXJrt map of that specific body pan. and run this estima
tion technique for several iterations. Section 3.4 describes how we 
can estimate the shape of the support maps as well. 

Tracking over multiple frames can be achieved by applying this 
optimization technique successively over the complete image se
quence. 

3.2 Twists and the Product of Exponential For-
mula 

In the following we develop a motion model u(x, y, ¢) for a 3D 
kinematic chain under scaled onhographic projection and show 
how these domain constraints can be incorporated into one linear 
system similar lo (6). ¢ will represent the 3D pose and angle con
figuration of such a kinematic chain and can be tracked in the same 
fashion as already outlined for simpler motion models. 

3.2.1 3D pose 

The pose of an object relative to the camem frame can be repre
sented as a rigid body transformation in ~ using homogeneous 
coordinates (we will usc the notation from (14]): 

[ 

r1,t 

Qc = G · Qo with G = rl,l 
r3,1 

0 

r1,2 rt,3 
r2,2 r2,3 

r3,2 r3,3 

0 0 

d, ] d, 
d, 
I 

(7) 
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qo = (x01 f101 Z 01 l]T is a point in the object frame and Qc = 
(xc 1 fie, Zc, I]T is lhc corresponding point in the camera frame. Us
ing scaled orthographic projection with scale s, the point Qc in the 
camera frame gets projected into the image point (zim 1 Yirn]T = 
s · [xc, Yc)T. 

The 3D translation (dr., d", dz]T can be arbitrary, but the rotation 
matrix: 

[ 

rt,t 

R= r2,1 

ra,1 
(8) 

has only 3 degrees of freedom. Therefore the rigid body transfor
mation G E SE(3) has a total of6 degrees of freedom. 

Our goal is to find a model of the image motion that is param
eterized by 6 degrees of freedom for the 30 rigid motion and the 
scale factors for scaled orthographic projection. Euler angles arc 
commonly used to consi.J'ajn the rotation matrix to S0(3}, but they 
suffer from singularities and don't lead to a simple formulation in 
the optimization procedure (for example (I( propose a 3D ellip
soidal tracker based on Euler angles). In contrast, the twist repre
sentation provides a more elegant solution ( 14] and leads to a very 
simple linear representation of the motion model. It is based on the 
observation that every rigid motion can be represented as a rotation 
around a 3D axis and a translation along this axis. A twist { has 
two representations: (a) a 60 vector, or (b) a 4 x 4 matrix with the 
upper 3 x 3 component as a skew-symmetric malrix: 

., l v, 
[ 0 

-w, w, 
Vt ] V3 - w 0 -w, v, 

{= w, 
or e = : 

w. 0 V3 
(9) -w, 

w, 0 0 0 0 
w, 

w is a 3D unit vector that points in the direction of the rotation 
axis. The amount of rotation is specified with a scalar angle 9 that 
is multiplied by the twist: (.8. The v component dctcnnines the lo
cation of the rotation axis and the amount of translation along this 
axis. Sec (14) for a detailed geometric interpretation. For simplic
ity, we drop the constraint that w is unit, and discard the 9 coeffi
cient. Therefore { E !R6 . 

It can be shown (14( that for any arbitrnry G E SE(3) there 
exists a(. E !l6 twist representation. 

A twist can be convened into the G representation with follow
ing exponential map: 

[ Tt,l 
rJ,2 rt,3 

d. ] G = r2,1 r2,2 r2,3 d, 
r3,1 T3,2 T3,3 d, 
0 0 0 I 

= i = I+ ( + (()' + (()3 + 
c 2! 3! ... (10) 

3.2.2 Twist motion model 

At this point we would like to track the 30 pose of a rigid object un
der scaled orthographic projection. We will extend this fonnulation 
in the next section to a kinematic chain representation. The pose 
ofnn object is defined as (s,(.T]T = (s,V1JV2 1 VJ,w~,w11 ,w:f". 
A point q0 in the object frnme is projected to the image location 
(Xim 1 Yim) with: 

[ 
X;m 
l/im ] = [ ~ 0 0 0 

I 0 0 (II) 

3 

The image motion of point (Xim, l/im) from timet to timet+ 1 
is: 

[ 
u, ] = [ Xom(t+ I) -X0m(t)] 
u, Yom(t+l)-y;m(t) 

[ I 0 0 ~ ] · ( s(t +I) · ei<•+•l · q0 - s(t) · ei<•l · q0 ) = 0 I 0 

= [ 
I 0 0 ~] · ((I+s')·ei' -1) ·a(t)q, (12) 
0 I 0 

with ((t +I) = {(t) + {' 

s(t +I)= s(t) ·(I+ I) 

Using the first order Taylor expansion from (10) we can approx
imate: 

(I+!)· ei"' (I+!) ·I+ (I+ s') · { (13) 

and can rewrite (12) as: 

with 

-w~ 
s' 

w(t+l)=w(t)+-
1

1 
,·w' 

+• 

v(t + I) = v(t) + - 1
- . v' 

1 +s' 

(14) 

"' [ ' 0 ' 0 0 'IT od th I . cal d . '+' = s, v1 , v2,w;r,w11 ,w, c cs e rc atlve s e an tw1st 
motion from timet tot+ 1. Note that (14) docs not include v3. 
Translation in the Z direction of the camera frame is not measurable 
under scnlcd orthographic projection. 

Equation (14) describes the image motion of a point (xi, y;) in 
tenns of the motion parameters tP and the com:sponding 3D point 
q,(i) in the camera frame. The 3D point q,(i) is computed by in
tersecting the camera ray of the image point (:z:i,Yi) with the 3D 
model. In this paper we assume that the body segments can be ap· 
proximated by ellipsoidal 3D blobs. Therefore qc is the solution of 
a quadratic equation. This computation has to be done only once 
for each new image. It is outside the Ncwton-Raphson iterations. 
It could be replaced by more complex models and rendering algo
rithms. 

Inserting (14) into (3) leads to: 

1, + l;z;. · [s', -w~,w~, v~] · qc + 111 • [w~, s', -w~, t4J · Qc = 0 

(:::) lt(i)+Hi·{s,v~,v;,w~,w~,w~}T=O (IS) 

with It:= lt(x;,y;),/J.l := f:z:(Xi 1Yi),Ifl := l 11 (xi,1Ji) 

For N pixel positions we have N equations of the fonn (15). 
This can be written in matrix form: 

H·<l>+z=O (16) 

with 

[ 
H, 

] 
[ !,(:r;,,y,) ] 

H= 
H2 

and z= J,(x_~:Y•) 
HN fo(:r:N,YN) 

Finding the least-squares solution (3D twist motion </J) for this 
equation is done using (6). 
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Figure I: Kinematic chain defined by twists 

3.2.3 Kinematic chain as a Product of Exponentials 

So far we have parameterized the 30 pose and motion of a body 
segment by the 6 parameters of a twist ~- Points on this body 
segment in a canonical object frame are transformed into a cam

era frame by the mapping Go = i. Assume that a second body 
segment is attached to the first segment with a joint. The joint can 
be defined by an axis of rotation in the object frame. We define 
this rotation axis in the object frame by a 30 unit vector Wt along 
the axis. and a point Qt on the axis (figure 1). This is a so called 
revolute joint, and can be modeled by a twist (I 14 )): 

~ 1 = [ -w~; q, ] 

A rotation of angle 81 around this axis can be written ns: 

= 

(I 7) 

(18) 

(19) 

The global mapping from object frame points on the first body seg
ment into the camera frame is described by the following product: 

g(Ot) = 
= 

Go . e(I·O, 

g(Ot). q. 

(20) 

If we have a chain of K + 1 segments linked with K joints (kine
malic chain) and describe each joint by a twist {A::. a point on seg
ment k is mapped from the object frame into the camera frame de
pendent on Go and angles 9t. 82 • ... , 8k: 

(8 o n ) _ G (, ·•• (;-6, (,.,, 
g1t t,u2, ... ,uk - o ·e ·e · ... ·e (21) 

This is called the product or exponential maps for kinematic 
chains. 

The velocity of a segment k can be described with a twist \'~~: 

that is a linear combination of twists e~ 1 e2, ... , e~ and the angular 
velocities 81, 82, ... , Bk (sec [ 14) for the derivations): 

= (22) 

= 

4 

Ad9 is the adjoint transformation associated with g.1 

Given a point Qc on the k'th segment of a kinematic chain, its 
motion vector in the image is related to the angular velocities by: 

[~:]=[~ 0 
I 

0 0 ] (" . -, . ., . 1 0 0 . (, . o, + ~ •. o, + ... + ~ •. o, .,,, 
(23) 

Recall (15) relates the image motion of a point Qc 10 changes in 
pose Go. We combine (15) and (23) to relate the image motion 
to the combined vector of pose change and angular change ~ = 
( ' ' ' ' ' ' ;_ ;_ .i. ]T. S 1 VJ 1 V2 1Wz: 1W111 W.-,'f'1 1 'f'21 ... ,'f'K • 

( 
1 1 1 , ')r 

1
n n n 1r (2 lt+Ht· s,v1 ,v2 ,wz:,w11 ,w_. +Jt· t71 1D"2,···t7K =0 4) 

(H,J]· 4> +i= 0 (25) 

with 

and H, Z as before 

{ 

(J., 1.]- [ ~ ~ ~ ~ ] . ~ •. q, 

Jik = 
0 

if pixel i is on a segment that 
is not affected by joint {I: 

The least squares solution to (25) is: 

4> = -((H,Jr · (H,J])- 1 
• (H,Jr · i (26) 

ciJ is the new estimate of the pose and angular change between 
two consecutive images. As outlined earlier, this solution is based 
on the assumption that the local image intensity variations can be 
approximated by the first-order Taylor expansion (3). We linearize 
around this new solution and ilCJ'ate. This is done in warping the 
image /(t +I) using the solution cj), Based on the rc-warped image 
we compute the new image gradients. Repeating this process of 
warping and solving (26) is equivalent to a Newton-Raphson style 
minimization. 

3.3 Multiple Camera Views 

In cases where we have access to multiple synchroni1.cd cameras, 
we can couple the different views in one equation system. Let's 
assume we have C different camera views at the same time. View 
c corresponds to following equation system (from (25)): 

(27) 

n ( ' ' ' ' ' ' ]T d 'bes th a'c = Bc,Vt,c 1 V2,c 1W:,c1W11 ,c,w.-,c cscn e pose seen 
from view c. All views share the same angular parameters, because 

'Ad [ R fj. R l [ R P l •= 0 R .andg= 000 I 
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lhe cameras arc triggered at the snmc time. We can simply combine 
all C equation systems into one large equation system: 

[ 

H, 

: 
0 

H, 

0 

0 
0 

He 

~~ ] . 
Jc 

=0 
[ 

ii ] i; 
+ 

z(; 

(28) 
Operating with multiple views has three main advantages. The 

estimation of the angular parameters is more robust: (I) the number 
of measurements and therefore the number of equations increases 
with the number of views, (2) some angular configurations might be 
close to a singular pose in one view, whereas they can be estimated 
in a onhogonal view much better. (3) With more camera views, the 
chance decreases that one body part is occluded in all views. 

3.4 Adaptive Support Maps using EM 

As in (3), the update can be constrained to estimate the motion only 
in a weighted support map W 1c for each segment k using: 

<I>=- ((W, · (H,J)f · (H,J)f
1 

• (W, · (H,J))rz (29) 

We approximate the shape of the body segments as ellipsoids, 
and can compute the support map as the projection of the ellipsoids 
into the image. Such a support map usually covers a larger region, 
including pixels from the environment. That distracts the exact mo
tion measurement Robust statistics would be one solution to this 
problem (3]. Another solution is an EM-based layered represen
tation (6, 9]. It is beyond the scope or this paper to describe this 
method in delnil, but we would like to outline the method brieHy: 
We stan with an initial guess of the support map (ellipsoidal pro
jection in this case). Given the initial Wk. we compute the motion 
estimate 4> (M-step). Given such a 4> we can compute for each pixel 
location the probability that it complies with the motion model de
fined by <1>. We do this for each blob and the background (dominant 
motion) and normalize the sum of all probabilities per pixel loca
tion to 1. This results in new W k maps that arc beuer .. tuned .. to 
the real shape of the body segment. In this paper we repeat the EM 
iteration only once. 

3.5 Tracking Recipe 

We summarize the algorithm for trncking the pose and angles of a 
kinematic chain in an image sequence: 

• Input: I(t). l(t+ 1). Go(t),8,(t),8,(t), ... ,8K(t) 

(Two images and the pose and angles for 
the first image) . 

• Output: Go(t + 1), 8,(! + 1),8,(! + 1), ... , 8K{t + 1). 

(Pose and angles for second image). 

1. Compute for each image location (:z:i, !/i) in 
J(t) the 30 point qc(i) (using ellipsoids 
or more complex models and rendering 
algorithm) . 

2. Compute for each body segment the 
support map nrk. 

3. Set Go(!+ I):= Go{!), Vk: 8,(! + 1) := 8•{!). 

5 

4. Iterate: 

(a) Compute spatiotemporal image 
gradients: 1,, 1~, 111 • 

(b) Estimate <I> using (29) 

(c) Update Go(t +I):= Go(t + 1) ·{I+ ·•') ·,.f., 
!d) Vk Update 8,(! + 1) := 8,(! +I)+ iJ,. 
(e) Vk Warp the region inside H'k of l(t + 

I) by Go(!+ 1) · g,(t +I). (G<t). g,(t))- 1
• 

3.6 Initialization 

The visual tracking is based on an initialized first frame. We have 
to know the initial pose and the initial angular configumtion. If 
more than one view is available, all views for the first time step 
have to be known. A user clicks on the 2D joint locations in all 
views at the first time step. Given that, the 3D pose and the im
age projection of the matching angular configumtion is found in 
minimizing the sum of squared differences between the projected 
model joint locations and the user supplied model joint locations. 
The optimization is done over the poses, angles. and body dimen
sions. Example body dimensions are "upper-leg-length", ·•tower
leg-length", or "shoulder-width". The dimensions and angles have 
to be the same in all views, but the pose can be different Symmetry 
constraints, that the left and right body lengths arc the same, are en
forced as well. Minimizing only over angles, or only over model di
mensions results in linear equations similar to what we have shown 
so far. Unfortunately the global minimization criteria over all pa
rameters is a tri-linear equation system, that cannot be easily solved 
by simple matrix inversions. There are several possible techniques 
for minimizing such functions. We achieved good results with a 
Quasi-Newton method and a mixed quadratic and cubic line search 
procedure. 

4 Results 

We applied this technique to video recordings in our lab and to 
photo-plate sequence of Eadweard Muybdrige's motion studies. 

4.1 Single camera recordings 

Our Jab video recordings were done with a single camera There
fore the 3D pose and some parts or the body can not be estimated 
completely. Figure 2 shows one example sequences of a person 
walking in a [rontoparallel plane. We defined a 6 DOF kinematic 
structure: One blob for the body trunk, three blobs for the frontal 
leg and foot. connected with a hip joint, knee joint, and ankle joint, 
and two blobs for the arm connected with a shoulder and elbow 
joint. All joints have an axis orientation parallel to the Z-axis in 
the camera frame. The head blob was connected with one joint to 
the body trunk. The first image in figure 2 shows the initial blob 
suppon maps. 

After the hand-initiali7.ation we applied the motion tracker to a 
sequence or 53 image frames. We could successfully trnck all body 
pans in this video sequence (sec video). The video shows that the 
appearance of the upper leg changes significantly due to moving 
folds on the subject's jeans. The lower leg appearance does not 
change to the same extent The constraints were able to enforce 
compatible motion vectors for the upper leg, based on more reliable 
measurements on the lower leg. 

We can compare the estimated angular configumtions with mo
tion capture data reponed in the litemturc. Murray, Brought, and 
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Figure 2: Example configurations of the estimated kinematic struc
ture. First image shows the suppon maps of the initia1 configura
tion. In subsequent images the white lines show blob axes. The 
joint is the position on the intersection of two axes. 

& ...... 

"]' ~-::::: ~ .. 

I t~.J .. 
,1-sa- .. ·--- --· 

Figure 3: Comparison of a) dalll from [Murmy et nl[ (left) and b) 
our motion tracker (right). 

Kory published (13] such mcaliurcmcnts for the hip, knee, and an
gle joints. We compared our motion tracker measurements with the 
published curves and found good agreement. Figure 4.la shows 
the curves for the knee and ankle reponed in [13[, and figure 4.1b 
shows our measurements. 

We also experimented with a walking sequence of a subject seen 
from an oblique view with a similar kinematic model. As seen in 
figure 4, we tracked the angular configurations and the pose suc
cessfully over the complete sequence of 45 image fmmes. Because 
we use a scaled orthographic projection model, the pel'lipective ef· 
feets of the person walking closer to the camera had to be compen
sated by different scales. The trucking algorithm could successfully 
estimate the scale changes. 

4.2 Digital Muybridge 

The final set of experiments was done on historic footage recorded 
by Endweard Muybridge in 1884. His methods are of independent 
interest. as they predate motion pictures. Muybridge had his mod
els walk in an open shed. Parallel to the shed was a fixed battery of 
24 cameras. TWo portable batteries of 12 cameras each were posi
tioned at both ends of the shed, either at an angle of 90 deg relative 
to the shed or an angle of 60 deg. Three photographs were lake 
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Figure 5: Ea.dweard Muybridge, The Human Figure in Motion, 
Plate 97: Woman Walking. The fil'lit 5 frames show pan of a walk 
cycle from one example view, and the second 5 frames show the 
same lime steps from a different view 

simultaneously, one from each battery. The effective 'framerate' 
of his technique is about two times lower then current video frame 
rates; a fact which makes tracking a harder problem .. It is to our ad
vantage that he took for each time step three pictures from different 
viewpoints. 

Figure 4.2 and figure 4.2 shows example photo plates. We could 
initialize the 3D pose by labeling all three views of the fi"t frame 
and running the minimization procedure over the body dimensions 
and poses. Figure 4.2 shows one example initialization. Every body 
segment was visible in at least one of the three camera views. there
fore we could track the left and the right side of the pel'lion. We 
applied this technique to a walking woman and a walking man. For 
the walking woman we had 10 time steps available that contained 
60% of n full walk cycle (figure 4.2). For this set of experiments we 
extended our kinematic model to 19 DOFs. The two hip joints, the 
two shoulder joints, and the neck joint, were modeled by 3 DOFs. 
The two knee joints and two elbow joints were modeled just by 
one rotation axis. Figure 4.2 shows the tracking results with the 
model overlayed. As you sec, we could successfully track the com
plete sequence. To animate the tracking results we mirrored the left 
and right side angles to produce the remaining frames of a com
plete walk cycle. We animated the 3D motion capture data with a 
stick figure model and n volumetric model (figure 10), and it looks 
very natural. The video shows some of the tracking and animation 
sequences from several novel camera views, replicating the walk 
cycle performed over a century ago on the grounds of University of 
Pennsylvania. 

For the visualization of the walking man sequence, we did not 
apply the mirroring, because he was carrying a boulder on his 
shoulder. This made the walk asymmetric. We re-animated the 
original tracked motion (figure 4.2) capture data for the man, and it 
also looked very nntuml. 

Given the successful application of our tracking technique to 
multi· view data. we arc planning to record with higher frame-rates 
our own multi-view video footage. We also plan to record a wider 
range of gestures. 
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Figure 4: Example configurations of the estimated kinematic structure of a person seen from an oblique view. 

Figure 6: Eadweatd Muybridge, The Human Figure in Motion, 
Plate 7: Man walking and carrying 75-LB boulder on shoulder. The 
first 5 frames show pan of a walk cycle from one example view, and 
the second 5 frames show the same time steps from a different view 

Figure 7: Initialization of Muybridge's Woman Walking: This vi
suali7.es the initial angular configuration projeclCd to 3 example 
views. 
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Figure 8: Muybridge's Woman Walking: Motion Capture results. 
This shows the tracked angular configurations and its volumetric 
model projected to 2 example views. 

5 Conclusion 

In this paper, we have developed and demonstrated a new technique 
for video motion capture. The approach docs not require any mark
ers, body suits or any other devices attached to the body of the actor. 
The actor can move about wearing his or her regular clothes. We 
demonstrated results on video recordings of people walking both 
in frontoparallel and oblique views, as well as on the classic Muy
bridge photographic sequences recorded more than a cenwry ago. 

Visually tracking human motion at the level of individual joints 
is a very challenging problem. Our results are due, in large measure, 
to the introduction of a novel mathematical technique, the product 
of exponential maps and twist motions, and its integration into a 
differential motion estimation scheme. The advantage of this par
ticular fonnulation is that it results in the equations that need to 
be solved to update the kinematic chain parameters from frame to 
frame being linear, and that it is not necessary to solve for any re
dundant or unnecessary variables. 

Future work will concentrate on dealing with very large motions, 
as may happen, for instance, in videotapes of high speed running. 
The approach developed in this paper is a differential method, and 
therefore may be expccl.Cd to fail when the motion from frame-to
frame is very large. We propose to augment the technique by the 
use of an initial coarse search stage. Given a close enough starting 
value, the differential method will converge correctly. 
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Figure 9: Muybridge's Man Walking: Motion Capture results. This 
shows the tracked angular configurations and its volumetric model 
projected to 2 example views. 

Figure 10: Computer models used for the animation of the Muy
bridgc motion capture. Please check out the video to sec the quality 
of the animation. 
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ABSTRACT 
Video Rewrite uses existing footage to create automatically new 
video of a person mouthing words that she did not speak in the 
original footage. This technique is useful in movie dubbing. for 
example, where the movie sequence can be modified to sync the 
actors' lip motions to the new soundtrack. 

Video Rewrite automaticaJiy labels the phonemes in the train
ing data and in the new audio track. Video Rewrite reorders the 
mouth images in the training footage to match the phoneme 
sequence of the new audio uack. When particular phonemes arc 
unavailable in the training footage, Video Rewrite selects the clos· 
est approximations. The resulting sequence of mouth images is 
stitched into the background footage. This stitching process auto
matically corrects for differences in head position and orientation 
between the mouth images and the background footage. 

Video Rewrite uses computer-vision techniques to track points 
on the speaker's mouth in the training footage, and morphing tech
niques to combine these mouth gestures into the final video 
sequence. The new video combines the dynamics of the original 
actor's articulations with the mannerisms and setting dictated by 
the background footage. Video Rewrite is the first facial-animation 
system to automate all the labeling and assembly tasks required to 
resync existing footage to a new soundtrack. 

CR Categories: 1.3.3 [Computer Gmphicsl: Picturcllmage Gcner
ation-Morphing; 1.4.6 [Image Processing]: Segmentation-Fea
ture Detection; 1.3.8 (Computer Gmphics]: Applications-Facial 
Synthesis; 1.4.10 [Image Processing): Applications-Feature 
Transfonnations. 

Additional Keywords: Facial Animation, Lip Sync. 

1 WHY AND HOW WE REWRITE VIDEO 
We are very sensitive to the synchronization between speech and 
lip motions. For example, the special effects in Forest Gump are 
compelling because the Kennedy and Nixon footage is lip synched 
to the movie's new soundtrack. In contras~ close-ups in dubbed 
movies are often disturbing due to the lack of lip sync. Video 
Rewrite is a system for automatically synthesizing faces with 
proper lip sync. It can be used for dubbing movies, teleconferenc
ing, and special effects. 
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Video Rewrite automatically pieces together from old footage 
a new video that shows an actor mouthing a new utterance. The 
results are similar to labor-intensive special effects in Forest 
Gump. These effects arc successful because they stnrt from nctual 
film footage and modify it to match the new speech. Modifying 
and reassembling such footage in a sman way and synchronizing it 
to the new sound track leads to final footage of realistic quality. 
Video Rewrite uses a similar approach but does not require labor
intensive interaction. 

Our approach allows Video Rewrite to learn from example 
footage how a person's face changes during speech. We learn what 
a person's mouth looks like from a video of that person speaking 
nonnally. We capture the dynamics and idiosyncrasies of her artic
ulation by creating a database of video clips. For example, if a 
woman speaks out of one side or her mouth, this detnil is recreated 
accurately. In contrast, most current facial-animation systems rely 
on generic head models that do not capture the idiosyncrasies of an 
individual speaker. 

To model a new person, Video Rewrite requires a small num
ber (26 in this work) of hand-labeled images. This is the only 
human intervention that is required in the whole process. Even this 
level of human interaction is not a fundamentaJ requirement: We 
could use face-independent models instead [Kirby90, Covell96). 

Video Rewrite shares its philosophy with concatenative speech 
synthesis (Moulines90]. Instead of modeling the vocal tract, con
catenativc speech synthesis analy1..cs a corpus or speech, selects 
examples of phonemes, and nonnalizcs those examples. Phonemes 
are the distinct sounds within a language, such as the /IV/ and fP/ 
in ''teapot.'' Concatenative speech synthesizes new sounds by con
catenating the proper sequence of phonemes. After the appropriate 
warping of pitch and duration, the resulting speech is natural 
sounding. This approach to synthesis is data driven: The algo
rithms analyL.C and resynthesize sounds using little hand-coded 
knowledge of speech. Yet they are effective at implicitly capturing 
the nuances of human speech. 

Video Rewrite uses a similar approach to create new sequences 
of viscmcs. Visemcs are the visual counterpart to phonemes. 
Visemes are visually distinct mouth, teeth, and tongue articulations 
for a language. For example, the phonemes 18/ and fP/ arc visually 
indistinguishable and arc grouped into a single viseme class. 

Video Model 

.... Phoneme .... AA·B-MI IEH·B·MI flV·B-MI IOW·B_:_~ 
Labeling 

~~ii~Pj 
:-. Visual .... i?l Mj lf~Ui1 Labeling 

~~~~ 
Figure I: Overview of analysis stage. Video Rewrite uses 
the audio track to segment the video into triphones. Vision 
techniques find the orientation of the head, and the shape 
and position of the mouth and chin in each image. In the 
synthesis stage, Video Rewrite selects from this video 
model to synchroni1..e new lip videos to any given audio. 



Video Rewrite creates new videos using two steps: analysis of 
a training database and synthesis of new footage. In the analysis 
stage, Video Rewrite automatically segments into phonemes the 
audio track of the training database. We use these labels to segment 
the video track as well. We automatically track facial features in 
this segmented footage. The phoneme and facial labels together 
completely describe the visemes in the training database. In the 
synthesis stage. our system uses this video database, along with a 
new utterance. It automatically retrieves the appropriate viseme 
sequences, and blends them into a background scene using mor
phing techniques. The result is a new video with lip and jaw move
ments that synchronize to the new audio. The steps used in the 
analysis stage are shown in Figure 1; those of the synthesis stage 
are shown in Figure 2. 

In the remainder of this paper. we first review other approaches 
to synthesizing tall<ing faces (Section 2). We then describe the 
analysis and synthesis stages of Video Rewrite. In the analysis 
stage (Section 3), a collection of video is analyzed and stored in a 
database that matches sounds to video sequences. In the synthesis 
stage (Section 4), new speech is labeled. and the appropriate 
sequences are retrieved from the database. The final sections of 
this paper describe our results (Section 5). future work (Section 6), 
and contributions (Section 7). 

2 SYNTHETIC VISUAL SPEECH 
Facial-animation systems build a model of what a person's speech 
sounds and looks like. They use this model to generate a new out
put sequence, which matches the (new) target utterance. On the 
model-building side (analysis), there are typically three distin
guishing choices: how the facial appearance is learned or 
described, how the facial appearance is controlled or labeled, and 
how the viseme labels are learned or described. For output
sequence generation (synthesis). the distinguishing choice is how 
the target utterance is characterized. This section reviews a repre
sentative sample of past research in these areas. 

2.1 Source of Facial Appearance 
Many faci&i=inimation systems use a generic 30 mesh model of a 
face [Parke72. Lewis91, Guiard-Marigny94], sometimes adding 
texture mapping to improve realism [Mor.;hima91, Cohen93, 
Waters95]. Another synthetic source of face data is hand-drown 
images [Litwinowicz94]. Other systems use real faces for their 
source examples, including approaches that use 30 scans 
[Williams90] and still images [Scott94]. We use video footage to 
trnin Video Rewrite's models. 

Video 
Model 

Background 
Video 

[A 

Figure 2: Overview of synthesis stage. Video Rewrite 
segments new audio and uses it to select triphones from 
the video model. Based on labels from the analysis stage, 
the new mouth images are morphed into a new 
background face. 
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2.2 Facial Appearance Control 
Once a facial model is captured or created, the control parameters 
that exercise that model must be defined. In systems that rely on a 
3D mesh model for appearance. the control parameter.; are the 
allowed 3D mesh defonnations. Most of the image-based systems 
label the positions of specific facial locations as their control 
parameters. Of the systems that use facial-location labels, most 
rely on manual labeling of each example image [Scon94, 
Litwinowicz94]. Video Rewrite creates its video model by auto
matically labeling specific facial locations. 

2.3 Viseme Labels 
Many facial-animation systems label different visual configura~ 
tions with an associated phone~. These systems then match these 
phoneme labels with their corresponding labels in the target utter
ance. With synthetic images. the phoneme labels are artificial or 
are learned by analogy [Mor.;hima91]. For natural images, taken 
from a video of someone speaking, the phonemic labels can be 
generated manually [Scott94] or automatically. Video Rewrite 
determines the phoneme labels automatically (Section 3.1). 

2.4 Output-Sequence Generation 
The goal of facial animation is to generate an image sequence that 
matches a target utterance. When phoneme labels are used, those 
for the target utterance can be entered manually [Scott94] or com
puted automatically [Lewis91, Mor.;hima91]. Another option for 
phoneme labeling is to create the new utterance with synthetic 
speech [Parke72, Cohen93, Water.;95]. Approaches, that do not use 
phoneme labels include motion capture of facial locations that are 
artificially highlighted [Williams90, Guiard-Marigny94] and man
ual control by an animator [Litwinowicz94]. Video Rewrite uses a 
combination of phoneme labels (from the target utterance) and 
facial-location labels (from the video-model segments). Video 
Rewrite derives all these labels automatically. 

Video Rewrite is the first facial-animation system to automate 
all these steps and to generate realistic lip-synched video from nat
ural speechand natun1l images. 

3 ANALYSIS FOR VIDEO MODELING 
As shown in Figure 1, the analysis stage creates an annotated data
base of example video clips, derived from unconstrained footage. 
We refer to this collection of annotated examples as a video model. 
This model captures how the subject's mouth and jaw move during 
speech. These training videos are labeled automatically with the 
phoneme sequence uttered during the video, and with the locations 
of fiduciaty points that outline the lips. teeth, and jaw. 

As we shall describe, the phonemic labels are from a time
aligned trnnscript of the speech, genernted by a hidden Markov 
model (HMM). Video Rewrite uses the phonemic labels from the 
HMM to segment the input footage into shon video clips. each 
showing three phonemes or a uiphone. These triphone videos, with 
the fiduciary-point locations and the phoneme labels. are stored in 
the video model. 

In Sections 3.1 and 3.2. we describe the visual and acoustic 
analyses of the video footage. In Section 4, we explain how to use 
this model to synthesize new video. 

3.1 Annotation Using Image Analysis 
Video Rewrite uses any footage of the subject spealting. As her 
face moves within the frame, we need to know the mouth position 
and the lip shapes at all times. In the synthesis stage, we use this 
infonnation to warp overlapping videos such that they have the 
same lip shapes, and to align the lips with the background face. 
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Manual labeling of the fiduciary points around the mouth and 
jaw is error prone and tedious. Instead, we usc computer-vision 
techniques to label the face and to identify the mouth and its shape. 
A major hurdle to automatic annotation is the low resolution of the 
images. In a typical scene, the lip region has a width of only 40 
pixels. Conventional contour-tracking algorithms I Kass87, 
Yuille89) work well on high-contrast outer lip boundaries with 
some user interaction, but fail on inner lip boundaries at this reso
lution, due to the low signal-to-noise ratios. Grayscale-based algo
rithms, such as cigcnimages (Kirby90, Turk91(, work well allow 
resolutions. but estimate only the location of the lips or jaw, rather 
than estimating the desired fiduciary points. Eigenpoints 
(Covcll96(, and other extensions of cigcnimagcs (Lanitis95], csli· 
mate control points reliably and automatically, even in such low
resolution images. As shown in Figure 3, eigenpoints learns how 
fiduciary points move as a function of the image appearance, and 
then uses this model to label new footage. 

Video Rewrite labels each image in the training video using a 
total of 54 eigcnpoints: 34 on the mouth (20 on the outer boundary, 
12 on the inner boundary, 1 at the bottom of the upper teeth, and 1 
at the top of the lower teeth) and 20 on the chin and jaw line. There 
are two separate eigenpoint analyses. The first eigenspace controls 
the placement of the 34 fiduciary points on the mouth, using 
50 x 40 pixels around the nominal mouth location, a region that 
covers the mouth completely. The second eigenspace controls the 
placement of the 20 fiduciary points on the chin and jaw line, using 
100 x 75 pixels around the nominal chin-location, a region that 
covers the upper neck and the lower pan of the face. 

We created the two eigenpoint models for locating the fidu
ciary points from a small number of images. We hand annotated 
only 26 images (of 14,218 images total; about 0.2%). We extended 
the hand-annotated dataset by morphing pairs of annotated images 
to form intcnncdiate images, expanding the original 26 to 351 
annotated images without any additional manual work. We then 
derived eigenpoints models using this extended data set. 

We use eigenpoints to find the mouth and jaw and to label their 
contours. The derived eigenpoint models locate the facial features 
using six basis vectors for the mouth and six different vectors for 
the jaw. Eigenpoints then places the fiduciary points around the 
feature locations: 32 basis vectors place points around the lips and 
64 basis vectors place points around the jaw. 

Eigenpoints assumes that the features (the mouth or the jaw) 
are undergoing pure translational motion. It docs a comparatively 
poor job at modeling rotations and scale changes. Yet, Video 
Rewrite is designed to use unconstrained footage. We expect rota
tions and scale changes. Subjects mny lean toward the camera or 
tum away from it, tilt their heads to the side, or look up from under 
their eyelashes. 

To allow for a variety of motions. we warp each face image 
into a standard reference plane, prior to eigenpoints labeling. We 

Training Data 
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Figure 3: Overview of cigenpoints. A small set of hand
labeled facial images is used to train subspace models. 
Given a new image, the eigcnpoint models tell us the 
positions of points on the lips and jaw. 
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find the global transform that minimizes the mean-squared error 
between a large ponion of the face image and a facial template. We 
currently use an affine trnnsfonn I Black95]. The mask shown in 
Figure 4 defines the suppon of the minimization integral. Once the 
best global mapping is found, it is invened and applied to the 
image, putting that face into the standard coordinate frame. We 
then perform eigenpoints analysis on this pre-warped image to find 
the fiduciary points. Finally, we back-project the fiduciary points 
through the global warp to place them on the original face image. 

The labels provided by eigenpoints allow us aULomatically to 
(I) build the database of example lip configurations, and (2) track 
the features in a background scene that we intend to modify. 
Section 4.2 describes how we match the points we find in step I to 
each other and to the points found in step 2. 

3.2 Annotation Using Audio Analysis 
All the speech data in Video Rewrite (and their associated video) 
arc segmented into sequences of phonemes. Although single pho
nemes arc a convenient representation for linguistic analysis, they 
arc not appropriate for Video Rewrite. We want to capture the 
visual dynamics of speech. To do so correctly, we must consider 
coarticulation, which causes the lip shapes for many phonemes to 
be modified based on the phoneme's contcxL For example, the ff/ 
in "beet" looks different from the ff/ in "boot." 

Therefore, Video Rewrite segments speech and video into tri
phoncs: collections of three sequential phonemes. The word "tea
pot" is split into the sequence oflriphoncs /SIL-T-IY/ 'I rr-IY .pj' 
nY -P-AN, fP·AA-T/, and /AA-T-SIU. When we synthesize a 
video, we emphasize the middle of each triphone. We cross-fade 
the overlapping regions of neighboring triphones. We thus ensure 
that the precise transition points are not critical. and that we can 
capture effectively many of the dynamics of both forward and 
backward coaniculation. 

Video Rewrite uses HMMs (Rabiner89) to label the training 
footage with phonemes. We trained the HMMs using the TIMIT 
speech database (Lamcl86], a collection of 4200 uucranccs with 
phonemic transcriptions that gives the uttered phonemes and their 
timing. Each of the 61 phoneme categories in TIM IT is modeled 
with a separate three-state HMM. The emission probabilities of 
each state are modeled with mixtures of eight Gaussians with diag
onal covariances. For robustness, we split the available data by 
gender and train two speaker-independent, gender-specific sys
tems, one based on 1300 female utterances, and one based on 2900 
male utterances. 

We used these gender-specific HMMs to create a fine-grained 
phonemic u-anscription of our input footage, using forced Viterbi 

I. /SlU indicates silence. Two /SIU in a row are used at the 
beginnings and ends of utterances to allow all segments
including the beginning and end-to be treated as triphones. 

. . -

··~ 
Figure 4: Mask used to estimate the global warp. Each 
image is warped to account for changes in the head's 
position, size, and rotation. The u-ansfonn minimizes the 
difference between the transfonned images and the face 
template. The mask (left) forces the minimization to 
consider only the upper face (right). 
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search (Vitcrbi67). Forced Vitcrbi uses unaligned sentence-level 
transcriptions and a phoneme-level pronunciation dictionary to 
create a time-aligned phoneme-level transcript of the speech. From 
this transcript, Video Rewrite segments the video automatically 
into triphone videos, labels them, and includes them in the video 
model. 

4 SYNTHESIS USING A VIDEO MODEL 
As shown in Figure 2, Video Rewrite synthesizes the final lip
synced video by labeling the new speech track, selecting a 
sequence of lriphone videos that most nccumtely matches the new 
speech utterance, and stitching these images into a background 
video. 

The background video sets the scene and provides the desired 
head position and movement. The background sequence in Video 
Rewrite includes most of the subject's face as well as the scene 
behind the subject. The frames of the background video are tnken 
from the source footage in the same order as they were shot. The 
head tillS and the eyes blink, based on the background frames. 

In contrast, the different triphone videos are used in whatever 
order is needed. They simply show the motions associated with 
articulation. For all the animations in this paper. the triphone 
images include the mouth, chin, and part of the checks. so that the 
chin and jaw move and the cheeks dimple appropriately as the 
mouth aniculatcs. We usc illumination-matching techniques 
(Burt83)to avoid visible scams between the uiphonc and back
ground images. 

The first step in synthesis (Figure 2) is labeling the new 
soundLraCk. We label the new uucrance with the same HMM that 
we used to create the video-model phoneme labels. In Sections 4.1 
and 4.2, we describe the remaining steps: selecting uiphone videos 
and stitching them into the background. 

4.1 Selection of Triphone Videos 
The new speech utterance determines the target sequence of 
speech sounds, marked with phoneme labels. We would like 10 find 
a sequence of triphone videos from our database that matches this 
new speech utterance. For each triphone in the new utterance. our 
goal is to find a video example with exactly the transition we need, 
and with lip shapes thai malch the lip shapes in neighboring ui· 
phone videos. Since this goal often is not reachable. we compro
mise by a choosing a sequence of clips that approximates the 
desired transitions and shape continuity. 

Given a triphonc in the new speech uttcmnce, we compute a 
matching distance to each triphone in the video database. The 
matching metric has two tenns: the phon~m~-contat distance, 
D P , and the distance between lip shapes in overlapping visual ui
plioncs, D . The total error is • 

error= aDP+(1-a)D
5

, 

where the weight. a, is a constant that trades off the two factors. 

The phoneme-context distance. D P, is based on categorical 
disumccs between phoneme categoncs and between viscmc 
classes. Since Video Rewrite does not need to create a new 
soundtrack (it needs only a new video LraCk), we can cluster pho
nemes into viseme classes, based on their visual appearance. 

We usc 26 viscme classes. Ten arc consonant classes: (I) 
/CHI. /JH/, ISH!, IZJil; (2) /KJ. /G/, IN/. /U; (3) rrt. /D/, 
IS/. fZJ; (4) !PI. fBI, IM1; (5) IF/, Nl; (6) ffHI, IDHI; (7) 
/WI, fR/; (8) /HHI; (9) fYI; and (10) lNG/. Fiflecn are vowel 
classes: one each for /EH/, lEY/, fER/, /UHf, /AAJ/AO/, 
/AWl, /AY/, /UW/, /OW/, lOY/, flY!, fiHI, /AEJ, /AHI. 
One class is for silcncc,/SIU. 
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The phoneme-context distance. Df, is the weighted sum of 
phoneme distances between the targe phonemes and the video
model phonemes within the context of the uiphone. If the phone
mic categories are the same (for example, IP/ and !PI), then this 
disUIJlcc is O.lfthcy are in diffcn:nl viscme classes (!PI and flY/), 
then the distance is I. If they are in different phonemic categories 
but are in the same viscmc class (/PI and /8/ ), then the distance is 
a value between 0 and I. The intrnclass distances are derived from 
published confusion matrices (Owens85). 

In D P, the center phoneme of the uiphone has the largest 
weight. and the weights drop smoothly from there. Although the 
video model stores only triphone images. we consider the triph
one's original context when picking the best-fitting sequence. In 
current animations, this context covers the triphone itself. plus one 
phoneme on either side. 

The second tenn, D , measures how closely the mouth con
tours match in ovcrlappfng segments of adjacent triphone videos. 
In synthesizing the mouth shapes for ''teapot" we want the con
lours for the flY/ and !PI in the lip sequence used for ff·IY -P/ to 
match the contours for the IIY I and IP/ in the sequence used for 
flY -P-AAJ. We measure this similarily by computing the Euclid· 
can distance. fmmc by frame, between four-element feature vec
tors containing the overall lip width, overall lip height. inner lip 
heigh!, and heigh! of visible Ieeth. 

The lip-shape distance (D ) between two triphonc videos is 
minimi1.cd with the com:ct tim't: alignment. For example, consider 
the overlapping contours for the IP/ in ff·IY-P/ and IIY·P·AAl. 
The IP/ phoneme includes both a silence, when the lips are 
pressed together, and an audible release, when the lips move rap
idly apart. The durations of the initial silence within the /P/ pho
neme may be different. The phoneme labels do not provide us with 
this level of detailed timing. Yet, if the silence durations are differ
ent. the lip-shape distance for two otherwise-wcll·matched videos 
will be large. This problem is exacerbated by imprecision in the 
HMM phoncntic labels. 

We want to find the temporal overlap between neighboring tri
phones that maximizes the similarity between the two lip shapes. 
We shift the two triphones relative to each other to find the best 
temporal offset and duration. We then usc this optimal overlap both 
in computing the lip-shape distance, D , and in cross-fading the 
triphone videos during the stitching sufp. The optimal overlap is 
the one that minimizes D s while still maintaining a minimum
allowed overlap. 

Since the fitness measure for each triphone segment depends 
on that segment's neighbors in both directions, we select the 
sequence of uiphone segments using dynamic programming over 
the entire utterance. This procedure ensures the selection of the 
optimal segments. 

4.2 Stitching It Together 
Video Rewrite produces the final video by stitching together the 
appropriate entries from the video database. At this point. we have 
already selected a sequence of triphonc videos that most closely 
matches the target audio. We need to align the overlapping lip 
images temporally. This internally lime-aligned sequence of vid
eos is then time aligned to the new speech utterance. Finally. the 
resulting sequences of lip images an: spatially aligned and are 
stitched into the background face. We describe each step in turn. 

4.2.1 Time Alignment of Trip hone Videos 
We have a sequence of uiphone videos that we must combine to 
form a new mouth movie. In combining the videos, we want to 
maintain the dynamics of the phonemes and their transitions. We 
need to time align the triphone videos carefully before blending 
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them. If we are not careful in this step. the mouth will appear to 
flutter open and closed inappropriately. 

We align the uiphone videos by choosing a portion of the over· 
lapping uiphones where the two lips shapes arc as similar as possi
ble. We make this choice when we evaluate D to choose the 
sequence of triphone videos (Section 4.1 ). We 

5
use the overlap 

duration and shift that provide the minimum value of D for the 
given videos. s 

4.2.2 Time Alignment of the Lips to the Utterance 
We now have a self-consistent temporal alignment for the triphonc 
videos. We have the correct articulatory motions, in the correct 
order to match the target utterance, but these articulations nrc not 
yet time aligned with the target utterance. 

We align the lip motions with the target utterance by compar
ing the corresponding phoneme transcripts. The staning time of 
the center phone in the triphone sequence is aligned with the corre
sponding label in the target transcript. The triphone videos arc then 
stretched or compressed such that they fit the time needed between 
the phoneme boundaries in the target utterance. 

4.2.3 Combining of the Lips and the Background 
The remaining task is to stitch the triphone videos into the back
ground sequence. The correctness of the facial alignment is critical 
to the success of the recombination. The lips and head arc con
stantly moving in the triphonc and background footage. Yet, we 
need to align them all so that the new mouth is firmly planted on 
the face. Any error in spatial alignment causes the mouth to jitter 
relative to the face-an extremely disturbing effect. 

We again usc the mask from Figure 4 to help us find the opti· 
mal global transfonn to register the faces from the triphone videos 
with the background face. The combined tranforms from the 
mouth and background images to the template face (Section 3.1) 
give our starting estimate in this search. Re-estimating the global 
transform by directly matching the uiphonc images to the back
ground improves the accuracy of the mapping. 

We use a replacement mask to specify which JMJnions of the 
final video come from the triphonc images and which come from 
the background video. This replnccmcnt mask warps to fit the new 
mouth shape in the triphone image and to fit the jaw shape in the 
background image. Figure 5 shows an example replacement mask, 
applied to triphone and background images. 

Local deformations arc required to stitch the shape of the 
mouth and jaw line correctly. These two shapes are hand1ed differ
ently. The mouth's shape is completely determined by the triphone 
images. The only changes made to these mouth shapes arc 
imposed to align the mouths within the overlapping uiphone 
images: The lip shapes arc linearly cross-faded between the shapes 
in the overlapping segments of the triphone videos. 

Figure 5: Facial fading mask. This mask dctennines 
which ponions of the final movie frames come from the 
background frame, and which come from the triphone 
database. The mask should be large enough to include the 
mouth and chin. These images show the replacement 
mask applied to a triphonc image, and its inverse applied 
to n background image. The mask warps according to the 
mouth and chin motions. 
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The jaw's shape, on the other hand, is a combination of the 
background jaw line and the two triphone jaw lines. Ncar the cars, 
we want to preserve the background vidco'sjaw line. At the center 
of the jaw line (the chin), the shape and position arc determined 
completely by what the mouth is doing. The final image of the jaw 
must join smoothly together the motion of the chin with the motion 
near the ears. To do this. we smoothly vary the weighting of the 
background and lriphonc shapes as we move along the jawline 
from the chin towards the cnrs. 

The final stitching process is a three-way tradeoff in shape and 
texture among the fade-out lip image, the fade-in lip image. and 
the background image. As we move from phoneme to phoneme, 
the relative weights of the mouth shapes associated with the over
lapping triphonc-video images arc changed. Within each frame, the 
relative weighting of the jaw shapes contributed by the background 
image and of the uiphonc-video images are varied spatially. 

The dcri vcd fiduciary positions arc used as control points in 
morphing. All morphs are done with the Beier·Necly algorithm 
(Beier92}. For each frame of the output image we need to warp 
four images: the two triphones, the replacement mask, and the 
background face. The warping is straightforward since we auto
matically generate high-quality control points using the cigcn
points algorithm. 

5 RESULTS 
We have applied Video Rewrite to several different training data
bases. We recorded one video dataset specifically for our evalua
tions. Section 5.1 describes our methods to collect this data and 
create lip-sync videos. Section 5.2 evaluates the resulting videos. 

We also trained video models using truncated versions of our 
evaluation database. Finally, we used old footage of John F. 
Kennedy. We present the results from these experiments in Section 
5.3. 

5.1 Methods 
We recorded about 8 minutes of video, containing I 09 sentences. 
of a subject narrating a fniry tale. During the reading, the subject 
was asked to directly face the camera for some pans (still-head 
video) and to move and glance around naturally for others (mov
ing-head video). We use these different segments to study the 
errors in local deformations separately from the errors in global 
spatial registration. The subject was also asked to wear a hat during 
the filming. We use this landmark to provide a quantitative evalua
tion of our global alignment. The hat is strictly outside all our 
alignment masks and our cigenpoints models. Thus, having the 
subject wear the hat docs not effect the magnitude or type of errors 
that we expect to see in the animations-it simply provides us with 
n reference marker for the position and movement of her head. 

To create a video model, we trained the system on all the still
head footage. Video Rewrite constructed and annotated the video 
model with just under 3500 triphone videos automatically, using 
HMM labeling of triphones and eigenpoint labeling of facial con
tours. 

Video Rewrite was then given the target sentence. and was 
asked to construct the corresponding image sequence. To avoid 
unduly optimistic results. we removed from the database the ui
phone videos from training sentences similar to the target. A train
ing sentence was considered similar to the target if the two shared 
a phrase two or more words long. Note that Video Rewrite would 
not normally pare the database in this manner: Instead, it would 
take advantage of these coincidences. We remove the similar sen
tences to avoid biasing our results. 

We evaluated our output footage both qualitatively and quanti
tatively. Our qualitative evaluation was done infonnally, by a panel 
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of observers. There arc no accepted metrics for evaluating lip
synced footage. Instead. we were forced to rely on the qualitative 
judgements listed in Section 5.2. 

Only the (global) spatial registration is evaluated quantit.a· 
Lively. Since our subject wore a hat that moved rigidly with her 
upper head, we were able to measure quantitatively our global-reg
istration error on this footage. We did so by first warping the full 
fmmc (instead of just the mouth region) of the triphone image into 
the coordinate frame of the background image. If this global trnns
fonnation is correct, it should overlay the two images of the hat 
exactly on top of one another. We measured the error by finding the 
offset of the correlation peak for the image regions corresponding 
to the front of the hat. The offset of the peak is the registration 
error (in pixels). 

5.2 Evaluation 
Examples of our output footage can be seen at hup:l/www.intcr
val.com/papers/1997 -0121. The top row of Figure 6 shows example 
frames, extracted from these videos. This section describes our 
evaluation criteria and the results. 

5.2.1 Lip and Utterance Synchronization 
How well are the lip motions synchronized with the audio? We 
evaluate this measure on the still-head videos. There occasionally 
nrc visible timing errors in plosives and stops. 

5.2.2 Triphone-Video Synchronization 
Do the lips flutter open and closed inappropriately? This artifact 
usua1ly is due to synchronization error in overlapping triphone vid
eos. We evaluated this measure on the still-head videos. We do not 
sec any artifacts of this type. 

5.2.3 Natural Articulation 
Assuming that neither of the artifacts from Sections 5.2.1 or 5.2.2 
appear, do the lip and teeth articulations look natural? Unnatural
looking aniculation can result if the desired sequence of phonemes 
is not available in the database, and thus another sequence is used 
in its place. In our experiments, this replacement occurred on 31 
percent of the triphone videos. We evaluated this measure on the 
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still-head videos. We do not sec this type of error when we usc the 
full video model. Additional experiments in this area arc described 
in Section 5.3.1. 

5.2.4 Fading-Mask Visibility and Extent 
Docs the fading mask show? Docs the animation have believable 
texture and motion around the lips and chin? Do the dimples move 
in sync with the mouth? We evaluated this measure on all the out
put videos. The still-head videos better show errors associated with 
the extent of the fading mask, whereas the moving-head videos 
better show errors due to interactions between the fading mask and 
the global transformation. Without illumination correction, we sec 
artifacts in some of the moving-head videos, when the subject 
looked down so that the lighting on her face changed significantly. 
These anifacts disappear with adaptive illumination correction 
(Bun83). 

5.2.5 Background Warping 
Do the outer edges of the jaw line and neck, and the upper portions 
of the checks look realistic? Artifacts in these areas arc due to 
incorrect warping of the background image or to a mismatch 
between the texture and the warped shape of the background 
image. We evaluated this measure on all the output videos. In some 
segments, we found minor artifacts ncar the outer edges of the jaw. 

5.2.6 Spatial Registration 
Does the mouth seem to noat around on the face? Arc the teeth rig
idly attached to the skull? We evaluated this measure on the mov
ing-head videos. No registration errors arc visible. 

We evaluated this error quantitatively as well, using the hat
registration metric described in Section 5.1. The mean, median, 
and maximum errors in the still-head videos were 0.6, 0.5. and 1.2 
pixels (standard deviation 0.3); those in the moving-head videos 
were 1.0, 1.0, and 2.0 pixels (st.andard deviation 0.4). For compari
son, the face covers approximately 85 x 120 pixels. 

5.2.7 Overall Quality 
Is the lip-sync believable? We evaluated this measure on all the 
output videos. We judged the ovemll quality as excellent. 

Figure 6: Examples of synthesized output frames. These frames show the qua1ity of our output after Lriphone segments have been 
stitched into different background video fmmcs. 
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5.3 Other Experiments 
In this section, we examine our performance using steadily smaller 
training databases (Section 5.3.1) and using historic footage (Sec
tion 5.3.2). 

5.3. 1 Reduction of Video Model Size 
We wanted to see how the quality fell off as the number of data 
available in the video model were reduced. With the 8 minutes of 
video, we have examples of approximately 1700 different tri
phones (of around 19,000 naturally occurring triphoncs); our ani
mations used triphones other than the target triphoncs 31 percent 
of the time. What happens when we have only I or 2 minutes of 
data? We truncated our video database to one-half, one-quarter, 
and one-eighth of its original size, and then reanimated our target 
sentences. The percent of mismatched triphoncs increased by 
aboul 15 pcrcenl wilh each halving of lhe dalllbasc (!hal is, 46, 58, 
and 74 percent of the uiphones were replaced in the reduced 
damselS). The pcrceplual qualily also degmded smoolhly as lhe 
database size was reduced. The video from the reduced datascts arc 
shown on our web site. 

5.3.2 Reanimation of Historic Footage 
We also applied Video Rewrite to public-domain footage of John F. 
Kennedy. For this application, we digitized 2 minutes (1157 tri
phones) of Kennedy speaking during the Cuban missile crisis. 
Fony-five seconds of this footage arc from a close-up camera. 
about 30 degrees to Kennedy's left. The remaining images arc 
medium shots from the same side. The size ratio is approximately 
5:3 between the close-up and medium shots. During the footage, 
Kennedy moves his head about 30 degrees vcnically, reading his 
speech from notes on the desk and making eye contact wilh a cen
ter camera (which we do not have). 

We used this video model to synthesize new animations of 
Kennedy saying, for example, "Read my lips" and "I never met 
Forrest Gump." These animations combine the footage from both 
camera shots and from all head poses. The resulting videos arc 
shown on our web site. The bottom row of Figure 6 shows example 
fmmes, extracted from these videos. 

In our preliminary experiments, we were able to find the cor· 
rect t.riphone sequences just 6% of the time. The lips arc reliably 
synchronized to the utterance. The fading mask is not visible, nor 
is the background warping. However, the overnll animation quality 
is not as good as our earlier results. The animations include some 
lip Outtering, because of the mismatched triphone sequences. 

Our quality is limited for two reasons. The available viseme 
footage is distributed over a wide range of vertical head rotations. 
If we choose triphones that match the desired pose, then we cannot 
find good matches for the desired phoneme sequence. If we choose 
triphones that are well matched to the desired phoneme sequence, 
then we need to dramatically change the pose of the lip images. A 
large change in pose is diffieull lo model wilh our global (affine) 
transform. The lip shapes are distorted because we assumed, 
implicilly in lhe global lrllnsfonn, lhal lhe lips lie on a Hal plane. 
Both the limitcd·triphone and pose problems can be avoided with 
additional dalll. 

6 FUTURE WORK 
There are many ways in which Video Rewrite could be extended 
and improved. The phonemic labeling of the triphone and back· 
ground footage could consider the mouth· and jaw·shape informa· 
tion, as well as acoustic dala [Bregler95 ). Additional lip-image 
daUl and multiple eigenpoinlS models could be added, allowing 
larger out·Of·plane head rotations. The acoustic datn could be used 
in selecting the triphone videos, because facial expressions affect 
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voice qualities (you can hear a smile). The synthesis could be 
made rcaJ-time, with low·latency. 

In Sections 6.1 through 6.3, we explore extensions that we 
think are most promising and interesting. 

6.1 Alignment Between Lips and Target 
We currently usc the simplest approach to time aligning the lip 
sequences with the target utterance: We rely on the phoneme 
boundaries. This approach provides a rough alignment between the 
motions in the lip sequence and the sounds in the target utterance. 
As we mentioned in Section 4.1, however, the phoneme boundaries 
arc both imprecise (the HMM alignment is not perfect) and coarse 
(significant visual and auditory landmarks occur within single pho· 
nemes). 

A more accurate way to time align the lip motions with the tar
get utterance uses dynamic time warping of the audio associated 
with each triphonc video to the corresponding segment of the tar· 
get utterance. This technique would allow us to time align the audi· 
tory landmarks from the t.riphone videos with those of the target 
utterance, even if the landmarks occur at subphoneme resolution. 
This time alignment, when applied to the triphone image sequence, 
would then align the visual landmarks of the lip sequence with the 
auditory landmarks of the target utterance. 

The overlapping triphonc .videos would provide overlapping 
and conOicting time warpings. Yet we want to keep fixed the time 
alignment of the overlapping t.riphone videos, as dictated by the 
visual distances (Section 4.1 and 4.2). Research is needed in how 
best to trade orr these potentiaJiy conflicting time·alignmenl maps. 

6.2 Animation of Facial Features 
Another promising extension is animation of other facial pans, 
based on simple acoustic features or other criteria. The simplest 
version of this extension would change the position of the eye· 
brows with pitch (Ohala94]. A second extension would index the 
video model by both t.riphone and expression labels. Using such 
labels, we would select smiling or frowning lips, as desired. Alter· 
natively, we could impose the desired expression on a neutral 
mouth shape, for those times when the appropriate combinations 
oftriphones and expression are not available. To do this imJX)sition 
correctly, we must separate which deformations are associated 
with articulations, and which are associated with expressions, and 
how the two interact. This type of factorization must be learned 
from examples [Tenenbaum97). 

6.3 Perception of Lip Shapes 
In doing this work, we solved many problems-automatic label· 
ing, matching, and stitching-yet we found many situations where 
we did not have sufficient knowledge of how people perceive 
speaking faces. We would like to know more about how important 
the correct lip shapes and motions are in lip synching. For exam
ple, one study (Owens85] describes the confusibility of consonants 
in vowel-consonant-vowel clusters. The clustering of consonants 
into viseme class depends on the surrounding vowel context. 
Clearly, we need more sophisticated distance me tries within and 
between viseme classes. 

7 CONTRIBUTIONS 
Video Rewrite is a facial animation system that is driven by audio 
input. The output sequence is created from real video footage. It 
combines background video footage, including natural facia] 
movements (such as eye blinks and head motions) with natural 
footage of mouth and chin motions. Video Rewrite is the first 
facial·animation system to automate all the audio- and video-label· 
ing tasks required for this type of reanimation. 
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Video Rewrite can usc images from unconstrained footage 
both to create the video model of the mouth and chin motions and 
to provide a background sequence for the final output footage. It 
preserves the individual characteristics of the subject in the origi
nal footage, even while the subject appears to mouth a completely 
new utterance. For example, the temporal dynamics or John F. 
Kennedy's articulatory motions can be preserved, reorganized, and 
reimposed on Kennedy's face. 

Since Video Rewrite retains most of the background frame, 
modifying only the mouth area, it is well suited to applications 
such as movie dubbing. The setting and action are provided by the 
background video. Video Rewrite maintains an actor's visual man
nerisms, using the dynamics of the actor's lips and chin from the 
video model for articulatory mannerisms, and using the back
ground video for all other mannerisms. It maintains the correct 
timing, using the action as paced by the background video and 
speech as paced by the new soundtrack. It undertakes the entire 
process without manual intervention. The actor convincingly 
mouths something completely new. 
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Abstract 

This paper demonstrates a new vision based motion capture tech
nique that is able to recover high degree-of-freedom aniculated hu
man body configumtions in complex video sequences. It does not 
require any markers, body suits, or other devices attached to the 
subject. The only input needed is a video recording of the per
son whose motion is to be captured. For visual tracking we in
troduce the usc of a novel mathematical technique, the product of 
exponential maps and twist motions, and its integration into a dif
ferential motion estimation. This results in solving simple linear 
systems, and enables us to recover robustly the kinematic degrees
of-freedom in noise and complex self occluded configurations. We 
demonstrate this on several image sequences of people doing articu
lated full body movements, and visualize the results in re-animating 
an artificial 3D human model. We arc also able to recover and re
animate the famous movements of Eadweard Muybridgc's motion 
studies from the last century. To the best of our knowledge, this is 
the first computer vision based system that is able to process such 
challenging footngc and recover complex motions with such high 
accuracy. 

CR Categories: 

Keywords: Computer Vision, Animation, Motion Capture, Visual 
Trncking, Twist Kinematics, Exponential Maps, Muybridgc 

1 Introduction 

In this paper, we offer a new approach to motion capture based 
just on ordinary video recording of the actor performing naturally. 
The approach does not require any markers, body suits or any other 
devices attached to the body of the actor. The actor can move 
about wearing his or her regular clothes. This implies that one can 
use historical footage-motion capture Charlie Chaplin's inimitable 
walk, for instance. Indeed in this paper we shall go even further 
back historically and show motion capture results from Muybridge 
sequenccs-lhe first examples of photographically recorded motion 
(15(. 

Motion capture occupies an important role in the creation of spe
cial effects. Its application to CG character animation has been 
much more controversial; SIGGRAPH 97 featured a lively panel 
debate[4) between its proponents and opponents. Our goal in this 
paper is not to address that debate. Rather we take it as a given 
that motion capture, like any other technology, can be correctly or 
incorrectly applied and we are merely extending its possibilities. 

Our approach, from a user's point of view. is rather straightfor
ward. The user marks limb segments in an initial frame; if multiple 
video streams arc available from synchronized cameras, then the 
limb segments arc marked in the corresponding initial frnmes in nil 
of them. The computer program does the rest-tracking the multiple 
degrees of freedom of the human body configuration from frnme to 
frame. 

Aucmpts to track the human body without special markers go 
back quite a few years - we review past work in Sec. 2. However 
in spite of many years of work in computer vision on this problem, 
it is fair to describe it as not yet solved. There arc many reasons 
why human lxx:ty tracking is very challenging, compared to track
ing other objects such as footballs, robots or cars. These include 

1. High Accuracy Requirements. Especially in the context of 
motion capture applications, one desires to record all the de
grees of freedom of the configuration of anns, legs, torso, 
head etc accurately from frame to frame. At playback time, 
any error will be instantly noticed by a human observer. 

2. Frequenl imer-part occlusion During nonnal motion, from 
any camera angle some parts of the body are occluded by 
other pans of the body 

3. Lack of contrasl Distinguishing the edge of a limb from, say 
the torso underneath, is made difficult by the fact that typically 
the texture or color of the shin is usually the same in both 
regions. 

Our contribution to this problem is the introduction of a novel 
mathematical technique, the product of aponential maps and twist 
motions, and its integration into a differential motion estimation 
scheme. This formalism will be explained fully in Section 3. The 
advantage of this panicular formulation is that it results in the equa
tions that need to be solved to update the kinematic chain param
eters from frame to frame being linear. Also the only parameters 
that need to be solved for are the true degrees of freedom and pose 
parameters-there are no intermediate stages which may be unneces
sarily hard. For instance recovering the local affine motion parnm
eters of each and every limb segment separately is harder than the 
final goal of knowing the configuration of nil the joints from frame 
to frame-the fact that the joints are constrained to move together 
reduces considerably the number of degrees of freedom. This in 
tum provides robustness to self-occlusions, loss of contrast, large 
motions etc. 

We applied this technique to several video recordings of walk
ing people and to the famous photo plates of Edweard Muybridge. 
We achieved accurate tracking results with high degree-of-freedom 
full body models and could successfully re-animate the data. The 
accompanying video shows the tmcking results and the naturalness 
of the animated motion capture data. 

Section 2 reviews previous video tracking techniques, section 3 
introduces the new motion tracking framework and its mathemati
cal formulation, section 4 details our experiments, and we discuss 
the results and future directions in section 5. 

2 Review 

The earliest computer vision attempt to recognize human move
ments was reponed by O'Rouke and Badler (16) working on syn-
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thctic images using a 3D .suucturc of rigid segments, joints, and 
constraints between them. 

Marker-free visual trnck.ing on video recordings of human bodies 
goes back to work by Hogg and by Rohr (8, 18]. Both systems are 
specialized to one degree-of-freedom walking models. Edge and 
line features arc extracted from images and matched to a cylindri
cal 30 human body model. Higher degree-of-freedom aniculatcd 
hand configurations are tracked by Regh and Kanadc (17], full body 
configurations by Gravrila and Davis (7], and arm configurations 
by Kakadiaris and Mctaxas (II] and by Goncalves and Perona (5]. 
All these approaches nrc dcmonstrntcd in constrnincd environments 
with high contrast edge boundaries. In most cases this is achieved 
by uniform backgrounds, and skintight clothing of uniform color. 
Also, in order to estimate 3D configurations, a camera calibration 
is needed. Alternatively, Wcng ct. at demonstrated how to track full 
bodies with color features (20), and Ju ct. al showed motion based 
tracking of leg configurations ( 10]. No 30 kinematic chain models 
were used in the last two cases. 

To the best of our knowledge, there is no system reported so far, 
which would be able to successfully track accumte high-degree-of 
freedom human body configurations in the challenging footage that 
we will demonstrate here. 

3 Articulated Tracking 

There exist a wide range of visual tracking techniques in the litera
ture ranging from edge feature based to region based tracking, and 
brute-force search methods to differential approaches. 

Edge feature based tracking techniques usually require clean 
data with high contrast object boundaries. Unfonunately on hu
man bodies such features are very noisy. Clothes have many folds. 
Also if the left nnd right leg have the same color nnd they overlap, 
they arc separated onJy by low contrast boundaries. 

Region based techniques can track objects with arbitrary tex
ture. Such techniques attempt to match areas between consecutive 
frames. For example if the area describes a rigid planar object, a 20 
affine defonnation of this area has to be found. This requires the 
estimation of 6 free parameters that describe this dcfomtntion (xly 
translation, xly scaling, rotation, and shear). Instead of exhaustively 
searching over these parameters, differential methods link local in
tensity changes to parameter changes, and allow for Newton-step 
like optimizations. 

In the following we will introduce a new region based differen
tial technique that is tailored to anieulated objects modeled by kine
matic chains. We will first review a commonly used motion estima
tion framework (2, 19], and then show how this can be extended 
for our task, using the twist and product of exponential fonnulation 
(14(. 

3.1 Preliminaries 

Assuming that changes in image intensity arc only due to transla
tion of local image intensity, a parametric image motion between 
consecutive time fmmes t and t + 1 can be described by the follow
ing equation: 

I(x + u,(x, y, </>), y + u,(x, y, </>), t + 1) = I(x, y, t) (I) 

/(x, y, t) is the image intensity. The motion model u(x, y,tf>) = 
[u,(x, y, </>), u.(x, y, </>)]T describes the pixel displacement de
pendent on location ( x, y) and model parumcters </>. For 
example, a 20 affine motion model with parameters 4> = 
(a1, a2, aa, a4,d.t=, <.t.,]T is defined as 

2 

The first-order Taylor series expansion of (I) leads to the com. 
manly used gradient fonnulation (12): 

I,(x, y) + [J,(x, y), lv(x, y)] · u(x, y, </>) = 0 (3) 

11(x, y) is the temporal image gradient and [l,(x, y), J.(x, y)] 
is the spatial image gradient allocation (x, y). Assuming a motion 
model of K degrees of freedom (in case of the affine model K = 6) 
and a region of N > K pixels, we can write an over-constrained 
set of N equations. For the case that the motion model is linear (as 
in the affine case), we can write the set of equations in matrix fonn 
(sec (2] for details): 

(4) 

where H E ~N x K, and i E JlN. The least squares solution to 
(3) is: 

( 
7' )-1 T </>=-H·H -Hz (5) 

Because (4) is the first-order Taylor series lineari7.ation of (1), 
we linearize around the new solution and iterate. This is done by 
warping the image l(t + 1) using the motion model parameters 
4> found by (5). Based on the rc-warpcd image we compute the 
new image gradients (3). Repeating this process is equivalent to a 
Newton-Raphson style minimization. 

A convenient representation of the shape of an image region is a 
probability mask w(x, y) E [0, 1]. w(x, y) = I declares that pixel 
(x,y) is pan of the region. Equation (5) can be modified, such 
that it weights the contribution of pixel location (x, y) according to 
w(x, y): 

( 
T )-1 T </>=- (W·H) ·H ·{W·H) z (6) 

W is anN x N diagonal matrix, with W(i,i) = w(x,,y,). 
We assume for now that we know the exact shape of the region. 
For example, if we want to estimate the motion parameters for a 
human body pan. we supply a weight matrix W that defines the 
image support map of that specific body pan. and run this estima
tion technique for several iterations. Section 3.4 descrites how we 
can estimate the shape of the support maps as well. 

Trncking over multiple frames can be achieved by applying this 
optimization technique successively over the complete image se~ 
que nee. 

3.2 Twists and the Product of Exponential For
mula 

In the following we develop a motion model u(:z:,y,¢') for a 3D 
kinematic chain under scaled orthographic projection and show 
how these domain constraints can be incorporated into one linear 
system sintilar to (6). 4> will represent the 30 pose and angle con
figuration of such a kinematic chain and can be tracked in the same 
fashion as already outlined for simpler motion models. 

3.2.1 30 pose 

The pose of an object relative to the camern frame can be repre
sented as a rigid body transfonnation in Rl using homogeneous 
coordinates (we will usc the notation from (14]): 

d. ] a. 
d, 
I 

(7) 
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Qo = (xo,Yo 1 Z 0 ,1f" is a point in the object frame and Qc = 
(xc, Yc, Zc, l]T is the corresponding point in the camera frame. Us
ing scaled orthographic projection with scale s, the point qc in the 
camera frame gets projected into the image point (Xim, Yim]T = 
8 ·(Xc 1Yc)T. 

The 3D translation (d~, d11 , d01 )T can be arbitrary, but lhe rotation 
matrix: 

rt,3 ] 
r,,J e S0(3) 
r3,3 

(8) 

has only 3 degrees of freedom. Therefore the rigid body lrllnsfor
mation G e SE(3) has a total of6 degrees of freedom. 

Our goal is to find a model of the image motion that is param
eterized by 6 degrees of freedom for the 3D rigid motion and the 
scale factor s for scaled orthographic projection. Euler angles are 
commonly used to constrnin the rotation matrix to S0(3), but they 
suffer from singularities and don't lead to a simple fonnulation in 
the optimization procedure (for example Ill propose a 3D ellip
soidal tmcker based on Euler angles). In contrast, the IWist reprc
sentntion provides a more elegant solut.ion (14] and leads to a very 
simple linear reprcscntntion of the mot.ion model. It is based on the 
observation that every rigid motion can be represented as a rotat.ion 
around a 30 axis and a translation a1ong this axis. A twist oE has 
two representations: (a) a 60 vector, or (b) a 4 x 4 matrix with the 
upper 3 x 3 component as a skew-symmetric matrix: 

Vt 
v, 

[ 
0 -w, w, 

Vt ] 
~= "' ~= 

w, 0 -W;z, V2 
(9) or 0 w, -w, w, VJ 

w, 0 0 0 0 
w, 

w is a 30 unit vector that points in the direction of the rotntion 
axis. The amount of rotation is specified with a scalar angle 8 that 
is multiplied by the twist: .EB. The v component determines the lo
cation of the rotntion axis and the amount of translation along this 
axis. Sec [14) for a detailed geometric interpretation. For simplic
ity, we drop the constraint that w is unit, and discard the 8 coeffi
cient. Therefore ~ e !116

• 

It can be shown l14]that for any arbitrary G E SE(3) there 
exists a~ E !l6 twist representation. 

A twist can be convened into the G representation with follow
ing exponential map: 

[ rt,t r1,2 rt,3 
d, ] G = r2,1 r2,2 r2,3 d, 

r3,1 ra,2 ra,a d. 
0 0 0 I 

= ei = I+ { + ({)' + ({)3 + ... 
2! 3! 

(10) 

3.2.2 Twist motion model 

At this point we would like to track lhc 30 pose of a rigid object un
der scaled onhographic projection. We will extend this formulation 
in the next section to a kinematic chain representation. The pose 
Of an Object is defined as (81 eTJT = (s, VIJ V2 1 V3 1 Wz- 1 w.,,w,JT. 
A point q0 in the object frame is projected to the image location 
(Xim 1 Yim) wilh: 

] = [ ~ 0 0 0 
I 0 0 (II) 

3 

is: 

= 

The image motion of point (Xim 1 Yim) from timet to timet+ 1 

[ ~ 0 
I 

= [ 
I 
0 

[ u, ] = [ X;m(l +I)- Xim(t) ] 
u, Y<m(t +I)- Y<m(t) 

0 ~ ] · (s(t +I)· ei(l+t). q0 - s(t). ei(•l. q0 ) 
0 

0 0 ~] · (P+s')·ci' -1) ·s(t)q0 I 0 

with {(t +I) = ((t) + {' 

s(t +I)= s(t) ·(I+ s') 

( 12) 

Using the first order Taylor expansion from (I 0) we can approx
imate: 

(I+ s') · ci"' (I+ s') ·I+ (I+ s') · { (13) 

and can rewrite (12) as: 

with 

-w~ 
s' 

w(t + 1) = w(t) + - 1
-. w' 

1 + s' 

v(t +I)= v(t) + -
1

- · v' 
1 + s' 

(14) 

A. [ I I I I , 'IT od th I . al d . ~ = s,v1 ,v2 ,wz,w11 ,w, c es ereauvesc can tWISt 
motion from time t tot+ 1. Note that (14) does not include v;. 
Translation in the Z direction of the camera frame is not measurable 
under sca1cd onhographic projection. 

Equation (14) describes the image motion of a point (xi, Yi) in 
terms of thC motion parameters rP and the corresponding 30 point 
qo(i) in the camera frame. The 3D point q0 (i) is computed by in
tersecting the camera ray of the image point (xi, Yi) with the 30 
model. In this paper we assume that the body segments can be ap
proximated by ellipsoidal 3D blobs. Therefore qc is the solution of 
a quadratic equation. This computation has to be done only once 
for each new image. It is outside the Ncwton-Raphson iterations. 
It could be replaced by more complex models and rendering algo
rithms. 

Inserting (14) into (3) leads to: 

I I [ ' ' ' 'I I [ ' ' ' 'I r+ z-· s,-w,,w ... ,v1 ·qc+ .,. w,,s,-Wz- 1 V2 ·qc=O 

(15) 

with I, := lt(Xi, yi), lz: :=/~(xi, Yi), 111 := / 11 (Xi, Yt) 

For N pixel positions we have N equations of the fonn ( 15). 
This can be written in matrix fonn: 

H·</>+i'=O (16) 

with 

[ 
Ht 

] [ I,(xt, yt) ] 
H= 

H, 
and i= I,(~~_'Y>) 

HN I,(xN, YN) 

Finding the least-squares solution (3D twist motion cfJ) for this 
equation is done using (6). 
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Figure 1: Kinematic chain defined by twists 

3.2.3 Kinematic chain as a Product of Exponentials 

So far we have parameterized the 3D pose and motion of a body 
segment by the 6 pammeters of a twist {. Points on this body 
segment in a canonica1 object frame arc transformed into a cam

ern frame by the mapping Go = et. Assume that a second body 
segment is attached to the first segment with a joint. The joint can 
be defined by an axis of rotation in the object frame. We define 
this rotation axis in the object frame by a 30 unit vector w1 along 
the axis. and a point q1 on the axis (figure I). This is a so called 
revolute joint, and can be modeled by a twist ((14)): 

{I = [ -w~; ql l 
A rotation of angle 81 around this axis can be written as: 

= 

(17) 

(18) 

(19) 

The global mapping from object frame points on the first body seg
ment into the camera frame is described by the following product: 

g(8t) = 
= 

Go ·eE"~·B, 

g(8t) · qo 

(20) 

If we have a chain of K + 1 segments linked with K joints (kine
matic chain) and describe each joint by a twist eA:. a point on seg
ment k is mapped from the object frame into the camera frame de
pendent on Go and angles 81, 8,, ... , 8,: 

(e e e ) G (1 .• 1 (, .• , (, .• , 
Sk 1, :~, ... , k = o · e · e · ... · e (21) 

This is called the product or exponential maps for kinematic 
chains. 

The velocity of a segment k can be described with a twist VA: 
that is a linear combination of twists e~ l e2, ... , e~ and the angular 
velocities ih, 8:~, ... , iJk (see (14 J for the derivations): 

= {; -Iii +{; .fi, + ... {~ .fi. (22) 

= Ad~f~·~· ... ·~h.~1··-~ ek 
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Ad9 is the adjoint transfonnation associated with g. 1 

Given a point Qc on the k'th segment of a kinematic chain. its 
motion vector in the image is related to the angular velocities by: 

0 
I 

Recall ( 15) relates the image motion of a point Qc to changes in 
pose Go. We combine (15) and (23) to relate the image motion 
to the combined vector of pose change and angular change 4t = 
[ 

I , , , I , ;., ;., ;., IT, s ,Vt 1 ~,w~,w11 ,w,,"''t,'f'2, ... ,"~'K . 

(H,J) ·<I> +i= 0 

with 

and H, %as before 

{ 

(I., /•] · [ ~ ~ ~ ~ ]· i• · q, 

Jil, = 
0 

if pixel i is on a segment that 
is not affected by joint e. 

The least squares solution to (25) is: 

(25) 

<I>= -((H,Jf · (H,J])- 1 
• (H, J)r · i (26) 

4» is the new estimate of the pose and angular change between 
two consecutive images. As outlined earlier, this solution is based 
on the assumption that the locaJ image intensity variations can be 
approximated by the first-order Taylor expansion (3). We linearize 
around this new solution and iterate. This is done in warping the 
image /(t +I) using the solution <1>. Based on the re-wnrpcd image 
we compute the new image gradients. Repeating this process of 
warping and solving (26) is equivaJent to a Newton-Raphson style 
minimization. 

3.3 Multiple Camera Views 

In cases where we have access to multiple synchronized cameras, 
we can couple the different views in one equation system. Let's 
assume we have C different camera views at the same time. View 
c corresponds to following equation system (from (25)): 

(27) 

n [I 1 I 1 I ']Td 'bcsth uc = Sc,Vt,c 1 V:~,c 1 Wz,c 1 W,,c,W1 ,c escn c pose seen 
from view c. All views share the same angular parameters, because 

1 [ n i>· n J [ n p J Adg= 0 R ,andg= 000 t 
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the cameros are uiggercd at the same time. We can simply combine 
all C equation systems into one large equation system: 

[ 

Ht 

: 
0 

H, 

0 

0 
0 

He 

~~ ] . 
Jc 

n. 
n, 

=0 
[ 

ii ] :2 
+ 

zc 

(28) 
Operating with multiple views has three main advant.ngcs. The 

estimation of the angular parameters is more robust: (I) the number 
of measurements and therefore the number of equations increases 
with the number of views, (2) some angular configurations might be 
close to a singular pose in one view, whereas they can be estimated 
in a orthogonal view much better. (3) With more camera views, the 
chance decreases that one body pan is occluded in all views. 

3.4 Adaptive Support Maps using EM 

As in (3), the update can be constrained to estimate the motion only 
in a wcighLCd suppon map W 1c for each segment k using: 

<I>=- ((W> · (H,J])T ·(H,J(f
1 

· (W> ·(H,J])Tz (29) 

We approximate the shape of the txxly segments as ellipsoids, 
and can compute the suppon map as the projection of the ellipsoids 
into the image. Such a suppon map usua11y covers a larger region. 
including pixels from the environment. That distraclS the exact mo
tion measurement. Robust statistics would be one solution to this 
problem [3 ). Another solution is an EM-based layered represen
tation [6, 9J. It is beyond the scope of this paper to describe this 
method in detail, but we would like to outline the method briefly: 
We start with an initia1 guess of the support map (ellipsoidal pro
jection in this case). Given the initial Wk. we compute the motion 
estimate~ (M-step). Given such a~ we can compute for each pixel 
location the probability that it compJies with the motion model de
fined by <1>. We do this for each blob and the background (dominant 
motion) and normalize the sum of all probabilities per pixel loca
tion to 1. This results in new W 11 maps that arc better "tuned" to 
the real shape of the body segment. In this paper we repeat the EM 
iteration only once. 

3.5 Tracking Recipe 

We summari1.e the algorithm for tracking the pose and angles of n 
kinematic chain in an image sequence: 

• Input: l(t), l(t + 1), Go(t),8t(t),8,(t), ... ,8K(t) 

(Two images and the pose and angles for 
the first image) . 

• Output: Go(t+1),8t(t+1),8,(t+1), ... ,8K(t+1). 

(Pose and angles for second image) . 

1. Compute for each image location (x,, Yi) in 
l(t) the 3D point q,(i) (using ellipsoids 
or more complex models and rendering 
algori tlun) . 

2. Compute for each body segment the 
support map lVk. 

3. Set Go(t +I):= Go(t), Vk: e.(t +I):= 8>(t). 
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4. Iterate: 

(a) Compute spatiotemporal image 
gradients: It, 1~, 111 • 

(b) Estimate ~ using {29) 

(c) Update Go(t +I):= Go(t + 1) ·(I+ s') · e,.f., 

(d) Vk Update e.(t + 1) := O.(t + 1) + iJ •. 
(e) Vk Warp the region inside II'• of l(t + 

1) by Go(t + 1) · 9•(t +I)· (G<t) · g•(tW 1
• 

3.6 Initialization 

The visual tracking is based on an initialized first frame. We have 
to know the initial pose and the initial angular configuration. If 
more than one view is available, all views for the first time step 
have to be known. A user clicks on the 20 joint locations in all 
views at the first Lime step. Given that. the 30 pose and the im· 
age projection of the matching angular configuration is found in 
minimizing the sum of squared differences between the projected 
model joint locations and the user supplied model joint locations. 
The optimization is done over the poses, angles, and body dimen
sions. Example body dimensions nrc "upper-leg-length", "lower
leg-length", or "shoulder-width". The dimensions and angles have 
to be the same in all views, but the pose can be different. Symmetry 
constrninlS,that the left and right body lengths arc the snme, arc en
forced as we11. Minimizing only over angles, or only over model di
mensions results in linear equations similar to what we have shown 
so far. Unfortunately the global minimization criteria over all pa· 
rameters is a tri-linear equation system, that cannot be easily solved 
by simple matrix inversions. There arc several possible techniques 
for minimizing such functions. We achieved good results with a 
Quasi-Newton method and a mixed quadratic and cubic line search 
procedure. 

4 Results 

We applied this technique to video recordings in our lab and to 
photo-plate sequence of Eadweard Muybdrige's motion studies. 

4.1 Single camera recordings 

Our lab video recordings were done with a single camera. There
fore the 30 pose and some pans of the body can not be estimated 
completely. Figure 2 shows one example sequences of a person 
walking in a frontoparallel plane. We defined a 6 DOF kinematic 
structure: One blob for the body trunk, three blobs for the frontal 
leg and foot. connected with a hip joint, knee joint. and ankJe joint, 
and two blobs for the arm connected with a shoulder and elbow 
joint. All joints have an axis orientation parallel to the Z-axis in 
the camera frame. The head blob was connected with one joint to 
the body trunk. The first image in figure 2 shows the initial blob 
support maps. 

After the hand-initialization we applied the motion tracker to a 
sequence of 53 image fmmes. We could successfully tmck all body 
parts in this video sequence (sec video). The video shows that the 
appearance of the upper leg changes significantly due to moving 
folds on the subject's jeans. The lower leg appearance does not 
change to the same extent. The constraints were able to enforce 
compatible motion vectors for the upper leg. based on more reliable 
mcasuremenlS on the lower leg. 

We can compare the estimated angular configurnlions with mo-
tion capture data reponed in the literature. Murray, Brought, and 
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Figure 2: Example configurations of lhe estimated kinematic struc· 
turc. First image shows the support maps of the initial configura
tion. In subsequent images the white lines show blob axes. The 
joint is the position on the intersection of two axes. 

Figure 3: Comparison of a) data from [Murray et al) (left) and b) 
our motion tracker (right). 

Kory published [ 13) such measurements for lhe hip, knee, and an
gle joints. We compared our motion tracker measurements with the 
published curves and found good agreement. Figure 4.1a shows 
lhc curves for lhe knee and ankle reponed in [13), and figure 4.1b 
shows our measurements. 

We aJso experimented with a walking sequence of a subject seen 
from an oblique view with a similar kinematic model. As seen in 
figure 4, we tracked the angular configurations and the pose suc
cessfully over the complete sequence of 45 image frames. Because 
we use a scaled orthographic projection model, the perspective ef
fects of the person walking closer to the camern had to be compen
Sllled by different scales. The uucking algorithm could successfully 
estimate the scale changes. 

4.2 Digital Muybrldge 

The final set of experiments was done on historic footage recorded 
by Eadweard Muybridge in 1884. His mclhods are of independent 
interest, as lhey predate motion pictures. Muybridgc had his mod
els walk in an open shed. Parullelto lhc shed was a fixed battery of 
24 cameras. Two portable batteries of 12 cameras each were posi
tioned al bolh ends of lhe shed, cilhcr at an angle of 90 deg relative 
lO lhe shed or an angle of 60 deg. Three photographs were lake 
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Figure 5: Eadweard Muybridgc, The Human Figure in Motion, 
Plate 97: Woman Walking. The first 5 frames show part of a walk 
cycle from one example view, and the second 5 frames show the 
same time steps from a different view 

simultaneously, one from each battery. The effective 'framcrntc' 
of his technique is about two times lower then current video frnme 
mtcs: a fact which makes tracking a harder problem .. ll is to our ad
vantage lhat he took for each time step three pictures from different 
viewpoints. 

Figure 4.2 and figure 4.2 shows example photo plates. We could 
initialize lhc 3D pose by labeling alllhree views of lhc first frame 
and running the minimization procedure over the body dimensions 
and poses: Figure 4.2 shows one example initialization. Every body 
segment was visible in at least one of the three camera views, there
fore we could track the left and the right side of the person. We 
applied this technique to a walking woman and a walking man. For 
the walking woman we had 10 time steps available that contained 
60% of a full walk cycle (figure 4.2). For lhis set of experiments we 
extended our kinematic model to 19 OOFs. The two hip joints, the 
two shoulder joints, and lhc neck joint, were modeled by 3 DOFs. 
The two knee joints and two elbow joints were modeled just by 
one rotation axis. Figure 4.2 shows the trn.cking results with the 
model overlayed. As you sec, we could successfully trn.ck the com
plete sequence. To animate the trn.cking results we mirrored the left 
and right side angles to produce the remaining frames of a com
plete walk cycle. We animated the 30 motion capture data with a 
stick figure model and a volumetric model (figure 10), and it looks 
very natural. The video shows some of the tracking and animation 
sequences from severnl novel camera views, replicating the walk 
cycle performed over a century ago on the grounds of University of 
Pennsylvania. 

For the visualization of the walking man sequence. we did not 
apply the mirroring, because he was carrying a boulder on his 
shoulder. This made the walk asymmetric. We re-animated the 
original trnckcd motion (figure 4.2) capture data for lhe man, and it 
also looked very natural. 

Given the successful application of our tracking technique to 
multi-view data. we are planning to record with higher framc-rntes 
our own multi-view video footage. We also plan to record a wider 
range of gestures. 
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Figure 4: Example configurations of the estimated kinematic structure of a person seen from an oblique view. 

Figure 6: Eadwcard Muybridgc, The Human Figure in Motion, 
Plmc 7: Man walking and carrying 75-LB boulder on shoulder. The 
first 5 frames show part of a walk cycle from one example view, and 
the second 5 frames show the same time steps from a different view 

Figure 7: Initialization of Muybridge's Woman Walking: This vi
sualizes the initial angular configurnlion projected to 3 example 
views. 
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Figure 8: Muybridgc's Woman Walking: Motion Capture results. 
This shows the tracked angular configurations and its volumclric 
model projected to 2 example views. 

5 Conclusion 

In this paper, we have developed and demonstrated a new technique 
for video motion capture. The approach does not require any mark
ers. body suits or any other devices attached to the body of the actor. 
The actor can move about wearing his or her regular clothes. We 
demonstrated results on video recordings of people walking both 
in frontoparn.llcl and oblique views. as well as on the classic Muy
bridge photographic sequences recorded more than a century ago. 

Visually tracking human motion at the level of individual joints 
is a very challenging problem. Our results are due, in large measure, 
to the introduction of a novel mathematical technique, the product 
of exponential maps and twist motions. and its integration into a 
differential motion estimation scheme. The advantage of this par
ticular formulation is that it results in the equations that need to 
be solved to update the kinematic chain parameters from frame to 
frame being linear, and thal it is not neCessary to solve for any re
dundant or unnecessary variables. 

Future work will concentrate on deaJing with very large motions, 
as may happen, for instance, in videotapes of high speed running. 
The approach developed in this paper is a differential method. and 
therefore may be expected to fail when the motion from frame-to
frame is very large. We propose to augment the technique by the 
usc of an initial coarse search stage. Given a close enough stnrting 
value, the differential method will converge correctly. 
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Figure 9: Muybridgc's Man Walking: Motion Capture results. This 
shows the tracked angular configurations and its volumetric model 
projected to 2 example views. 

Figure 10: Computer models used for the animation of the Muy. 
bridge motion capture. Please check out the video to see the quality 
of the animation. 
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